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SYSTEM WITH ART
Have you ever had a scene "lost" in the laboratory? Have you

hunted for days for a "shot" you know you took, but can't find when

it comes to assembling the picture? Many a director and cinematog-

rapher have been delayed and embarrassed by the mislaying of a few

feet of film, unimportant in itself, but vitally necessary to complete

some sequence of action. That's why the filing system in the STAND-
ARD FILM LABORATORIES appeals to them particularly. They know
they won't have to stop and hunt through thousands of feet of film to

find that one necessary scene.

System can be combined with art. The efficiency of our organiza-

tion, the co-ordination of all departments in the STANDARD FILM
LABORATORIES, materially assists the artistic expression of pro-

ducers, directors and cinematographers utilizing our camera-to-screen

service. They are free to concentrate on their work without worrying

about what will happen to it in the laboratory. They know each one

of our workmen is an expert in his department; they know all these

things make Standard Negative and Standard Prints look better and

wear longer.
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Believes Color IDill Not Aid Dramatic Cinematography
Color u;ould sidetrack attention Noted director and cinematog-

from storu, which is all-important, Bu Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C. rapher, after unbiased reasoning,

is opinion. states his points against color.

Much time and money is being expended in research

which seeks to perfect color photography in motion pic-

tures. Yet, if such efforts are eventually successful, will

color actually prove an asset to dramatic motion pictures?

In the opinion of the writer, it will not.

At present, motion pictures may he said to be the most
universally popular form of entertainment that exists.

Each day, of course, millions of people view motion picture

productions in various parts of the world; and those mil-

lions have educated themselves, as it were, to supply, in

their imaginations, the colors which are lacking in the

"black and white" motion pictures. To them, if you will

pause to think, the picture is complete without the natural

colors. When they see a tree or a lawn, they know that it

is usually green, and so on.

Refers to the Ultimate
When we speak of "color" here we do not mean the pres-

ent stage of development in colors in cinematography; we
refer to the apex of color work, that toward which all ex-

periments are aimed—that is, for colors on the screen to

be exact reproductions of the objects photographed.

Everything Subordinate to Story
The test of the success or failure of color in dramatic

photography may be summed up in one question—will it

aid in the telling of the story? Those things which con-

tribute to the telling of the story in the motion picture are

assets; those which do not are liabilities. Anything which
distracts the eye and the mind from the story does not be-

long in the motion picture.

If the entire matter will be thought out carefully, it must
be realized that colors in cinematography must draw the
attention from the story. For example, take any interior

scene—consider how long it takes the eye to travel from
one color point to another in a given scene. Make the ex-

periment yourself; close your eyes and open them sud-

denly on the screen and note how the attention is monopo-
lized by the colors. You of course would necessarily have
to make the experiment on a scene in which a majority
of the objects therein are stationary.

M^nv Stations in Color Route
What happens then in the motion picture, which, by its

very name, you must remember, does not stand still? A
scene is flashed on the screen—a scene which exactly pre-

sents each color as in the original. What is the course of

the eve. the eye which reports what it sees to the brain?

It travels from color to color, according to their individual

prominence. Meanwhile, the picture is moving and the

story is being told continuously. By the time the eye has
consumed valuable moments in absorbing the various

colors, the scene has moved on to completion which is be-

fore the eye has had time to entirely take in those details

which go to make up the story which the picture was pro-

duced to relate.

Believes Colors Distracting
Suppose we had a close-up, the object of which was to

portray deep emotion. Now suppose the close-up—which
includes the characters therein—were in natural color.

Here, again, the eye would be distracted by the colors.

The time in which the eye should be fully concentrated on
those details which are calculated to depict the emotion
would be wholly lost in absorbing the colors. The result is

evident—the emotion woud be lost on the audience. These
points are delicate and difficult to "pin down," just as

difficult ;is it is to reckon which objects in a scene attract

our attention first; but they are points which are monu-
mental in their importance.

The more brilliant the color the quicker it will win the

attention of the child. Inherently, we are all susceptible

to colors. As long as we are, colors in motion pictures will

have first demand on our attention. How does this affect

the story which, it may be repeated, the picture was pro-

duced to relate? The story becomes subordinate instead

of predominant. The matter may be put more plainly

—

how many people would go to see a production which had
no story to tell? Of course, in instances where the chief

object may be to present natural colors, such as in scenics

or the like colors finds an effective place.

Must Re-educate Public
But to introduce colors into dramatic photography would

mean that the public would have to be re-educated to a new
art. Naturally, if the principal purpose of the theater

patron in viewing a photoplay is to note ttie colors of the

characters' clothes or of the shrubs, color photography
would meet demands ideally.

Good Cinematography's Purpose
The present-day aim of good photography is to aid the

telling of the story by suggesting the mood of the par-

ticular scene with the background that is used, by artist-

ically managed lights and shades, and by the compositional

use of furniture or scenery. But color, which excites our

inherent sensibilities, is not such an aid Motion pictures

are an art in themselves and as such will grow just as the

other arts have. It is not a branch of the stage, no more
tha'i it is a branch of music. It is just as distinct as music
or painting, though, like the other arts, it may be said to

have its inter-relation.

Realism and the Artistic

Striving for realism, as introducing color into dramatic
photography, does not necessarily constitute the artistic.

True art does not necessarily mean the exact reproduction

of nature which is not always the artistic. True art ex-

tracts from nature, but forms its own composition. The
landscape painter is not bound to copy nature as it stands.

He does not put every tree in nature's place. He paints a

section, and makes a beautiful picture. Again, it may be
said that the audience never fails to supply the necessary
colors in viewing the cinematography of today.

The move to color dramatic motion pictures finds its

parallel in the fad to color sculpture, which, I believe, was
tried as an innovation, but which didn't prove successful.

Imagine a beautiful marble statue with the face in the

natural colors of a human being. Do you think the statue

would be more beautiful? At any rate, the colored sculp-

ture fad was short-lived. It was not long before it died out

and sculpture returned to its classical interpretations.

No Prejudice
The writer approached the matter of natural colors in

cinematography open-mindedly, and the convictions which
he has formed, have come after years of dispassionate

reasoning on every side of the question.

Harry Fowler, A. S. C, is on location at Cascada, Shaver
Lake, shooting "The Man from Outside" directed by Fred-

erick Reel, Jr., and with Frank Mayo, Miriam Cooper.

Stuart Holmes and other celebrities in the cast.

* * *

Robert Stuart, well-known Eastern cinematographer,
passed away after a long illness at his home in T>ynbrook,

TiOng Island.
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Neu? Sensitometer for Determination in Positive Printinq
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As a result of wide variations in lighting conditions,
in exposure and in development, cinematographic nega-
tives vary enormously in density and in contrast. As a re-

sult of these variations, the exposure required to produce
the best possible print from such negatives must also vary
widely in value.

One of the difficult steps in the production of satis-

factory positive quality is the determination of the proper
exposure to give in printing the positive material. At the
present time in the majority of film finishing laboratories,
this determination is made by experienced 'timers." The
various negatives to be printed are examined visually
by the timer and from his experience acquired by long
practice in judging the density values in the negative and
from his knowledge of the conditions in the printing ma-
chines, a judgment of the correct printing exposure is

made. A timer who has had long training becomes ex-

pert in judging the proper exposure for a given negative.
However, frequent errors are made and reprinting in

many cases is found necessary.
Admitting the remarkable ability of the trained timer,

errors in estimating the effective printing density of a
negative are to be expected on account of the inherent na-
ture of the human eye. One cause of such errors is the
variable sensitivity of the eye to brightness and bright
ness differences. It is well known that the sensation pro-
duced by the action of a given light stimulus on the eye is

dependent to a great extent upon the previous stimulation
to which the eye has been subjected. Hence, unless great
care is used in keeping the eye in a fixed condition of
sensitivity, very large and serious errors in judgment may
occur.

Color Variation In Negative.

Another factor which in many cases makes the deter-
mination of printing exposure by the visual judgment
method very difficult, is the variation in the color of a
yellow deposit in the negative. For instance, a negative
developed in a pyro developer or in certain combinations

J
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Fig. 2 Transverse vertical section showing arrangement
of parts.

of metal and hydroquinone will give a silver deposit which
is perceptibly yellow in color. This yellowness while pro-

ducing a very small effect upon visual density may pro-

duce a very large and important photographic effect. A
deposit which appears to be slightly yellowish to the eye
may require a much greater printing time than a gray
deposit of the same apparent visual density.

For these reasons it seems desirable, if possible, to de-

velop a method for the determination of exposure from
which the personal equation is entirely eliminated.

Micro-Densitometer Used.
When work was begun on this problem, it was thought

that the direct solution lay in an experimental determina-
tion of the maximum density of the negative to be printed.

A large number of experiments were theiefore made, using
a micro-densitometer for the measurement of density of

various portions of the negative. From these density
values the exposure required to produce a just perceptible
deposit through the highest density of the negative was
computed and positives made according to these calcu-

lations. It was found that this method did not in every
case yield a satisfactory positive. In tiie case of these
negatives in which the contrast range was very low, the
production of a just perceptible density corresponding to

the maximum density of the negative resulted in a posi-

tive entirely too thin and having all of the caaracteristics

of being undertimed in printing while, in the case of an
extremely contrasty negative, the production of a just per-

ceptible density in the positive corresponding to the maxi-
mum density in the negative, resulted in an over-exposed
print. It was evident from these experiments that the
most satisfactory positive is not always a result of pro-

ducing a just perceptible density through the darkest por-

tion of the negative. To utilize this method, it would seem
necessary to decide upon what portion of the negative
should be selected as a guide for printing the positive.

The person deciding upon this would require considerable
training and again the result would be dependent upon the
personal judgment of a skilled observer.
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Another Method.
Another method of eliminating the estimation of print-

ing time is to print a few frames of the negative under
consideration using all of the light change settings avail-

able on the printing machine. Upon development it would
then be very easy to decide upon the printing intensity

resulting in the best quality of positive. The printing
machine could then be set to light intensities thus de-

termined and the negatives in question printed satisfac-

torily. Such a method, however, is rather laborious, re-

quires considerable time and in many ways is somewhat
objectionable.

In the sensitometer described in this paper, the general
method of making trial prints using exposures corres-

ponding to the various light change stops of the printing
machine is employed. The method, however, is much sim-

pler in that all the necessary exposures are made simultan-
eously and automatically by the sensitometer. This is

accomplished by using what is technically known as a

sensitometric tablet behind which a section of the nega-

tive under consideration is printed in contact with the
positive material. The sensitometric tablet consists of a

series of areas or spots varying in transmission. These
areas are of the same size as a single motion picture nega-

tive (.75 inch x 1.0 inch) and are arranged side by side in

exactly the same way as the individual pictures on a

motion picture film. The relative transmission values of

the various areas are so adjusted as to correspond with
the relative light intensity values of the printing machine
with which the sensitometer is to be used. The intensity

of the light source used in the sensitometer and the ex-

posure time are so adjusted that the exposure incident

on the positive material in contact with the area of a

given number on the tablet is equivalent to the exposure
given by the printing machine when set to the same num-
ber on the light change board.

The Sensitometer.
The arrangement of the various parts can best be ex-

plained by reference to Figures 1, 2 and 3 which are merely
diagrammatic sketches in which no attempt has been
made to retain actual size relationship or to show details

of construction. Figure 1 is essentially a front elevation.

The reel A carries the roll of negative to be sampled.
The negative film passes from this reel to the rollers H
and I to the rewind B. The unexposed positive is carried on
the reel Q, passes on to the rollers F and G to the winding
reel D. These guide rollers and film reels are supported
on the top of the sensitometer XY which is a brass plate,

6 inches wide by 24 inches long. The sensitometric tablet

J is mounted in a recess in the top of the sensitometer as

shown so that the upper surface of the tablet is level with
the upper surface of the sensitometer top. The platen R
is moved up and down automatically by a mechanical de-

B

Fig. <> Typical density-log exposure curve

vice so that during the exposure the positive film is held
directly in contact with the tablet and the negative film.

After the exposure has been made the platen automatically
rises and the film sprocket E advances the exposed posi-

tive film 12 frames so that a fresh portion of positive is

in position ready for the next exposure. The exposed
positive is taken up by the reel D. Two small circular

windows of ruby glass are located at O and P. As the
negative is pulled through the instrument by the rewind
B, the operator can inspect the negative by means of these
illuminated windows. Black lines are ruled across these

windows in such position that when the frame lines on the

negative are placed in register with the black lines on the

windows, the negative is framed with respect to the var-

ious areas of the sensitometric tablet. These illuminating

windows are lighted by means of two small 110-volt lamps,

M. and N, enclosed in light tight compartments situated

beneath the windows.

Exposing Light.

The exposing light L is a 40-watt linoiite mounted di-

rectly below the sensitometric tablet in the lower part of

the sensitometer. Between the lamp and the sensitometer
is placed a sheet of diffusing glass, K. The position of

this diffusing glass can be varied in order to adjust the

intensity of the illumination incident upon the sensito-

metric tablet. In the compartment marked S are located

the necessary mechanical elements to give the desired

cycle of operation. The lamp L is enclosed in a tubular

shutter which is actuated by a mechanism such that

when a lever is pressed, the tubular shutter element makes
one complete revolution. As this shutter revolves the light

from the lamp L is allowed to fall on the diffusing glass

K and the positive film is exposed through the tablet J

and the negative in position between the tablet and the

positive film. The time of exposure is ZV2 seconds. The
relative positions of the lamp and tubular shutter can be

more clearly seen in Figure 2 which is essentially a vertical

cross-section along the line QZ in Figure 1. The positions

of the platen, positive film, the negative being tested and
the sensitometric tablet are indicated by tne letters R. A,

B and J, respectively. The diffusing screen K occupies

the position as shown and is capable of being moved either

up or down as indicated by the arrows. The extent of the

diffusing screen which serves as an effective source for

illuminating the tablet is limited by the opaque members
S and T. The lamp L is located at the center of the tubu-

lar shutter V. This shutter consists of a metal tube from

which the portion indicated by the dotted line has been

cut away leaving a single opaque segment O. In the nor-

mal position, this opaque segment closes the slot in the

horizontal member M so that no light falls upon the dif-

fusing screen K.
(Continued on Page ll)
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Volcanic rock formation works difficulties on setting up cameras securely. Being a
retiring sort of gentleman, James Van Trees, A. S. C, always devoting his attention to
his camera, stood with his back to the photographer who clicked this picture. Meet him
face to face in his accompanying article. Character in pose is Betty t'onipson, star of
production.

More About
Hawaii

Bij James Uan Trees, A. S. C.

Additional cinematographic information

from A. S. C. member u>ho films

famous uolcano.

As Jackson Rose pointed out in his article last month,
we were both in Honolulu shooting productions at the
same time but never once did our paths cross. This was
due to the fact, no doubt, that we were woi-king under
different conditions; he shooting a travelogue, as he said,

and I, a dramatic production.

We carried with us on the steamer, the City of Hono-
lulu, which was burned on the return trip, something like

13 tons of equipment including lights, cables and things
electrical; and chemicals and laboratory equipment. When
our party of 28, which included, besides Betty Compton, the
star; the technical staff; Julia Crawford Ivers, the director,
and the cast for "The White Flower"—this is the name of
the Paramount production which we shot—when our party
docked in Honolulu, we were greeted, strange to say, by
natives who had heard of our coming and who were curious
to see the "picture people," it seemed.

Build Laboratory.
Within a week we had rented a cottage which we

converted into a complete laboratory in which we develop-
ed and printed all of the work done during our stay on the
islands.

As Jackson Rose emphasized, the islands are very rich
in "locations." The director, the art director and I spent
a number of days in traveling about to select locations
which we invariably decided against when we would find

an even more beautiful one "round the corner." Motion
pictures of course were a novelty to the natives, that is.

the actual making of pictures, but we found them very
willing to assist when the occasion ofiered itself. Our
script called for a great number of natives to appear in

the various scenes and we discovered tnat the Hawaiian
is a natural-born actor. After they once comprehend what
is wanted of them, they perform far better than the average
extra of Hollywood.

For Tropical Specimens.
The cinematographer who is called on to film a variety

of tropical vegetation will find his needs in the Foster
Gardens, which, located near Honolulu, were originally a

botanical reserve and which are said to contain every
known species of tropical plant and fonage. We shot
numerous scenes in this garden, a walk through which
seems like a beautiful dream. It was impossible to pick
out the best place of all to shoot because it is a veritable
paradise; it embraces fifteen acres.

Find Water Soft.
Before we arrived in Honolulu we had been warned that

the water there would be very, very hard, and were ad-

vised to prepare our developing solutions accordingly.

To the contrary, we found that the water which was to

be had for use in our laboratory was very soft. The film,

after being treated, would come out so soft that it could
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A view Into the crater of the volcano which denes
the human hotly and the ilelicate mechanism of the
camera to venture down into the terrific heat of its
depths.

be crumpled up in the hand like a piece of silk and, when
released, would come out without a blemish or indication

of such treatment. The water which we used came from
artesian wells.

Fish Like Cinema Drink.

The laboratory solutions were drained from the wash
tanks into a sluice which emptied into the ocean only a

few yards away. In the shallow waters of the ocean a
few Japanese fishermen were plying their trade of casting
out a net whenever they saw a fish about which, the net,

weighted at the ends, invariably closed down like a

balloon. The fresh water from the laboratory apparently
attracted larger fish from the deeper waters. The few
Japanese fishermen in the vicinity discovered this and
clustered about the outlet to capture the unexpected
prizes. We immediately warned them that they were in

dangerous waters as the fish might possibly become pois-

oned from the hypo and the developer contained in the

water coming from the tank. The next day, however, no
less than 150 Japanese were jostling about the mouth
of the sluice participating in the harvest or the fish run.

We tried to explain to them again but our efforts were
fruitless. They evidently believed that we wrere endeavor-
ing to induce them to leave so that we could pull in the

fish for ourselves. After that, whenever we ate fish, we
made thorough inquiries as to where they had been
caught.

Forceful Winds.
Not far from Honolulu we found a place where it took

all the strength of two able-bodied men to carry a single

camera. It is the "Pali" where a road runs on the ledge

of a steep perpendicular cliff in the gap between two hills.

At this place the winds blow so strong every hour in the

day, year after year, that to walk against them one has
to bend over as if he were pulling a horse cart. In fact,

one can lean over to a 45 degree angle in walking against

these winds. One cannot face them uprignt else he will

be blown over. If one stands in the same direction in

which the wind is blowing and jumps, he will land ten

feet away. Automobile tops are always put down before

passing this point. This phenomenon is attributed to the

trade winds which, blowing in from the ocean, strike the

hills and without any other outlet pour their concentrated
forces through the gap.

Humidity Great.

The humidity was very great in Honolulu, so great in

fact that at times, as an example, if one were sitting in a
chair and saw an object a few feet away, he would be so

lacking in energy that he w-vjld "orego having it rather

Who has seen the wind? It was very decidedly pres-
ent here. The gentleman is heing thrown on* his balance
after the wind had thwarted him in his attempt to walk
upright against it.

than arising to get it. When we arrived at Hilo, on our
way to the volcano which is 30 miles from that city, the
humidity was even greater. As a precaution we taped up
all our cases. Once arriving at the volcano, which has
an elevation of approximately one mile, the atmosphere
became bracing and invigorating, comparable, in truth to

that of California. It was then that we realized how de-

pressing the humidity in the lowlands really was.

At the Volcano.
We remained at the volcano a week, quartering at a

ledge nearby. At the time of our visit, the volcano con-

tents were 650 feet below the edge of the crater. It was
here that some of the most important scenes of the picture

were filmed. Unaccustomed to the nature of the volcano,

I planned to get a close-up of its interior by having some
of the staff lower me with cables while I carried the

camera and did the shooting. Government officials ex-

plained my foolhardiness. A thermometer of 150 degrees
Farenheit burst on reaching a 200-foot level. I was in-

formed that the way the temperature above the lava sur-

face was calculated, was by recording the melting point

of iron pipes lowered in the crater.

It is said that the volcano exacts a pair of shoes from
every person who visits it. This is literally true. When
we first arrived there, I was wearing a new pair of heavy
mountain boots. Before we left, I was virtually walking
on my bare feet. The volcanic rock is the cause. It is as

sharp as glass and to a degree, I personally believe, pois-

onous. Most of our scenes there were made after seven
o'clock at night. In order that no one would fall into the
huge cracks which, caused by the heat, go down many feet

around the edge of the crater, we made a circle of white-

wash around the brim. In doing so I handled some of the

rock and though I was very careful with it, I was scratched

about the hands in many places. These scratches required

a very long time to heal. In the absence of electrical pro-

visions at that location we used flares for lighting.

Hot Face—Cold Back.
One can stand on the edge of the volcano and his face

will be almost roasting from the heat while his back, be-

cause of the altitude, will be freezing, it seems. We used
60 natives for the scenes. They worked when they did

work, but always welcomed the order to quit. At first I

experienced not a little difficulty in getting them to halt

their action after I had finished shooting a scene. I wrould

yell "that's all, cut it out, that's enough, stop, halt." in my
efforts to convey my meaning. But most times they con-

tinued doing what they had been doing before. At last I

hit upon their word, "pau," and whenever I uttered it, all

(Continued on Page 17)
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Jls Hew Hear
Came

Nineteen Twenty Two introduces

his cinema charges to his

successor.

"I am Nineteen Twenty Two. I am about to depart for-

ever and will turn my work over to my successor. When I

first took office, Motion Pictures, you were being threat-

ened by old man Panic, but regardless, you have danced

merrily along the path of progress to the tune of many new
and magnificent theaters. During the three hundred and

sixty-five days of my reign, you have given us some
mediocre work and Motion Pictures, I warn you, quantity

is not always a sign of advancement. Be careful lest the

Good Public grows cold and loses interest. Before I de-

part, I shall call on your components to state their cause.

Introduce yourselves and speak up."

ENTER: Great Producer;
"I am Great Producer! I have turned out the greatest

number of pictures of any one concern. My ambition is

to make them all. I control my distribution and am grab-

bing up all the theaters I can lay hold of. I have put Mo-
tion Pictures on a sound business basis. I must continue

to make good pictures, because I have not yet killed Com-
petition; otherwise my system is well organized."

Independent Producer;
"Alas, I am Independent Producer! I have been hor-

ribly discouraged and am really afraid to do anything on a

lavish scale. I had anticipated great things but have suf-

fered untold tortures. Perhaps I shall summon up courage
and secure the aid of Financial Backing, who will put me
on my feet. I must watch my step and be careful of Great
Producer."

Star System;
"I am Star System! My popularity has been established

by the Public. Great Producer has almost run me ragged
by working me to death and overdoing a good thing. He is

strong for quantity and lets quality suffer. Oh; where is

Art?"

Independent Star System;
'.Well, I am Independent Star System! I have thrown off

the shackles of Great Producer and his factory methods. I

have gone out on my own and make fewer and better pic-

tures and see how successful I have been. I have done
much to preserve my art."

New Invention;
"I am New Invention! I have given the public some very

fine examples of stereoscopic and color photography and
besides, talking pictures. But dear Public does not ac-

claim my efforts and evidently does not seek a change
fust yet."

Scenario;
"I am Scenario! I am a descendant of Story and am
sought by all. I have suffered great humiliation at my
treatment before finally getting before the public. I am in

a terrible rut and must rack my brain for new twists in my
plots. I am the foundation of Motion Pictures. I feel my-
self weakening and I am so important. Can I keep faith

with the Public a while longer?"

Photography

;

"Ah! I am Photography! I am the one eye of Motion Pic-

tures. My cameras have done noble work and have reached
;j high degree of perfection. Bad camera work is more the
exception than the rule, and I thank co-operation and or-

ganization. I have been the last to capitulate to com-
mercialism."

Laboratory

;

"And I am Laboratory! My condition has not changed
greatly. I realize I am in need of assistance as Producer
continues In burden me with his last-minute rush work. I

know I am holding back Photography. When will I lie

given time to study the Public and know it well."

Publicity;
"I am Publicity! Everybody knows me and I work hand-
in-hand with Exploitation. Together we do much to put
Motion Pictures on the map. We have advanced our work
tremendously and have become an absolute necessity. We
study the Public and know it well."

Distribution;

"I am Distribution! Motion Pictures cannot exist without

me and I require considerable percentage to keep me satis-

fied. But the Public foots the bill and thinks that Producer
gets it all."

Theater

;

"I am Theater! I have done my share to improve things

in a general way for Motion Pictures. Public is my closest

friend. I have killed off 'Nickelodeon' and 'Steam Piano.'

I am allied with Presentation and together we give Motion
Picture a better deal, assisted by Good Projection. Ventila-

tion and Pipe Organ."

Admission Fee;
"Yes, I am Admission Fee! I a.m constantly juggled about,

by Producer, Distribution and Theater. I Have become an
unstable quantity. I must appeal direct to the Public and
it must be remembered that my greatest support comes
from Lower and Middle Class. Exceedingly Wealthy has
not as yet, completely fallen for Motion Pictures. I must
go easy as I am sometimes called Luxury and have Neces-

sity as a competitor."

Veiled Mystery;
"What is that Veiled Mystery hiding in the corner? An un-

invited guest. Who are you and what is your business in

connection with Motion Pictures?"

"Ha! Ha! Oh, I am Scandal! I am always Hanging around
to give Motion Pictures a black eye. I whisper in the ear

of Reform, who is always active and in search of new
fields of endeavor. Beware of me. I have not been idle

and I shall lead Motion Picture a merry dance during the

reign of Nineteen Twenty Three, if I
"

"Stop where you are! I am Educational Film! I have done
and can yet do much for Motion Pictures and my possibili-

ties are without limit, if I am only to be more seriously

considered."

1 9 2 3 ;

"Well, at last I have arrived. I am Nineteen Twenty
Three and there is much to be done during my reign of

three hundred and sixty-five days. Let Motion Pictures not

be misjudged nor misused. Let not the sins of a few des-

cend upon the heads of all. Motion Pictures is yel a husky
youngster, scarcely fifteen years of age. All of you be on
your way and let us see what progress you have made at

the end of my term, for I am the NEW YEAR."

COOPER HEWITT ISSUES INTERESTING
PAMPHLETS

The Cooper Hewitt Electric Company lias issued its

reprint, Number Ifi. "Artificial vs. Natural Light." bj E

Leavenworth Elliott, as well as its bulletin. Number 98-A,

which is a complete catalogue of Cooper Hewitt photo-

graphic outfits.

Those desiring copies of these pamphlets may obtain

them by addressing A. I). Child's, sales manager of the

Cooper Hewitt organization, at ils m i in offices at Hoboken,
New Jersey.
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COTTlGr —conducted bij Foster Qoss

AN ANNIVERSARY

Just as this is the birth of a new year, this month marks the fourth

anniversary of the founding of the American Society of Cinematographers.

In January 1919, fifteen ace cinematographers, recognizing the good which

could be accomplished by an organization representing the highest ideals

in cinematography, banded together and formed the society which, through

these forty-eight months, has more than justified their foresight and vision.

The motto which was established—"Loyalty, Progress, Art"—has been

upheld and observed until today, more than ever before, membership in the

American Society of Cinematographers is synonymous with sterling cine-

matography. No man is elected to that organization unless his achieve-

ments warrant the honor; his record must be brilliant and substantial with

deeds well-done, deeds which measure up to the motto which reigns as

real rather than abstract.

Since motion pictures are a comparatively new art and industry which

evolves rapidly, if imperceptibly, many changes have come since January

1919, but the American Society of Cinematographers has not only kept

abreast of such changes but it has progressed in the van, so that nowr
'

as then, it is representative of the best in cinematography. If the pro-

duction personnel of those photoplays which have been reckoned as note-

worthy in the past several years is consulted, the worth of the A. S. C.

members will be readily appreciated. They are men who speak in celluloid

rather than in words. Their art, their loyalty, their progress, have pre-

served for the future a record of the abilities of others at their best; and

in the same operations these men have immortalized their own superlative

accomplishments. Even though they still may be classified as the pioneers

in this vast game of motion pictures, it is entirely conceivable that their

masterpieces will be studied as the criterion by unborn generations of cine-

matographers, even though the latter will be favored with inventions which

the mind of man as yet has not uncovered. And it is to be hoped that

people in the dim years to come will not have to wonder vainly who filmed

such masterpieces; it is to be desired that justly given screen credit will

eliminate the possibility of the cinematographer of today becoming un-

known genius to audiences of a century hence.

In the advance of motion pictures what has been more significant,

whether or not the fact is recognized in some quarters, than the progress!

of cinematography and the technical side of the calling? Truly, such

progress has won to the screen personages who refused to give their tal-

ents to the cinema when it was in its technically rough state. So great has

been the technical advancement, in fact, that it has been the preponderant

iiiimiii>iMiiimmiiiimimmnttin<
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factor in the decision of various luminaries to re-film productions in which

they triumphed years ago.

Because the cinematographer works with a machine is no legitimate

reason that he should be considered as mechanic. He must be essentially

an artist, besides possessing his practical traits, else he would never be a

successful cinematographer—else players would never reach the public

at their best.

Through its organized effort, the American Society of Cinematograph-

ers has done much for motion pictures and gives every indication of carry-

ing on. Its membership numbers not only the great staff cinematograph-

ers of the various producing companies, but it embraces the dramatic

freelance who like the freelance actor and the independent producer is a

vital power in films.

Even as the need for a cinematographic society was realized, the

place for a publication devoted to the technical phases of motion pictures

was early detected by the American Society of Cinematographers. Accord-
ingly, some two years after the incorporation of the organization, the

American Cinematographer made its first appearance. A two-sheet affair,

it was modest enough at first, but the judgment and foresight of its

sponsors were again justified. Being likewise a pioneer, it was greeted

warmly from the beginning. It was breaking ground in a field which had
long awaited cultivation. By degrees it grew and prospered until it was
enlarged into a semi-monthly magazine, which proved even more popular

than its predecessor. Its success may be said to have been whirlwind.

Its scope widened so speedily that, in the early part of the past year,

it was converted into a national monthly magazine to take care of its

growth.

As it looks back, the American Cinematographer believes that it has

reason to be proud of what it has done, just as has the American Society

of Cinematographers. But as rapid as its rise has been, even though it

is more successful now than ever before, this publication does not propose
to rest on its oars, to content itself with laurels of the past or the present.

It intends, as the American Society of Cinematographers has done, not

only to keep abreast of the expansion of the motion picture art and industry

but to forge ever ahead, well in the van.
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A Pertinent Question and an Ans\r>er Thereto
Euincing the interest which the motion picture patron
is beginning to feel more and more concerning the

actual production of the photoplay, the writer discusses

certain affairs which haue come to his attention as the

layman.

Bij ^Arthur Q. Haqerman
Is there a close enough relationship between the camera

artist and the screen author?

This question is merely the query of a lay person, com-

paratively speaking. That is, the writer is neither inter-

ested in cinematography nor scenario writing, except theo-

retically, but having been an observer from the standpoint

of a newspaper reviewer, he feels privileged to indulge

in an interrogative outburst. In the critical capacity on a

newspaper he came to the conclusion several times that
one thing wrong with the main run of photoplays was that
they didn't show a perfect alliance between the angles and
compositions of photography and the meaning the scenario
writers put into scenes. Now in publicity work, he has had
opportunity for some time to observe the actual working
conditions of cinematographers and the possibilities of their

full co-operation with the author and director in transcrib-

ing to pictorial form what the continuity says.

The Layman's Angle
Observation has deepened this conviction to a certain

extent, but so far it has failed to definitely establish the
causes of the fault. It may be that cameramen don't get
their script copies early enough in production. It may be
that the scenario writer should always be on the set. It

may be that the director in some cases doesn't fully sense
the importance of perfect alignment between the mental
perspectives of the two different artists, cinematographer
and scenarist. It may even be, in rare instances, that the

cinematographer has the idea that what the director says
on the spur of the moment is the only thing he needs pay
heed to.

Examples Cited

To illustrate what is meant by co-operation of this sort,

there are various good examples to draw upon.

In Mary Pickford's "Tess" there is a scene between
lovers, sitting on a fence, where the boughs of trees seem
to shelter and protect the budding romance, and the char-

acter of the photography is-—the writer has no technical

language at his command to describe it—extremely clearcut

at the center, around the faces, and around this center

radiates an increasing indefiniteness or "soft focus," which
emphasizes the beauty of the scene. The apparent protec-

tion of the tree limbs, the romantic beauty of the shot—all

these details heightened the effect of the scene which
otherwise would have been merely a shot of two lovers

busy at their sentimental playing. Rosher and Broening
were the cinematographers.

In "The Storm" there are numerous scenes with House
Peters, Matt Moore and Virginia Valli which are heightened
in their cleverness by subtle touches in camera work. The
photography seems almost "effeminate" at times where
Moore is playing the "softy," and it is exquisitely simple

and clear where the heroine of the forests, impersonated by
Virginia Valli, makes her appearance.

Edeson's photography on "Robin Hood" is getting the

praise it deserves, and it is quite evident, too, that he had
ih«' clearest understanding with the artists who designed
the sots. There is a massiveness about the general effect

tb.it is visible in interior scenes as well as in the minia-

(Continued on Page 19)

Considering the things mentioned by the layman writer,

the Cinematographer deals with their ramifications as un--

derstood from years of experience in the uarious

branches of cinematography, giuing attention to his per-

sonal experience and that of others.

The Jlnstuer :

Is there close enough relationship between the camera

artist and the screen artist?

Speaking for myself, unfortunately, I have failed as yet

to have the pleasure of meeting many "Screen Authors,"

in the true sense of the word. Most authors that I have

met have really been continuity writers whose ignorance

of camera possibilities is appalling. Of course, I, as well

as any cinematographer, favor the closest co-operation pos*

sible between the camera artist and the film writer, the

most successful of whom "know" the camera thoroughly.

The reading of any out-of-focus continuity is probably the

closest I ever get to the adapter. By "out-of-focus," I

mean, incidentally, the "nth" carbon copy of the continu-

ity so that it is scarcely readable.

Cinematographer Should Visualize Story

The average recognized cinematographer, on being given

the script, endeavors to visualize the story according to

the meaning which it is desired to convey. He studies

each scene in his effort to gain the maximum cinemato-

graphic results. He makes notations as to the manner In

wrhich the various scenes may be lighted and offers such

illuminating possibilities to the director for the latter's

consideration. Of course, if the cinematographer is not

handed the script in time, it is impossible for him to give

the necessary deliberation to each scene—and such delib-

eration is necessary if an excellent production is expected

to result. The fact is becoming appreciated that it i9

those organizations, whose policy is sensible and sincere

co-operation between every department, that are producing

the best motion pictures. It is inevitable that such organi-

zations should attain the best results.

Wrong Kind of Speed

It is a regrettable fact that every cinematographer does

not receive his copy of the script in time and that when he

does receive it he may have to contend with one of the

directors of the old school who still imagine that there is

a halo about their square heads and who still believe that

the only person necessary to produce a picture is the

director. Usually it is the cinematographer who is shoot-

ing program pictures that works under the greatest disad-

vantage in the matter of being able to give proper atten-

tion to the script. I know of many instances wherein, at

the time the production was started, the director's scrip

consisted of merely a few pages of scenes and when these

had been filmed in accordance with time demands, the pro-

duction force had to wait until the scenario department

completed other scenes. How much better would it be

for all concerned if everyone who needed the script had

received his copy in entirety well before actual photograph-

ing was started. Pictorial beauty is essential in any pro-

duction. But how can beautiful photography, composition

and proper lighting be obtained when a production man-

ager is constantly crying for footage? It stands to reason

that if the screen writer is working under conditions where

proper co-operation between him and the cinematographer

is not encouraged such a writer will not have the pleasure

of seeing his story or adaptation reach the screen in the

best manner possible.

(Continued on Page 17)
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When the plunging of the mark was forgotten for an instant, being a "between
scenes" scene in Joe May's enlarged studio in Berlin-Weissensee during the production
of "The Power of Love," which, it is claimed, will he the most expensive German pro-
duction to date. The technical stalf surrounds May, who is shown holding the arm of
liis wife, Mia May, who has been seen as a star in this country. The gentleman nidi the
basket on his arm is Paul I.eni, celebrated in Europe as a scenic artist, whom May has
secured as a technical director.

Central European
Cinematography

T3xj Charles Shimar, A. S. C.

Austrian Studios ueru small. Ber-

lin bustlinq u>ith production. Extra

talent cheap in large numbers.

Last summer the writer was selected as the cinemato-
grapher with the party which the Universal Pictures Cor-

poration planned to make the production personnel of

motion pictures to be made in Europe. The party included

Harry Myers, Edward Laemmle, director; Edward Lowe,
Jr., scenarist; Ernest Laemmle and Tenny Wright, assist-

ant directors; Frank Atkinson, film editor; Martin Bend-
heim, business manager; Mrs. Stumar, and the writer.

We left that beautiful blond girl, Miss Liberty, with the

torch in her hand, on June 17th. We were slated to travel

on the S. S. Majestic which, however, could not take care

of the entire party, so that we took passage on different

liners sailing on the same day. Frank Atkinson, Mrs.

Stumar and I were assigned to the White Star liner, S. S.

Cedric, bound for Liverpool, England.

No Camels On Ocean
What struck me as rather strange, after we had proceed-

ed three miles or so beyond the statue of Liberty, was the

impelling thirst of my fellow passengers, 90 per cent of

whom were Irish and headed for Queenstown, Ireland.

When the three-mile limit was reached, the bar was so

crowded that those desiring Scotch had a hard time getting

their foot on the rail. Four days out, the supply of all

kinds of fire-water was exhausted. The attendants of the
bar remarked to me that it was the first time of their long
seagoing careers that they had sold out.

Liquor Leads to Revolt?
One night the passengers gave a dance on the promenade

deck which was decorated with the flags of the Allied

nations. Because the Irish flag was not put up—mind you,

a ship of "His majesty"—the Irish passengers started a

small revolution. Threats were flying in the air left and
right. Believe me, I could see the ship sunk in mid-ocean.
But the captain was very tactful and armed the crew and
officers with automatics, so that the embryo revolt soon
passed. It took us ten days to cross the big pond, and
when we arrived in Liverpool, we hadn't experienced a

sick minute.

Before we left New York we were ordered to get to

London and to wait there for the rest of the company, but
a cablegram from Carl Laemmle, the Universal president,

changed everything. I was directed to go direct to Vienna,
so I knew that the picture, "Ivanhoe," which we were sup-

posed to make in Scotland, had been changed for another
subject.

Holland Atmosphere
We traveled from Liverpool to Harwich where we em-

barked on a channel beat for Hook van Holland. Arriving

there the next day we took the train for Berlin. We went
through some beautiful country in Holland. The dykes,

the quaint little Dutch houses, beautiful flower gardens,

(Continued on Bage 20)
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Overdone

perhaps, is the admonition to "start

the new year right." But we

don't believe that you could

go wrong in presenting

your friend with a

subscription to

the American

C i nematographer.

We would suggest that

you pass your copy on, if we

didn't know that so many of the

readers file each issue for reference.

The American Cinematographer

—

Herewith find $3.00 to pay for one year's subscrip-

tion to The American Cinematographer, subscription

to begin with the issue of 192.3.

Name

uimiimiimiii iimiiniiiilHiitiii
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Figure 4

A Camera
Periscope

A periscope attachment for motion picture cameras has
been invented by William C. Cox of Washington, D. C, who
has been awarded a United States patent covering the ap-

paratus. While war-time use for the attachment evi-

dently was prominent in Cox's calculations at the time his

application for patent was filed, the periscope, if its prac-

ticability can be conclusively established, no doubt will

find its greatest possibilities in peace-time work. Just

how far it can go toward replacing the platform for ele-

vated shots remains to be seen.

Cox sets forth the details of his invention as follows:

This invention relates to improvements in optical at-

tachments for motion picture cameras, and it is the prin-

cipal object of the invention to provide a combined peri-

scope and support for motion picture or similar large and
heavy cameras, whereby the same can be successively

employed for photographing objects not within focusing

range of the camera when in its normal position, that is,

upon the stand or tripod usually employed to support the

same, thus rendering a camera so equipped advantageous-
ly adaptable for use in trench photograph work and like

uses where it becomes necessary that the camera employed
be arranged above the head of an operator and sufficiently

high to clear any obstruction such as the wall of a trench,

in order that the object to be photographed may be prop-

erly located in its lens, the periscope attachment render-

ing it possible for the photographer to view an object fo-

cused in the camera which is supported in a plane above
his head without effort and from his usual position, hence,

materially facilitating the "shooting" of the picture. It is

also an object of the invention to provide a periscope at-

tachment of the character mentioned which can be ad-

justed to various heights, whereby the camera supported

IDashington man is awarded Feder-

al patent on periscopic attach-

ment for motion picture camera.

thereon can be elevated sufficiently to clear the object or

obstruction over which the picture is to be "shot."

Yet another object of my invention may be stated to

reside in the provision of a periscope attachment which
can be secured to the various makes or designs of motion
picture camera stands or tripods now prevalent, with but

slight alteration thereto, and which, when in position there-

on, will be held against any undue movement or detri-

mental vibration.

Other objects will be in part obvious and in part pointed

out hereinafter. In order that the invention and its mode of

application may be readily understood by persons skilled

in the art, I have in the accompanying illustrative draw-

ings, and in the detailed following description based there-

on, set out what I believe to be a preferred embodiment
of the same.

In these drawings:

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the improved periscope

attachment showing the same supporting a motion picture

camera and in position upon an ordinary tripod;

Figure 2 is a similar view taken at right angles to the

Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a transverse section through the periscope

attachment taken on the line 3—3 of Figure 1;

Figure 4 is a similar view taken on the line 4—4 of

Figure 1;

Figure 5 is a fragmentary enlarged detail in section

showing the camera supporting shelf on the finder end of

the periscope and the means for securing the camera
thereto;

Figure 6 is an enlarged fragmentary detail in section

through the lower portion or observing portion of the peri-
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scope showing the gear for transmitting rotary driving
motion to the camera shutter; and,
Figure 7 is a detail in perspective of one form of bracket

employed for securing the periscope attachment to the
tripod.

Having more particular reference to the drawings, in

connection with which like reference characters will desig-
nate corresponding parts throughout the several views,
the improved periscope attachment comprises telescopic
tubular sections 1 and 2, the section 1 being provided with
a right angularly disposed finder end 3 carrying on its

upper side a shelf 4 upon which the motion picture camera
is adapted to be arranged, while the lower end of the
tubular section 2 is provided with an oppositely disposed
right angular portion serving as the observing end of the
periscope and designated by the numeral 5.

It becomes desirable to provide means for extending or
telescoping several sections 1 and 2, and to this end, I

provide on one side wall of the inner section 1, a series
of gear teeth 6 constituting the usual rack while a second
and similar series of these teeth 7 are formed on the ad-
jacent wall of the section 2, it being noted in this connec-
tion that that wall of the section 2 carrying teeth 7 is

slotted as at 8, in order that the series of teeth 6 on the
tubular section 1 may extend through such slot to a point
in proximity to the teeth 7.

The side walls of the section 2 are extended as at 9 and
have a transversely disposed shaft 10 journaled in bearings
therein, a crank handle 11 being secured to one end of the
shaft whereby to facilitate rotation thereof. In this con-
nection, it should be noted that the shaft 10 is slidable in

its bearings in the extended portions 9 of the side walls of

the telescopic section 2 and that the same carries a pinion
12 thereon rotatable with the same and adapted to be
normally enmeshed with the series of teeth 6 extending
from the tubular section 1 through the slot 8 in the sec-

tion 2.

Thus, it is obvious that when the shaft 10 is rotated,

reciprocatory motion will be imparted to the tubular sec-

tion 1 in a direction depending upon the direction of rota-

tion, causing said section 1 to be extended or telescoped
with relation to the section 2. To secure such section 1

in an adjusted position with relation to the section 2, it is

only necessary that the shaft 10 be slid in its bearings in

the extensions 9 whereby to bring the pinion 12 into en-

gagement with the adjacent teeth 7 on the immovable
section 2.

By reason of the fact that the pinion 12 spans the space
between the teeth 6 and 7, it naturally follow s that the

resultant connection between such teeth will serve as an
effective locking means as between the sections 1 and 2,

retaining said section 1 in its adjusted position. I may and
preferably do form a way or seat 13 in the shaft 10 and
arrange a curved spring 14 on the section 2 adjacent said

shaft in order that when the shaft is slid to one side to

effect connection of the pinion 12 between the teeth 6 and
7, said spring will immediately seat in the way 13 and in

consequence, temporarily or releasably lock said shaft in

adjusted position until positively shifted to its rotating

position. As additional means for securing the sections 1

and 2 in adjusted relation and to prevent vibratory move-
ment of a camera supported on the shelf 4, I preferably

Figure <!

pass bolts 15 through the extensions 9, engaging wing nuts
16 with their threaded extremities as shown in the

Figure 4.

By tightening these bolts and wing nuts, it is obvious
that the opposite sides of the section 2 will be drawn in-

wardly until section 1 is snugly received therein, movement
of the opposite walls of the section 2 being permitted by
reason of the forming of the slot 8 therein. To secure a

camera C in position upon the shelf 4 against displacement
during operation of the same, an upright stub shaft 17 is

journaled in bearings in the intermediate portion of the

shelf 4 as shown in the Figure 5, the upper end thereof

being enlarged and screw threaded as at 18 for engagement
with the usual screw threaded opening in the camera C,

while a beveled gear 19 is carried on the lower end of the

shaft and meshes with a corresponding gear 20 mounted
on the adjacent end of a horizontal shaft 21 journaled in

bearings 22 carried on the underside of said shelf 4 and
having a knurled finger piece 23 arranged on its outer

end, whereby rotation of said shaft 21 with the resultant

transmission of rotary motion to the screw 18 can be readi-

ly effected by a person desiring to secure a camera in posi-

tion upon the shelf 4. Various forms of brackets or devices

may be employed for attaching the periscope to the shelf or

platform of a tripod fragmentally shown in the drawings
and indicated at T.

However, for the purpose of illustration and convenience,

I employ a form of bracket such as indicated in its entirety

by the numeral 24 for securing the lower or observing end
of the periscope in position upon the tripod platform. This

bracket consists of a basal portion 25 having arranged
thereon a substantially U-shaped bracket 26 braced witn
relation to the said basal portion by diagonal webs 27,

while securing screws 28 are passed through the sides of

said bracket 26 and are adapted to be engaged with the

adjacent portion of the section 2 of the periscope.

It, of course, will be understood that to engage the peri-

scope in the bracket 24 it is only necessary that the same
be moved laterally into engagement with the bracket 26,

whereupon connection of the screws 28 between said

bracket and periscope is effected. To secure this bracket 24

in position upon tripod platform, I may and preferably do

form an opening 29 in the basal portion 25 through which
a screw or similar form of fastening device may be passed

into engagement with said platform. With a view towards

providing means for transmitting rotary driving motion to

the camera shutter, a bearing 30 is arranged on the lower

portion of the section 2 and rotatably supports a beveled

gear 31 carrying a crank handle 32, the lower end of a

shaft 33 which is mounted in bearings 34 on the section 2,

is positioned adjacent the beveled gear 31 and is provided

with corresponding gears 35, one of which is idle while

the other is secured to said shaft 33.

These gears, as shown in the figure, engage with the

opposite sides of beveled gear 31 and upon rotation of said

gear through the medium of this crank handle 32, rotary

motion will be imparted to the shaft 33. This shaft 33 is

hollow and receives therein one portion of a flexible shaft

36, which shaft, is in turn, journaled in bearings 37 and 38

arranged on the section 1 and the camera C respectively,

a beveled gear 39 being affixed to the upper end of the

!• igure 5 Figure
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flexible shaft and meshing with a beveled gear 40 carried

on the shutter operating shaft 41 of the camera C. In ar-

ranging the camera C on the shelf 4 arranged on the upper

side of the finder end of the periscope attachment, the lens

of the camera is accurately aligned with the finder lens of

the periscope, so that the view reflected or focused in the

camera will correspond accurately to the view reflected in

the observing end 5 of the periscope. With my improved
periscope attachment, it will be appreciated that I provide

a device possessing practical and meritorious features.

The device may be used to advantage in military photo-

graphic operations, such as in trench work, wherein it

oftentimes becomes necessary, or at least desirable, to se-

cure a photograph of certain positions of an enemy.

To do this, it is necessary that the camera be raised

upon the walls of the trench in order that the lens thereof

will be provided with a clear and unobstructed view. The
photographing of pictures of this nature is usually carried

out by the raising of the camera to a point upon the trench

wall, pointing same in the general direction of the object

to be photographed and then "shooting" the same blindly.

Such procedure frequently gives unsatisfactory results and
in consequence, entails considerable expense, in addition

to loss of time and labor.

With my device, the camera when in an elevated posi

tion, can be accurately directed so as to focus the entire

object to be photographed, such object being clearly re-

flected in the observing end 5 of the periscope and in con-

sequence, eliminating "at random" shots. A user of my
device further, is not compelled to change his usual posi-

tion irrespective of the elevation of the camera and hence,

does not have to expose any portion of his body to the fire

of the enemy. The device also possesses considerable com-
mercial merit, as for illustration, in the photographing of

parades, etc., at which times, the position of the photo-

grapher is often such that he must support his camera
upon a specially constructed platform, ladder, or other

device, in order that he may have an unobstructed view
over the heads of persons or other objects in front of him.

With my device, it is only necessary that the periscope

be extended to a point whereat the camera will be suffi-

ciently elevated to afford a clear and unobstructed view in

the observing end 5 of the periscope attachment where-
upon objects may be photographed. Manifestly, the con-

struction shown is capable of considerable modification

and such modification as is within the scope of my claims,

I consider within the spirit of my invention.

<The Answer:
(Continued from Page 12)

Successful Director Appreciates Cinematographer

Notwithstanding the type of director who represents the

opposite extreme, no one realizes more than a real direc-

tor does the value of good photography and what provisions

must be made in order to get it. Unfortunately we still

have a few in our great industry who continue to believe

in the one-man idea, for, mind you, a certain director

recently remarked that in his productions photography
decidedly is secondary. "I want this set built facing the

sun," he said, "so that I can get shooting light from early

morning until late in the evening." Did he properly

appreciate as leading directors do what tremendous assets

artificial lights, handled by the skilled cinematographer,
are?

Personally, I have been fortunate in obtaining my script

in plenty of time so that I could make every effort to carry

out the author's ideas and in being associated with a

director who has implicit faith in my ability, as the

director must have in the cinematographer if the produc-

tion is to rise above the ordinary. But my good fortune

does not prevent my observing conditions as they exist

for others.

DIRECTOR SPEAKS IN DEFENSE OF CLOSE-

UP; CLAIMS IT AIDS TELLING
OF STORY IN FILMS

Much has been said on either side concerning the ad-

visability of the close-up. An old form of motion picture

though it has become, it is still championed by many as

indicated by the contentions of Gasnier, the director.

"Who said abolish the close-up?" he asks.

Gasnier, who has just completed "Thorns and Orange

Blossoms," the new Preferred Picture filmed with an all-

star cast >at the B. P. Schulberg studios, points to the

means by which this pictorial agency is used to advance

the plot of the Bertha Clay story.

"The close-up is an agency for putting over a thought

that is not possible on the speaking stage," said Mr. Gas-

nier. "It need not be ugly, it need not be flat, it need not

stop the action, as so many directors say is the case. When
the action requires it we simply move into the close up to

emphasize points that could not be developed in any other

way. To abandon this means of telling a story would be

as sensible as for a man with a good voice to cease using

it and take to talking on his fingers."

More About Hawaii.

(Continued from Page 8)

action ceased within the bat of an eye. It seems to be

a favorite word. It's never, "when are you going to finish

with this scene or when will finish the picture"; rather

it is "when are you going to be 'pau' with the picture," etc.

A Japanese Puzzle.

The Japanese rice growers have a very novel way of

keeping the birds out of the rice fields; we recorded the

method in celluloid. In the center of the field is a palm-

covered platform from which strings, a few feet apart,

run out in every direction to 10-foot poles over the entire

field. On these poles are tied old cans filled with rocks

and scrap iron. Whenever a bird alights m some part of

the field, the Japanese who occupies the platform will pull

a string which leads to that part of the field with the re-

sult that a wild, clanking noise will arise there, frighten-

ing the bird away. How they ever single out the proper

string to pull is the question.

I was surprised how well speed stock and a 1.9 lens

worked for early morning and night stuff. I gained some
remarkable results with this combination at times when
the second camera, using the usual arrangement, obtained

records in which faces were scarcely recognizable.

Robert Newhard, A. S. C, may lay claim to acting laurels

as well as to those of an ace cinematograpner. At the re-

cent "preview" held by the Actors' Equity in Hollywood,

he appeared in the role of a cinematographer. His "lines"

brought roars of laughter.

* * *

Paul Perry and Robert Kurrle, A. S. C. members, con-

sider themselves the champion duck hunters among the

cinematogra pliers, having bagged the limit in two trips

recently into the mountains of Southern California.

Penrhyn Stanlaws was a member of their party.
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David Abel, A. S. C, has finished photographing the Fox
production, "The Buster," with Doris Pawn and Dustin

Farnum, and directed by Colin Campbell.

Reginald Lyons, A. S. C, has finished filming a travesty

on "Oliver Twist" for Joe Rock comedies.

George Barnes, A. S. C, will photograph an original all-

star Louis Burston production for Metro, to be directed by
Rowland V. Lee.

* * *

Norbert Brodin, A. S. C, will film the next Constance
Talmadge vehicle.

* * *

Max Du Pont, A. S. C, is filming "The Tinsel Harvest,"

directed by William Seiter.

Ross Fisher, A. S. C, is shooting Johnson's "Westbound
99" at the Robertson-Cole studios.

* * *

Kenneth MacLean, A. S. C, is photographing Carter De
Haven comedies.

* * *

L. Guy Wilky, A. S. C, is making preparations for the

filming of "Grumpy," William de Mille's next production

for Paramount.
* * *

Homer Scott, A. S. C, will photograph Warner Brothers'

production of "Main Street."

* * *

Ben Kline, A. S. C, is filming the Universal production

of "Jewel," directed by Lois Wilson.
* * *

Charles Schoenbaum, A. S. C, is photographing "Mr.
Billings Spends His Dime," starring Walter Hiers.

* * *

Rollie Totheroh, A. S. C, is filming "Destiny," starring

Edna Purviance, and directed by Charlie Chaplin.

$

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, has finished photographing of

"Toby Tyler," starring Jackie Coogan.
* * *

Francis Corby, A. S. C, is adding photographic genius to

Jack White comedies which he is shooting.

* * #

Sol Polito, A. S. C, has returned from New York to

shoot the next Edwin Carewe production which is to he
made in Los Angeles.

Ben Reynolds, A. S. C, has joined the Goldwyn cine-

matographic forces to photograph Eric Von Stroheim pro-

ductions. Reynolds was chief cinematographer of "Foolish

Wives."

Allan Siegler, A. S. C, has left for New York City on a

business trip.

The following letter has been received by the American
Cinematographer from L. Guy Wilky, an A. S. C. member:
"The list of releases for November gives me credit as being
one of the cinematographers of 'Manslaughter.' I desire

to state that I had no connection therewith, as my activities

are confined to William de Mille productions. (Signed)
L. Guy Wilky."

Ernest Depew, A. S. C, is shooting the latest Al St. John
comedy for Fox.

* * *

John Arnold, A. S. C, is photographing "Her Fatal Mil-

lions," starring Viola. Dana.
* * *

Charles Van Enger, A. S. C, is photographing the Fred
Niblo production of "The Famous Mrs. Fair."

Roy H. Klaffki is no longer a member of the American
Society of Cinematographers.

* * *

W. S. Smith, Jr., A. S. C, has been in San Francisco
shooting a Vitagraph production, featuring Earle Williams
and Alice Calhoun.

* * *

Rudolph Berguist, A. S. C, is photographing Metro's
production of Willard Mack's, "Your Friend and Mine."

* * *

Victor Milner, A. S. C, has begun filming of the latest

Universal production, starring Gladys Walton and directed

by King Baggot.
* * *

On his return from New York City,

where he had been filming initial scenes
for a forthcoming motion picture, Tony
Gaudio, a member of the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers, was greeted

with the sad news that his beloved
mother had died suddenly in the Eastern
metropolis while he was en route to Los
Angeles. He was unable to return to

New York in time to attend the funeral

services.

Kene Guissart, A. S. C, discussing production details
with Mae Marsh between shots in making ot "Paddy, the
Next Best Thing," tor Wilcox Productions in London, Eng-
land, Gulssart, who has been in the tight little isle for some
time, is receiving the praises of English critics for his
masterful photography.
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The Questions:

(Continued from Page 12)

tured long exterior shots, and it accords well with the spirit

of the plot.

"The Flirt," Booth Tarkington's novel, presented a story

of family life, and in the production of it under Hobart

Henley's direction, the photography by Charles Kaufman
emphasized family groupings. The difference between the

way Helen Jerome Eddy as the hard-working, frugal sister,

and Eileen Percy, as "The Flirt," were photographed, is

something worth seeing. Practically every shot of Miss

Eddy's individual work accentuates the simplicity of the

character she is playing. It is very clear-cut and for the

most part it is simple in effect. On the other hand Miss

Percy was shot from various angles, with varying focus,

and some close-ups of her in soft focus are extremely beau-

tiful. Everything was done to make the two personalities

appear as opposite on the screen as possible, and it is rea-

sonable to conclude that the photography helped to achieve

the effect.

In "The Power of a Lie," a dramatic story that develops

with great simplicity and conspicuous logic, the photog-

raphy seems to be "thoughtfully" dramatic. There are no

freakish angles, many of the shots are as straight at the

players as though the spectator in the theater were al-

lowed to walk in, choose a position exactly in front of what
is going on and watch it from that angle. Charles Stumar
was George Archainbaud's cinematographer on this. Bv the

simplicity and directness of the shots and the extreme
clarity of the focus on the chief dramatic scenes an effect

results which corresponds to the logical theme of the storv

as simply as a-b-c.

Now the question the writer seeks to find an answer to

in regard to more ordinary pictures is this: How many
times does the cameraman get his script on time and study

it thoroughly? In how many instances does the scenario

writer feel an active interest in the pictorial value of his

scenes and the angles and effects necessary to bring out

their best values? In how many cases does the director

realize the necessity of taking the cameraman into his con-

fidence at the very start and talk over, not the action, but
the significance of the action, in every sequence of the

story, and how that significance may best be expressed in

pictorial effects?

The writer firmly believes that the real high point in the

screen art will come when the public, exhibitors, critics and
all other influences outside the producing industry realize

that. t«o bpnntv or storv has charm on the screen unless it

is pictorially beautiful as well—and demand that the tran-

scription itself betray perfect understanding between
scenario writer and camera artist.

Karl Brown, A. S. C, is completing camera work on "The
Covered Waeron" with James Cruze at the Paramount Stu-

dios in Hollywood.
* * *

Bert Cann, A. S. C, continues his sojourning in Europe.
He is attached to the staff of Eddie Polo.

* * *

Not having heard from Herford T. Cowling, A. S. C, for

several weeks, it is presumable that he is penetrating the

African jungles on his present expedition to film the coun-
try adjacent to the Roosevelt trail.

* * *

Jackson Rose, A. S. C, is enjoying a well-earned vaca-
tion before beginning his next cinematographic achieve-
ment.
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Central European Cinematograph!}.
(Continued from Page 13)

natives wearing wooden shoes—all beautiful atmosphere.

We arrived in Berlin the next night. Having lived there

for a number of years, I certainly was disappointed. The
change was shocking. The city was absolutely dark—no

light on the streets. Everything seemed to be dead. We
experienced difficulties in getting hotel accommodations.

Finally we quartered at the Hotel Central, one of the best

hotels in Berlin. The rooms were spacious, well furnished

with beautiful oil paintings and draperies. The cost was
400 marks per day, or 75 cents in American money. The
rooms were at least three times as big as any good room at

the exclusive New York hotels. The darkness, which had
impressed me on our arrival, was brought about, I learned

the next day, out of respect to Rathenau, the German
foreign minister, who had just been assassinated. I could

not observe very much of conditions there because we had

to leave the next day for Vienna, so I will give an account

of my observations of Berlin a little later in this article.

Rich and Poor In Vienna
It had been 14 years since I last saw Vienna. As a city

it had scarcely changed a bit physically, it seemed to me.

But for the natives, there was a colossal change. There

are only two classes—rich and poor. The rich live wonder-

fully; they can get anything for their money. The poor

are suffering immensely. Having the advantage of Amer-
ican money, we might have been regarded as millionaires

during our stay there. The rate of exchange then was
32,500 kronen to one dollar. My hotel bill was 20,000

kronen every third day. We partook of the famous food

in Vienna, celebrated the world over, in the best restaur-

ants, and seldom did a dinner with wine and beer cost

more than 25 cents in American money. I won't bother

the reader with such details since they Have become gen-

erally known, but will discuss the film business in Austria.

Production in Vienna
In Vienna there is only one producing firm which

amounts to anything. Organized well enough financially,

it is on a sound basis, producing fairly good pictures. This

is the Sascha Film Company. Most of their products are

costume films. At the time I was there they were shoot-

ing the concluding scenes of "Sodom," which required

two years to complete. The exteriors were very well clone

and the sets very large.

Small Studios
The Viennese have no studios which amount to anything.

They are all about the size of the old Eclair studio in Fort

Lee, N. J. The lighting equipment is very poor, and when-

ever they have a big set to build, they are obliged to erect

them in the open. Everything is as it was in the United

States ten years ago. The European producers have prog-

ressed very little during these years, due to the war.

Modern Equipment Rare
In Vienna, there are in all about six studios. They are

all, as I say, very small. They have ground glass roofs

with no diffusing arrangements. The cinematographers
are working under very severe conditions, with no modern
equipment at their command. Most of the cinematograph-
ers 'are using Pathe, or Krupp-Ernemann cameras. The
Krupp-Ernemann is a reproduction of the Debrie camera.
During the war, the Germans could not get any of the

French Debries, so the Krupp-Ernemann interests started

manufacturing cameras, taking the Debrie as the model.

I shot some scenes in Vienna for the Universal produc-

tion, "Merry Go 'Round," the locale of which is laid in that

city. When I set my camera, the curious people flocked

about, and it took not a little time to get them from the

path of the camera.

Berlin Busy With Production
After several weeks, we returned to Berlin to start our

production. I was confident that I would bo able to get a

DEBRIE CAMERAS
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studio that would meet our requirements. This was not

so easy, although I knew practically every big studio in

Berlin, having worked in most of them. All the big stu-

dios at that time were engaged until October, so I had quite

a hard time securing space. Thanks to previous acquaint-

ance and having worked with Mr. Joe May, director of the

May Film Company, I was able to secure his studio and
equipment for 10,000 marks a day, or about 15 dollars in

American money.

More Costume Photoplays
Everything was very active. There must have been at

least 75 companies shooting. Most of them were making
German, French and Russian costume pictures. All were
employing thousands of extra people. Extra talent is very

cheap in Germany. They seldom get more than 250 marks
a day.

While in Germany I could find but one German produc-

tion showing in any of their theaters. It was "Kaiser

Friedrich the Great." It was well produced, directed with

lots of fine touches, but lacked good photography. There
are numerous American productions playing in Germany;
the majority are Universals.

Agfa, the German negative film, cost 20 marks per meter.

Negative was developed at 1.75 marks per meter, positive

at 13.30 per meter and printing cost 2.30 per meter.

Had it not been for the illness of Director Laemmle, we
would have made the intended production and I probably

would have still been there, as it was intended to produce

at least three or four more productions on the continent.

I shall never forget the wonderful farewell party which
my friend, Harry Piel, who is well known as a German
film director, gave in my honor at the Palace De Dance.

Besides our immediate party, the guests included two Eng-

lish producers.

Neu? Sensitometer for Determination in Positive

Printinq.
(Continued from page 6.)

General Arrangement
The general arrangement of the top of the sensito-

meter is shown in Figure 3. The sensitometric tablet

occupies the area J across which the dotted lines repre-

sent the separations or frame lines between the areas of

different density. The guide pins, W, serve to keep both
the negative and the positive film properly centered over

the tablet. The rollers F and G serve to hold the positive

in the proper position while the rollers H and I guide the

negative. The circles marked O and P indicate the ruby
glass windows crossed by the black lines which make it

possible to register the negative with the tablet. A small

ruby window at Z permits the operator to see a red flash as

the exposure is being made thus preventing the possibility

of the lamp burning out without the knowledge of the

operator.

The Sensitometric Tablet
As stated previously, the sensitometric tablet is made up

of areas (each the size of a single motion picture negative)

having transmissions proportional to the light intensity

values given by the various adjustments or settings on the

light change board of the printing machine with which it

is proposed to use the sensitometer. In referring to these

intensity values, it should be understood that the effective

photographic intensity is referred to and not the visual

value. The various photographic intensities given by any
printing machine must be determined by a photographic
method. This can be done as follows: A series of flash

prints are made in the printing machine, one strip for

each of the intensities obtainable by the various settings

on the light change board. By the term "flash strip" is

meant simply a print made in the ordinary way but without
any negative in the machine. Portions of cine-nositive

film cut from the same roll as was used in making the flash

strip in the printing machine were exposed in the sensito-
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meter. (*), (f). This is an instrument which gives a series

of known exposures to various areas of the sensitive mater-

ial.

Usual Exposure Scale
The scale of exposure usually employed is one of geome-

trical progression as for instance, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ... . etc.,

exposure units. These strips exposed in the sensitometer

are then attached to the flash strip from the printing ma-
chine and all developed together in the usual way, great

care being taken to obtain uniformity of development. The
density values obtained on the sensitometric strip and on
the flash strip are then determined in the usual way. From
the density values obtained from the sensitometric strips

and the known exposures given by the sensitometer, the

characteristic curve of the material for that particular de-

velopment is plotted. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 6, the

ordinate values being density and the abscissa the loga-

rithm of the exposures. Now, if the density values ob-

tained from the flash strip be laid off as a succession of

points along the density axis, horizontal lines being pro-

jected to cut the curve and from these points of cutting

perpendiculars be dropped to the log. E axis, the exposure

values determined at the points where these points cut the

log. E axis will give the relative values of photographic in-

tensity for the various light change settings of the print-

ing machine.

Illustration
To illustrate this process, let it be assumed that the

points A and B represent densities read from two of the

flash strips. The horizontal dotted lines indicated cut the

characteristic curve at the points C and D. Perpendiculars

dropped from these points E and F now give the relative

characteristic of the exposure given in printing the flash

strips. Since the time is constant for all exposures in the

printing machine, these values of E will be directly pro-

portional to the relative photographic intensity of illumina-

tion incident upon the film in the printer for the two light

changes represented. Proceeding in this manner with one

of the printing machines in use in this Laboratory, the

values shown in Table 1 were obtained. In column 1 are

plotted numbers of the light change settings on the print-

ing machine. In column 2 are the density values read from
the flash strips. In column 3 are the log. exposure values

as determined in the way just described, while in column 4

are the exposure values. These numbers are now directly

proportional to the printing intensities for the various

steps indicated. The tablet to fit this machine must con-

sist therefore of areas whose transmission values are

directly proportional to these exposure values.

TABLE NO. 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

Step DF Log. E E Tr. (%) DT
No.

1 .35 .44 2.7

2 .43 .52 3.3 1.3 1.89

3 .52 .62 4.1

4 .67 .75 5.6 2.2 1.66

5 .72 .80 6.3

6 .84 .90 7.9 . 3.1 1.51

7 1.04 1.07 11.0

8 1.10 1.12 13.0 5.1 1.29

9 1.17 1.20 16.0

10 1.37 1.36 22.0 8.6 1.05

11 1.44 1.40 25.0

12 1.58 1.54 35.0 14.0 .84

13 1.77 1.72 52.0

1 I 1.82 1.76 58.0 23.0 .65

15 1.91 1.88 76.0

16 2.01 2.00 100.0 39.0 .41
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17

18

2.14

2.18

2.14

2.40

138.0

251.0 98.0 .01

In designing this sensitometer it was not deemed neces-

sary or advisable to use a tablet having areas corresponding

to each of the light change settings on the printing ma-

chine. Such a procedure would require a tablet 18 frames

in length and the sampling would consume a considerable

amount of film. It was thought sufficient to use a tablet

consisting of nine frames, one for each alternate step on

the printing machine. In judging quality it is fairly easy

to interpolate between two prints; i. e., if one picture is

slightly over-exposed and the next to it is under-exposed,

the negative can be printed at the light change setting

intermediate between the steps represented by these pic-

tures. It was decided therefore to use for this machine a

9-frame tablet and to adjust these to match the even num-
bers on the light change board.

Fine-grained Emulsion Chosen
It will observed that the tensity values of the flash strips

increase with increasing step numbers, in other words,

step No. 18 gives the highest density and therefore must
be the setting of highest intensity. Step No. 18 on the

tablet must tnerefore give the greatest exposure and hence

must have the highest transmission of any of the tablet

areas. In making up this sensitometer tablet, variable

transmission is obtained by the use of pieces of photo-

graphic iilm developed to various densities. In making
the densities for use in this work, a fine-grained emulsion

is cuosen and the development is carried out in a metol de-

veloper, deposits sufficiently non-selective can be obtained

so that the values of density resulting visually will be

taken as equivalent to the effective photographic density.

Step No. 18 is made by using a piece of film developed

without any exposure. Such a piece was found to have a

transmission of 0.98. Reducing the exposure values tab-

ulated in the fourth column proportionately to this basis,

the values of transmission in column 5 are those desired

for the various steps of the tablet. Converting these values

to density, the values shown in the fifth column are ob-

tained. A tablet made up of steps having these density

values will now reproduce the relative exposures given by
this particular printing machine when operated at the

light change settings indicated by the numbers in column 1.

Two Ways of Adjustment
The tablet thus made gives correct relative exposures

to the various portions of the positive film printed behind

it. In order to obtain the same actual exposures it is neces-

sary to adjust the exposure incident upon the tablet. The
time is fixed to 3% seconds and cannot be changed without
modification of the mechanical connections. It is neces-

sary, therefore, to adjust the intensity to the proper value.

This may be done in either of two ways: by changing
the current flowing through the lamp in the sensitometer or

by changing the position of the diffusing screen located

between the lamp and the sensitometric tablet.

In case the adjustment of the sensitometer exposure is

to be made by variation in the sensitometer lamp current,

the procedure is as follows: A flash exposure is made on
the printing machine at some definite setting on the light

change board, as for instance at No. 10. A series of test

exposures are then made on the sensitometer without a

negative in position, at various current values. These test

exposures and the flash exposure from the machine are

then developed together, care being taken that all are de-

veloped to the same extent. That current value which gives

a. test strip with the density on step No. 10 (or on that

step number corresponding to the light change number
used in making the flash strip on the printing machine)
the same as that obtained on the flash strip from the ma-
chine, is the correct value at which to operate the sensito-

meter lamp. In a. similar manner, the adjustment may be
made by varying the position of the diffusing screen if so

desired.

Why Is the Cooper Hewitt Lamp
"Standard Equipment"

In the Studio

ASK THE ACTOR:

"He knows—he knows—he knows

'

He says: "Because the light is

easy on the eyes, no matter how
much there is of it. You can look
squarely into the lamps without dis-

comfort. The eyes are the most
expressive features of the face, and
it is impossible to register the various
shades of feeling convincingly if they
are tired or dazzled. Cooper Hewitt's
never give me the slightest trouble."

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.

Main Office and Works:

Hoboken, N. J.

Pacific Coast Rep's:

Keese Engineering Co., Los Angeles
CH-122-B

Cinematographers

Attention

The Bausch & Lomb Ultra Rapid Anas-
tigmat is the first successfully produced
anastigmat working at the speed of F :2.7.

Also fulfills the requirements for color
photography.

Lenses of higher speed so far on the
market are not anastigmats and do not
cover standard motion picture film with
precision. Some even fail to meet the
rated speed.

Supplied with completely closing dia-

phragm, for "fade-outs."

A lens can be secured on trial through your dealer, or

from us. IVnte for complete description and prices.

Bausch & [omb Optical (5.
KLW VOUK WASHINGTON CHtCACO IAN f% ANCtSCO

london ROCHESTER.. NY. rBANKro '1 ''
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Operation of the Sensitometer

Negative ready for printing is usually assembled in rolls

consisting of from a few to a large number of scenes. Such
rolls seldom exceed 400 feet in length and the reel pro-

vided for holding the negative to be sampled is sufficiently

large to carry a, 400 foot roll. This is placed in position and
threaded under the rollers and platen, the ends adjusted

to the re-wind. A roll of positive material is placed in

position and threaded under the rollers and platten and
over the sprocket to the take-up. The operator then winds
the negative through until the first scene appears. This
is registered in position over the tablet by adjusting the

frame line coincident to the two positioning lines on the

ruby window. The starting lever is then depressed, caus-

ing the following series of operations:

A. Platen descends, pressing the positive material into

contact with the negative and the sensitometer

tablet.

B. The shutter opens and after a period of 3% seconds

closes.

C. The platen rises releasing the films.

D. The film sprocket is then actuated and advances the

film 12 frames.

This completes the cycle of operation which requires a
total of 10 seconds. The operator then, by turning the

crank on the re-wind mechanism, draws the negative

through the machine until he arrives at the next scene.

This can be noted by watching the negative as it passes

over the red windows or may be detected by feeling the

edge of the negative if it has been previously notched for

printing. The second scene is placed in register and the

process repeated.

After sample prints have been made for all of the scenes

the positive is removed and developed, washed and fixed in

the usual way. From inspection of these trial prints it is

possible then to determine the light change setting which
will yield desired quality of positive. Pictures designated

by the cross in the lower right hand corner are those which
are chosen as having had the proper printing exposure.

The inspection of the test prints may be made in the usual

way by observing them in the hand without magnification,

or they may be placed in an illuminator provided with an
eye-piece giving sufficient magnification to render the judg-

ment somewhat more reliable. Probably the most reliable

method of judging quality is to actually project the various

pictures under standard conditions. This can be done by
means of a suitable projector through which the film can
be moved one picture at a time. If this projecting system
is adjusted so as to give screen brightness of approximate-
ly the same value as commonly used, a most reliable de-

termination of the best possible printing time can be made.

Amplification Possible

If it is considered desirable, the sensitometer can be
made more completely automatic in its action, and other

attachments added for the convenience of the user. A
numbering device which will automatically print an identi-

fication number on each test to correspond with the num-
ber of the negative being sampled can be built into the

mechanism. Furthermore, it is quite possible to drive the

negative winding mechanism by motor and to cause the

printing machine notches or staples on the negative to

start and stop this winding mechanism at the proper time
for the testing of each scene. In this way, the attendance
of an operator can be eliminated with the exception of

placing the roll of negative in position and starting the

motor. Further experience with the instrument in prac-

tical work will indicate the advisibility of adding such
features.

Patents covering the sensitometer are being applied for

by the Eastman Kodak Company, and the instrument will

probably be placed on the market.

January, 1923

I Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new
spiral mount. All sizes in stock

Harold M. Bennett
U. S. Agent

I 153 West 23rd Street New York

|
CRECO

Trade Mark

SPOTLIGHT
WITH

A General Electric High Intensity Element

Gives You the

"Litest Lite That Lites"

I

CINEMA SALES CO.
ELECTRIC STUDIO EQUIPMENT

4538-40 Hollywood Blvd.

|
596021 Hollywood, Calif.

|
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A. S. C. ROLL ENLARGED WITH NAME OF
HARRY PERRY

Membership in the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers has been conferred upon Harry Perry, who has
photographed some of the most notable releases in recent

years.

Among the productions he has filmed are "The Easy
Road," "The City of Silent Men," "White and Unmarried,"
"The Conquest of Canaan," "Cappy Ricks," "A Prince

There Was," "If You Believe It, It's So," "The Crimson
Challenge," "The Ordeal," and "Borderland," all of which
were Famous Players-Lasky vehicles.

At present he is affiliated with Preferred Pictures, B. P.

Schulberg productions. "Shadows," which is being
widely discussed at present in the East, is a current ex-

ample of Perry's ability. His latest production with the

same organization is "Are You a Failure?" which, directed

by Tom Forman, includes in its cast Lloyd Hughes, Tom
Santschi, Madge Bellamy and Hallam Cooiey.

Perry is a brother of Paul Perry, already a member of

the American Society of Cinematographers. Ability in

cinematography apparently is a family trait.

Sol Polito, A. S. C, is winding up the camera work on
"Mighty Lak a Rose" in New York.

Charles Stumar, A. S. C, is shooting "Flesh" at Universal

City.
* * *

Allan Davey, A. S. C, is filming Universal's "The Attic

of Felix Bavu."
* * *

William Fildew, A. S. C, will photograph Universal's

"Drifting."
* * *

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, has begun work on "Toby Tyler,"

starring Jackie Coogan.
* * *

Ross Fisher, A. S. C, is photographing "The Greatest

Menace" at the Fine Arts Studios.

LOVELOCK
VIRGIN MOVIE FIELD

Producers, Directors and Cinematograph-

ers: You are invited by the business men of

LOVELOCK to investigate the natural ad-

vantages and clear atmosphere to be found

here for the production of Western type of

pictures.

We have mountains, canyons, deserts,

"bad lands," rivers, rapids and pools for

canoeing, ranches, cattle, sheep, horses,

cowboys, Indians and every other facility

for a real Western story.

Located on main line of Southern Pacific

a few hours east of Truckee.

Near here are ghost cites and active min-

ing camps.

If you have a story calling for our won-
derful VIRGIN and diversified material,

write to

W. H. GOODIN, PERSHING HOTEL,

LOVELOCK, NEVADA.

Henry Sharp, A. S. C, is photographing "News" with
May MacAvoy.

» * *

Joseph Brotherton, A. S. C, is making preparations for

the filming of "Refuge," to star Katherine MacDonald.

The Thrill of Love!!!

Do WOMEN LOVE Better?

The Thrill of the Human Touch!

SHOULD A WOMAN ADVERTISE FOR A
MATE?

Why Should a Girl be Married Before 18 and the
Man Before 21?

Marriage, Divorce, Love, Eugenics,
Birth Control, Sex Hygiene, etc., etc.

HOW TO MARRY SUCCESSFUL AND ATTAIN
HAPPINESS

These are only some of the subjects exclusively
dealt with in every issue of the "FOLD" MAGAZINE,
America's big and h'gh class LOVERS' PUBLICA-
TION. Devoted only to such problems.

Send 10c for SAMPLE COPY and complete in-

formation about our Friendship Club.

SUBSCRIPTION price now only 75c. per year,

3 years for $2.00.

This special offer to increase the circulation of

the "FOLD" is good only for a short period. Every
subscription includes FREE membership to our
FRIENDSHIP CLUB, with thousands of members
(both sexes) in every state and city.

Send 75c. with your name and address to the

"FOLD" MAGAZINE
1151 Broadway, N. Y. City, U. S. A.

of

WE ARE DISTRIBUTER.? OF "GARRETT £i

CO'tf.inc.VIRGINIA DARE VERMOUTH. ^
TO INTRODUCE THIS WOjMDERPML NONAICOHOIIC PRINK

SPECIAL PRICE $ll £2 PER 12 QUARTS,
WRITE FOR. OUR LATEST CATALOGUE
MAILED FREE CONTAINING SPECIAL OFFERS.
"ASK ABOUT OUR.-VINOBAR,* IT IS GREAT"
'""'MONTR.EAL BOTTLERS CORP.™"
129 E. 59*. ST NEW YORK CITY
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RELEASES
November 26th to December 17th, 1922

CTITLE

"Driven"

"Thorns and Orange Blossoms"

"White Shoulders"

"Ebb Tide"

"Bulldog Drummond"
"Thelma"

"The Jilt"

"Breaking Home Ties"

"While Justice Waits"

"The Pride of Palomar"

"Quincy Adams Sawyer"

"Minnie"

"Hungry Hearts"

"The Toll of the Sea"

"Omar the Tentmaker"

"The Altar Stairs"

"What Fools Men Are"

"The Super Sex"

"The Outcast"

"A Blind Bargain"

"The Town That Forgot God"

"The Streets of New York"

"Forsaking All Others"

"A Daughter of Luxury"

"When Love Comes"

"A California Romance"

"Newly Rich"

"The Counter Jumper"

"Peg O' My Heart"

"The Beautiful and Damned"

"The Ninety and Nine"

"The Hottentot"

"Conquering the Woman"
"As A Man Lives"

"A Front Page Story"

"One Wonderful Night"

"Broken Chains"

"Thirty Days"

"Man's Size"

PttOTOQ RAPHED f3U

George W. Lane

Karl Struss

Joseph Brotherton, member A. S. C.

Bert Glennon

Not credited

Jack MacKenzie, member A. S. C.

William Marshall, member A. S. C.

Not credited

Don Short, member A. S. C.

Chester Lyons

Rudolph Berquist, member A. S. C.

David Kesson and Karl Struss

Robert S. Newhard, member A. S. C.

J. A. Ball

Georges Benoit, member A. S. C.

Dwight Warren

Rudolph Mariner

John S. Stumar

Ernest Hallor

Norbert Brodin, member A. S. C.

Joseph Ruttenberg

Alfred Ortlieb

Charles Stumar, member A. S. C.

Bert Baldridge

Lucien Andriot

Joseph August

Robert Doran, member A. S. C.

Hans Koenekamp, member A. S. C.

George Barnes, member A. S. C.

Frank B. Good and E. B. Du Par, members A. S. C.

Steve Smith, Jr., member A. S. C.

Henry Sharp, member A. S. C.

George Barnes, member A. S. C.

Bert Dawley

Vernon Walker

G. W. Warren

Byron Haskins

Karl Brown, member A. S. C.

Ernest Miller and George Schneiderman. members
A. S. C.

;
wj mi minium

ii'.
-



IDhere to Find the members of the

American

Society of Cinematographers
Phone Holly 4404

OFFICERS
Fred W. Jackman
L. Guy Wilky
Victor Milner
Gilbert Warrenton
Jackson J. Rose
Philip H. Whitman

John Arnold
Victor Milner
H. Lyman Broening
James Van Trees
Kenneth G. MacLean

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Frank B. Good
Fred W. Jackman
Jackson J. Rose
Philip E. Rosen
Homer A. Scott

Abel, David—Fox Studio.
Arnold, John—with Viola Dana, Metro Studio.
Barlatier, Andre—Leah Baird Productions, Ince Studio.
Barnes, George S.—with Louis Burston, Metro.
Beckway, Wm. J.

—

Benoit, Georges—with Richard Walton Tully, James
Young, United.

Broening, H. Lyman

—

Brodin, Norbert F.—with Joseph Sehenck, United
Studios.

Bergquist, Rudolph J.—with Metro Studio.
Brotherton. Joseph—with Katherine MacDonald, Mayer

Studios.
Brown, Karl—with James Cruze, Lasky Studio.
Cann, Bert—With Eddie Polo. Europe.
Corby, Francis—Fred Fishbeck. United Studios.
Cowling, Herford T.—Travel Pictures, Europe.
Cronjager, Henry—with Madge Kennedy, New York

City.
Davey. Allen M.—Stuart Paton, Universal.
Dean, Faxon M.—with Lasky Studio.
Depew, Ernest Sv—with Al St. John, Fox Sunshine.
Doran, Robert S.—with Charles Parrott, Roach Studio.
Dored, John—Scenic, Russia, Pathe.
Dubray, Joseph A.—with R-C Studio.
DuPar. E. B.—with Warner Brothers.
Du Pont. Max B.—with Regal Pictures, Wm. Seiter,

Ince Studio.
Edeson. Arthur—with Douglas Fairbanks, Fairbanks-

Pickford Studio.
Evans. Perry—with Mack Sennett Productions, Sen-

nett Studio.
Fildew, William—with Universal.
Fisher, Ross G.—Emory Johnson, R-C Studio.
Foster, Wm. C.

—

Fowler, Harry M.

—

• 'audio. Tony G —with Norma Talmadge. Metro Studio.
Gilks, A. D.—with Sam Woods, Gloria Swanson. Lasky

Studio.
Good. Fra-nlr B.—with Jackie Coogan, United Studio.
Granville, Fred L.—directing, British International

Corp., London.
Gray, King D.

—

Griffin, Walter L.—with David M. Hartford Prods.
Guissnrt. Rene—with Harley Knoles in charge of pho-

tography. London.
Heimerl, Alois G.

—

Jackman. Floyd

—

Jackman, Fred W, — Supervising Cinematographer,
Mack Sennett Studio.

Kline. Ben H.—with Universal.

President
First Vice-President

Second Vice-President
Third Vice-President

Treasurer
Secretary

Paul Perry
Charles Van Enger
George Schneiderman
Philip H. Whitman

L. Guy Wilky

-with Larry Semon, Vitagraph

Dexter, G. R.—Attorney
Paley, William "Daddy"—Honorary Member.
Thomas A. Edison, Honorary Member.

Koenekamp, Hans F.-
Studio.

Kull. Edward—
Kurrle. Robert

—

Lockwood, J. R.

—

Lundin, Walter—with Harold Lloyd, Roach Studio.
Lyons, Reginald E.—with Joe Rock, Universal Studio.
MacKenzie, Jack—-with Chester Bennett, United Studio.
MacLean, Kenneth G.—with Carter 1 >e Haven, R-C

Studio.
Marshall, William

—

Meehan, George—with Charles Ray, Ray Studio.
Miller, Virgil E.—with Universal.
Milner, Victor—with Universal.
Morgan, Ira H.—with John Barrymore, Europe, Inter-

national.
Newhard. Robert S.—with Wallace Worsley. Universal

Studio.
Norton, Stephen S.

—

Overbaugh, Roy F.—with Richard Barthelmess. New
York City.

Palmer. Ernest S.—John Stahl, Mayer Studio.
Perry, Harry—with Tom Forman, Mayer Studio.
Perry. Paul P.

—

LePicard, Marcel

—

Polito. Sol—With Edwin Carewe.
Reynolds. Ben F.— with Von Stroheim. Goldwyn Studio.
Rizard, Georges—with Charles Ray. Ray Studio.
Rose, Jackson

—

Rosen, Philip E.

—

Rosher, Charles—with Mary Pickford, Pickford-Fair-
banks Studio.

Schoenbaum, Chas. E.—with Lasky Studio.
Schneiderman, George—with Fox Studio.
Scott, Homer A.—Warner Brothers.
Seitz, John F.—with Rex Ingram, Metro. Florida.
Seigler, Allen

—

Sharp, Henry—with Ince, Ince Studio.
Short. Don—with Fox Studio.
Smith, Steve, Jr.—with Vitagraph Studio.
Stumar, Charles—with Universal.
Totheroh. Rollie H.—with Charlie Chaplin. Chaplin

Studio.
Van Enger, Charles—with Fred Niblo, Mayer Studio.
Van Trees. James—with Lasky.
Walter, R. W.—with Mack Sennett Pmductions, Sen-

nett Studio.
Warrenton, Gilbert—with Alice Brady, Lasky, in New

York.
Whitman. Philip H. — with Universal, Experimental

Department.
Wilky, L. Guy—with William Do Mille, Lasky Studio.

LOUALTy PROQRESS ART
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AN ACCURATE CHECK
The cinematographer who has pride in his ART sometimes

feels that he would benefit if he could have the time and equip-

ment to handle his own laboratory work. A constant check on

the developing of his negative and definite knowledge of other

laboratory operations affecting his daily work would help him
correctly to gauge his work in the field, as well as his lighting and

color values. He would be sure if he could handle it himself

that his negative would always tell the true story of his camera

work.

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES carefully regard the

importance of this need and have provided a means of giving the

cinematographer this information. Every night an accurate

record is made of the developing time of his negative, as well as

every other laboratory operation affecting it.

The cinematographer who cares to make use of this informa-

tion, to inspect his negative or to see his light tests, is gladly ac-

commodated. The fact that thousands of feet of negative are

being handled every night by STANDARD does not lessen in the

slightest degree the personal attention given to maintain the

known standard of each client.

4.366 Hollywood, California
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Importance of
Film Editing

Bij LeRoij Stone

Deteran film editor leads reader into

the cutting rooms in thought-prouoking

discussion of euery angle of his calling.

A certain Western producer whose pictures have always
been recognized as a standard for others to attain was
recently asked "Which department of production do you
consider the most vital?" "All of them," was his reply,

but—this same producer has confessed that, although he
has been producing pictures for nearly fifteen years he
has absolutely failed to find anyone to whom he would
give absolute supervision of his film editing department.
On the payroll of this same producer are names with
salaries amounting in some instances to fifty and one hun-

dred thousand doTars per year. Yet, by necessity, he

personally supervises the editing of every one of his

pictures. Proof of this is shown when six months ago
this same producer found it necessary to leave the coast

and make his headquarters in New York City. There
were seven pictures being edited or were ready for the

editors at this time. Actual production of pictures con-

tinued in his absence but he would not allow the cutting

to continue until his staff had been reorganized in New
York City to continue under his personal supervision.

Showmanship In Editing
Not that he was unable to find expert cutters—that is

not enough—he insists upon adding showmanship to the

final handling of his pictures. That is what we need
mostly today, more showmanship in the editing of pic-

tures rather than just mechanical cutting.

More Than Apprenticeship
The mechanical part of cutting can be mastered in a

few years but expert film editing requires more than just

apprenticeship—it requires study and application. En-
trances, exits, match-ups, cut-backs, fades and retrospects

—inserting titles does not concern the expert editor. He
is mostly concerned in tempo, weighing the values of

that particular piece of business that the director shot

five different ways because he was not positive himself.

The fact that the director was not positive is a point in

his favor.

Various Ways of Treatment
The old idea that the director and the cutter are arch-

enemies is a thing of the past. Today, the director is

allowing the cutters more leeway and they are co-operat-

ing more than ever. The director has wisely realized

that the more material he supplies his editor in form of

protective shots and duplicate action, the greater the

chance the editor has to give him a better picture. Edit-

ing of a picture, after all, is the dress-rehearsal of the

drama. If the editor can rehearse or recut and try out

on the screen different ways of handling the vital se-

quence of the picture wherein there might be some doubt
of its "getting over." the better the chance of arriving

at the perfect picture.

Cuts Climax First
Different types of pictures require different handling in

the editing rooms. Frequently a picture will build and
build in suspense to arrive at a climax that is disap-

pointing to the audience. It is very possib'e in some in-

stances that the picture has been faultily edited. The
method the writer has adopted after ten years of studying
the results of his own cutting is to cut the climax of the

picture first whenever possible and devote the greater
portion of his time smoothing out and recutting it until

perfect. If the results are satisfying, the story can be
logically developed—increasing the tempo in each episode
as he nears the climax until the final "warop." On the
other hand, if the story had a "mild" climax, the de-
velopment, of the episodes leading to it would be handled
entirely different so that the audience would not be led

to expect too much. Tn other words, the construction of

the picture is always upward regardless of how high or
low the climax may be built.

Keeping the tempo of the story at a high key when
necessary requires much thought as usually there is an
abundance of "planting" to be carried along with it. Very
often in a melo-dramatic story the suspense is killed by
carrying it too far—in other cases lost by allowing it to

drop. The editor knows that in most cases "surprise"
and comedy cannot be combined. He knows that an
extra "plant" cut will tip off what is coming and there-

fore be of value in getting a laugh perhaps in comedy
and in the drama eliminating that extra cut probably
would give the episode a dramatic punch.

Logical Development For Drama
Drama requires smooth and logical development, one

jarring cut or very bad match-up frequently mars an epi-

sode. I recall a picture made by a famous director in

which the audience was held in suspense at the meeting
of two estranged lovers. The scene was marvelously well
directed. Your attention was riveted upon these two
characters as they slowly came face to face. One gesture
from either character might reveal what the climax of

the situation would be. Well I remember how I watched
each and every move—the suspense maintained was per-

fect. The man started to make a move—either to turn
away or to take her in his arms, when suddenly a cut back
to another scene that was absolutely irrelevent to the
situation flashed on the screen for a few seconds—then
back to the lovers concluding a love embrace that was
intense. What happened in the meantime? This is a

simple example how "speeding" up a picture ruins charac-
terization unless it is done with extreme care.

Unnecessary Action Injurious
It is vital for any picture regardless of its nature and

type to tell a story in an interesting manner without bor-

ing the audience with unnecessary action that tends
only to destroy the value of later dramatic scenes. Often-
times a director is at a loss to understand why a dramatic
sequence in his picture does not hold when he is positive

of its value. He perhaps has not taken in consideration
that there has been so much preliminary ground work
that he has fogged the values of his real drama. Yet he
knows that he must retain much of his ground work in

order that his picture is properly motivated. By careful

cutting and recutting the editor can establish all the
preliminary motivation necessary and yet do it in a simple
manner both entertaining and retaining the full values.

This is usually handled by "splitting sequences" or in

other words, handling two sequences at one time, hitting

the hierh lights or important parts of each one yet telling

it in the same amount of film required to handle one of

them if cut individually.

Offsetting: Character Defects
Consistent characterization is necessary to the perfect

picture. The director of today generally watches this

point very closely, but in spite of his watchfulness incon-

sistencies in character appear and must be eliminated.

The screen will forgive a character falling from grace

but after that fact has been once established, a repetition

of the same thing will destroy any vestige of sympathy
that might have been built to. Although repetition seems
logical in the script, the audience turns away with dis-

gust and labels it nauseating. These things are usually

not difficult to edit out of the picture unless it is built in

with the plot so tight that elimination will weaken the

story. Tn that case it is usually far better to resort to

the hack method of using the story telling sub-title than
(Continued on Page 17)
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Dressing Interior Sets For <The Motion Picture Camera
Before used, properties must meet

rigid camera tests to establish

their cinematographic qualities.

Baj E. E. Sheelexj

Each set must be "camera proof" and

furnishings must be selected accord-

ingly., says Universal art director.

Dressing' of oriental sot sueh as this necessitates eareful consideration for camera angles
and entails exhaustive work to lind those organizations which carry authentic "props" for such
atmosphere.

The dressing of moving picture sets calls for something
more than a pleasing effect to the eye—any interior may
be ever so pleasing in itself but its composition may be
entirely conflict :ng when the camera angles are taken into

consideration.

Every cinematographer knows how difficult it is to shoot

an interior which, though probably beautiful to the eye,

presents almost insurmountable obstacles to transfer its

appearance to the screen just as beautifully. While an
interior may, to all indications, be "tastefully" dressed, it

may, on the other hand, involve such a series of clashing

factors as to render impossible its being practically

photographed.

Should Be Ready for Camera
When the cinematographer sets his camera up on an

interior, that interior should be as nearly perfect as pos-

sible so that he will not be obliged to waste valuable time
in making experiments in the shooting of the action of

the characters before it becomes conclusively evident that

the entire "dressing" of the set must be altered. If there
is any experimenting—and there is plenty of it—to be done
in the dressing of an interior, let that experimenting be
done before the director calls his players and the cinema-
tographer to the set for the making of the scenes in a
production.

It is the duty, then, of he who dresses the interiors to

exert every effort that the decoration of such sets be in

accord with protographic possibilities rather than work
against the camera and the cinematographer. Usually the

fulfillment of such duties falls under the jurisdiction of the

art director and cinematographers in his department who
preside over the technical, the property and similar depart-

ments which carry out the actual physical dressing of the

interiors.

Study Scenario for "Dressing"

The first step in the dressing is a careful perusal of the

scenario so as to determine just what is needed. Here is

where the severest difficulties very often arise. It may so

happen that the scenario writer may recommend some cer-

tain interior construction and dressing, and it may be the

case that the scenarist, though a very brilliant person in

his line, may possess virtually no technical or architec-

tural training so that the construction he recommends
cannot be carried out at all if the interior is to be photo-

graphed; in fact, it would be necessary to give a set six

walls in many instances in order to carry out the designa-

tion of the scenario department. It might be said here
that if the scenarist, who does not have technical or archi-

tectural knowledge, would take it upon himself to learn as

much as he could about the possibilities and the limitations

of the camera, about the details which go to dress a set

properly, about set construction even if he speaks only to

the carpenter on the stage, he would increase his own
efficiency immeasurably and prove an even more valuable

man to his organization.

Every Step Considered
When the scenario is studied, those who dress the sets

consider every step of action that is taken on the interior

in Question. The furnishings which go into that interior

must aid the action as much as possible. Nothing that

would obstruct the execut :on of the action may be used.

Camera angles must be kept in mind at all times; nothing

should be ordered that would violate the photographic

factor in the least.

If the set does not house contemporary action but rep-

resents some fixed period, then every care must be made
to furnish it correct to the slightest detail. We of course
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A .simple interior, constructed to be "camera prooF'
with properties placed with minute regard to action and
shooting? angles.

are familiar with the various furnishings and decorations
which are in vogue today, so that an interior which calls

for them naturally will not prove so hard to dress as an
interior whose furnishings are of a period which has
become strange to us.

Mathematical Calculations
Then there are all sorts of mathematical calculations to

be made concerning the interior, and he who does not have
a thorough knowledge of all branches of mathematics at
his command will find himself at sea.

Property Houses Enlisted
When a list of objects which are deemed as suitable for

the interior are finally drawn up, it is turned over to the
"outside" man of the property department — that is, the
man whose duty it is to assemble all the articles which
are designated on the list. He makes a thorough canvass
of all sources of such supplies— at the great property
houses which have brought together for motion picture
use materials from every part of the world. His duties
are of the utmost importance, too, since the actual physical
dressing of the set depends on him. He must know what
an article's camera possibilities are for certain uses. He
must be able to pick objects correctly the first time so
that time is not wasted in returning them to the property
houses and exchanging them for others winch should have
been selected in the first place. The "outside" or property
man has also been given a copy of the script at the very
beginning and he also studies it minutely with regard to

period, given details, etc.

Effects With Props
Just as effects are to be made by the use of lighting,

other effects are accomplished by the placing of objects
in the dressing of sets. A picture placed here or an orna-
ment there may eliminate bleakness or break a vacant
effect. If great depth is to be shown in a minimum of

set space, this may be accomplished by "forcing the per-

spective," just as is done in drawing.
Every interior must be balanced. Objects must be so

planted that they fit in with every point of action that is

to happen in the set.

Test of Sets
Before the set is turned over to the director, it is given

the acid test within our organization when two cinematog-
raphers who comprise a special experiment department set

up their cameras on the set in question and pass finally

on its "photographic fert'lity." If it is found that the set

is cinematographically satisfactory, a chart which, with
Full data, has been especially prepared Is turned over to

the director who is to use it, pointing out the suggested

A more involved interior which gives art and property
directors anxious hours to find furnishings to meet all
camera requisites.

angles which the experiments and construction have estab-

lished as the best to shoot from. Of course when it is

known which cinematographer is to shoot the set in ques-

tion the props have been selected to harmonize with his

own photographic individuality.

S. M. P. E. CONVENTION DETAILS
The Traymore hotel has been selected as the head-

quarters for the spring convention of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers to be held in Atlantic City, New Jersey,

May 7-8-9-10.

This meeting, it is anticipated, will be one of the most
significant ever held by the S. M. P. E., and a banner
attendance is expected. Reservations are being made
already.

Arrangements are being made for a general reunion

of all the members, with numerous pleasure expeditions

being planned for those who attend.

As yet, a list of papers to be read and subjects to be

discussed has not been announced definitely but it is

known that a wealth of information, invaluable to all

interested in motion pictures, will be brought forth at the

convention.

Special preparations for the benefit of the ladies who
will be present have been made, a committee of ladies

having been appointed for the purpose.

ART PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE SCREEN
When the director, after days of preparation, is at last

ready to shoot, the rapidly moving film registers much
that is dramatic and much that is educational. But how
much photographic beauty does the grinding mechanism
reproduce? When all is said and done, the art : stic achieve-

ment should be of equal importance with the story. That
is, the story should be beautifully told. No one who has

seen the beautiful Bruce scenics has been unmoved by
these marvelous masterpieces of the picturesque. Here is

photographic art par excellence.

After all, it is the photographer with a deep devotion to

art and an abiding love of the beautiful to whom we must
pass the laurel. He it is who has advanced the art of

picture making from the Daguerreotype to the sensuous
soft-focused lens. And it is this same trail that the moving
picture camera man is following. His problems are very

different, we acknowledge, but the fundamental feeling for

beauty and the art of revealing it are the same. His is a

worthy profession and we honor him because it is he who
by his study of the limitations of photography keeps con-

stantly enlarging our horizons and bringing more and

more beauty to the silver sheet.—Film Fun.
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Proper Identification of Characters Is Urged
Uncertain introduction causes

confusion to audience and less*-

ens entertaining value.

By H. Lijman Broening, A. S.C.

Lengthy casts cannot be suc-

cessfully introduced in the bulk,

is contention.

For a time it looked as though the motion picture was ahead of the stage in the matter of Char-

acter Introductions. The players or characters of the play should be at all times kept clear in the

minds of the audience. How often it is that several characters of a photoplay look similar and, if

not properly "introduced" to the specator, results in a complicated puzzle, especially in the case of

an eight or nine reeler, or where there is an exceptionally large cast.

In the theater or speaking stage, the program and list

of players is constantly before the audience for refer-

ence and the characters are usually listed in the order of

their appearance.

Difficult to Remember
Not so with the feature picture! After a series of an-

nouncements there appears a long list of players, as, for

instance, in "The Stranger's Banquet." The screen is

crowded with small type in order to get it all in. In a

large theater the last row holders are totally incapable

of knowing just who is who. At times the list is so lengthy

a panoramic title is necessary. It is almost a mental im-

possibility to remember these characters from the time

the list is presented, until they finally reach the screen,

in some particular scene.

Separate Introduction
Some years ago someone conceived the idea (a very

good one) of introducing each character, with a sub-title,

in their order of appearance; the title followed by a fairly

good sized close-up of the player. This is the simplest

way to create an intimate impression upon the audience.

If characters are introduced, one at a time, or perhaps in

small groups, the spectator gets on much better terms with

the players at the very start of the story and the next

time he sees them he is more apt to recognize them.

Fixing Character

Some flashes or cut-backs are so very short and do not

allow for lengthy analysis, but if the character in the

said flash has been emphatically introduced, much guess

work is avoided. The scenario writer, in planning out his

continuity, can find ways and means of providing intro-

ductory close-ups of the cast without serious injury to

the story.

Assist Audience
We of the industry are more or less familiar with the

faces we see on the screen and know the players by rea-

son of our personal association with the industry. Our
audiences, however, need a bit more assistance. Some of

our screen stories are complicated enough, as it is, so that

a group of actors, wearing the same mustache, or a

flock of ladies with the same blonde hairdress, can be
the source of much mental anguish if not properly im-

pressed upon the intellect by means of the ever-ready

close-up.

Use Film Advantages
Why not entirely do away with the stagy old program

idea and use the advantages the motion picture offers?

The audience is always interested in who's who in the

movies, so we might as well give it to them the way it

is most easily understood.

Enlarged Standard Plant

=SES

«52

£K5

1

A new photograph of Standard I II in Laboratories showing, in the
rear, the additional negative drying rooms necessitated by this institu-
tion's phenomenal expansion during the past year. This plant began
operations in February, 192", with faeilities that made it one of the
most modern and efficient film laboratories in the world. Slnee then one
addition has been built and several Interior alterations have been made
to care for rapidly Increasing business. Among the recent changes Is
the construction of several additional cutting rooms for the use of direc-
tors and clnemntographers. These cutting rooms combine absolute
privacy with all possible faeilities for expediting the editing of film;
John M. Niekolaus and S. M. Tompkins, founders of the institution and
respectively vice president and secretary-treasurer of the company,
have issued a standing invitation to makers of motion pictures to visit
the new plant and to make use of the added advantages.
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Minnie Cinematographic Scotch and Irish
IDetness of land of Burns and "Machine-gun" camera brings
Scott proues photographic hand*-

I I 1 | 1 | quick action from Irish
;

port--

icap is Hopkins' experience. holes for English crowds.

Shades of

sray an<l

soft etl'ects.

Typical

English

photographic

atmosphere.

Taken at

3:45 In the

afternoon

before

Westminster

Abbey
With Big Ben

in the distance:

Returned from a jaunt of several months into Scotland,

England and Ireland, Willie Hopkins, artist, director

producer and traveler, brings a rich store of cinemato-

graphic information from those countries.

In his trip Hopkins was concerned with actually "shoot-

ing" the countries themselves as he was gathering cine-

matographic material for the first four of his series of

travelogues into the homes and haunts of eminent poets
and authors, including those of Burns and Lauder in Scot-

land, Dickens in London, Shakespeare in Stratford-on-

Avon, Ibanez and Cervantes in Spain, Wagner and Schiller

in Germany, Hans Andersen and Ibsen in Norway and
Denmark, Byron and Dante in Switzerland and Italy, Scott
and Tennyson in England and Scotland, Waslrngton Irving
ad James Whitcomb Riley in this country, and Mark Twain
in America and Europe.

Hopkins and his associate and cinematographer, James
T. Gibney, formerly associated with Gaumont in various
European countries, were virtual cinematographic pioneers
in their expedition into Scotland.

They found that the natives there were just as inter-

ested in motion picture production as the native English-
men themselves, and the Englishmen are becoming a
by-word to cinematographers because of their gregarious
proclivities in surrounding and hemming in completely any
camera that .is set up.

Photographic Enigma
"Scotland was a photographic enigma for us," Hopkins

says on his return to this country. "For five weeks after

we arrived there we were unable to turn the crank of a

camera, or rather I should say that we were afraid to turn

the crank of a camera, as it was raining or 'misting"

almost continuously. Finally, after delay after delay, our
hopes for better weather became exhausted and we became
desperate. It was the wettest summer in years, as the crop

reports will show; it was so wet, in fact, that the farmers
were unable to harvest the grain in a great many instances.

But, rain or no rain, we at last determined to shoot what
we were seeking.

Surprising Results
"The results surprised us. After the usual experiment-

ing and adapting ourselves to the conditions, we found

that we obtained very good effects in the rain by shooting

at F:7.

"Photographically, you come to realize the practical as

well as the poetic sincerity of the poet's description of

Scotland:
" 'Land of brown heather and shaggy wood,
" 'Land of the mountain and the mists.'

"If one is striving for soft focus effects one finds this mist

ideal. Here in the United States we go to all sorts of

(Continued on page IS)
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No scoop here. Enterprise nml vigilance of nena ciucmatoKraphers puts them ut the proper
place ut th€* riulil time. This photograph by Fred Albert of Dayton shows, left to right, Fraenkel.
International News; Prichard. Pathe News; May field, Fox News; Albert, Klnogramg, and Tobias
of Mel (ink Field, in the net of shooting Art Smith, pilot, following trial flight in Dr. George De
Bothezat's helicopter at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio.

Bij Charles Haldeman
CThe Ileius
Cinematoqrapher

The "news" cinematographer may be called the minute
man of the movies. He must be ready on the briefest

notice to snatch up his camera and paraphernalia and
travel scores of miles to record an event in celluloid—an
event which thousands of audiences in this country and
abroad will be viewing on the screen before the passing of

p. month.
In the past ten years, the news cinematographer has

come to mean much to the world—not only to the world
today, but to the generat'ons of the future. He is not
only a power of entertainment, but he is an important
factor in preserving a record of the history of the world.
What would we give to see a moving picture of the signing
of the Declaration of Independence, of the inauguration of

Washington or of Lincoln in the act of delivering his

Gettysburg address? How much more it would mean to

us if we could see those events revived before our eyes
in faithful accuracy instead of depending on print to pre-

sent them to us.

Film History For Progeny
But there were no news cinematographers in those days.

Think, then, what it will mean to our great great-grand-

children for them to see important historical events whic h

are taking place in our lifetime and which, thanks to the

invent'on of motion pictures, are being recorded for all

times. Even now, we follow with the keenest interest

scenes showing important happenings during the adminis-
tration of Woodrow Wilson, who removed from the White
House just two years ago.

The efforts of the news cinematographers provide unfail-

ing entertainment for our brethren of our own age as well

as capturing history for those who will live thousands of

years hence. The news reel has found its place on every
theatre program. Classed as a "short" but important sub

minute Titan of TTloines works with
hair-triqger rapiditu. Is crusader

to brinq news of world to amuse--

ment's and instruction's portals.

ject, it is the delight of many a theatre manager who wel-

comes the variety it lends to the most impressive of pro-

grams.
But does the motion picture patron realize, when he sits

peacefully in his theatre seat—will the history-interested

people centur : es hence realize what the news cinematog-
rapher has to go through to "get" the events which appear
in the news films?

One Chance Only
Unlike the cinematographer who— with all sincere

respects to his truly wonderful prowess—shoots the pre-

arranged productions, a mishap in which may be remedied
by going through the action again, the news cinematog-
rapher cannot depend on rehearsals but must record his

events as they happen—if the crowds get into his way, if

some bit of mechanism fails him, that is his ill luck. He
has no means of making a fire burn clown a wall again in-

to make a diplomat retrace his steps on leaving a con-

ference hall, so that he can retrieve an error which may
have occurred in his first attempt to shoot a scene. There
is usually one and only one chance per scene for the news
man; he must get it or miss it—be scooped.

Nosing For News
To be able to register a clear-cut scoop is just as much

a source of satisfaction to the news cinematographer ami

those he serves as it is to the newspapermen and the sheet

that he serves. But scoops are not so easy to achieve as

might be thought. Every news man has his contemporaries
who are as ardent as he in the prosecution of their duties.

Trained by hard knoc ks and experience, they are men who
find it difficult to outdo each other. The cinema news
"beats" are just as well covered as are the various beats

(Continued on Pago 20)
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^TllC Editors' Comer —conducted bu Foster Qoss

"X"

Color photography continues to hold aloof as the unknown quantity in

the world of films. Much has been accomplished in attempts to realize it;

a great deal remains to be done before perfect color work is achieved.

That there will be successful color photography ultimately cannot be

doubted if the persistence of science, the tenacity of man and the richness

of resources are to be counted at all, but much chaff will have to be grown
and blown away before the kernel for which so many are striving is

reached.

Whether color photography can be successfully employed in dramatic

motion pictures stands as an open question. The facts which seem to assert

themselves against adapting colors to dramatic vehicles were summed up
in a recent number of the American Cinematographer in an article by
Philip E. Rosen, prominent director and cinematographer. His reasons,

arrived at after years of mature reasoning, have evidently struck a resound-

ing chord, judging from the discussion they have prompted in motion pic-

ture circles.

Not a little interest was caused some time ago by the announcement

that Douglas Fairbanks intended to make his forthcoming production in

colors, taking advantage of the most advanced methods to date. As chief

cinematographer for Fairbanks' productions, Arthur Edeson, a member
of the American Society of Cinematographers, conducted a series of inves-

tigations into every known phase of color work with the idea in mind to'

determine the most feasible and use it, or a combination of several methods
if possible, for the Fairbanks special production. But the experiments,

involving the expenditure of several thousand dollars and extending over a

period of many weeks, resulted in a decision against color in its present

stages.

But perfect color photography is to be hoped for, striven for, since it

will bring manifold advantages, the scope of which is indicated contempo-

raneously by several methods, which, though not claimed by any one to be

perfect, nevertheless give pleasing effects.

Whether or not the goal is reached in color, the research that it is,

actuating is not unlikely to add invaluable findings to photographic knowl-

edge, just as the delvings of the ancient alchemists in a futile quest to

manufacture gold uncovered discoveries which, outshone by the promise of

gold at the time, are said to have contributed invaluably to the important

industry of dye making.
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RELEASE PRINTS

After a motion picture producer has seen days and dollars spent in the

making of a picture, he naturally should want his vehicle to reach the public

as perfect as possible.

But does he, in all instances, possess such a desire?

The cinematographer may call to the fullest on his artistic and scien-

tific experience to imbue a production with superb photography so that it

brings out every phase of direction, acting and technique to the best advan-

tage; his negative may be faultless, but the pursuit of good photography

does not end there.

When the film leaves the camera, it has traveled but a part of its jour-

ney. Even when it reaches what may be said to be its last lap—the making

of release prints—it has an important, if not the decisive step before it.

For on the making of the release prints depends how the picture will appear

ultimately before the public.

How, it may be asked in all justice to everybody concerned, can satis-

factory release prints be made if the laboratory is compelled to use speed

over reason in turning them out to meet a premature release date, arbi-

trarily set by some distant business office for commercial reasons alone?

As much attention should be accorded the making of each of the release

prints as is given the shooting of the picture itself. After all, the time and

worry devoted to the scenario, the direction, casting, acting, photographing,

technical details and all the ramifications incident to the production, of a

film, the possession, which finally remains for the producer to make his

money on, is, as a veteran laboratory official recently pointed out, a series

of photographs. That is what the salesmen sell to the exhibitor; that is

what the public pays to view.

Why, then, subject the release print, because of a mad rush for speed or

the improper selection of laboratories, to slipshod methods that detract so

from the screening of a picture that the cinematographer who filmed it may
experience difficulty in recognizing it as his work? Such methods compare,

one prominent cinematographer remarks, to the painting of a very expen-

sive automobile with innumerable coats of highest grade paint, and then,

for a finish, to daub it over with a "ten-cent" coat of varnish.

Throw the dog bones and he growls.

t
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Tlevo Deuice For Production of Sea Itlotion
Attachment for tripod leq

eliminates expensive set
construction.

Qilbert IDarrentcm, A. S. C.
Deuice proues successful

in operation, means much in

making of maritime pictures.

Upper photograph illus-

trates operating princi-

ples of new sea motion

deviee. The inventor

Gilbert Warrentoii, A.

S. C, stands by camera.

Left: Close-up of at-

taehmeut to tripod leg'.

Manipulation of leg pro-

duees, aeeording to

ehoiee, rough or mild

sea motion.

In the course of progress in production of motion pic-

tures and the constant striving for new effects of realism,

there is seldom a curtailing of expense in securing a

desired effect, particularly when the material factors,

such as weather, location and stage space, offer no resis-

tance. But when there is insufficient stage space, the loca-

tions too distant, or with uncertain weather—that is a

different story.

Speaking, then, of productions wherein boats and action

at sea figure largely, direct the attention to the effect

secured when one is on a large or small boat at sea, in a

storm, or on a calm day. Due to some balancing arrange-

ment in the brain, we are always conscious of the roll and
pitch of the ship.

Motion Effect
Whether we stand on the bridge, where the horizon

seems to continually change places with the bow of the

s 1 1

1

j > in regard to height, or if we sit in a stateroom or in

the dining saloon where there is no way to compare the

action of the boat with the sky line, unless it be by unruly
soup which seems never content unless running up the
side of the dish and out over the table cloth.

Past Methods
It is this effect of motion, aboard ship, so greatly desired

in sea pictures, that has caused producers to construct
special stages on rockers, large enough to accommodate,
in some instances, whole sections of a boat, including sev-

eral staterooms. These stages are constructed with rockers

arranged in the form of a cross, running diagonally from
one corner to the other, thereby intersecting each other

in the exact middle of the stage, which point may be called

the pivot point, since the stage may be rocked in any one
of four directions from that point.

Construction Expensive
Now, although these especial constructions have been

useful and are very expensive (one firm having built one

(Continued on Page 22)
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A little piece of turquoise fal.ing from a broken box
caused me to sec it on the floor and unpack some old

curios, each reminiscent of the old trails.

borne ied to the frozen north while others ended in

beautiful patios of Southern Mexico; but this paltry piece

of greenish stone took me back to those in the land of

solitude and silence a^ong the Rio Grande.
My last stay among the Indians of New Mexico had

been more successful than anticipated, having secured
movies of their daily life, including bead work, weaving of

baskets and blankets, making of pottery, as well as the

numerous dances.

At one pueblo I pictured a little Indian girl boring

holes through chipped turquoise with a primitive drill.

When packing to leave, she put this piece in my hand,

smiled and then vanished in a doorway.
By late afternoon we reached the top of that long

winding road up the La Bajada Hill where the majority

of tourists nearly have heart failure when they have their

first look down this ever-twisting roadway.
Here we rested on the edge of a great lava flow; to

the north the snow covered peaks were rapidly fading in

the twilight while in the opposite direction we had a won-
derful panorama of the once happy hunting grounds
swathed in a glorious sunset.

Seventeen miles farther on we reached Santa Fe,

nestled on the western slope of the Sangre De Cristo

Mountains (Blood of Christ, as the Spanish called them
on account of the beautiful sunset reflections.)

Santa Fe Trail's End
The streets are narrow, many of the buildings quaint.

A little park and a monument mark the end of that

famous Santa Fe Trail. It was near here where old Fort
Marcy and the long deserted ruins of Oga P. Hogge Pueblo
once stood.

Over these Sangre De Cristo Mountains clouds were
made to order each day; as the sun melted the snow the

water rushed down, into the arroyos, while the rising

evaporation soon chilled, forming into clouds of beautiful

shape. Had to be careful lest I spend too much time
playing with filters.

On finding a guide, we loaded the flivver and started

for that fascinating country in the Sierra De Los Valles

west of the Rio Grande, stopping at the Tesuque Pueblo,

where we made arrangements for the dog and eagle

dances on our return.

Pottery Artists
Next we visited the Pueblo San I'll De Fordo, where

we pictured Julian and Maria Martinez making pottery.

These two are considered the finest potters in the North
Rio Grande, and it was my fortune to receive some nice

pieces.

After going through miles of sagebrush we came to

Buckman, a crossing on the Rio Grande, where we met
and had dinner with John A. Delemeter, who drove the

first twenty mule team borax wagon into Death Valley,

and will say his stories and personality are very inter-

esting.

We crossed the river and after a toilsome climb of two
thousand feet up a soft pumicestone formation, we reached
the Pajarito Plateau.

Possibly while Alexander the Great was forming his

great empire, Indians were walking these same paths;

while not lugging a heavy Bell and Howell, each must
have carried a block of stone or water from the river

below to build their home, for the paths were we'l worn,
at places knee- and hip-deep.

One of these paths led to the Tsankawa Ruins, which
lay in the open mesa with an uninterrupted view. Here

memories tyhisk cinematoqrapher back

to old filming grounds. TTlind, as tuell

as negative, photographs and retains.

we dug among the old ruins, finding many pieces of broken
pottery, a bone needle, many arrow heads and a couple fine

matata stones, a curved stone cut from coarse lava flow

on which the grain was ground by the aid of a long round
stone.

Another path led to the Otowi Ruins, then on down Into

a valley, where we camped by a little stream for the

night.

Night
After supper we gathered cedar boughs to spread our

blankets on, then built a fire. From where I lay, I could

look through the tall trees to a great jagged cliff silhouet

ted against a heaven full of sparkling stars.

It was such a peaceful quietness, not a sound of the

outside wond could reach us, nothing but the crackling

of our fire and the faint crashing of a small falls some
where up the canyon.

The moon soon crept over the ridge filling the valley

with a silvery light while the face of the cliff was lit up
as if hit by a gigantic sun arc. A faint breeze caused the

embers of the dying fire to cast a dull glow over the face

of the sleeping guide; to him this was old, but to me it

was too beautiful for sleep.

On the Trail

Sun-up found us well on our way, the camera hanging
on a strap across my chest, while an extra magazine,
film, flares, a changing bag and some grub formed a

pack on my back to balance the load. The remainder of

the hardware was taken care of by the guide.

As of old Indian tradition, before starting we crossed
two sticks and laid on a heavy stone, which goes «s a

prayer for our safety.

We must have traveled five miles of canyons all looking

alike, except a few of the walls on the north side were
full of openings like pigeon holes, which the guide told

me were the homes of the cliff dwellers.

Our path zig-zagged up a steep slope, going through
formations greatly resembling giant toad stools, fully

twenty feet high, each having a large flat stone balanced
on the top.

Then along a narrow ledge, where many picturegraphs

and signs still remain very distinct, one of them quite

plainly resembles a coiled snake.

Tripod Leg For Digging
By digging holes in the soft wall with a tripod leg.

then tying a rope to the centre of a stick and throwing
it up into the opening until it lodged crosswise, we were
able to reach the first row of holes.

The entrance was about two feet wide and three high,

going through a three foot wall; inside, the room was
about eight feet long and of oblong shape with a ceiling

which could be reached at the highest place.

On one side was a small opening leading into a room
of similar size; at the further end was a small recess cut

into the wall where we found ashes, a partially finished

arrow and some grain, like broom corn tops, in a vessel

well covered with symbolic figures.

Around the room ran a yellow band into which were
carved strings of monkey-like beings hanging to a vine.

These we pictured by stop motion, giving each frame two
minutes exposure.

Other Caves
The heat being intense, we spent the clay in exploring

other caves as well as studying the face of the cliff. Over
each group of holes were cut the clan symbols, while a

eontinous string of litt'e six inch holes ran the full length
under the first openings, and without a doubt were used

(Continued on Page 21)
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MISSION SAN JOSE

It has lately been restored to its orig-

inal architectural form, which is one

of plainness and dignified simplicity.
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Type title «f h «leeiule nsio.

lllotiort Picture
Illustrated Titles

Bu, H. C. Jacobsmeuer

llliiMtrated title of today.

Titles should fit atmospherical-

ly, but not anticipate action

of scenes commented upon.

Like all other phases of the motion picture industry, the

making of the titles has changed considerably . . . and

the various changes are going to be the subject of this

little treatise . . . gathered from the memory shelves of

my ten years' experience in the game.

In the first place . . through all the years these facts

have always been paramount in the title business . . .

RUSH and RUSH.

First Titles

When we made our first titles ten years ago . . . which,

by the way, were for Mack Sennett . . . we used a white

ink on a smooth surfaced black railroad board. The re-

sultant effect was a sickly, weak gray letter on the black

background.

Two Impressions

As time passed, great strides were made in the im-

provement of manufacture. . . . TWO impressions were
made on the same card instead of the customary one im-

pression. This, then, was the last word. It turned out a

title not quite so sickly, not quite so weak, but still a gray
letter and not the clear white that we were striving for

and ultimately attained.

It was some time later, and quite some time ago at that,

we started using the process now being used by us.

This process results in a title letter that is an absolute

white and which will never discolor under any conditions

and, unless undue pressure is used, cannot be erased.

As before mentioned, titles are always made in a rush,

due to hurry orders. This is a very bad feature, as it

doesn't give the title department the necessary time in

which to do good work. The bulk of our titles are made
with type and the setting of these, so as not to break words
and still keep the body of the title in screen proportion, re-

quires time and thought.

Type Titles

These type titles are the most easily read of any. We
all know that the human eye is more used to reading
newspaper and magazine letters than any other style. We
also know that a title in a picture should be gotten over
as quickly as possible. So from these we gain this knowl-
edge . . . make the titles in a letter that borders on the

magazine or newspaper style ... a letter not quite so

plain, but nevertheless as legible. This same human eye,

reading in its native language, reads by words and phrases

and not letter by letter. Consequently a type title with its

uniformity of letter formation, spacing and set-up, is the

one most to be desired. The use of type titles also saves

footage, as not as much space must be allowed as for other

titles. Even if it saves only from a half to a foot per title,

this amounts to quite a bit when one figures the release

prints.

Illustrate Thought
Illustrating titles is so varied and depends so much on

the individual requirements of the picture and the some-
times peculiar whims of the producer, that little can be

said. In the main, the illustration should be artistic in its

treatment and composition ... let it illustrate the

thought in the title, but NOT anticipate the action to

follow.

The photographing
cranking and action

of titles is totally different from
. cinematographers know that

. . . and as pretty a set of titles as was ever made can

be absolutely ruined either in the shooting or in the

lab. . . . usually it is the latter.

Let us bring home this one point at least . . . titles

ARE necessary to the plot ... so let them be clear and
legible in their lettering . . . clear and concise in their

wording . . . and clear and sparkling in their pho
tography.

RESEARCH BUREAU OPENED TO SUPPLY
PRODUCTION INFORMATION

With headquarters in the Hollywood Security building,

Hollywood, Calif., a bureau of international cinema re-

search has been opened under the ownership and direction

of Lou Howland, well known in motion picture production

circles, in which he has wide experience.

Howland, who has just returned to Hollywood from a

seven months' tour in Europe and Northern Africa, where
he gathered photographs and other data for his bureau,

has numerous correspondents in this country and abroad

enlisted in his service for the purpose of supplying accu-

rate information concerning foreign architecture, costumes,

customs and the like.
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RELEASES
January 21st, 1923, to February 18th, 1923

CT1TLE PHOTOQRAPHED BU

II

"Gimme"

"The Marriage Chance"

"Drums of Fate"

"While Paris Sleeps"

"The Footlight Range"

"All the Brothers Were Valiant"

"The Custard Cup"

"The Ghost Patrol"

"Head Hunters of the South Seas'

"The Dangerous Age"

"Nobody's Money"

"Fury"

"Poor Men's Wives"

"The Love Letter"

"The Pauper Millionaire"

"One Million in Jewels"

"The World's Applause"

"Truxton King"

"The Voice From the Minaret"

"The Bohemian Girl"

"Romance Land"

"Java Head"

"The Speed King"

Mighty Lak a Rose"

"The Gentleman From America"

"Bell Boy 13"

"Down to the Sea in Ships"

"Jazzmania"

"The Girl I Love"

"Stormswept"

"The Prisoner"

"Adam and Eva"

John Mescall

Dal Clawson

James Howe

Rene Guissart, member A. S. C.

Dev Jennings

Robert Kurrle, member A. S. C.

Tom Malloy

Ben Reynolds, member A. S. C.

Martin Johnson

Jackson J. Rose, member A. S. C.

Charles E. Schoenbaum, member A. S. C.

Roy F. Overbaugh, member A. S. C.

Karl Struss

Victor Milner, member A. S. C.

Wm. Shenton

Wm. Tuers

L. Guy Wilky, member A. S. C.

Not credited

Tony Gaudio, member A. S. C.

Rene Guissart, member A. S. C.

Dan Clark

Bert Glennon

Arthur L. Todd

Sol Polito, member A. S. C.

Virgil Miller, member A. S. C.

Bert Cann, member A. S. C.

A. G. Penrod and Paul Allen

Oliver T. Marsh

Georges Rizard, member A. S. C.

Ben Reynolds, member A. S. C.

Ben Reynolds, member A. S. C.

Tony Gaudio, member A. S. C.

ii
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Joseph Brothertoe B
Ao S= C. Member

Joseph Brotherton has been elected a member of the

American Society of Cinematographers, the Board of Gov-

ernors announces.

Brotherton has just completed a long connection with

Katharine MacDonald, who has discontinued her motion
picture appearances for the present.

The new A. S. C. member has photographed the follow-

ing productions with Miss MacDonald as star for B. P.

Schulberg and the Ambassador Pictures Corporation:

"Chastity," "The Scarlet Lily," "Refuge," "The Lonely
Road," "Money, Money, Money," "White Shoulders,"
' Woman Conquers," "Domestic Relations," "The Infidel,"

"Heroes and Husbands," "The Notorious Miss Lisle," "Cur
tain," "The Beautiful Liar," "The Second Latchkey," "Hei
Social Value," "The Beauty Market," "Passion's Play
ground," "The Turning Point," "Trust Your Wife,'

"Stranger Than Fiction," and "The Woman's Side."

Brotherton filmed "A Small Still Voice" and "The Long
Lane's Turning," starring Henry Walthal, and "Retribu-

tion" for the National Film Corporation. He photographed
"The House Divided" for Balboa Feature Films.

Brotherton shot numerous of the prominent serials sev-

eral years ago. Among them were "Who Pays?," "Neal
of the Navy," "The Neglected Wife," "Who Is Number
One?" and "The Price of Folly." In addition, he filmed

numerous three and five-reel subjects for Balboa featuring,

among others, Jackie Saunders, Henry King, Ruth Roland,
Kathleen Clifford, Lillian Lorraine and Cullen Landis.

Among the directors with whom Brotherton has worked
are Victor Schertzinger, Tom Forman, Chet Withey, James
Young, Wallace Worsley, Edwin Carewe, Jerome Storm,
Colin Campbell, J. Barry, Bert Bracken, Harry Harvey and
Henry King.

In all, Brotherton has been a cinematographer for eleven

years, with two years' labratory experience.

OFFICIAL WASHINGTON'S APPROVAL OF
EXPOSITION INDICATED BY SIGNING OF

MEMORIAL COIN BILL BY PRESIDENT
President Harding's signature of Senator Hiram John-

son's bill providing for the coinage of 300,000 half dollars

commemorating the Monroe Doctrine Centennial, has re-

moved the last possible obstacle confronting the American
Historical Revue and Motion Picture Exposition in ob-

taining the fullest government co-operation for the motion

picture industry's project of staging a huge international

celebration here next summer. The event, lasting a

month, will be a great patriotic observance of the Monroe
Doctrine's hundredth anniversary.

It is expected that the first of the new half dollars will

be in circulation early in March. The design of the new
coin will be worked out by the National Commission of

Fine Arts in New York. The dies will be cast in the

East, then probably sent to the government mint at San
Francisco where the half dollars will be turned out for

immediate shipment to Los Angeles. According to the

tentative design for the new half dollar, it will bear the

heads, in profile, of President James Monroe and his

Secretary of State, John Quincy Adams, on one side; and
on the other an outline of North, South and Central Amer-

ica, the territory whose integrity has been protected by

the Monroe Doctrine for the past century.

President Harding has given his fullest approval to

plans for the Revue and Exposition. He is said to be

planning a trip to the Pacific coast this summer so he can

attend the formal opening of the event.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
The delicate tones between highlight

and shadow that skillful exposure

has secured in the negative, are re-

produced in their full values on

Eastman Positive Film. It carries

the quality of the negative through

to the screen.

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted

base—now available in nine colors, is

identified throughout its length by the

words "Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled

in black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Did you like the "soft effects" in

"The Old Homestead?"

GRAF VARIABLE
Cinema Sizes.

The only lens manufatured which Ls both a perfect

adjustable soft focus lens and a perfect anastigmat.

2.6-3 in. now ready for deliveries.

2-2.2 in. March 15th.

Order through your dealer. Insist on a trial.

GRAF OPTICAL COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND Indiana.
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Importance of Film Editirtq

(Continued from Page 4)

to take a chance of losing your audience's sympathy.

The sweet little heroine with a few stray "catty" expres-

sions prohably has made more cutters' lives miserable

than poor story construction. The other offender is the

male star, the he-man, with a few tricks of feminine expres-

sions, all of which must be taken care of in the editing.

The screen is simple in its demands— it cannot be con-

cerned or annoyed with duplicity of its characters. It

demands pristine virtue of its women without any in-

nuendos to the contrary- The same of. the hero—Jap

servant in the hero's rooms suspiciously pulling the cur-

tains together is generally accepted as a sign that all is

not well should perchance the story require the heroine to

be present.

These are but impressions that the audience get. The
screen is constantly telling them something more, so they

have not the time to study and properly weigh the in-

nocent by-play but are always willing to accept matters

in the darkest and worst interpretation. And they are

also willing to accept your statements in titles. If you

say that Susie Clutts is a "half-breed," a half-breed she

remains for the rest of the drama.

Sometime ago a Western star made a picture laid in the

North-West in which a woman character was originally

labeled by a subtitle in the script as a "beautiful" Can-

adian girl. In casting the picture the director very wisely

considered histrionic first and beauty last. And although

this woman was a marvelous actress, she was not even
good looking.

Forestalling Audience Disappointment
In order that the public might not be disappointed in

her lack of personal charm she was mentioned ln an
added subtitle as a "half-breed" before her introduction.

The phrase "half-breed" seemingly casts a dark cloud

upon one's expectations. The public therefore was not

disappointed, in fact, they were surprised because the

"half-breed" was more than they anticipated. This trick

of not disappointing your audience might be labelled

"showmanship."
In the editing of a picture it is well that every director

take a little more consideration of this end. Don't just

be satisfied with a smooth running continuity—take in

consideration the general effect. Attention to the "trifling"

details in the editing of the picture will gain for you the
name of being a painstaking, efficient director. To you
the credit is given—not the editor of the picture as he
will necessarily always remain unknown except to the
immediate profession as he is judged generally by what
he leaves out rather than what he leaves in. Simple
construction of the plot is necessary. Complex continu-
ities only mean that so much effort must be discarded
in order to make it simple.

Human Interest Sought
The screen is primarily objective not subjective—but

that does not prevent giving a touch of charm to charac-
terizations. The editor is forever seeking the scenes that
have vital human interest so that he may be able to get
away with the uninteresting scenes necessary for motiva-
tion by sandwiching them in so that the audience will not
take too much offense. The big dramatic episode if it is

logical will never worry the editor. It is the dull portions
of the picture that cause the anxiety.
"Cheating," fooling the public by "trick cuts," is the

caviar of film editing. Recently a picture in which a
horse was supposed to jump off a high cliff with the rider
into a stream below caused plenty of hard thinking. The
star refused to allow a real horse to make the jump

—

although the horse was trained for that purpose and a

dummy was to represent the rider. The man's sincere
love for dumb animals caused the company to construct

SHAKESPEARE UP TO DATE

Shakespeare never repeats'

And Cooper-Hew itt light

never requires

retakes

Cooper Hewitt^5"^ Electric Company
General Offices and Works, Eighth and Grand Streets, Hoboken, N. J.

Bo«on-l»l Suamii Slim Dnioii-Foia Building Puiikuigh—Wnungl.oui. Bu.ld.ng

Chuigo- 215 t iih«l Building l.o, Angtrle,— Kteie Engin^rling Coiu Si l.ou.,-C«nilll Nil lIBinkBldg

Cincinnal,-F,nl Nllional Blnl Bldg Mil->ukfe-Mi|eii.t Building SjrUCUM—UniWlil) Bu.ld.ng

clavaland EnfIdmii' ButUinf Philadelphia—Dread Building:

CH-148

The SEPT
MOTION
PICTURE

CAMERA

A perfect operating camera, using standard film

—

requires no tripod—has automatic exposure mechan-
ism—loaded in daylight.

Lens is high grade anastigmat, working at F 3.5,
fitted in micrometer mount—can be set at universal
focus or focused sharply at 12 inches.

Used for special purposes in the most prominent
studios. Weight only four pounds.

Come in and see it, or a phone call will bring it out
to you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
510 S. Broadway, Los Angeles
Telephones: 66911; Main 6920

545 Market Street, San Francisco
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ANNOUNCING
TO

Cinematographers and Motion Picture Producers in General

the opening of our new laboratories.

The same service, which has resulted in a
volume of patronage that has necessitated

our removal to larger quarters, will prevail

even more thoroughly at our new location.

This service and co-operation, enhanced with
the presence of the best equipment, will be
the means of passing the work of our many
friends to the screen in the most satisfactory

manner.

Chester Bennett Film Laboratories, Inc.

ne: Hollywood, Calif.

4777. 6363 Santa Monica Blvd.

Telephoi

Hollywood

a dummy horse and improvise a method of dropping the

dummy off the cliff so that it would seem real. The
result was not convincing. When the dummy horse and
rider hit the water the natural scramble and splash was
lacking although scenes of the real horse were used

swimming around. For weeks this presented a problem
until a stray bit of film that had been accidently shot by
the camera man at the tag end of a scene in which a

hugh rock dropped off the bank into the water and caused

a splash was noticed by the cutter. Out of curiosity

sake this flash was used just at the point where the

dummy horse hit the water. The illusion was perfect

when projected on the screen. It gave the effect of anima-
tion to the dummy horse and the reviews mentioned it

as a "thrill." The same principle was later used by the

editor in an episode showing a ship wrecked in a storm

at sea. The exterior scenes of the ship were shot on a

calm day and a clear sky, although the interiors showed
the boat being rocked as by a heavy sea. In the final cut-

ting the exterior scenes were eliminated and "stock"

flashes of waves dashing against the rocks, giving the im-

pression of an angry and terrific sea, with cut-backs to the

interior of the boat establishing that the boat had been
caught in the storm as represented by the trick flashes. In

this manner a constant turmoil was effected and again the

illusion created gave the effect called for in the script.

Some Cinematographic Scotch, and Irish

(Continued from Page 8)

experiments and the like to obtain soft focus effects, while

in Scotland, 'the land of mist,' they await you at every
I urn and you need but to employ merely the usual shooting
;i]T:ingements to obtain them.

Variety Absent
"Neither Scotland nor England offer the variety of shoot-

ing conditions such as are found, for instance, in Southern

California. It is almost impossible to get 'hard' effects in

Scotland or England. In all the months that we traveled

in those countries we found only one typical 'Southern

California' day, and that was a Sunday in Chester, and that

day was distinctly out of the ordinary. England and Scot-

land offer English and Scottish photographic effects, no
more, no less. If you have a story with an English or

Scottish background and want original atmosphere, you
can get it in those countries, but you cannot get brilliant

sunshine and cloudless skies and the like when the

weather of those countries does not offer such things.

Dappled Weather
"Still I was told by cinematographers at Fred Granville's

Windsor studios in London that the country adjacent to

that city offers a variety of 'sunshiny' regions, when, in

the center of the city, it might seem that there might not

be a speck of sunshine for miles around. The weather
idiosyncracies may be described as <of a 'dappled' nature.

That is, when a fog may be enveloping the center of Lon-

don, a species of sunshine bright enough for photographic

purposes may be prevailing on the outskirts a few miles

distant. But it is only after years of experience that the

cinematographer on English soil comes to know such

peculiarities and then he must be eternally chasing the

sunshine will o' wisp.

Granville Prominent
"Fred Granville, who is a charter member of the Amer-

ican Society of Cinematographers, occupies, by the way,

an enviable position in the motion picture industry in

England. He is one of the most prominent, if not the most

prominent, director there at the present time. At the time

I spoke with him in London he had just returned from

location in Tripoli where he was directing 'Shifting Sands,'

a special production starring Peggy Hyland.

Tone Perspective
"After he had become accustomed to the misty weather
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of Scotland, we found that it had much to offer in photo-

graphic beauty. The mist gives tone as well as linear

perspective. If you catch a bit of sunshine after the rain

you will get the freshest and most sparkling of effects;

at least we did in shooting scenes to illustrate 'Coming

Through the Rye.'

"Softness, it becomes apparent, predominates in the

effects that are obtained. Very often one is able to obtain

effects that appear as if separate pieces of gauze were
drawn in front of every building, tree or object in the

scene. The softness is caused by the mo : sture in the air.

Well Billed

"While Scotland proved to be an inspiration for pictorial

beauty in most instances, it also proved our nemesis when
it came to photographing those spots which hold the most
interest for the motion picture patron. For instance, when
we went to Ayr to film the place of Burns' birth, we found

that the wee cottage in which the great poet was born

was placarded with a sign which, approximately five feet

by two feet, announced in glaring black and white letters:

'This is Burns' birthplace.' After a great deal of specula-

tion we set up in a garden some feet distant and by parting

the branches of some shrubs and by masking out the objec-

tionable features with a twig or two, we were able to make
the shot. In fact, you will never lack information in the

Burns country as to the spots on which he composed
various of his pieces, for such spots usually have been
posted, at the instigation of well-meaning people, with

signs, which, a credit to any orthodox barber shop, bear
such legends as 'This is where Burns wrote so and so,' etc.

Flivvering in the Highlands
"Transportation for the cinematographer who must make

rapid connections is very difficult in Scotland, which is

woven over with a series of local jerk-water railroads.

Long waits in the dead of the night in cold stations are

common. On one occasion at least, when we were in the

very tip-top of the highlands, we solved the transportation

puzzle. And we owe our good fortune to a red-haired

Scotchman who could handle a flivver more dexterously

than an Indiana farmer can eat peas on a knife. We were
in a rush to get down into the lowlands and missed the

limited train, which was said to be the only one of the

day. After it had been gone almost an hour, we enlisted

the services of our red-topped friend and his flivver. He
vowed that he could catch the train for us at a point

which was miles away. I don't believe that we bel'eved

him, but we took the only chance that offered itself. Our
friend had come out of the late war flngerless with the

exception of the middle finger on the left hand.

Handy Expression
"We had not driven far when we discovered that his

powers of speech demanded the use of one hand and that

he trusted the steering of the flivver to his left hand. By
this time, the roads, bad at the best, were beginning to

drop from the highlands. The descent was steep, circu-

itous and treacherous. Then we made startling discov-

eries—that these roads, jammed into the sides of the hills

with always a drop of many feet on one side, were sur-

rounded by points of interest. Ordinarily we would have
been interested, but this time we were anxious. Passing
a certain point, our friend would stick his head out from
under the flivver top, beckon at a certain point with a

majestic sweep of one hand, and with the business hand
churning the steering wheel coffee-mill fashion, thereby
swinging us around some sharp turn on two wheels

—

doing all these things at once, with his eyes on the point

of interest instead of the road, he would proclaim: 'There

is where Robert Burns did such and such a thing,' and so

on. We passed through a couple of villages, scattering

inhabitants, ducks, chickens and pigs before us. We went
through them at top speed, as the police were seeking
our friend for various traffic violations. At last he pulled
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us up to the station that was our destination. He skidded

to a stop long enough to allow us to pile out, but didn't

tarry, for the police were seeking him there too. But we
caught the train, thanks to his knowledge of the short cuts

and unbalanced speed.

Power Not Reliable

"The cinematographer who would use lights extensively

in Scotland would do well not to depend on the lighting

plants there but carry along his own power plants. With
very few exceptions the electrical power is supplied by the

local village stations and there is very little, if any, sur-

plus. There is one notable exception and that is the

country in the vicinity of K'lmarnock, on the west coast

of Scotland. There the foresight of a succession of city

officials has built up a power plant which is supplying

scores of the communities in that section. The power
plant, in fact, is the chief money-maker of the city with

the poss : ble exception of the 'Johnny Walker' whisky

which is manufactured by the barrels there for 'medicinal

purposes only' consumption in America.

Machine Gun Camera
"Our attempts to film pictorial beauty in Ireland were

frustrated by guns and bayonets. Jimmy had set up and

was grinding on a procession of troops when he felt a gun

in his side with a command to 'Come to headquarters.'

The Dublin people thought that the new Mitchell was some
new-fangled sort of machine gun and weren't tak : ng any

chances. Thanks to the trailing instincts of a newsboy
who followed the camera we were able to fish it out of

the Lifey river, none the worse for its experience.

"The Scotch people, on the other hand, were very hos-

pitable and were very courteous whenever we came into

contact with them. We had the usual trouble with the

crowds in London, however, and met with obstinate resis-

tance whenever we attempted to clear a path for the

camera through the crowds. The cinematographer who
would shoot in the streets of London would do well to use

the method that is proving the most successful, and that

is to charter an enclosed truck, set up the cameras in it.

and to shoot the necessary action through the portholes in

the truck."

The Tlevus Cinematoqrapher
(Continued from Page 9)

of the newspapers. Every organization has its represen-

tative in the important territories, and just let an impor-

tant event arise in a territory and see how the news rep-

resentatives "hop" to it.

Not only does the news cinematographer have his eyes

always peeled for the possible scoop, but he must of

necessity always have his wits about him in order not to

be scooped. Hence he is always on the lookout for news

"tips," much after the fashion of the newspaperman. Be-

hind him stands his editor or his home office which, like

the central points of the great newspaper services, is

always furnishing him valuable information or tips from

sources other than his own.

What Follows Tip

And when such a tip comes—the story then is to get

the event first, to send it back on celluloid to headquarters

first, so that headquarters may be the first to issue it. But

careful and incessant flaying and nosing in the news

beat on the part of all the representatives works to the

end that important happenings are usually included under

the same release date of the various news film organiza-

tion:-. It. is on that release date that the news cinematog-

rapher must always "have his eye." He must know

transportation facilities—ra'l. air, ship, stage, automobile-

backward and forward. Though his home office, where

he sends his material, may be six thousand miles away,

he, like the newspaper reporter trying to catch an edition

of liis newspaper on a story that he is reporting locally.
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must make every minute count. A minute's delay here

or there may mean the missing of a train or a ship

—

which may mean that his film may miss his service's

deadline for one week and therefore must be held over to

the following week, thereby permitting himself to lose

where he could have won. His nose for news must be

sniffing continually.

Requisites

As a matter of fact, the news cinematographer must be

a "cross" between a live-wire reporter and a photographer.

To this may be attributed the fact that many of the news
men were formerly still photographers on newspapers
where they developed their news senses and acquired the

essential speed. And the news cinematographer must
know just as much what is not news as he must know
what does constitute news. If he sends to his head-

quarters material that is of just incidental and not of

national or international interest, he is wasting time,

money and footage, and proving a liability rather than an

asset.

Notable Scoops
In spite of the eternal vigilance of every news cinematog-

rapher, scoops are made. It was only a few days after

the newspapers carried the first flashes on the burning
of Smyrna that actual pictures of the burning were
showing on the American screen. How was it done? The
accomplishment was made possible primarily by the

vigilance of Emanuel Cohen, the Pathe News editor-in-

chief in New York. With his fingers always on the pulse

of world happenings, Cohen, taking close note of the

happenings in the Smyrna region of trouble, reasoned
that the tendencies pointed to a crisis. Accordingly, he
consulted the map of the world that he keeps in his head-

quarters, he studied the pins which dotted the map here,

there and everywhere—each pin representing a news
cinematographer.

Ercole, news cinematographer in Berlin, and Sozio,

news cinematographer in Rome, received cablegrams that

day. Their messages were identical—speed to Smyrna.

Ercole arrived there first. He was refused admittance
to the city by the military authorities, but that did not
not deter him. He scurried about and secured a p'ane and
pilot. It was not long before he was in the air making
pictures of the burning city. He covered the conflagration

from every angle aloft. Then he hurried to gain a dif-

ferent perspective. He did—after troubles which he sur-

mounted—aboard an Allied warship. He adjusted a long-

range lens to his camera; he caught sights of the refugees
fleeing the city; intimate scenes of the havoc and destruc-
tion wrought were ground into his camera magazines. Then
Sozio, having conquered in his own battle in Irs effort to

get speedy transportation, arrived from Rome.

On to Paris
Sozio took up where Ercole left off. Ercole's impelling

idea then was to "get to Paris" where his headquarters
were located. He hired an aeroplane—he didn't stop to

be daunted by the difficulties which he met in seeking it

—

and was off to Paris. When he arrived at the French
capital after that flight, which was an adventure and an
achievement in itself, he was exhausted; his body and
nerves had borne all that any man's could. But he de-

livered his negative to his headquarters and others on the
staff immediately began the work of putting it into shape
for its long journey to New York. They, too, were fighting

against time. They were trying to "make" the sailing

time of a fast liner which sailed from Southhampton.
The liner, however, had left three hours when the film

was finished in Paris. What was to be done? A piano
was again pressed into service. Tt followed the path of

the great ship out into the Atlantic. At last it overhauled
her. The plane swooped down over her deck and a precious
package containing the film, with full directions as to its

delivery, was dropped on the deck. Meanwhile, New
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York had been cabled and was awaiting its arrival, to take

up the relay to put prints into every state of the Union,
and the relay was successfully concluded as records will

show.

Pueblo Flood
The Pueblo flood occasioned another notable scoop.

The news cinematographers who flna'ly secured the first

pictures to be distributed on the disaster were stationed

at the time in Los Angeles which was the base of opera-

tions in their territory in which Pueblo was not included.

On receiving instructions to proceed there, they gathered
up their paraphernalia and boarded the first train in that

direction. They could get no farther than 80 miles from
Pueblo by rail. They hired an automobile and set out

over the roads which were a virtual sea of mud as the

result of the downpour. They had not traversed half the

distance to the stricken city when their automobile be-

came hopelessly mired, far from any assistance. They
walked. Then it was that the Goddess of Luck, perhaps,

made her entrance—they espied an aeroplane in a nearby
field. Investigations nearby brought forth its owner.
Without stopping to question the reliability of the plane,

they had engaged the pilot to fly them to Pueblo. They
made the city but the aeroplane buried its nose in the

mud when they landed. Their cameras, however, were
intact and they set out to record the catastrophe. They
spent almost two days in their work and then flew back
to the nearest railway station with the pilot whom they
had kept repairing the plane the while.

Flashing the News
When the news films' headquarters are assured that

they have a scoop in their hands, all the efficiency of

their organization is brought into play. The wires begin

to hum with messages informing the regional exchanges
which in turn notify the exhibitors who have learned to

place enough confidence in such notices that they very

often begin to advertise their exhibition of a scoop even
before the print has arrived at the exchange.

Pictures While You Wait
An example of the speed at which the news cinematog-

rapher learns to work was brought forth at the opening
of the Grauman Metropolitan theatre in Los Angeles
recently. It was a gala affair with social and film celebri-

ties present. The management desired the innovation

that pictures be taken of the audience as it entered the

theatre and that those pictures be shown the same audi-

ence before it left the house.

Amid all the confusion incident to the opening of any
theatre, the two news cinematogranhers shot the patrons

as they entered. The film was placed in the hands of a

motorcycle policeman who rushed it to a laboratory in

Hollywood, several miles distant.

Within two hours and thirty minutes—before the feature

picture of the evening had even begun—the audience was
viewing pictures with titles of itself entering the theatre.

How was it done—clockwork action, from the part of the

policeman to the titles, which, announcing the people

which "guesswork" believed would be present, were made
the day previous.

Tievo Device For Sea Ttloticm
(Continued from Page 12)

out on the "lot" at a cost of several thousand dollars), yet

they are not all that could be desired. For long shots,

where the camera is mounted on an independent platform

rind the rocking stage with its ship set is in motion, the

effect is perfect.

Effect Lost
But when it comes to close shots where the camera must

be set up on the rocking stage, the effect is entierly lost,

except, possibly, for the swinging of such props as are not

stationary and perhaps the shifting of a shadow or high

light. True, if attention is called to the actors, it will be
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noticed that they seem to sway from one side to the other

in an otherwise stationary set, for the mind of the spec-

tator unconsciously compares all motion by the limiting

lines of the screen; therefore, horizontal and vertical lines

of construction that come near the limits of the screen

and are stationary, do not create the effect of a ship in

motion.

Simple "Rough Sea" Device Long Needed
The need for some dev'ce more simple and efficient has

long been felt by the cinematographer and has caused a

number of experiments with various small adjustable plat-

forms and tripods, the most successful of which is a tripod

having as its base a half sphere on which is mounted the

regular tripod, tilting the panoramic head. In the bottom
of this half ball is a threaded hole in which is screwed a

rod with an adjustable weight at the end, thus forming a

sort of pendulum and counterbalancing the weight of the

camera. When the whole arrangement is in position, the

half sphere fits into a socket to which are attached the

tripod legs. This arrangement is fairly satisfactory, and
the motion of the weight can be controlled, though it is

rather sensitive and the cranking of the camera is apt to

cause the pendulum to swing off the desired course. This
is particularly true in using a camera where the crank and
weight of the equipment is not centered on the tripod base.

The New Device

A more simple, far less expensive and perhaps the most
desirable device is the one illustrated. Because of its

flexibility it, in most cases, replaces the use of the expen-
sive rocker stage and gives a more realistic effect of a

ship at sea. This device has a further value: It can be
used for shots taken from a position that is supposed to

be at right angles to the length of the ship, in which posi-

tion, one is aware, primarily, of the rising and falling of

the bow or the stern. (The same shot taken with the

camera set up on a rocking stage would have no sensation

of motion as the wall of the ship and the camera would
be receiving the same movement from the stage.) Further,

it is possible to accentuate motion or decrease it, for,

when one is near a wall of a ship and only viewing a

small angle of that wall, the effect of motion is not so

great as in a longer shot.- When looking toward the bow
or the stern of a vessel, one is conscious of a sort of spiral

or corkscrew motion; this motion quite difficult to secure

with a rocking stage, can be so perfectly reproduced that

it would make a bad night on the Pacific appear artificial.

Portable

Because of its being portable, the device is ideal on
location work both at sea and ashore. For use in the case

of ships that are tied up to a dock, all the motion that

would be apparent on the high seas can be created; like-

wise, with the aid of some wind and a good fire hose, a

most terrifying storm at sea is made possible next to a

very substantial wharf.

Description

Referring to the illustration, it will be seen that the left

leg of the tripod is the one to which the device is adjusted,

though it is adaptable to any one of the three, and it will

be noted that the camera sets as rapidly as if it were on
the stage floor, due to the fact that the device is of two
parts, one the iron base, heavy enough not to slip or slide,

having in its center an upright post with a rounded top;

the other, a piece of iron rod bent to form the shape of a

step—the top having a hole about half way through in

which fits the rounded top of the post on the base. The
bottom of the step comes to within about three inches of

the base, just enough to clear it, and in the top side of

th : s step are two small holes to receive the tripod point.

When in position (see cut), the tripod point is so much
below the point at which the rod is suspended, that the

camera outfit acts as a dead weight, and a long handle
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on the other end of the rod gives one perfect control over
the slightest movement of the tripod.

A few moments' experimenting with a watchful eye on
the ground glass will indicate to what degree the handle
must swing and at what speed to produce the desired

effect. For instance, the handle, swinging in two hori-

zontal ovals describing a figure eight, will give the most
convincing effect of an ocean liner making good headway
in a not too calm sea. It only remains for the ingenious

cinematographer to arrange with the prop man for all of

the motion that is visible in such objects as swinging
lamps, etc., and the time and money saved will not be at

the sacrifice of quality.

"Trails"
(Continued from Page 13)

for the ends of heavy timbers in building.

The guide having captured a wild turkey, I dug a hole

and built a fire in it while he cleaned the fowl, then rolled

it in a ball of mud, feathers and all, p aced the ball in

the ashes and built more fire over it.

I must have played in the cool creek for an hour while

the turkey cooked and the guide made tortillas. Finally

he raked out that ball of mud and broke it open, the

feathers coming off with the mud. Steaming hot turkey

—

well, all in all, it was a supper fit for a king.

Rocks or star-lit skies interested me very little this

night, so we placed our blankets in the "V"-end of two
logs, built a fire in the open end and turned in.

Tank Is Short of Breath?
Our return trip the next morning was tiresome and that

old hot seat of the flivver felt mighty good. Now we
headed westward crossing the Los Alamos and Pajaito

Canyons, then up the great road in Water Canyon so

steep we had to solder a valve stem in the cap of the

gasoline tank and pump up a few pounds pressure with
the tire pump in order to raise the gas to the carburetor.

At times our journey lay through tall trees; juniper and
cedar bushes were scraping against the sides the greater

part of the time.

Finally we came to the edge of the mesa. Below us

stretched a picturesque valley, a gigantic crack in the

earth some five miles long and fully one half wide. This

is the Rito De Los Frijoles, the old home of the Queres
Indians.

Two hundred feet below us lay circular ruins; a little

farther on, a creek wandered down the valley through a

lane of trees, while here and there people were cultivat-

ing small fields.

We found the only path leading to the bottom, which
was so narrow two could hardly walk abreast; it wound
around giant holders, which no doubt were used as defense

many generations before the coming of the Spanish in

1514.

Communal House
The circular ruins of the great communial house

were interesting. The inner court must have been a

hundred feet in diameter with three holes in the center,

which were estufas, sort of gathering places to get warm
and where the unmarried men slept.

The house proper was built around this circle, four to

six rooms deep, each about ten feet square, but as only

a few feet of the walls remain standing, little could bo

learned.

By going up a steep path and climbing a ladder we

reached the estufa or counsel chamber of the tribe, large

enough for twenty men to sit in a circle, where the Gover-

nors and various heads gathered. It was well protected

from eaves-droppers, being cut in the hill side and having

but one small entrance from where the gathering chief-

tains could watch the valley.

To the right and left were many tiers of old caves, so
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much similar to the Aryan household systems of 1000 B. C,

some almost destroyed by erosion.

Further down the valley are the ruins of the Talus

Pueblo which was built under a towering cliff. One cere-

monial cave has been restored, greatly resembling a big

cistern having one entrance, that in the top, out through

which protruded a long ladder.

I wondered if the gigantic Brontosaurus roamed this

pretty valley during the Mesozic age or if the upheavals

of the Tertiary age gave us such a restful spot.

On returning to Santa Fe I bade my guide good-bye and

went farther west, picturing many of the ruins in the

accessible and inaccessible places of Arizona.

At one p'ace in the Verdi Valley, east of Prescott, it

was necessary to climb four sets of ladders to reach the

Montezuma castle which was built in a saucer-shaped

rock with a regular promenade capable of accommodating

many people.

A little distance away is the Montezuma well, a bottom-

less spring a couple hundred feet across, around which

many ruins exist. At times the water turns to a reddish

mud.
But a place of great interest is the Soda Springs; whi'e

they were only ten feet across, none of us could sink into

them deeper than the hips. The sensation of pushing

your feet down and feeling nothing but bubbling sand is

hard to describe.

While studying the Apache Trail, we found many well

preserved ruins near the Roosevelt Dam.

STUDIO INCREASES PERSONNEL
OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC STAFF

The Goldwyn Stud : os have engaged a group of the best

known cinematographers in the motion picture industry to

photograph the large productions now under way.

David Kesson, who filmed many of the Marshall Neilan

productions, is now working with the director on "The
Eternal Three."

John Mescall, cinematographer and erstwhile champion
of several golf tournaments, is supervising the battery of

cameras which Rupert Hughes is us !ng on "Souls for

Sale."

John Stumar, who has worked with Lambert Hillyer for

a number of years, is photographing "The Spoilers," which
Hillyer is directing.

Rudolph Bergquist has been assigned to the photography
of "Red Lights," directed by Clarence Badger. Bergquist
photographed all of Nazimova's productions for Metro.
Ben Reynolds, who started with Erich von Strohe :m by

filming "Blind Husbands," has remained with the director

since that time, and will have charge of the camera work
on "McTeague."
Charles Van Enger. whose artistic handling of the pho-

tography in "The Christian" was highly commended by
critics, is making "Three Wise Fools," directed by King
Vidor.

The American Cinematographer

—

Herewith find $3.00 to pay for one year's subscrip-

tion to The American Cinematographer, subscription

to begin with the issue of 1923.
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picture industry. It is a
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as entertaining power.
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John Arnold, A. S. C, is photographing "The Fog," a

Graf vehicle for Metro release. For the past several

years, Arnold has been filming Metro productions starring

Viola Dana, whose activities have been halted temporarily,

due to an attack of appendicitis.

* * *

David Abel, A. S. C, is making preparations for the

shooting of his next Fox production.

* * *

Karl Brown, A. S. C, is photographing "Hollywood," a

James Cruze production for Paramount.
* * *

Faxon Dean, A. S. C, is completing the camera work

on "Sixty Cents an Hour," Walter Hiers' first starring

production.
* * *

Al Gilks, A. S. C, is filming "Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,"

starring Gloria Swanson and directed by Sam Wood.
* * *

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, is photographing "Wolf Fangs"

for Warner Brothers.

Robert Newhard and Char'.es Stumar, both A. S. C.

members, are immersed in the task of bringing the Uni-

versal production of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" to

the screen as a photographic masterpiece.
* * *

Kenneth MacLean, A. S. C, is filming the "You Know
Me, Al" series, starring Lee Moran and based on a news-

paper syndicate cartoon strip character, the brain child

of Ring Lardner.
* * *

John M. Nickolaus, an official of the Standard Film

Laboratories, addressed the February 19th open meeting

of the American Society of Cinematographers on the

various phases of laboratory work.

Meaty discussions followed Nickolaus' address which

went into various phases interesting to all.

Nickolaus answered and fully discussed queries brought

up on various subjects by members who were present.

This resulted in a mutual exchange of ideas which were

beneficial to all present.

Through the courtesy of Charles Van Enger, A. S. C,

and the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, a print of "The

Christian," which Van Enger filmed, was exhibited. The
superiority of Van Enger's work in this production more

than justifies the praises it has been receiving throughout

the country.
* * *

According to an announcement received from the C. P.

Goerz American Optical Company, Carl Paul Goerz, promi-

nent manufacturer of optica! goods and until his death

head of the Ontische Anstalt C. P. Goerz A. G., of Berlin,

died on January 14th.

Goerz began his optical activities in 1886 when he

made an humble beginning in an establishment of a

single room. The present Goerz organization resulted

from this start until it numbers the Berlin-Friedenau and

Berlin-Zehlendorf factories with numerous branches, in-

cluding those of Cassel and Leipzig, and with a list of

riOOO employees. Two of Goerz's sons who survive him
will continue in the active management of the organi-

zation.

Walter Griffin, A. S. C, has returned from TrucKee,
Cal., where he filmed location scenes for "The Man Who
Cheated," directed by Clarence Bricker.

Truckee evidently is the present location rendevous
of A. S. C. members, as Fred Jackman, president of the

American Society of Cinematographers, has taken his

company there for Jack London's "The Call of the Wild,"

which he is directing as a special production.

* * *

George Schneiderman. A. S. C, also has been in Truckee
for more than a fortnight shooting a Fox production.

* * *

Floyd Jackman, A. S. C, to complete the circle, has
been fi'ming "The Eskimo Spy," starring Bull Montana,
in the Truckee stamping ground. It is said that it was a

matter of difficulty to locate ear-muffs for Montana in

that land of snows.
* * *

Harry Perry, A. S. C, is shooting a forthcoming Cos-

mopolitan production at the Goldwyn studios.

* * *

William Marshall, A. S. C, has finished the filming of

"Tea With a Kick" and is making preparations for photo-

graphing a western production at the Robertson-Cole

studios.
* * *

Reggie Lyons, A. S. C, is finishing the camera work on

the current Joe Rock production.

* * *

A faulty automobile brake and the downward slope of a

mountain road near Bakersfield. Calif., combined as evil

agents to fracture the leg of Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C,
when, while he was bending beside his automobile to lace

a boot thong which had become untied, the machine began
to roll and a rear wheel passed over Rosen's foot.

Paul Perry and Robert Kurrle, both A. S. C. members,
who were with Rosen at the time, rushed him to Bakers-

field, where he was given surgical attention. The injured

member is knitting into shape and Rosen, who has re-

turned to his home in Hollywood, hopes to be able to move
about without the aid of crutches before many days have
passed.

* * *

At the open meeting of the American Society of Cine-

matographers, on February 5th, George A. Blair, an of-

ficial of the Eastman company and vice-president of the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers, delivered an ex-

ceedingly informative and interesting talk on the manu-
facture of motion picture film.

Blair's comprehension of film making not only mani-

fested itself at every turn, but he imparted this informa-

tion in a manner that could not be misunderstood.

In conjunction with bis talk. Blair exhibited motion
pictures which illustrated the process of film making at

the Eastman plant. The film was very well produced ami

was enhanced by the cleverness of the illustrations which
appeared in the sub-titles. While this film may be classed

as an educational vehicle, the Eastman company is to be

commended on the fact that they gave full screen credit

to the cinematographer who shot it. Messrs. Brulator.

German and Connor of the Eastman organization ac-

companied Blair at the meeting.
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Abel, David—Fox Studios.
Arnold, John—with Viola Dana, Metro Studio.
Barlatier. Andre—Van Dyke S. A. Studio, Chicago. 111.

Barnes, George S.—with Louis Burston, Metro.
Beckway, Wm. J.—
Benoit, Georges—with Richard Walton Tully, James

Young, United.
Broening-

. H. Lyman—with Mack Sennett, Sennett
Studio.

Brodin, Norbert F.—with Joseph Schenck, United
Studios.

Bergciuist. Rudolph J.—with Clarence Badger, Gold-
wyn Studio.

Brotherton, Joseph—Fox Studios.
Brown, Karl—with James Cruze, Lasky Studio.

Cann. Bert—Europe.
Corby. Francis—Fred Fishbeck. United Studios.
Cowling, Herford T.—Travel Pictures, Europe.
Cronjager, Henry—with Madge Kennedy, New York

City.

Davey. Allen M.—Stuart Paton, Universal.
Dean, Faxon M.—with Lasky Studio.
Depew, Ernest St—with Al St. John, Fox Sunshine.
Doran, Robert S.—with Charles Parrott, Roach Studio.
Dored, John—Scenic, Russia, Pathe.
Dubray, Joseph A.—with R-C Studio.
DuPar. E. B.—with Warner Brothers.
Du Pont. Max B.—with Regal Pictures, Wm. Seiter,

Ince Studio.

Edeson. Arthur—with Douglas Fairbanks, Fairbanks-
Pickford Studio.

Evans, Perry—with Mack Sennett Productions, Sen-
nett Studio.

Fildew, William—with Universal.
Fisher, Ross G.—with Douglas Mac Lean. Hollywood

Studio.
Fowler, Harry M.

—

Gaudio. Tony G.—with Norma Talmadge, Metro Studio.
Gilks, A. L.—with Sam Woods, Gloria Swanson, Lasky

Studio.
Good. Frank B.—with Jackie Coogan. United Studio.
Granville, Fred L.—directing, British International

Corp., London.
Gray, King D.

—

Griffin, Walter L.—with David M. Hartford Prods.
Guissart. Rene—with Graham Wilcox Prods., in charge

of photography, London.
Heimerl, Alois G.

—

Jackman Floyd—Hunt Stromberg, Metro Studio.
Jackman, Fred W. — Supervising Cinematographer,

Mack Sennett Studio.
Kline. Ben H.—with Universal.

Koenekamp, Hans F.—with Larry Semon, Vitagraph
Studio.

Kull. Edward

—

Kurrle, Robert

—

Lockwood, J. R.

—

Lundin, Walter—with Harold Lloyd, Roach Studio.
Lyons, Reginald E.—with Joe Rock, Universal Studio.

MacKenzie, Jack—with Chester Bennett, United Studio.
MacLean, Kenneth G.

—

Marshall, William

—

Meehan, George—with Charles Ray, Ray Studio.
Miller, Virgil E.—with Universal.
Milner, Victor—with Universal.
Morgan, Ira H.— Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan, New

York.
Newhard, Robert S.—with Wallace Worsley. Universal

Studio.
Norton, Stephen S.—
Overbaugh. Roy F.—with Richard Barthelmess. New

York City.
Palmer, Ernest S.—John Stahl, Mayer Studio.

LePicard. Marcel

—

Perry. Paul P.— with Mary Pickford, Pickford-
Fairbanks Studio.

Polito. Sol—With Edwin Carewe.
Reynolds. Ben F.—with Von Stroheim. Goldwyn Studio.
Ries, Park J.—with Lloyd Hamilton. United Studio.
Rizard. Georges—with Charles Ray. Ray Studio.
Rose, Jackson

—

Rosen, Philip E.

—

Rosher, Charles—with Mary Pickford, Pickford-Fair-
banks Studio.

Schoenbaum, Chas. E.—with Lasky Studio.
Schneiderman, George—with Fox Studio.
Seitz, John F.—with Rex Ingram, Metro Studio.
Sieigler, Allen—Cosmopolitan, New York.
Sharp, Henry—with Ince, Ince Studio.
Short. Don—with Fox Studio.
Smith, Steve, Jr.—with Vitagraph Studio.
Steene, E. Burton—New York.
Stumar, Charles—with Universal.
Totheroh, Rollie H.—with Charlie Chaplin, Chaplin

Studio.
Van Enger, Charles—with King Victor, Goldwyn

Studio.
Van Trees, James—with Lasky.
Walter, R. W.—with Mack Sennett Pioductions. Sen-

nett Studio.
Warrenton. Gilbert—with Cosmopolitan, New York.
Whitman. Philip H.— with Universal, Experimental

Department.
Wilky. L. Guy—with William De Mille, Lasky Studio.

Dexter. G. R.—Attorney.
Paley, William "Daddy"—Honorary Member.
Thomas A. Edison, Honorary Member.

Meetings of the American Society of Cinematographers are held every Monday evening in their rooms,
suite 325, Markham Building. On the first and third Monday of each month the open meeting is held: and
on the second and the fourth, the meeting of the Board of Governors.
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Illustrating the results obtained with the

Variable Magnification Focusing Telescope

Normal size aperture without magnification, showing
the inverted image as now used in general practice on

other cameras.

The same image ERECTED and
magnified FIVE TIMES and brought

to within three inches of the operator's

eye by virtue of a collective lens. At
this magnification the entire field is

visible and optically correct.

The same image ER1]C'J ED
and magnified TEN TIMES
with nearly the entire field

visible. The dotted circle

show s the usable field in plain

view of the operator. This

telescope was particularly de-

signed with a large eyepiece,

being 1 1/2 inches in diameter.

These different magnifications are obtained by the simple moving of a small lever,

and are at the instant command of the operator.

See next issue for further illustrations.

MITCHELL CAMERA COMPANY

6025 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, California





ASK ANYONE

You cinematographers are responsible for the photographic

excellence o'f motion pictures. Yet things may happen to your

film for which you should not be blamed. Without proper co-

operation in the laboratory none of your work is safe
;
you have

no assurance that your producer and the public will see upon the

screen the artistry you have achieved with your camera.

The increasing number of cinematographers depending upon

STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES is the best evidence of

our ability to help carry your responsibility. Ask anyone for

whom we are doing laboratory work. Through personal experi-

ence these men know the superiority of STANDARD SERVICE

and STANDARD PRINTS.

4366 f/o/h/ii ood, California

jSfaifcfarcf "Priqfe
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Tlegatipe <Test Ulethod Jls Condenser Jlid
Tleuj method outlined From transactions,

for testing of projeo 13^ j X. Beechli^n Society of motion
tion system. Picture Engineers.

The subject of condensers has undoubtedly come in ft<

a larger share of discussion before this society than any
other single element employed in the optical train of pro-

jection system. In view of the many excellent papers pre-

sented, it might appear needless to bring this matter a*gain

before the society.

The need of further work in condenser design and par-

ticularly as applied to the incandescent lamp has, however,
persisted and this was emphasized by facts brought out

in a paper before the last meeting of the society and the

discussion that followed in which it was shown how far

from the ultimate efficiency we really are.

A large number of test data are available in our trans-

actions showing relative light values with various con-

denser systems at a great many different settings. In striv-

ing for further improvement, it is, however, also of value

to know the exact causes of the shortcomings of any par-

ticular arrangement or combination, and it is the object of

this paper to describe a method that at least to some ex-

tent enables one to determine this.

It is well known that if a screen is moved along the
optical axis in front of a projection lens, the various planes
containing other elements behind the lens will successively

be brought into focus. Thus the aperture is brought to a

sharp focus a considerable distance away while the image
of the condenser first appears as we approach closely to

th lens where its various surfaces successively are brought
out with more or less sharpness.

Examination of the aerial image at this range by means
of a blackish screen is often of value in checking the align-

ment of condenser and aperture with respect to the axis,

since these may both be distinguished at the same time if

they are not too far removed from each other. It is also,

however, of some value in determining the effectiveness

of the whole arrangement with respect to the light source,

since a portion of the field may be found to be but dimly
lighted or even entirely obscured.

It is evident that such a condition indicates the insuf-

ficiency of the source area to satisfy that particular lens

system. The fault may really belong with the condenser
in misdirecting the light, still, if the source area was ex-

tended far enough it would under ordinary conditions

eventually be able to cover any missing portion of the

field. A dark area in the condenser image is therefore

really a projection of some portion of the dark surround-
ings of the source area. If by changed setting or substitu-

tion of a lens element the obscured area is eliminated,

there still is no certainty that the efficiency is improved
since a large portion of the field may now be lowered in

intensity without the eye being able to detect such short-

coming under these conditions. The eye will, however,
readily perceive a very small fraction of the ultimate light,

value when this is contracted with entire obscuration.

Therefore as we reverse conditions and replace the light

source with a dark target possessing identical dimensions
and surround this with a lighted area, a negative image of

true condition is created on the screen and the eye will be
in a position to detect readily any portion of the target's

surroundings that has reached the screen since this will

now appear as light and by its position indicate which part
of the condenser is at fault.

If the target is of sufficient area to cover the field

through a given lens system or, what more nearly meets
existing conditions (since we are dealing with a limited
and standardized source area) if the condenser is able to

convert the target image so as to satisfy fully the ob-

jective,, then no light will be transmitted and the criterion
for condenser efficiency therefore becomes a black screen.

If the condenser lenses be mounted without frames and

the lighted area behind them be extended so that light is

permitted to enter the aperture past the edge of the con-

denser lenses, some light may strike where it will appear
as a bright ring surrounding the black disc that represents
the condenser image proper. The width of this band indi-

cates to what extent the full aperture of the objective lens

is being utilized by the angle subtended by the condenser
and ent : re darkness does not result until this has been car-

ried to the limit and the 100 per cent condenser attained.

This figure refers, of course, to the directional properties

only and takes no cognizance of the reflection and trans-

mission losses with the detection of which this method has

nothing to do.

With the testing apparatus that has been constructed,

various defects of existing condenser systems can be

readily demonstrated, such as spherical aberration in piano

convex systems, unevenness of surface in moulded lenses,

and riser rings in prismatic condensers.

There can also be demonstrated the 100 per cent distribu-

tion efficiency of a new aspheric condenser that has lately

been developed.

It has been shown before this society that a very sub-

stantial gain in efficiency can be obtained with a standard

four-inch 900-watt incandescent source by the use of small

condenser lenses of skort focus placed close to the aperture,

the gain observed in comparison with a 4%-inch condenser

being of the order of 50 to 60 per cent.

Now the question naturally arises as to what this gain

is due. The lenses employed had ordinary spherical and
plane surfaces. Why did not spherical aberration prevent

this efficiency? The answer is. of course, that although

spherical aberration did take place in both cases the dis-

tance traveled by the ray in the case of the small lens was
not sufficient to cause a linear displacement that would

cause it to miss the aperture or fail to reach the objective

lens. The fact is that there is nothing that can be ob-

tained by working close to the aperture that cannot be

equalled with larger lenses placed farther back if only

proper corrections be made in the lens surface. The
farther back we go the greater the accuracy required. It is

like the problem of hitting a window at a distance of a few

yards which can be accomplished almost without aim with

most any kind of device but if the range be increased to a

thousand yards then there is required a rifle made with

extreme accuracy and handled with great skill.

The new condenser is a two-lens combination corrected

for abberration and to avoid image formation at the aper-

ture. With it is realized the same gain of 50 to 60 per

cent which was indicated with the smaller condenser. It

is 5 inches in diameter and designed for a distance of 6%
to 7 inches from the aperture. With this distance extreme

accuracy of the surface has not been required, which is

largely due to the provision for a considerable surplus at

the aperture plate. A surplus can ordinarily be obtained in

two ways: through enlargement of the source or through

a high magnification ratio, coupled with a larger intake

from the given source. If a 100 per cent screen is to be

maintained in practice, a surplus is required by reason of

three considerations:

1. To cover inherent defetts in the design.

2. To cover inaccuracies in manufacture

3. To cover inaccuracies in alignment.

A liberal surplus has been attained by raising the intake

angle from 76 degrees as in the prismatic to 106 degrees in

the present lens. This brings the rear lens very close to

the source, but cracking is prevented by employment of

heat resisting glass in this element. It gives a uniform

screen at a setting close to its position for maximum light.
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Filming African W i I d Qame
Shootinq qame tuith camera more

danqerous than huntinq u?ith qun,

famous cinematoqrapher finds.

Bij Herford Tories Coupling,

Jl. S. C.
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A few years ago all the travel cinematographers
were trying to get into the South Sea Islands at one
time; then immediately after the war, Paris and
the battlefields appeared to be their happy hunt-
ing ground, and a year later I met no less than six

Yankee camera boys in North Africa, all "shoot-
ing" for different concerns, and now a good many
seem to have contracted the wild-game "bug" at
once and are "doing" equatorial Africa.

Truly British East Africa is the "happy hunt-
ing ground" for those who want to shoot or pic-

ture wild game. On certain plains the game
abound in unbelievable numbers, herds containing
thousands and thousands of head of wild game
roam at will; zebra, wildebeest, buffalo, antelope
of a dozen species, elephant, rhinoceros ; while the
lion, leopard and more dangerous game prey upon
these herds at night, all unmolested by the native
tribesmen, who seldom kill a wild animal unless a
man-eating lion attacks their tribesmen.

Man-Eaters Are Aged

A man-eater is an old lion which has become too
old to chase and capture the fieetfooted game, and
invades the native villages from sheer hunger,

otherwise a lion will not attack a man unless mo-
lested or surprised.

20,000 in One View

Last month I stood on a high point in the Loiter
Plains where the late Colonel Roosevelt did con-
siderable of his big game shooting in Africa, and
estimated twenty thousand head of wild game
within sight in a radius of five miles. It was one
of the most wonderful sights I have ever seen
when the native Masai tribesmen attempted to

round them up and caused a stampede for my
camera, racing at breakneck speed, first in one
direction, then another, finally following the wind
and disappearing over a hill directly towards the
setting sun. I believe the results of this film will

be well worth while.

Wild Game Requirements

Trying to get moving picture films of wild game
is, I am frank to admit, the most difficult work I

have ever attempted. Filming wild game requires
not only the equipment and skill of a cinematog-
rapher, but in the case of dangerous game, the
assistance of at least one expert hunter, ideal con-
ditions, a liberal supply of patience to which
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llii runic in hunting grounds.

must necessarily be added a considerable amount of luck.

Guns, Camera, Animals—Not Congenial

Most of those who attempt to photograph wild game
make the mistake of trying to combine a photographic

expedition with that of a hunting or shooting party and

therein lies their greatest handicap, principally because it

is practically disastrous from a picture standpoint to fire

a gun within several miles of where one expects to photo

graph, for regardless of how much game there may be in

the immediate vicinity, the game all become nervous and

suspicious for several days afterwards.

The reasons for this mistake are manifold. A wi'.d game
expedition is very expensive, so the photographer hopes

to cut down his overhead by "riding" a shooting expedition,

that is. going out on safari, also he feels inclined to do a

little shooting himself to vary the monotony of the long

waits and times when photographing is impossible, but the

hunter and photographer work at different t'mes of the

clay and a hunter is generally on his hunting grounds be-

fore daylight and returns to camp by the time the sunlight

is good enough for photographing, starting again before

sunset and hunting until dark, when the more nocturnal

spec'es are just com-

ing out.

Nocturnal Game

Most dangerous
game have become
n o c t u r n a 1, so the

photographer plays

in luck when he can

get them out in suf

ficient light to make
a picture. The tor

rid sun of equatorial

Africa necessitates

early morning and
later afternoon work
tor both the hunter

and the photog
rapher. So the
hunter saves time
by making early

ni o r n i n g marches,
changing camp and
hunt ;ng at the same
time, starting before

d a y b r e a k in the

morning. Digging; mil nn <>l<l water-hole <> > "thlrai trek.

Gunbearer ami camera Imys.

Hunting and Filming Clash
This, the photographer cannot do, but has to make camp

and "stay put" somewhere for several days. Almost every-

thing on a shooting expedition is contrary to a photo-

graphic expedition for wild game pictures, especially as

no shooting is permitted on the game reserves where the

photographer works best, yet every shooting expedition

that has arrived in British East Africa within the last six

months has brought a moving picture camera.

Charging Lions
What the wild game photographer generally wants to

film is the most difficult subjects to get, and that is a

moving picture film of a charging lion or rhinoceros. A
lion will not charge the camera unless stalked and fright-

ened by being shot at or wounded, or cornered in the bush
and driven out by hounds and spearsmen.

Marksmanship Versus Danger
In any of these cases it is as likely to bolt, or charge

one of the driving spearsmen as to charge the camera, in

which latter event the lion must be killed. This requires

the presence of at least one expert shot, to cover the

camera, with a heavy express rifle and another gun in

reserve. It would
be nothing short of

suicidal to attempt
to film a lion charge
without these rifles

to cover the cam-
era; but with two
heavy rifles to cover
the camera there is

a mini m u m of
danger, and that

danger lies in the

event of engaging a

number of lions at

once, which is not

unusual.

One of our lions

ran a hundred yards
to cover after being
li t by two .470 soft-

nose bullets and two
.303 soft-nose bul

iets, any one of

which shots would
have eventually
killed the lion. He
ran at top speed
away from the guns
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Picture "boma," camouflaged camera, concealed
to prevent stampede of game which is ever elusive
photographically.

covering the distance in what I estimated to be about six

seconds; but had the lion decided to "charge" the guns,

which were eighty yards away, he would most likely have

been stopped before he reached the camera, which was
covered by three guns. The lion failed to charge after

being wounded, which was unusual; but being in the open

plains the lion would certainly have run away unless shot

at. This lion was found dead in the edge of the brush

shortly afterwards.

Cinematographer Must Court Destruction
In photographing, the cinematographer takes far more

chances than a hunter who is merely out to shoot lions at

sight. The hunter generally shoots his lion at a far greater

range than it is usually possible to begin tak'ng an ef-

fective picture, and wounds the lion before he is in camera
range. Such distance considerably lessens the chance of

the wounded lion locating

the guns and charging,
especially in long grass or

bush country, when the lion

will most always take to

cover when wounded, if not

engaged at close quarters.

For picture work, the lion

must not only be invited or

forced to charge, but after

the charge is begun, any
shots must be withheld until

the beast is dangerously near
the camera. A charging lion

will cover a hundred yards in

less than ten seconds from
the jump and more often

than not come from cover at

some unexpected angle, all

of which makes the camera
range more difficult to antici-

pate.

Lion Charge Strategy

Filming lion and other wild
game when they come down
to drink at water holes in the
game reserve has very little

danger attached, but requires
untold patience. On the
whole the best method of

filming a lion running direct
at the camera is by "driving"
a lion that has been located
in the bush with hounds and camouflage* uVcaf"*

"

Cowling and marksman waiting at water-hole
for game. Note the blind on front of camera.

spearsmen; the lion can then be expected to break cover
at a point purposely left open and seemingly charge direct
at the camera which is camoflaged in the brush. The
effect of a charge is obtained, while the lion is unlikely to
attack the camera, even though it is located by him, if an
avenue of escape is left. After long weeks of failures and
disappointments, the cinematographer out after lion
charges is likely to take chances when he does finally get
the opportunity. The result has been a good many cases
of mauling by lion and some fatally so. When I came to
Africa to film wild game, it was with the understanding
that I would always have two heavy guns to cover me
when attempting to film dangerous animals, and I have
never found any reason to vary from that policy.

Rhino Charges
Pictures of charging rhino are not as difficult as lion.

while elephants are far more
dangerous than either lion or
rhino. A rhino can be turned
or dodged at the last mo-
ments of the charge, as it al-

ways charges up-w'nd on ac-

count of blindness to any
thing over twenty feet, being
guided entirely by scent. The
stupid, lumbering brute will

charge on in the same direc-

tion for a considerable dis-

tance even after losing the
scent, having apparently no
judgment of the distance
covered.

Water-Hole Patience
The best method to obtain

cine films of wild game is to

build a b.oma (camouflaged
blind) at the edge of a wa-
ter-hole which is daily fre-

quented by wild game, ac

cumulate ;i liberal supply of

old American magazines (the

English publicat'ons put me
to sleep) and learn a lesson

in patience. After the first

few days one learns to visit

all the nearby water-holes,

block them up with under-

brush so the game will be

forced to either come down
to the hole near his cover or

water-hole an<l method of
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Night "iiigoina" (dance) l>> African natives to celebrate killing of lir>t lion on limit.

go a very long distance for their water.

Often one finds they prefer the latter course and it then

becomes his move to follow the game. These operations

are best conducted in the large game reserves (govern-

ment permission required), where the game are never mo-

lested by either hunters or natives, who are not permitted

there; consequently the game will often come to a water-

hole knowing that someone is nearby under cover. In

such cases the first few turns of the camera will stampede

the whole herd, but they will also come back again after

about two episodes of the serial story you have been read-

ing all day.

Two Drinks a Day
In a picture boma, time

hangs long and heavy. The
game water twice a day—at

night and again about four

o'clock in the afternoon.

Camp must be made several

miles from the water-hole

and a very quiet entrance
made into the boma before
noon. The slightest click

will stampede a small ante-

lope, which in turn will cause
several hundred head of

game to become immediately
frightened and stampede.

Glint Causes Stampede
I once started to photo-

graph two excellent species
of wart hogs which were Voiing female lion on a young antelope Kill.

coming down to my cover, but while attempting to change
from six-inch lens to a twelve inch telephoto, the glint of

light on the lens frightened them away. Running pell

mell, they caused a large herd of zebra, antelope and
wildebeest which were slowly coming down to the water
hole to stampede. That finished the work for the day. It

is very tantalizing to have a fine herd of mixed wild

game come slowly wandering down to your water-hole

cover just as the sun sets in a rosy tropical haze and
when it is too dark to get an impression on the film. One
of my native guards dropped his gun one afternoon two
miles away from the picture boma. the gun was dis-

charged and the report stam-

peded the game at my pic-

ture boma sufficient to finish

the work for that day. Dan-

gerous game—being more
nocturnal—seldom come to

water in the daylight, while

the zebra, antelope, buffalo,

wildebeest and like species,

prefer the daylight when
they are not so likely to be

molested by the carnivorous

lions and leopards, as at

night.

Game Footage Expensive

My safari consisted of

ninety-five native negro

porters, four white persons,

twenty-two tents, gun-bear-

(Continued on Page 25)
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION PICTURE EXPOSITION STACE; AZTEC DESIGN, SIZE 200 FEET
SQUARE. WITH THREE FLOOR LEVELS.

Film Exposition Rounding Into Shape
wApex of cinema achieve-

ment to be reflected in

monroe Doctrine Centennial.

International interest aroused

bu motion picture industry's

huqe undertaking

The American Historical Revue and Motion Picture Ex-

position, to be held in Los Angeles, July 2nd to August 4th,

in celebrat :on of the one hundredth anniversary of the

Monroe Doctrine, is rapidly approaching the form of its

ultimate brilliance, according to announcements which

carry interest for those interested in any phase of the

cinema.

The Spanish Colonial type of architecture, atmospheric

of early Southern California days during the Latin influ-

ence, has been selected as official style for the centennial.

Architects are completing plans for the construction of

the various exposition buildings, work on which is sched-

uled to begin at an early date.

"The Location"

Originating in the well-known motion picture expression

which signifies the shooting of scenes outside the con-

fines of the studio, "The Location" has been chosen to

designate that portion of the forthcoming centenn ; al that

would have been known as the "midway" in expositions

of former years. Along "The Location" will be placed the

exhibits of the motion picture Industry, Buildings erected

for such exhibits will observe the Spanish Colonial type

of architecture. The first exhibit to be reserved is that

of the Rockett-Lincoln Film Company and calls for the

reproduction of the cabin in which Abraham Lincoln was
born. The exposition replica of the Lincoln birthplace

will be sheltered with a building erected overhead, after

the fashion followed with the original cabin at Hodgen-
ville, Kentucky. The Rockett exhibit will be provided

with a vast number of Lincoln relics and documents which
have been gathered in more than a year of research for the

Rockett production of "The Dramatic Life of Abraham
Lincoln," which Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C, is directing as

one of the most extensive feature productions in motion
picture annals and which is being photographed by Robert
Kurrle. A. S. C.

Technical and Art Departments Busy

Among the other production companies which have re-

served exhibits, the nature of which has not as yet been
announced, are Universal, Pickford-Fairbanks, Christie

Metro, Hal Roach, and Louis B. Mayer. Unlike the at-

tractions which lined the "midways" of past expositions,

the exhibits along "The Location" will not require ad-

mission prices but will be open free of charge to all who
attend the centennial. It is sa'.d that motion picture pro

ducers plan to make the buildings and features which line

"The Location" the most sumptuous that their resources

can create. Art and technical departments of leading film

companies are said to be working on assignments which
seek to represent the motion picture industry at its high

est in the various exhibits.

Recognition for Unseen Screen Workers

Since the art and technical workers in cinema work
have been selected almost without exception as being out

standing figures in their lines of endeavor—many bavin;;

been brought from great distances after having been per-

suaded to turn their talents to film production — it is

claimed that the exhibits along "The Location" will be un
equalled in exposition grandeur. "Th.- Location" exhibits

are construed as offering the opportunity for the work
of the technical, art and other departments, which plj

their professions unseen behind th«' scenes, to ga n full
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AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVUE AND MOTION PICTURE EXPOSITION GENERAL PLAN. SHOWING MAIN EN-
TRANCE IN FOREGROUND, WITH ESPLANADE LEADING TO COLISEUM. WITH STAGE IN CENTER.

public recognition, as it is believed that Los Angeles, at

the time of the centennial, will hold the largest gathering

of people ever assembled in Western America.

r

l he location of "The Location" will fall into four di-

visions, describing a semi-circle about the Court of Honor
which will be laid out in Exposition Park, in Los Angeles,

where the centennial will be held. Approximately 100,000

feet will be embraced in these divisions.

General Interest Attracted

While the exposition is primarily of motion picture at-

mosphere, it is attracting a full measure of attention in

professional, industrial, commercial and school circles

throughout the country. Industrial and commercial ex-

hibits, installed by business leaders who realize the ad-

vantages accruing from the patronage of the throngs which
will attend the affair from every part of the country, will

predominate, according to present indications. An ex-

hibit and concession department is already actively at

work attending to such details of the centennial.

Pictures and Diplomats

Educational and diplomatic interest is centered on the

historical ramifications of the undertaking, since it com-
memorates the one hundredth anniversary of the promul-
gation of the Monroe Doctrine. A distinct diplomatic
flavor is lent by the announcement that President Hard-
ing has accepted an invitation to be present at the exposi-

tion premiere on July 2nd and is expected to be attended
on that occasion by his official family who will be con-
veyed to Los Angeles in a special trans-continental train.

Members of the Senate and the House of Representatives
are said to be planning to attend the affair in large num-
bers. Reports of their attendance are received enthusias-

tically throughout Southern California, a great potent :

al

field which may be improved in various ways by Congres-
sional action. Representatives of the Latin American re-

publics, whose territorial integrity has been protected for

a century by the Monroe Doctrine, will be among the honor

guests.

Educators are evincing interest in the fact that the

American Historical Revue division of the centennial will

present in tabloid and pageant form highlights in Ameri-

can history as decided as such by a jury of eminent schol-

ars and historians. These presentations, it is planned,

will be filmed while they are being enacted as historically

correct as research can determine and will be released for

subsequent exhibition.

Cinematography Called In

This will be the first exposition in the world's history

where the exhibits and important happenings will be film-

ed. Plans for the filming are still in the embryo, but

when completed will in themselves constitute a highlight

in cinematographic undertaking.

This is the first instance wherein the mot ;on picture in-

dustry as a whole has joined in the sponsoring of such an

affair. Those participating in the affa :rs of the exposition

number virtually every film organization and producing

company in prominence.

Stage and Coliseum Dimensions

This coliseum, which will hold the exposition, was con-

structed at a cost of $1,000,000 and is said to be the largest

ever built. The Coliseum of Rome could be placed in its

central space, it is said.

This greatest of modern amphitheatres is elliptical in

shape. It extends thirty feet below the natural ground

level and fifty feet above it. There are eighty-six exits

and entrances beside the main entrance, which is beautiful

in its classical simplicity. The peristyle is of stone and

concrete and is 400 feet wide, its main arch being seventy-

five feet high. The seating capacity of this magnificent

coliseum is nearly 80,000, the famous Yale Bowl being

smaller with seats for about 10,000 less.

(Continued on Page 22)
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A Lot of
Euery production bound up

in series of little photographs,

laboratory expert points out.

Producers of motion pictures make

use of practically every known trade, a

great range of commodities, the high-

est paid artists and writers and of

other things too numerous to mention.

Yet there is only one thins they

actually sell—photographs—a lot of

little photographs. When it is brought

home to these producers that whatever

their costly productions represent is

represented in photography, it will be

easier for them to appreciate the per-

sonal advantage of just a little better

grade of this important medium.

If motion picture photography has

failed to keep up with the advance-

ment of other branches of the indus-

try, it is principally because the heads
of the producing organizations have
not been sufficiently impressed with

the fact that their output is nothing

more nor less than a lot of little photo

graphs; or, if you prefer it, a moving-

photograph.

Little Photos Hold Result

When Universal finished "Foolish

Wives" at a reported expenditure of

more than a million dollars, all Mr.

Laemmle's organization had to show
for this, all the sales force had to offer

to exhibitors and the public was a lot

of little photographs. The thousands
of people employed, the magniflicence

of the sets, the year and a half spent
in production—all were represented by
a series of one by three-quarters inch

pictures, on narrow ribbons of cellu-

loid.

A few months ago Paramount sent
a small army into the fast-vanishing

wilds of the Western country to film

Emerson Hough's story, "The Covered
Wagon." James Cruze, the director,

staged Indian battles, the magnitude
and realism of which staggered old

settlers of that region who had actually

lived through the dangerous times of

which the story tells. Yet all Mr.
Cruze and his huge company did is

now being presented to the public
through a lot of little photographs.

The entire theater world is awaiting
with pleasurable anticipation the
Ooldwyn production of the immortal
"Ben Hur." Goldwyn was reported to

have paid an even million dollars for
the screen rights to General Lew Wal-
lace's great story. The big Goldwyn
organization is being tuned up like an
airplane engine before a gruelling
flight, that "Ben Hur" may be its su-

preme achievement. Warner Brothers

i 1 1 1 e P K
Bij John III. Uickolaus

John *l. IVickolaus

are buying the foremost works of cur-

rent literature for the screen. Schul-
berg, Coogan and Lesser have produc-
tion plans of similar scope. Yet all

THEY will have when they have fin-

ished their present ambitious pro
grams—all this amazing expenditure
of money, time and talent will have to

be presented to the public through a
lot of little photographs.

(Editor's Note: Mr. Nickolaus
is Vice President of the Standard
Film Laboratories, Hollywood,
and is considered one of the in-

dustry's foremost experts on
photography and film laboratory
work. He was one of the first

men in the business and had
been laboratory superintendent
for some of the biggest producers
when he and S. M. Tompkins un-
dertook the organization of the
institution of which they are
now the heads. In a recent issue
of The American Cinematog-
rapher Mr. Nickolaus recalled
some interesting experiences of
the crude pioneer days of the mo-
tion picture industry. This, his
second of a series of articles,

should be of isterest to every
cinematographer.)

olographs
Tendency to minimize photography,

unreasonable. Q| Cinematographic

atmosphere and laboratory.

The Christie Studios and Buster
Keaton are using all their ingenuity
and originality to devise something
new under the snin in the way of screen
comedy. They spend days working
out some novel idea to evoke a mo-
mentary laugh, but the pungency of

the humor will depend frequently upon
the ability of the cinematographer to

do his part. The photography must be
nearly perfect and the finished print

must be sharp and clear to do the sit-

uations full justice, for all these keen
humorists have at the end is a lot of

little photographs.

Photography Always Basic

This whole vast enterprise, with its

millions invested in Hollywood, its

ramifications extending throughout
the world, and its centralization there

of the dramatic talent and artistry of

many nations, is basically dependent
upon photography. Still one occasion-

ally encounters a man who attempts
to minimize the importance of the

cinematographer and the proper de-

veloping and print :ng of his work. Of
course no one actually denies that

these are factors to be considered in

the making of a successful motion pic

ture, but now and then a producer fails

to give them the consideration they
deserve.

A lavish set adds nothing to a pic-

ture if its beauties are not recorded

by the camera. Even if this set is

properly photographed as a back-

ground for the action of the play, the

time and money expended in its con-

struction are wasted unless the cine-

matographer gets the proper kind of

co operation in the laboratory develop-

ing his negative and printing his film.

There are so many things that might
happen to a picture from the t'.me the

director finishes the last scene until

the public sees the completed work
that the laboratory's responsibility

would be bewildering were it not for

the fact that this responsibility is a

matter of daily routine. When Mr.

Tompkins and I conceived the idea of

The Standard Film Laboratories we
had in mind and fully realized the re

sponsibility of the laboratory to the

producer and the cinematographer.
We proceeded to develop an organiza-

tion in which every member real : zes

and fully appreciates the importance
of his particular task- to the producer
whose film he is handling. This
realization is constantly with each

(Continued on Page 24)
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A PARADOX

A paradox, produced by evolution extending over a period of several

centuries, may be said to exist in the fact that the motion picture industry

is sponsoring the forthcoming Monroe Doctrine Centennial which is to be

held in Los Angeles, July 2nd to August 4th, in the form of a motion picture

exposition and American historical revue.

The paradox lies in the fact that films are supporting an exposition

—

one form of amusement and instruction locking arms with another. By all

terms of etiquette, they should be locking horns instead of arms; they

should be combatting enemies.

Why they are not, may not be evident to the populace of the present

day, but if the cinema had come into general usage 1400 years ago, there

would be no such situation as the motion picture industry as a whole spon-

soring an exposition.

What films are to the general public today, the exposition—or its far

removed grandfather, "the fair"—was to those of our grandfathers who
roamed Europe a thousand or more years ago. The. exposition, made more
extensive by modern magnitude, stands plainly as a survival of the ancient

fair which originated in Italy about 500 A. D. The fair idea, probably be-

cause of the crude stage of communication facilities, spread slowly and it

was not until 800 A. D. that fairs were established elsewhere—at Aix-la-

Chapelle and Troyes. Alfred the Great, perceiving the advantage which the

fair held as a clearing house for the trading of servants and cattle, intro-

duced the first into England in 886. As decades passed, the fairs became
rooted as an institution not only in England but in Germany and Northern

Europe where by the year 1000 they were in common use for the sale of

slaves. Gradually the fair, which began to take on the form of what the

exposition is today, became woven into the lives of the people as an enter-

taining force as well as a power for trade. They began to look forward to

the various neighborhood fairs which became the destinations on the itin-

eraries of the wandering minstrels who welcomed the business opportuni-

ties which a large collection of the country folks had to offer. In fact, the

fair, encouraged and regulated by such rulers as William the Conqueror,

Edward III and Henry VI who probably sought to relieve the minds of their

subjects from the royal tyrannies, may be said to have become the only en-

tertaining force in the lives of the masses. At the fair where there were

dancers, fools, jesters and other crude forms of entertainment, Gurths and

their wives and children could at least forget their back-breaking days of

labor, and make merry for the moment. So the ancient Britons and Teu-
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tons had to have their fairs just as their progeny of today must have their

heer and ale and stout.

What would have happened then, if motion pictures, not prefaced by

the development of the drama, literature, inventions and general learning,

had made its entrance in the neighborhood of 1000 A. D.? Would the

cinema have been received on such amiable terms by the fair, its greatest

and probably only entertaining rival among the masses, that it could have

safely sponsored an exposition—a fair—to which it would have invited the

people of the world to attend to observe what a great creative industry it

really is? Wouldn't it have been natural for them to have sought the scalps

of each other on general and specific principles? Hence the paradox, rend-

ered imperceptible contemporaneously by the intervening centuries of evo-

lution in other forms of entertainment.

"CO-OPERATION"

In a well reasoned address delivered recently before an open meet-

ing of the American Society of Cinematographers, Fred Nibio gave those

present an insight into the qualities which have made him one of the most

successful of directors and which have carried him to the presidency of the

Motion Picture Directors' Association.

If Niblo's address had a keynote, it was that much abused and little

observed term in pictures—"Co-operation."

The M. P. D. A. president named four producing elements among which,

in his opinion, a maximum of co-operation should particularly exist if a

really "great" picture is to be made; these divisions were cinematographer,

director, author and cast. Niblo further emphasized the importance of

clockwork co-operation among all departments involved in the making of a

picture. He held up as ridiculous the director or producer who refuse to

give their cinematographers scripts before the filming ot a production

begins.

Niblo is an example of the successful motion picture director who car-

ries his policy of co-operation into effect; but there are those who preach

co-operation but who make no attempt to practice it.

No matter how much is said about co-operation, nor how little is done

about it, the fact remains that there is only one way to bring about co-opera-

tion, and that is to co-operate.
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<The Sunliqht Jlrc
In Cinematography

Bij P. R. Bassett
Courtesy o( Electrical

lllurmnatinq Enqineers
Society.

Data concerning quantity and distribu-

tion of light from research depart-

ment of Sperru Quroscope Companu.

The main steps in the progress of every industry are
marked by the introduction of new tools. This applies

especially to the motion picture industry, even though its

tools are quite unique. Perhaps the most important tools

which the modern picture producer utilizes are the light-

ing units. There is no other industry so directly reliant

on light in the quantity and variety that is demanded in

producing motion pictures. Each new lighting unit that

allows new and different lighting effect to be obtained,

or that permits lighting to be accomplished better, cheaper,

or more quickly marks another distinct step in the pro-

gress of the motion picture art. Perhaps the most recent
apparatus to qualify as an important step in improved
studio lighting is the Sunlight Arc.

Although the Sunlight Arc has been used in increasing
numbers during the past few years by all the larger com-
panies and is now considered as an indispensible part of

the lighting equipment of a motion picture studio, little

has as yet been published on the quality of the light and
the technical details of its unit. It has been the general
practice in studios to accomplish the illunrnation of sets

by great numbers of small lighting units. The average
studio equipment up to a few years ago consisted of many
small units, each of which consumed anywhere from ten
to fifty amperes.

150 Amperes
The Sunlight Arc was the first radical departure from

this small unit practice. A current of 150 amperes is con-

sumed by each Sunlight unit. The superiority of the Sun-
light Arc is not, however, due merely to the fact that it

uses more current than other units. If the arc was noth-

ing more than a high current arc, it would hold no par-

ticular advantage over the smaller units. But the high
current in the Sunilght Arc is used only as one of the

means of producing a new type of arc which gives an

amount and quality of light which far exceed that which

can be produced by the same current used in any other

unit or group of units.

Characteristics

Aside from these advantages, the fact that it is dis-

tinctly a new source of light makes it interesting and

valuable to analyze the characteristics in some detail.

Figures 1 and 2 show in a striking manner, the difference

between an ordinary white flame arc as used in the studio

and the Sunlight Arc. Both arcs have approximately the

same arc length of about the same size. The most notice-

able difference in their appearance is that whereas the

ordinary flaming arc is giving light uniformly from its

entire arc flame between the two electrodes, the Sunlight

Arc is comparatively non-luminous throughout the greater

part of its arc length. Practically all of the light is emit-

ted by the brill
:ant vapor which fills the deep crater in the

positive or upper electrode. Seventy-five percent of the

total light from the arc comes from this vapor filled crat-

er; twenty per cent of the total light comes from the tail

flame which is the overflow of this vapor from the crater;

only five percent of the total light comes from the arc

flame proper between the electrodes.

Figures
The confining of this light-giving vapor within the crater

gives the arc many remarkable properties. The total

candle power of this arc instead of being about 40,000,

which would be the estimated figure for the candle power
of an ordinary flame arc burning at 150 amperes, is more
than two and one half times this figure, or 100,000 candle

power. If we should group five 30 ampere flame arcs, such
(Continued on Page 23)
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EVERY lover of good photography should

see the Goldwyn Production of "The

Christian." It is intensely interesting and

shows the remarkable results obtainable with

a Carl Zeiss Tessar.

Read what Charles J Van Enger who did

the photography writes, see the picture, and

there will remain little doubt in your mind

as to the next lens you should buy.

HAROLD M. BENNETT, U. S AGENT. 153 W. 23d St.,NewYork
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lllotion Picture
Theatre Lighting

Compiled bij

Jl. L. Powell

Lighting Seruice Department,

Edison Lamp IDorks.

From time immemorial men have been accustomed to

meet for amusement, edification and companionship and
today we have for these purposes, the theater, the lecture

hall and the club or lodge room.
The Greeks and Romans constructed gigantic theaters

and colosseums for the enactment of the'r dramas and
spectacles but in those days, we are told on good author-

ity, "the performance began early in the morning, so early

in fact, that some of the spectators came during the night

before the performance." Such lectures or public meet-

ings as were held took place either on the side of a hill

or in the Forum and naturally occurred in the daytime for

there was no satisfactory method of artificial lighting.

With our present complexities of business life, most
meetings and performances occur after dark and gener-

ally indoors. Proper lighting is, therefore, a very im-

portant factor not only for the transaction of business and
comfort of the audience, but also as a very effective means
of decoration, and of creating a suitable atmosphere.

Electricity is almost universally applied for lighting,

due to its safety, ease of control and adaptability. Our
modern stage productions would indeed be impossible
if we had to depend on the candles, oil lamps and gas
burners of bygone days.

Entrance, Foyer and Lounge
At the entrance of the theater, it is necessary to have

brilliant illumination to attract the passing crowd. The
pupil of the eye contracts when subjected to this bright

lighting and unless the foyer :s fairly well lighted, it will

appear dark by contrast. Since the eye requires a certain

period of time to accommodate itself to changes in inten-

sity we must gradually reduce the amount of illuminat :on
as we proceed from the entrance to the auditorium.

In attaining this end, it seems desirable to provide a

moderate intensity of about five foot-candles in the foyer,

and there is a wide latitude in the choice of equipment;
hanging luminar'es, pedestal lamps, wall luminaries and
cornice lighting have all been applied with success.

A golden yellowish tone of light is frequently employed
and proves very attractive. The hangings and wall decor-

ations should be planned w'.th due consideration to the

color of the illumination. In other words, the fabric

should be examined under the particular light to be used
before it is selected. Tinder yellow light a deep blue ap-

pears a slate green, a red appears orange, a green, yellow-

ish green and so on. It is, therefore, possible to enhance
the decorative value by the proper combination of color

or to materially distort the appearance.
In the rest rooms, the decorative element is predomi-

nant and as the name implies, it Is desirable to simulate
the effects produced in the living room at home.
We proceed from the foyer to the lounge and a lower

intensity of illumination, one or two foot-candles, is de-

sirable here. As a contrast, a reddish amber tint of light

may be used. The theater and motion picture house are
becoming more elaborately decorated each year, and the

value of light as ;i decorative medium is being appreciated
more and more. It is impossible to go into detail as to the

many ways light may be used and we must content our-

selves with a few specific examples.
There are frequently a number of translucent vases as

For faithful reproduction

of delicate detail

EASTMAN
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not be sacrificed in printing—Eastman

Positive Film carries the quality of

the negative through to the screen.
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GRAF OPTICAL COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND Indiana.
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part of the lounge decoration. Under ordinary conditions

they are simply one element in the general scheme, dull

and l'feless. If this room is illuminated as suggested with

warm light and one vase has a purple light inside, another

green, another blue, and so on, they will then stand in re-

lief, touches of color and life.

By such means, beauties heretofore unappreciated be-

come high spots of the decoration. Pure colors, rather

than tints, are best for such effects as these, but should

be selected with due considration for surrounding colors.

The lamp filament should not be visible through the glass

and the surface, while appreciably brighter than the back-

ground, not brilliant enough to be glaring. Art glass in-

serts can be similarly treated. Silk shaded table and floor

lamps and even wall units are among the devices to which

pure color can be applied for essentially decorative effects

(that is, no dependence is put on them for general illumi-

nation), the object, of course, being to obtain contrast

and touches of high light.

In some foyers miniature waterfalls or fountains are in-

stalled. Colored lamps in suitable moisture-proof fittings

can be concealed behind the falling water and in the pool

itself. A motor-driven flasher may be used to change the

color of light continuously. The combinations are limit-

less and the fascination of watching the constantly varying

display of color in the particles of water is indeed great.

Frequently clusters or bouquets of hothouse flowers are

purchased to be used for decorations. They represent an
appreciable expenditure and unless something striking is

brought into play, they are scarcely noticed by the pa-

trons for they fade into the background. How much more
attractive the interior is when such flowers are spot-

lighted. A small automobile headlight reflector with
concentrated filament lamp, fed by a storage battery or

through a transformer, can be effectively concealed and
used to direct a beam of light on the flowers. Small flood-

lighting projectors with standard voltage lamps or even
ordinary deep bowl reflectors with low wattage lamps
have been applied with excellent results.

In other instances marble busts, statuettes and the like

are placed in niches but receive no special lighting treat-

ment. Concealed colored lamps can be used to produce
some very striking effects. The application of tinted light

to statuary or architectural details is one of the most in-

teresting phases of illumination. For example, if an ob-

ject in relief is lighted by red light from one side and
by green light from the opposite side, the shadows cast

by the red will be illuminated in green; those cast by
the green light will be high spots of red light, at points

where both colors mix, yellow light will result. The play

of light and shade in color is truly marvelous. Delicate

shadings from one tint to another are produced and un-

thought of, hidden beauties brought to life. With three

colors still more startling effects can be secured.

These effects of light can be well studied by using a

small black box or booth with colorful lamps at different

points so wired that they can be readily controlled.

Motion Picture Auditorium

The day of the dull, darkened motion picture auditorium

is rapidly passing and the time is not far distant when
suitable illumination will be made mandatory. This will

not work a hardship on the industry, for proper lighting

will make the theater more attractive, reduce the liability

of panic and eliminate the gloom which is always attend-

ant with a darkened room. All these features will tend to

increase the attendance, which, of course, is the end to-

ward which the management strives.

Contrary to the general impression it is quite feasible

to provide sufficient illumination for patrons to find their

way to the seats and even read the program without

interfering with the appearance of the picture. Intensities

in the order of .2 foot-candle at the rear of the house and
(Continued on Page i 20)
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Thanks to Cooper Hewitt light, all studio
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—
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Rene Guissart, A. S. C, is chief cinematographer in the

production of the screen version of "Chu Chin Chow,"
which the Graham Wilcox Productions, Ltd., are porduc-
ing as a feature vehicle which will employ upwards of

10,000 in many of the scenes, according to word received
from London. Location scenes for this production will be
filmed in Austria, Germany, France and Algeria. Guissart
has been making cinematographic preparations for the film

for the past three months.
if % *

David Abel, A. S. C, is shooting the Thompson Buchnan-
Elmer Harris-Frank Woods production of "The Tailsman."

Xorbert Brodin, A. S. C, is shooting "Dulcy," starring
Constance Talmadge.

* * *

Tony Gaudio, A. S. C, is filming "Ashes of Vengeance,"
starring Norma Talmadge.

t 4. .4

Robert Doran, A. S. C, is enjoying a well-earned vaca
tion following the completion of the latest Snub Pollard
comedy.

* * *

Walter Griffin, A. S. C, will photograph Paramount's
production of "The Scarlet Partner."

Frank Good, A. S. C, is making preparat :ons for the

filming of the latest Jackie Coogan production for Metro.
* * *

E. B. Du Par, A. S. C, is shooting the Gene Sarazen
series of productions on championship golf.

* * *

Joseph Dubray, A. S. C, is at Truckee filming scenes for

the latest Harry Carey product : on.
* * *

Philip E. Rosen, Robert Kurrle, Fred Jackman, William
Fildew, Floyd Jackman, Walter Griffin and George Sehnei-
derman, all A. S. C. members, have returned from Truckee
following the completion of "snow" locations scenes for

current productions.
* * *

Victor Milner, A. S. C, is working with Seitz in the pho-
tographing of this Ingram production.

Harry Perry, A. S. C, has taken up where the other
A. S. C. members left off and has journeyed to the Truckee
stamping snow grounds for scenes in "The Broken Wing,"
a B. P. Schulberg production.

* * *

Fred Granville, A. S. C. member, who has been amazing
Europe with his feature productions, has left his studios
in London long enough to visit New York City.

Sam Landers, A. S. C, is shooting the Finis Fox produc-
tion, "The Man Between."

* * *

John Stumar, A. S. C, is shooting the modern production
of "The Spoilers" at the Goldwyn studios.

* * *

George Meehan and Georges Rizard, both A. S. C. mem-
bers, have finished the Charles Ray production of "The
Courtship of Miles Standish."

* * *

Steve Norton, A. S. C, has finished a series of special

assignments, executed for the Ray picture.
* * *

John Seitz, A. S. C, has begun the filming of Rex Ing-

ram's production of "Scaramouche" at the Metro studios.
* * *

Philip E. Whitman, A. S. C, has returned from Tia Juana,
Mexico, where he filmed race-track scenes for a forth-

coming Universal production.
* *'

Reginald Lyons, A. S. C, has finished the latest Phil

Goldstone production starring Richard Talmage. Reggie,

by the way, is still pursuing his pastime of acquiring auto-

mobiles as a hobby. The latest is an English sport car.
* * *

H. Lyman Broening, A. S. C, is a very proud man these

days, and the reason for his pride is a very noble one. It

is a husky eight-pound boy, the second in the Broening
family. Mother and son are progress :ng wonderfully while

Lyman answers congratulations, thank you.
* * *

Charles Schoenbaum, A. S. C, has left for New York to

film Bebe Daniels' vehicle, to be directed by Wesley
Ruggles.

Pake snow nnd ice in studio set for Charles Hay's "The
Courtship of Miles Stnntllsh." George Meehan, A. s.
Cm, on extreme right.

Ileal snow anil iee at Truckee, California, being
scene for comedy starring Hull Montana.
Jack num. A. S. C, at the eaiuera.

shot in
Floyd
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SAY BOYS, ABSORB THIS

The members of our organization are well

known to our old friends of the screen, and

we will be glad to welcome new ones and

demonstrate our ability to meet their most

exacting demands.

We solicit an opportunity to serve, and in-

vite you to visit our new quarters.

Chester Bennett Film Laboratories, Inc.

New Laboratories

6363 Santa Monica Blvd.

Telephone

Hollywood 4777

And Here's Another

The American Cinematographer

Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen

:

The writer was in the office of one of the largest and best known
manufacturers of motion picture apparatus a few days ago, and was told by

their advertising man, who is also well known and very successful, that he

considered the Cinematographer the only real technical periodical dealing

with the motion picture industry; and that he considered the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers a body of highly developed technical men.

We enjoy the Cinematographer very much and our mechanical engin-

eer is always deeply interested in many items contained therein.

Thinking perhaps you would like to know when praise is extended from
men who are considered good critics, I am writing you the remarks of the

advertising man mentioned above.

I would give you his name but am not sure whether he would care to

be quoted as he does not know I am writing this letter.

Very truly yours,

JOHN U. ELMS, President

WIDESCOPE CAMERA & FILM CORP.
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Motion Picture Theatre Liqhtirtq
(Continued from Page 17)

.1 foot candle at the front meet these conditions. Bright

light sources must be eliminated if comfortable conditions

for viewing the picture are desired and hence the indirect

systems of illumination are of especial service here.

In addition to providing the low intensity desirable wh'.le

the picture is being shown, it is necessary to have a means

of instantly flood ; ng the auditorium with light. Fires,

smoke, explosions, etc., are factors which often cause an

audience to become panic-stricken. If with adequate light-

ing they can see for themselves the proximity of the dan-

ger, the chances of accident are decidedly reduced.

Wh'.le it is true that the low intensity of illumination

can be obtained through the use of dimmers inserted in

the circuits, it is preferable to have the fixtures construct-

ed to accommodate two or more circuits. Thus low watt-

age lamps can be burned at the'r proper efficiency for the

low intensity and the loss of power in the resistance is

avoided. Dimming devices are of course necessary to

obtain graduations of color, when such effects are used.

In those auditoriums where it is not deemed advisable

to supply at all times sufficient general illumination for

the patron to find his seat with safety, so called aisle lights

are employed to advantage.

The indirect system of illumination can be made to be

decorative and as ornamental as any of the other systems

which may be less applicable to this particular problem.

It has the additional advantage that any degree of uniform

illumination can be obtained without ; ntroducing glare.

A fairly high intensity produced with the ordinary systems

of direct lighting is quite likely to introduce glaring con-

ditions. Most of the modern theaters have elaborately

decorated ceilings and the upward light is an advantage.

Indirect lighting does not necessarily mean monotony.

In recent years many forms of indirect equipment have

been developed which permit a wide latitude in choice of

equipment. Ornamental bowls in various decorations,

pendant from the ceiling, or probably the most commonly
encountered form. Coves and cornices can be well utilized

for concealment of lamps and reflectors. Large portable

floor stands so placed as not to interfere with the view

have been applied. Wall brackets and urns w'th inverted

mirrored reflectors are also called into play where there

are no cornices available. In the long narrow theater with

a low ceiling, it is often desirable to use indirect wall

luminaries in order to avoid interfering with the pro'jec

tion of the picture. In some instances, the front edge of the

balcony has been extended and with special construction

used as a location for indirect lighting units.

Even where indirect lighting is employed for the prin-

cipal source of illumination, the effect of a direct lighting

installation can be obtained by so design : ng the main

fixture that it is luminous on the exterior. Even the cut

crystal with its scintillat
: ng beauty has been employed

for this purpose. Fixtures have been made carrying in-

verted mirrored glass reflectors with relatively large

efficient lamps, the reflectors concealed within a frame-

work or housing and this in turn surrounded by a crystal

casing. Alone the crystals would appear dull and lifeless

but skillfully placed and properly directed floodlighting

projectors send beams of light on the exterior of the f
:

x-

ture, causing it to have the desired sparkle. Similarly the

candlestick with silk shade has been employed in con-

junction with the large un :

ts.

Where cornices and coves are used for concealing the

light, attention must be paid to the equipment of these.

Frequently, through a desire to save on the original cost,

receptacles are placed within the cove and no reflect :ng
device whatever provided, the rough plaster finish being

used. Needless to say, this has relatively little reflecting

power and moreover, unless the contour of the cove is

designed by someone who understands the principles of
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light reflection, it is an accident if a favorable distribution

of light results. Mirrored glass reflectors are very effic
: ent

for this purpose and should be employed. Enameled reflec-

tors are next in order of desirability. A reflecting surface

finished in paint is likely to deteriorate very rapidly and

plaster is open to the same objection. Small particles of

dirt lodge in the crevices between the particles of plaster

and reduce its refteet'.ng power.

Not only is the question of the design of the cove and

choice of reflecting equipment for use in it of importance,

but observation of actual installations of th :

s type of light-

ing indicates oversight of an element which must be

given attention if the lighting is to be permanently suc-

cessful. This is the cleaning of lighting equipment. In

many instances months and even years elapse without a

thorough clean'ng. The only attention the lighting re-

ceives is an occasional replacement of burned out lamps

and this is not attended to until the effect becomes so

spotted that it is extremely noticeable. The accumula-

tion of foreign material on the reflect : ng surfaces and
lamps is indeed heavy, and it would be fair to assume
that with the neglect so prevalent the depreciation factor

which must be applied to the installation is considerably

over 50 per cent. In other words, half of the light which

is being paid for is being lost through dirty conditions.

The orchestra Tghts in the moving picture auditorium

should be carefully selected. If poorly designed with con-

siderable reflected or "spill" light, they are annoying to the

audience and also affect the clearness of the picture. Sev-

eral really satisfactory types utilizing the indirect prin-

ciple are now on the market.

Attention should be paid to the color of the "frame"

surrounding the picture. The deep black frequently em-

ployed is not well suited, for it creates too severe contrast,

a rather Pght tone of gray is preferable

In many of the larger more modern houses, elaborate

systems of colored lighting are installed. The use of col-

cred light for psychological and decorative effects is un-

questionably most desirable, and we shall see more of this

as time progresses. At present, however, huge clusters

of lamps of pure color are often vis'ble and the lighting

fixtures themselves rather than the lighting effects become
the center of attraction. The novelty appeals but this

method of illumination is scarcely subtle enough to

endure. Eventually light will be applied with greater

ingenuity or skill and delicate effects, rather than an
obviously crude method, will come into use.

Colored light is of great value in the motion picture

house in connection with the musical program. The rela-

tion of light and mus'c is not as indefinite as many imag-

ine, and this question is discussed in detail in a later

section.

The lighting of the motion picture auditorium will un-

doubtedly go through the same transition that the world's

fair has experienced. In the days of the St. Louis, James-
town and Buffalo Expositions, bare incandescent lamps
were studded over all the buildings to furnish so-called

"outl-'ne" lighting. The effect was striking at first sight,

but was not of a quality which caused one to pause and
admire for an appreciable length of time. At the Panama
Pacific and at the Brazilian Centennial Expositions, out-

line lighting was tabooed. Soft pastel shades and tints

were employed, lamps were concealed from view and the

beauties of the architecture brought out through painting

with light. We might use an analogy to still further illus-

trate this. In mus :
c the obvious soon dies, but the compo-

sition with hidden beauty survives. Most of the popular
airs of a generation ago are unknown to the youth of today
but Beethoven's "Minuet" will be "popular" centuries

hence.

Building Exterior
The exterior of the bu'lding should be illuminated to

attract the attention of the passing crowd. This may ha

accomplished by several means.

See US for Your PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS
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S. C 827 S. Glendale ave., Glendale. Phone Glendale 1556-J
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An extremely high intensity of light is often used adja-

cent to the entrance. Several high candle-power Mazda

lamps equipped with weatherproof fixtures and diffusing

globes are suspended from the building, beneath the

marquee, or placed on ornamental standards at the front.

In other instances, the under portion of the marquee is

literally studded with diffusing bulb lamps to produce the

desired effect.

A somewhat more spectacular method of bringing the

building into prominence is the use of elaborate electric-

sign equipment and outline lighting.

Probably the most d'gnified and artistic means of build-

ing front illumination is obtained through flood-lghting.

For flood lighting to be effective, the surface must be rel-

atively light in color and the surroundings fairly dark.

It is necessary to have suitable stations for the location

of projecting equipment. Several of the more recently

constructed buildings have taken this matter into consid-

eration and the marquee has been so designed that pro-

jectors can be located on it.

The exact scheme to employ will depend to a great

degree on the character of the building and its location.

If of a monumental type, well proportioned and dignified,

flood-lighting is best suited. If the facade is not par-

ticularly attractive, it may be well to partially hide it by

an electric s
;gn. If situated somewhat off the regular run

of traffic, the high intensity scheme will tend to divert

the crowd.

Light and Music
One of the most interesting phases of the application of

colored light is in connection with music. It is a fascinating

subject to the experimenter, be he scientist, decorator or

musician. To all intents and purposes, it offers a virgin

field for constructive effort and the motion picture thea-

ters constitute a huge laboratory extending from coast to

coast.

To obtain results, one must have apparatus with which

to conduct experiments; huge symphony orchestras under

the direction of capable, sincere, progressive conductors,

adequate capacity in electric current to supply the neces-

sary l'ght, flexible control of switching apparatus, electri-

cal men with ingenuity in the handling of light, and

audiences, varied in character, as subjects. Surely one

could not ask for a better set of conditions.

(To Be Continued Next MontlO

Film Exposition Roundinq Into Shape
(Continued from Page 10)

The Stage
A stage 200 feet square and suggestive of an ancient

Aztec temple has been designed especially for the exposi-

tion and will be built in the center of the coliseum. This

stage has three graduated levels—the top for bands and

orchestras; the next level for spectacles and ballets; and

the main stage for the floats and pageants. These pageants

and spectacles will be linrted to evening performances,

while concerts will take place in the afternoons so that

attention during the day will not be diverted from the

exhibits.

PATTERSON ON TRIP FOR STANDARD
B. F. Patterson, sales manager for Standard Film Lab-

oratories, is leaving on a business trip which will take

him to several key cities of the East and Middle West.

He expects to stop first in Kansas City and later in St.

Louis. Patterson will call upon exchange men distributing

Paramount, SchuIberg-L-'chtman, Warner Brothers, Coogan,

and Christie pictures, as well as distributors of several

other independent producers whose photoplays are brought

to the screen through Standard Prints.
r
I he purpose of

the trip will be to establish a closer relationship between
Standard Film Laboratories and the exchanges handling

their product.

CRECO
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4538-40 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Cal.
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PORTABLE POWER PLANT
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Operates Independent of City Power Lines
Capacity—800 Amperes

Minerva Pictures Corp. H. M. (Buck) Ewing, Mgr.
1608 N. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone 596-719 Night: Holly. 9119

CAMERAS REPAIRED
Accurate Work and Prompt Service
CALIFORNIA CAMERA HOSPITAL

J. W. Peterson, Proprietor

321 O. T. Johnson Building Los Angeles, Calif.

Phone Broadway 7610. Established Ten Years.
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Rosen and Kurrle
on Lincoln Picture

Philip E. Rosen, pioneer cinematographer, first president

of the American Society of Cinematographers, and now
one of the foremost directors of the motion picture indus-

try, will direct the Rockett-Lincoln Film Company's pro-

duction, "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln," accord-

ing to recent announcements, which also carried the in-

formation that Robert Kurrle, A. S. C, will photograph
the vehicle.

The selection of Rosen to direct the Lincoln vehicle

comes as a distinct honor, as it has been generally known
in motion picture circles for several months that the

Rockett production on the life of Lincoln is to be pro

duced on a scale achieved by few feature productions.

For weeks, the question who was to direct the vehicle has
been a vital one and has been a subject for conjecture

throughout the profession. In announcing the confidence

placed in Rosen's ability, the daily press pays high tribute

to his past achievements, both as a director and as the

cinematographer of successful features. As a cinema-

tographer, Rosen, it will be remembered, filmed "The
Miracle Man," one of the most successful motion pictures

ever made. Choice of Kurrle to film the Lincoln produc-

tion constitutes a highlight in that A. S. C. member's bril-

liant career, which particularly adapts him for the work
at hand in the Rockett film.

Al and Ray Rockett, prominent film producers, head the

Rockett-Lincoln Film Company which is producing the

Lincoln picture.

The Sunlight Jlvc in Cirtematoqraphu,
(Continued from Page 14)

as shown in figure 1, we would then have the same current

consumed as in one Sunlight Arc. But the best light ob-

tainable from a 30 ampere flame is 6.000 candle power,
making the total light from five of these arcs 30,000 candle

power. The advantage of using this same amount of cur-

rent in one Sunlight unit is quite evident, since 100,000

candle power obtained is over three times the resulting

total of the group of smaller arcs.

This surprising increase in candle power and efficiency

is due to the concentration of the vapor under slight pres-

sure in the positive crater. The temperature of the vapor
is also greatly increased and with the increase in temper-

ature there comes also a tremendous increase in actinic

value, which gives a still greater advantage to the Sun-
light Arc as a photographic unit.

Figure 3 shows the candle power distribution curves of

the arcs shown in figures 1 and 2. The ordinary 30 am-
pere flame arc gives approximately 6.000 candle power in

all directions, since the flame as a whole is g
:ving the

light. The distribution of light from the Sunlight Arc
is entirely different and here'n lies one of the reasons
for the great efficiency of the Sunlight Arc. The distri-

bution of the light from this arc lies almost entirely in one
hemisphere.

80 Percent From Crater
Since almost eighty percent of the total light from this

arc emanates from the crater, it falls entirely within the

hemisphere toward which the positive crater is pointed.

The Sunlight Arc is the first unit for general studio light-

ing which has the advantage of throwing practically all

of its light in one hemisphere without the use of any form
of reflector. All other sources of light used in the studios
have a uniform light distribution in all directions and
hence must use some form of white reflector in order to

reflect the half of the light falling away from the scene
back onto the scene. Such arrangements are compromises
since half of the light is then direct and the other half

is indirect and diffuse. Although these arrangements are
good enough for the average general studio lighting, they

np T qp t y? O ART BACK-111 LlJU GROUNDS

7heUltrastigmat~/~[ .9
Speed, flatness of field and
eriti ill.', sharp definition
are features of this perfect
lens for Motion Picture
Cameras. Effects can be
secured with this lens
under conditions which
would yield no results with
lenses of smaller aperture.

Ask your dealer for
descriptive folder—"•"fffS^AlTl
write us. [in THt

|

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO, \i-fNSy

Clinton Ave., South Rochester, N. Y.

Cinematographers

Attention

The Bausch & Lomb Ultra Rapid Anas-
tigmat is the first successfully produced
anastigmat working at the speed of F:2.7.

Also fulfills the requirements for color
photography.

Lenses of higher speed so far on the
market are not anastigmats and do not
cover standard motion picture film with
precision. Some even fail to meet the
rated speed.

Supplied with completely closing dia-

I
phragm, for "fade-outs."

A lens can be secured on trial through your dealer, or

from us. fVrite for complete description and prices.

Bausch & Ipmb OPticaI Q
M I. W YORK WASHINGTON CHICAGO SAN rllANCISCO

loxoon riOCHESTEIi. N Y.
f»»"roaT
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are not perfect in producing all direct li^lit or all diffused

light. The Sunlight Are, however, is capable of producing
either all direct or all diffused light as desired, with

maximum efficiency.

Sharp Shadows
The concentration of the light from the Sunlight unit

has the advantage, when the arc is used direct, of casting

extremely clean-cut and sharp-edged shadows, such as

cannot he produced with the same effectiveness with any
other available studio illuminant. The point may be
brought up that a concentrated source of light has only

limited uses. It must be real'zed, however, that it is very
simple to cause diffusion of a concentrated source of light

by any one of a number of means, but it is quite impossible
to concentrate a diffused source of light. The application

of the Sunlight Arc used with ground glass for diffusing,

or aluminum painted reflectors for the same purpose, gives

results in soft lighting which are equal, if not superior,

to the results obtained by the standard diffused sources

of light in general use. The high efficiency of the Sun-
light unit is maintained, no matter what means are em-
ployed for producing the diffused light; if a ground glass

is used, the crater is faced away from the scene toward
the reflector, which casts the diffusely reflected light back
onto the scene without allowing any of the direct rays to

fall on the set; thus no sharp shadows thrown when only

soft and shadowless lighting is desired.

A Lot of Little Photographs
(Continued from Page 11)

man and woman in our plant, and it precludes the pos-

sibility of carelessness.

Interpreting Desired Atmosphere
One of the most important functions of the laboratory is

that of interpreting correctly the atmosphere the director

and cinematographer are trying to register through the

camera. Tastes vary in this regard and it is the labora-

tory's task to get the effect for which the makers of the

picture are striving. The director of today has worked
this out to a particularly fine point. While making his

picture, scene by scene, he knows exactly the psychological

effect he wants the finished work to have on the audience.

The effect is obtained, not alone by action or cleverly

worded subtitles, but to a great extent by photography.
Hence it is necessary for all of us in the photographic

branch of the industry to be alive constantly to our re-

sponsibility and to assure the director the effects on the

screen for which he is striving. The desired results can
be obtained only through proper co-operation of director

and cinematographer, to be followed by the close co-opera-

tion of the cinematographer and the laboratory.

One Laboratory Responsible
If the public is to know eventually the fine degree of

artistry made possible by the producer's great expenditure

it naturally follows that the laboratory privileged to work
closely with the director and cinematographer from day
to day is most likely to turn out release prints that carry

the picture's full quality through to the screen. In plainer

words, one laboratory should be held responsible for the

entire operation from camera to screen, thus eliminating

any chance of excusing unsatisfactory results.

It is needless to say that any possible improvement in

these little photographs is well worth the effort and ex
penditure required, for these photographs are the only

evidence of the producer's skill the public sees.

In designing, building, equipping and organizing our plant

we provided for carrying motion pictures through

camera to screen. We started out with one ideal—the bet-

terment of photography. Whatever success we have bad

has been due to our efforts to raise the industry's photo-

graphic standard. It is extremely gratifying to find this

ideal and our efforts to live up to it appreciated by the

foremost producers of the West.

PUBLIC SALES
Wc have purchased 122,000 pair I . s, Army

MllllSOn Last Slicics, sixes to 12, which was I he

entire surplus slock of one of t li «- largest V, s. nn\-
ernment shoe contractors.

'I liis shoo is (guaranteed ino per cent solid leather,
color dark fan, bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is 9(1.00. Owing to this

tremendous Imy we can offer same to the public
at 92.05,

Send correct si/.e. Pay postman on delivery or send
money order. If shoes are not as represented we will

Cherfully refund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

NEGATIVE WANTED
Sunrises, Sunsets, Accidents, etc. Any subjects of an

extraordinary nature. What have you? FRED
DAWES, 1407 Gower street, Hollywood, Calif. Phone
436572.

/ / / / / cinema studio supply co-

We beatthe sun 1442 gower st -

/ f f / / Hol| y 819

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR RENT
WIND MACHINES R. (SPEED) HOSTETTER

FOR RENT
ULTRA-SPEED SLOW MOTION CAMERAS,

straight or reverse action. Results guaranteed.

ALSO LATE MODEL B. & H. CAMERA OUTFITS
by day or week.

For particulars call REIS BROS., Photographers.
6025 Hollvwood Blvd. Phone Holly 4338

5% paid on your minimum monthly balance,

on term accounts at the

v Hollywood
-» Inst i t n t ion,

I 6364 Hollywood Blvd.

££009.11011 Directly Across from
the Library.
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THIMME WAY
LABORATORY

Highest efficiency in all labora-

tory developing and printing. Per-

fect equipment, plus experience

and exact attention.

Now receiving orders for special

photography, double exposure,

trick work. Superimposing sets

and painting.

Special help rendered to the

cinematographer in all camera
problems.

Phone Holly 1696. 1123 Lillian Way

Thimmeway Titles, Inc.

New 6 Baby 5 Camera 1

Created
Information comes of a new creation in diminutive mo-

tion picture cameras in the form of the lea Kinamo which

Harold M. Bennett is about to place on the American

market.
The lea Kinamo is said to be especially adaptable for

special work in professional cinematography as well as

being an instrument designed for amateur work.

The new creation accommodates 50 feet of standard

film; has one stop as well as the standard movement,

tripod, a film punch, Carl Zeiss f : 3.5 Tessar, and is of

4 cm. focal length.

While the instrument has not formally been placed on

the market as yet, the demand is said to be of such a

nature that the manufacturers are experiencing difficulty

in meeting orders.

Filminq African Wild Qame
(Continued from Page 8)

ers, personal boys, in all over a hundred when on the

march, which included a light traveling picture unit of

eighteen porters with cameras and supplies for a few
days. The actual daily maintenance cost of such safari is

about sixty dollars while on safari—that is exclusive of

outfitting or any other expenses—only maintenance. Hunt
ing wild game in Africa, with a cine camera is good fun,

but very expensive footage My hist safari took exactly

two months' time out and netted me six thousand feet of

exposed negative, undeveloped, uncut, unedited. So if

any of you are contemplating a wild game trip to Africa,

figure it out for yourself.

CAMERA INSURANCE
ALL RISK POLICY
J. L. HOLE, Agent

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

414 Merchants National Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Main 305. After (» 1*. M., PICO .!^t»U.
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RELEASES
February 25th, 1923, to March 18th, 1923

(TITLE PHOTOQ RAPHED 61]

"Brass" Norbert Brodin. member A. S. C.

"The Isle of Lost Ships'* Arthur L. Todd

"Your Friend and Mine" Rudolph Bergquist, member A. S. C.

"Are You A Failure?" Harry Perry, member A. S. C.

"The Grub-Stake" J. B. Walker

"The Law Rustlers" Not Credited

"The Man From Glengarry" Jacques Bizuel

".lust Like A Woman" Reginald Lyons, member A. S. C.

"Rob 'Em Good" Irving Ries

"Daddy" Frank B. Good, member A. S. C.

"Mr. BilTngs Spends His Dime" C. Edgar Schoenbaum, member A. S. C.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" Charles Van Enger, member A. S. C.

"Sears of Jealousy" J. 0. Taylor

"The Midnight Quest" Charles Stumar, member A. S. C.

"Uneasy Feet" Park Ries. member A. S. C.

"Good-Bye, Girls" Joe August

"A Ringer For Dad" Kenneth MacLean, member A. S. C.

"Can A Woman Love Twice?" Joseph A. Dubray, member A. S. C.

"Adam's Rib" Alvin Wyckoff

"The White Flower" James C. Van Trees, member A. S. C.

"Night Life In Hollywood" Not Cred'ted

"Before the Public" Robert Doran, member A. S. C.

"Othello" Carl Hasselman

"Success" William Black

"Racing Hearts" Bert Baldridge

"The Woman Conquers" Joseph Brotherton, member A. S. C.

"The Man Alone" J. 0. Taylor

"None So Bl'.nd" Alfred Ortlieb

"The Bolted Door" Ben Kline, member A. S. C.

"A Clouded Name" Jean Logan
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Robert—with Rocket- Lincoln Productions.
Sam—Finis Pox, with Fine Arts Studio,

id, J. R.

—

Walter—with Harold Lloyd, Roach Studio.

Abel, David—with Allied Authors. Inc. KjUrrie,
Arnold, John—with Viola Dana, Metro Studio. Landero
Barlatier, Andre— Lockwoi
Barnes. George S.—with Cosmopolitan, Chas. Braben, Lundin.

Ooldwyn Studio. Lyons. Reginald E.

—
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—

Brodin. Norbert F.—with Joseph Sehenck, Constance Meehan, George—-with Charles Ray, Ray Studio.
Talmadge. United Studios. Miller, Virgil E.—with Universal.

Berg(|uist. Rudolph J.—with Clarence Badger, Gold- Milner, Victor—with Rex Ingram, Metro Studio.
wyn Studio. Morgan. Ira H.— Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan, New
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Brown. Karl—with James Cruze, Lasky Studio. Newhard. Robert S.—with Wallace Worsley Universal
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Corby. Francis—Fred Fishbeck. United Studios. Norton, Stephen S.

—
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—
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Evans. Perry—with Mack Sennett Productions, Sen- tions.
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The MITCHELL Motion Picture Camera
with Sunshade, Combination Matte Box and

Filter Holder, and the new Variable Magni-
fication Focusing Telescope in position.

Telescope in position to

obtain FIVE POWER
magnification.

Telescope in position to

obtain TEN POWER
magnification.

Those different magnifications are obtained by the simple moving of a small lexer,

and are at the instant command of the operator.

See last issue for other illustrations.

Patents applied for.

MITCHELL CAMERA COMPANY

6025 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, California





HARMONY
HARMONY means much in business. A man likes to deal

with his friends, with those he knows are interested in and anxious

for his success. That's why so many producers, directors and
cinematographers depend upon STANDARD FILM LABORA-
TORIES. They know our organization is more than a big

machine ; that it is composed of men and women, each an expert

in his work who is striving to have reviewers comment upon the

photographic excellence of every print made by STANDARD
FILM LABORATORIES.

These makers of motion pictures know that at STANDARD
FILM LABORATORIES they are getting not only the services

of one of the most completely equipped and best organized lab-

oratories in the world, but that they are assured of the ready

co-operation of all the employees who are a part of the institution.

They also know that their work is better presented to the public

and that thev get more for their money through the use of

STANDARD PRINTS.
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Shooting Filmdom's an
Largest "Interior"

One of the most difficult tasks for a cinematographer

is to film a period picture in which the sets are exact

replicas of historic architectural works, says Antonio

Gaudio, A. S. C, who is filming Norma Talmadge in

"Ashes of Vengeance," at the United Studios for Joseph

M. Schenck Productions.

Gaudio gives an illuminating account of the difficulties

in filming reproductions which follow the delicate archi-

tecture of the Renaissance in France, such as Miss Tal-

madge's historic drama calls for.

"The fine detail work in the Louvre ball room scenes,"

says Mr. Gaudio, "gave some trouble but in this day of

fidelity to the period in which a production is laid, it is

necessary to make the best of conditions. The Louvre

ball-room set was 328 feet long. In fact, it was so long

that a 15-foot square section of the north wall of Stage

Six had to be removed. The camera was cleated into

place on a stage just outside the removed wall section.

"Architect Stephen Goosson, graduate of the Eccle des

Beaux Arts of Paris, took particular pains to bring the

delicate tracer'es of the bays into relief. There were a

score of these bays paralleling each other at a width of

40 feet. The vista ended in a flight of steps, a steel

grilled gate and beyond that, a series of 14 columns

grouped in pairs.

Placing of Lights
"The proper placing of the lights to throw up the various

architectural details, some of wlv'ch were 300 feet from
the camera, was an important matter.

"The Louvre ball-room set was not only the longest

interior vista I ever photographed, but in addition, it was
the finest example I have ever seen of the duplication for

picture purposes of the delicate architecture of the times

of Charles IX of France. Art Director Stephen Goosson
certainly is to be congratulated on his faithful transcrip-

tion to the screen of the Louvre ball-room.

"The costumes and their colors were carefully selected

by Walter Israel. Delicate shades of blue, lavender,

rose, green, gold and grey, were used in the costumes of

the period.

"After finishing with the Louvre ball-room set, upon
which we worked for about a week, we commenced on
the Huguenot massacre set. This consisted of two
streets, each exactly 400 feet long, which formed a cross.

At the four ends of the two streets, the view was closed

by short sections of other streets.

"These streets were made up of the most picturesque

French houses, inns and public buildings, of the period

of Charles IX, arranged for pictorial effect. In order

to get the proper pictorial accentuation, the peculiarities

of the building type were slightly exaggerated.

"Four hundred horses and 600 extras were used in the

massacre scenes. In the Louvre ballroom scene, 300

expert dancers were instructed in the dances of the

period by Theodore Kosloff. The filming of these dance
scenes was exhaustive work.

"In 'The Eternal Flame,' the architectural background
\\;is bold and readily lent itself to outstanding photography.
But the beauty of 'Ashes of Vengeance' will lie in its

delicate, frail character.

Director's Co-operation
"The thing that impressed me in the making of 'Ashes

of Vengeance' was the speed, good humor and certa'nty
of Frank Lloyd's direction. It is seldom that one sees
such co-operation between director, art director, costumcr
and cameraman.

"Mr. Lloyd's choice of types for 'Ashes of Vengeance'
was of the sort to make a camerman enthuse... Josephine

Special platform built on staqe to pro-

uide position for camera. Antonio Qaudio,

A. S. C, chief cinematographer on biq set.

Crowell as Catherine de Medici is particularly good. Norma
Talmade and Conway Tearle, of course, need no praise.

The selection of a cast for a picture of the time of

Charles IX required some expert judgment and in choos-

ing Courtenay Foote. Claire McDowell, Betty Francisco,

Wallace Beery, James Cooley, Andre de Beranger, Boyd
Irwin and each of the other principals, long thought and
considerat :on was given to each person.

"As an instance of the care with which the photoplay

was built, I might mention that all matchlock rifles,

swords, pikes, battle-axes, halberds, armor and cannon,
were duplicated in Los Angeles from originals obtained
in New York and abroad, during Mr. Schenck's last visit

to Europe.

"Costumes and build : ngs were done from photographs
of old engravings in books housed in the Congressional
Library in Washington, the New York public library and
in private collections. More than a thousand stills were
taken of these book plates. Billy Reiter designed the

armor-'al equipment.

"The staff work for the involved French interior decora-

tion kept 70 men busy under the direction of Leon Tosi.

my noted fellow-countryman sculptor.

Much Light Needed
"The lighting of the Louvre ball-room and Huguenot

massacre sets required seven generators and practically

every bit of electrical equipment available around the

other studios. I hesitate to mention the unusual num-
ber of "Coops," Wingfields, Sunlight Arcs, broads and
overheads which were used on the Louvre set. About 80

electricians were kept busy.

"Aside from his execution of the Louvre palace ball-room,

which was the largest indoor set ever built, Mr. Goosson's

reproduction of the street scenes for the St. Bartholomew's
Eve massacre is his crown'ng gem. By his quaint lines,

his grotesque imagery and coloring, the architect has

succeeded in suggesting the mental and spiritual char-

acteristics of a ghastly period of French history.

"Yet to be filmed are three French chateaux of the

Renaissance perod. Plans are now being made for the

erection of these big sets. The gardens of the home of

William Millard Graham, Santa Barbara millionaire,

were used recently for "exteriors." An interesting detail

of the making of the picture is that only music of the

time of Charles IX or his predecessors is used during the

filming of the scenes.

"The sets of 'Ashes of Vengeance' have been consid-

ered of such importance that recently more than 200 Los
Angeles and Eastern architects visited them. We have

also been vis'ted by many college professors and students

of French history in California colleges and schools.

"The fencing squads are being directed by Fred Caven,

graduate of the National Fencing school of Brussels,

Belgium.

Night Shooting
"Much of our shooting has been done at night. The

advantages are many and obvious to those 'in the game.'

"I am not able to say much about the expense of the

big scenes in 'Ashes of Vengeance,' but I do know that

during one week, the total expense of making the big

Louvre ball-room scenes,, must have reached a record-

breaking figure.

"Mr. Lloyd was assisted by Harry Weil, and I had as

assistant cinematographer, Ray Binger. who did some
splendid work. Lou Johnson was chief electrician, Billy

Reiter functioned as head of the property department

and Jack Gwan was head grip. Shirley Vance Martin

was in charge of the still photography." .
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Elect A. S. C. Officers For 1923
"Loyalty, Proqress, ^rt,"

CTo continue as alu?aus,

asserts Dan Trees.

At the annual election of the Amer-

ican Society of Cinematographers, the

following officers were elected to

guide A. S. C. destinies during the

coming year:

James C. Van Trees, president;

John F. Seitz, first vice president;

Charles Van Enger, second vice presi-

dent; Victor Milner, third vice presi-

dent; Philip H. Whitman, secretary;

and Frank B. Good, treasurer.

Members chosen for the Board of

Governors of the American Society of

Cinematographers include Fred W.
Jackman,' Philip E. Rosen, Philip H.

Whitman, L. Guy Wilky, H. Lyman
Broening, Gaetano Gaudio, Victor Mil-

ner, Homer A. Scott, James Van Trees,

John F. Seitz, Frank B. Good, Arthur

Edeson, Jackson Rose, Paul P. Perry

and Charles Van Enger.

Founded in 1919

With the announcement of the new
set of officers, predictions were unani-

mously made for a coming year of

success, computable to those which

have marked the existence of the

American Society of Cinematog-

raphers since its inception In 1919.

HQ

Under the guidance of Philip E. Rosen,

the first president, who served two

terms, and that of Fred W. Jackman,

who likewise filled the presidential

chair for two years and whom James

Van Trees succeeds in office, the

American Society of Cinematog-

raphers has come forward to the fore-

most rank in the motion picture in-

dustry and among the technical and

art organizations in the world. Its

requirements for membership always

having been notably high, its mem-
bers are recognized as masters in

their calling with the result that their

work is regarded as the criterion in

the motion picture art.

Notable Careers

The careers of the six members
elected as officers are filled with

photographic triumphs. Though young

in years, Van Trees is a veteran cine-

matographer. His cinematographic

activities began with the filming of

Fifteen A. S. C. members

chosen for places on
Board of Qouernors.

Charles Van Enger

such early stars as Lenore Ulrich and

Vivian Martin in productions which

included "The Heart of Paula," "In-

trigue." "The Conflict," and "The Road

to Love," starring Miss Ulrich; and

"Stronger Love," "The Right Direc-

tion," "The Wax Model," "The Spirit

of Romance," and "Giving Becky a

Chance," starring Miss Martin. His

forty or more productions include such

photoplays as "The Shuttle," "Good
Night. Paul," "A Pair of Silk Stock-

ings," "Sauce for the Goose." "Mrs.

Leffingwell's Boots" and "Happiness
a la Mode," starring Constance Tal-

madge; and vehicles which starred

House Peters, Wallace Reid, Bryant
Washburn, Shirley Mason, Marguerite
Clark, Ethel Clayton, Elsie Ferguson
and numerous other celebrities. His
later creations include "The White
Flower," "The Bonded Woman." and
"The Rustle of Silk." starring Betty
Compson; and "The Young Rajah,"

which, starring Rodolph Valentino,

was directed by Philip B. Rosen,

A. S. C.

John Seitz, the first vice president

for 1923, is responsible for the pho-

tography in the Rex Ingram successes
including "The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," "Hearts Are Trumps,"
"The Prisoner of Zenda." and "Where
the Pavement Ends." A substantial

portion of the effectiveness of the
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Victor Milner

Ingram productions is accredited to

the genius of Seitz whose photo-

graphic accomplishments, it is said by
those well versed in cinematography,

are to be considered as distinct artis-

tic triumphs. At present he is filming

the Ingram production of "Scara-

mouche" for Metro.

Charles Van Enger, who as second

vice president will wield the presiden-

tial gavel on the nights when Van

Trees and Seitz may be absent "on

location," is being praised throughout

the country at the present time for

the excellence of his photography in

Maurice Tourneur's production of

"The Christian" for Goldwyn. But
"The Christian" is by no means the

first cinematographic triumph which
Van Enger has to his credit. This is

evident when it is known that he
filmed such productions as "The
Great Redeemer," "The Last of the

Mohicians," and "Foolish Matrons,"

directed by Tourneur; R. C. Walsh's
production of Peter B. Kyne's "Kin-

dred of the Dust" in collaboration with

H. Lyman Broening, A. S. C; and
"The Doll's House" and "Salome,"
starring Nazimova.

Victor Milner, third vice president,

is likewise a veteran camera artist,

baving to his credit four years of

world traveling with Pathe Freres as

well as innumerable successful dra-

in;! tie productions. His works include

"Uncharted Channels" and other J. D.

Hampton productions; J. P. Mc-
Carthy's "Out of the Dust" and Uni-

versal's "Human Hearts." directed by
King Baggott. At present he is work-
ing with John Seitz in the filming of

"Scaramouche."

Philip H. Whitman, who begins an-

other term as secretary, is recognized
throughout the motion picture indus-

try as an authority on trick and spe-

cial photography. He might be
termed as a consulting specialist who
solves difficult and intricate photo-

graphic problems in the filming of a

production. His position is unique in

that he never photographs a produc-
tion from beginning to end, hut is

called in as a specialist when, at criti-

cal stages, an extraordinary effect is

required. It is said that he can put
grown-up people into a miniature set

not higger than a doll's house and
make it all seem natural on the

screen.

Frank B. Good, custodian of the

A. S. C. counting rooms, is a veteran
in the camera calling. He was con-

nected for many years with the Wil-

liam Fox studios in Hollywood, during
which time he photographed numerous
Buck Jones and Tom Mix vehicles.

At present he is chief cinematog-
rapher for Jackie Coogan productions

at the Metro studios in Hollywood and
is engaged in bringing the wistful

artistry of Jackie to the screen to the

best advantage.

Van Trees Looks Ahead

In taking over the A. S. C. presi-

dential chair, President Van Trees
said:

"In the office of president of the

American Society of Cinematog-
raphers, I intend to exert every pos-

sible force at my disposal toward the

furtherance of the society's motto

—

'Loyalty. Progress, Art.'

"In following two such able and
successful men as Philip E. Rosen and

I'liilip II. Whitman

I rank II. Good

Fred Jackman who preceded me in

office, I know that the achievements
of any intentions will require great

effort, and I am determined to exert

every effort within my power toward
continuing the success of the society.

And I might say that I expect con-

tinued good results in the affairs of

the society.

"The next year, I believe, is des-

tined to be a very important one in

the motion picture field, and there-

fore it will be very important for the

American Society of Cinematog-
raphers. I hope that the importance
of this organization will continue to

grow as it has during the past four

years until today it is recognized as

one of the most active organizations

in the film industry. By the end of

the coming year, I hope to see its im-

portance recognized even more than
it is at present in the progress of this

calling.

"The enthusiasm which I .have for

the coming year is shared by my
brother officers and ny the A. S. C.

Board of Governors. We will not al-

low the 'new broom' to wear down,
but will continually supply new
bristles and do everything we can to

keep the men who make the pictures

in the forefront of the fastest growing
industry of the present day."

1922 Officers

The 1922 A. S. C. officers were Fred
Jackman, who served two years as

president; L. Guy Wilky, first vice

president; Victor Milner. second vice

president; Gilbert Warrenton, third

vice president; Jackson Rose, treas-

urer; and Philip H. Whitman, sec-

retary.
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Filming In
The Far Ilorth

Bij Fred Hall White
Seals and natives are willing pho-

tographic subjects. Plenty of

daulight at the proper season

When ships are snowed and. frozen in, faithful sletl dons prove invaluable trans-
portation for the heavy camera and eineiuatogrnphic paraphernalia.

In the spring of 1920, I was quite delighted when plans

had been completed for a s ;x months' cruise on the

"IT. S. S. Bear" in Behring sea and the Arctic ocean to

the most northern point of land on the American con-

tinent. I had filmed around the world and in more than
25 different countries since my first turn at "Bioscope"
in 1906, under the tutelage of that genial Scotchman, Mc-
Kenzie, who can almost be called the grandfather of the

game, and who is doubtless the Senior Cinematographer
of the World. Those were the days when, to insure easy
graceful regularity of flicker. "Mac" taught us to whistle
a snappy, two-steppy sort of a tune and keep time with
it when we cranked. His favorite, I recall, was that
London music hall song, "Seaweed," which ran "And as
soon as I touched my seaweed, I knew it was going to be
wet." Right here, I am uncovering a vastly important
secret—the origin of music in the movies, for Mac's
whistle extended into the "dark-room" to the printers,

then to the "operators," and finally to the orchestra and
bands of the studio. McKenzie at that time had done a

"Far North" in an excellent whaling series and I had
hoped that one of my first "Bioscope" voyages would be
to the North, but I did almost every place else before, 14

years later, I was admitted as the lone passenger on the
"Bear."

High Temperature at North Pole
The strange part of my Arctic expedit'on, which took

me within about 900 miles of the Pole, was that the tem-
perature throughout the six months, seldom dropped be-
low freezing, though we encountered at times oceans of
ice. However, the weather was extremely disagreeable
most of the time for, being in the storm factory of this

hemisphere, we had fur'ous. icy rains, driven almost
horizontally by the howling gales day and night.

I must say that I do not think that the North is as
hard to stand as the "Ovens of Africa," where my old
friend, Cowling, is teaching the pliable pythons to form

hoops for the frolicsome hippos to jump through. I hope
Cowling gets that. I think it would make an attractive

picture—especially in slow motion. The relative discom-
fort of extreme heat and cold was being discussed on the

"S. S. Colon" as we approached Cristobel in February,
1908. A New Yorker, who had been suffering through a

cold winter, argued in favor of the tropics; but a steam-
shovel "chauffeur," returning to the mud, said: "You
can walk yourself warm on Broadway, but all you can do
here, standing, walking, sitting or sleeping, is to sweat,"

and I agree that I prefer Kushkokwin and Metlakahtla, to

Paramaribo, Anarahdipura, or Mahabalipuram. (I give

these shorter nick-names as lack of space prevents tin-

use of the long native names for these places.)

Daylight at Night
The cinematographer in the North finds comparatively

good light, very actinic. During most of the summer, he
can shoot 24 hours a day. In fact, I had one period of

three weeks when I could have taken pictures any moment
of the time.

Aboard an ice-breaking boat, with a receding bow of

the old clipper ship type such as the "Bear" is, a man
can get some good materal panoraming over the side,

or covering the bow from the foretop or crow's nest, as

the ship charges the ice-pack. Of course, when she
strikes, cranking is useless as the masts sway for some
minutes like tall poplars in a high wind. At such times, :i

man can only go into a desperate "clinch'' with flic

camera and the mast in an effort to keep everything
together.

Eskimo Congenial to Filming
Kskiino life affords many good subjects—their sports

and industries, their arts and crafts. The Eskimo is not

met with until after we pass the Aleutian Islands and the

Pribilofs. Never have I seen such pleasant natives. They
all seemed perfectly willing to be cinematographed, and
without any bargaining or staling in an attempt to
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frame a hold-up as do many of our more advanced tribes.
In most cases, even after condescending to much directing
and acting, they make no move to ask for anything at all

for their work, and always seemed pleased with what
was given them. For small bits of action, a pack of
tobacco would do—preferably a tin can of Prince Albert.
I don't know that the Eskimos' preference is say'ng much
for "Albert" when we consider that the natives' tastes run
to delicacies that could be guaranteed to "kill at a hun-
dred yards."

A Photographic Tip
There is undoubtedly some great material to be ob-

tained by staying a winter in Alaska and going by dog-
sled from Nome, or better still, taking a trading boat in
late September up to Cape Prince of Wales or Kotzebue
Sound on the Arctic Circle. They say that there is a long
series of sports—a sort of winter carnival. There would
also be much interesting hunting of walrus, hair-seal,
bears, and other subjects not available in the summer.

Seals Not Surly
The animal life to be filmed in the summer consists

mainly of the reindeer and the fur-seals, the latter, of
course, to be found only on the Pribilof Islands from June
to September. These fur-seals undoubtedly afford one of
the most interesting animal subjects in the world and
certainly one of the most easiest to film. It is about like
being allowed to go hunting in a zoo, for there are tens
of thousands of these seals on the rocky shores, or rook-
eries. The islands are under the sole control of the
Bureau of Fisheries and a permit from that department is

absolutely essential in order to even unpack a motion-
picture camera in that carefully guarded zone.
The men in charge are fine fellows, but have an enorm-

ous task in the taking of 25,000 seal skins from about

June 15 to August 10, and naturally do not welcome any
photographic epeditions in the "harems" of "Sir Bull

Seal." There are thousands of interesting birds on the
rocky cliffs of St. Paul and St. George (these comprising
the Pribilofs). There are the Murre, Horned-Puffin, the
Cormorant and the Auklit. All the seals, reindeer, foxes,

and birds, can best be "shot" by exercising endless patience
and "making haste slowly." By moving toward these ani-

mals a few feet at a time and finally a few inches at a

t'me, one can even get within eight or ten feet of them
without startling them in the least. A quick approach,
even at a great distance, will cause a turmoil or sudden
flight.

Ill Luck
All the films which I took on my trip North were

burned by a fire that spread into a vault through a door
carelessly left open, which led to an assembling room
where one of those dangerous "igniting rewinders" or

securely covered electric lights were among the equip-

ment of the place, and, as we have all known "rewinders"
and well insulated wires can grow very dangerous, espe-

cially if they have a tendency to cultivate close associa-

tion with lighted cigarettes. "Quen sabe?"

Some time I hope to go North again and re-shoot the

things I saw originally and also many new scenes. At any
rate, I have made arrangements to go as far as the Prib-

ilofs next year, sailing from Los Angeles harbor April 1

with a special boat under the management of Dr. Edward
D. Jones, who has brought more big game specimens from
che North than any other man. These fine specimens are

in the California museums.
Our principal plans on the Dr. Jones expedition are to

get specimens of the huge bears on Kodiak and Unimok
Islands.
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Quality
Of Light

Bij P. R. Bassett
Courtesy of Electrical

lltuminatinq Engineers

Society.

Second installment of informal

tion concerning the Sunlight

Arc in cinematography.

COMPARATIVE ACTINIC VALUE OF LIGHTS
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The previous article dealt with the quantity and the dis-

tribution of the light from the Sunlight Arc unit as com-
pared with other light sources. Another and equally

important property of the Sunlight Arc, namely, the quality

of its light, will be discussed in this article.

All sources of light emit radiations of various wave
lengths, including heat rays, visible (or light rays), and
ultra-violet (or actinic rays). When the quality of a light

is spoken of, we refer to the relative percentage of the

ratio in the different wave length regions. A red light

is one which has an excess of the longer visible rays and a

lack of the shorter visible rays or blue rays. A source of

light which has a lack of blue rays is also very apt to have
a lack of the violet and ultra-violet rays and hence is very
poor photographically. A white light is one which has an
equal distribution of radiation throughout the visible spec-

trum. Two white lights which may appear quite similar

to the eye may. however, have very different photographic
values, since the amount of actinic light is not measurable
by the eye, as it is invisible.

Radiation Regions

The ordinary photographic film is sensitive to a region
of radiations which is just about the same width as the

eye, but it does not coincide exactly with the visible region
of radiations. The curves in Figure 4 show the relative

positions of the film and visible radiation regions. These
regions overlap to some extent, the shortest rays in the

visible spectrum, that is, blue and violet, being the longest
rays in the region to which the ordinary film is sensitive.

.It is only by use of this small overlapping region that our
eyes can judge, even approximately, of the photographic
value of a light. The amount of blue light on a scene is

the simplest indication of the photographic value of a

light. This is the reason why the small blue glass sighting
device is so useful to the cinematographer in determining
what his film will record on a given set.

The amount of actinic radiations in any incandescent
light source increases very rapidly with the temperature
of the source; in fact, with increasing temperature, the
actinic light increases in much greater proportion than
the visible light. It is evident, then, that the higher the
temperature of the source, the better its photographic
value.

This is shown, very clearly by the curves in Figure 4.

The tungsten filament in a gas filled incandescent lamp
operates at a temperature of about 2500 degrees C. The
temperature of the crater of an ordinary carbon arc runs
at a temperature of about 3000 degrees C, and has, there-

fore, more actinic light in proportion to the visible. The
Sunlight Arc has a temperature of about 5000 degrees C.

The third curve in Figure 4, which shows the comparison
of visible and actinic light in noon sunlight, needs special

explanation, since it does not apparently give the actinic

value which would be expected from a source of light

which has the temperature of the sun (over 5500 de-

grees C).

Noon Sunlight

The light from the noon sun has one disadvantage which

none of the other light sources has. It has to penetrate

approximately one hundred miles of our atmosphere to

reach us. One of the properties of the earth's atmosphere
is that it absorbs and scatters a much greater percentage

of the ultra-violet, violet, and blue light, than it does the

longer, visible rays. The radiation, as it reaches us, is.

therefore, much depleted in the actinic portions of the

spectrum.

For equal amounts of illumination the Sunlight Arc has

an advantage over the sun of one hundred miles of atmos-

pheric absorption. The curves in Figure 4 show graph-

ically what a tremendous advantage this is. It will be

noted that all the curves in Figure 4 are so drawn that

the visible light is exactly the same in each case. This

then gives a direct comparison of the actual photographic

values of these lights. The light dotted line which is just

touched by the top of each curve shows the actual amount
of radiant energy which is visible to the eye. The shaded
areas show the portion to which the photographic film

is sensitive.

Accurate measurements have proven that the Sunlight

Arc has between three and four times the photographic
value of the noon sun for equal light intensities. This

explains why photographers unaccustomed to the Sunlight

unit are apt to over-expose on their first attempts, since

they estimate the photographic value by their experience

with the sun or other studio units. This also explains

why such good definition is obtained at distances from
'the Sunlight unit which would normally not be expected
to photograph.

(Continued on Page 21)
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^TKe Editors' CorTier —conducted bu Foster Qoss

ADVANCING CREDIT

At least one theatre advertising director has awakened to the benefits

which can accrue from due mention of the cinematographer in advertise-

ments concerning motion pictures. Laying aside for a moment the question

of according the cinematographer the credit which he deserves, the "ad

writer" who used the legend, "Photographed by Homer Scott" in capital,

bold-face letters in his newspaper advertisements announcing the exhibi-

tion of "Main Street" at the Mission Theatre in Los Angeles illustrated

his own progressiveness and at the same time brought many artistically

and technically inclined people to view the film because they have learned

from past observation, to be interested in the work of Scott. Despite the

fact that the production is based on one of the most widely discussed of the

contemporary novels, it might be said with all reserve that Scott's name
in the advertisement proved not a little inducement for his following to,

visit the theatre which showed the vehicle filmed by him. As has been done

heretofore, it might be pointed out again that, in cities like Los Angeles

and New York, where motion picture production centers, there are scores

of people interested in the production as well as the amusement side of pic-

tures and the mention in the theatre advertisements of the name of the

cinematographer, whose importance in the process of production must be

granted, will serve to attract such people to view the photoplay in question.

Today the cinematographer occupies a position which is relatively the

same as that in which the director labored several years ago when the

average motion picture patron carried the supposition that the only people

who figured in the making of the picture were those who were visible on

the screen. Then some astute person discovered that there was an individual

known as the director who stood where he couldn't be filmed and said

things relating to the actions which the members of the cast were setting

out to portray until today the leather-putteed figure of the imaginary

director is as firmly fixed in the cinema mind as is the star-spangled form
of Uncle Sam himself. At any rate there are directors whose names are

the features of the pictures with which they are identified. Still later the

scenarist was "discovered," with the result that the names of various film

writers carry very definite weight in connection with pictures to which they

are attached.

The position of the cinematographer in the public mind is still in a state

of evolution. It is admitted that his identity is better established now by
far than it has been since the cinema became popular. Fair-minded and
well-reasoning officials who include the names of their cinematographers
in their trade paper advertising and billboard sheets have done much to

bring about the present recognition.

Even now, however, the cinematographer is a vague and uncertain

force to the general public, which thinks of him as the pioneer film fan

regarded the director when he first discovered that there existed such a per-
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son. The cinematographer will continue to be a vague force to the public as

long as his name is omitted from the advertising and publicity matter which

the exhibitor receives from the producer and distributor and which, incom-

plete, he thus passes on to the public through local advertisements and

press notices in the local newspapers.

When it is considered that it is a generally accepted fact that the more

prominent names which are associated with the exhibition of a photoplay

the more successful such a picture is likely to be, then it does seem faulty

reasoning for the producer not to place at the disposal of the exhibitor the

name of the cinematographer whose ability warrants his prominence. If

the exhibitor has such information at his command and then does not avail

himself of the opportunity to make it work for him, then he can blame only

his lack of business insight.

While it would require a very highly optimistic person who, in the pres-

ent day, could forsee the period wherein the name of the cinematographer

would mean as much to the exhibition of pictures as do the names of a

number of directors at present, the existence of such a state of affairs would

at least prove that the public is capable of an appreciation of that which is

more or less exclusively artistic in films.

In the meantime, however, the American Cinematographer is grateful

for the accelerating tendency of press and producer to give the "men who
make the pictures" proper credit and will do everything within its power to

bring about that time when they are recognized at their full worth.

CUTTING CREDIT TITLES

The action of the motion picture theatre manager who arbitrarily cuts

the credit titles from the photoplay which he exhibits might be seriously

considered as a form of robbery perpetrated against the people whose
names are taken from the view of the audience which sees the picture.

Screen credit is usually hard earned and well earned, and it is unjust

for the person who has achieved it to be robbed of what is his by the whim
of some exhibitor.

An American Society of Cinematographers member, who filmed a pic-

ture in San Francisco recently, visited a theatre in that city to view one of

his own productions. To his natural surprise, he found that the credit

title bearing his name, that of the director, the scenarist and the author

had been eliminated. During his stay in the Western city, the cinematog-

rapher each week saw other pictures at the same house and without excep-

tion he found the credit title cut out. At last he called on the manager, who
declared that the prints came from the "exchange" minus the credit titles.

Knowing the officials of the "exchange" from which the exhibitor's films

came, the cinematographer visited those officials, who showed him that

prints were shipped intact to the exhibitor. Thaf cinematographer called

again on the manager, who admitted that he was responsible for the elimi-

nation of the credit titles "to save time on his program."

It must be close figuring economy, indeed, that would seek to con-

serve the two minutes or so which the credit title would consume in the
running of five shows each day.
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motion Picture compiled^

^Theatre Lighting L Pou,el1

It is not strange that the co ordination or joining of light

and music has not been developed to a greater degree.

Broadly speaking, appreciation of music itself is compara-
tively modern and it was only in the last few years that

adequate means of controlling and changing or modifying
the light have been available. The future looks very bright.

Within the last decade, several very creditable attempts
have been made to combine light and music and more and
more investigators are interesting themselves in the

subject. Individually, one can accomplish very little, but

as pointed out above, when the motion picture theaters

with their trained organizations take up the matter
actively, the art should advance by leaps and bounds.

There are several fundamental features which work for

the success or failure of the endeavor and these must be

borne in mind. It is well, therefore, to stop and study the

question before attempting to enter into the details. The
first question which comes up is, "How will the light affect

our emotions?" Primarily through association. We asso-

ciate green, for example, with the quiet, restful wood or

meadow; yellow with the warm sun; red with fire, danger,

war and carnage; blue with the calm sea and sky. In

addition to these associated attributes or qualities, experi-

ence and experiments have proven that color has a direct

effect on our nerves and emotions. Reds are exciting, yel-

lows, stimulating and buoyant; greens, quieting and calm-

ing; blues and violets often make us depressed and "sub-

dued. Bearing these points in mind, it is well to digress

slightly.

Light is similar to sound (music) in more ways than

most of us realize. One is received by the eye, and the

other by the ear and then conveyed by nerves to our brain

where we get the impression. Both light and sound are

produced by vibrations. A deep tone is produced by a

slowly moving wave or vibration, a high pitch by a much
quicker movement. We have a so-called octave of sound,

c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c, and what might be termed an octave

of light, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet

—

the red vibrating much less rapidly than the violet. Due
to this similarity, some experimenters have made the mis-

take, the writer believes, of attempting to assign tonal

values to the colors of the spectrum, just as though they

were to play a scale in colors, or write a score for color

as they would for sound.

As a somewhat exaggerated illustration of the point we
are trying to bring out, an experimenter might try to

write a color score for "America" (My Country, 'Tis of

Thee). His music would read c, c, d, b, c, d, e, e, etc.; his

light score might read, yellow, yellow, green, orange, yel-

low, green, blue, blue, etc.

It is obvious that attempting to follow any such prac-

tice as this would lead us nowhere and that we would have

a meaningless, unintelligible result. We must have our

tie-in between the two senses—hearing and sight—based
on the association element. We must study how both

light and sound effect our feelings. Realizing this, it is

evident that rather than an individual note having a cor-

responding light to accompany it, a group of notes, that

is, a mood or theme of the composition, or even a whole
section, will have a much more definitely associated color.

For example, one would naturally associate green with

a pastoral bit, red with mart'al music, vivid yellow with
the bright, sprightly dance, blue with moonlight, blue-

green with the barcarolle and so on.

The next point to be kept in mind is the method of

applying color. The first extensive attempt made in Amer-
ica along this was at Carnegie Hall, four or five years ago.

The Russian composer, Scriabine, had prepared the score

Continued from last month. From
research of Lighting Seruice De*-

partment, Edison Lamp IPorks.

of a number, with color accompaniment (Poem of Fire, Pro-
metheus). One instrument of his orchestra was what he
termed "tas'era per luce" (light keyboard). This was a
box about five feet square with a white background on
which colored light could be thrown and varied in intensity

and tone (color). He wrote a score for this device and
introduced it at will, as he would a part for the woodwinds
or brass. Sometimes, one color would be visible for quite

a period, then there would be a rapid variation of tint.

The box which he used was so small that the effect was
lost at the rear of the hall. The effect of the color was
lost in competition with the huge orchestra.

We see by reflected light and to get the maximum im-

pression of color, there must be a relatively large light

colored area on which tinted light can be thrown. One
way of accomplishing the desired end would be to flood

the entire aud :torium with tinted light, so that one "feels"

the atmosphere. This can be accomplished by the use of

concealed lamps in inverted reflectors placed in a cornice
for indirect lighting. Again, the curtain and draperies at

the front of the house might be of a light neutral tint and
colored light from concealed sources thrown on this, or

the orchestra itself could be clothed in white suits and
beams of colored light projected on this area. Suitable
connections of circuits of the three primary colors, red,

green and blue, with dimming devices will permit the use
of any combination or mixture desired.

Having the means at hand to get color effects on a large
scale, it will be up to the musician to co-operate with the
man who has observed the effect of color on our emotions
(the psychologist or artist) and with the man who knows
how to produce the lighting effects (the electrician or en-

gineer). The musician will outline to the psychologist the
impressions which the music is supposed to create. The
latter will determine what color is most likely to be asso-

ciated with this emotion and the engineer will see that the
right color is available at the proper time.

One can visualize the time when sufficient information
has been obtained from experiments to lay down certain

definite fundamental rules and then still further to the

time when these effects will be appreciated by the general
public. This will not be a difficult matter, for most of us

are affected by music.

We are stirred at the sound of the military band, the
soft, soothing strains of the Humoresque or Kamennoi-
Ostrow rest us and quiet the nerves, while the modern
jazz tune has still another effect. Some of us experience
the whole gamut of human emotions, listening to the won-
derfully descriptive music of Massennet, Puccini or Wag-
ner. Particular phrases promote sorrow or joy, depress or

exuberate us. Light has a similar effect, the colorings of

nature as expressed in sunrise or sunset give one a thrill,

the cool, restful green of the wood has its effect, while the

changing blues and white caps of the sea also produce an
impression. Certainly these can be combined.

In many of the larger motion picture houses, it is a reg-

ular practice to vary the lighting while the orchestra plays

the prelude or special numbers. Observations indicate

that while some of the effects obtained are excellent, at

times there is apparently little connection between the

music and the lighting. Even though the lighting is most
artistic, it should most certainly be in harmony with the

music. Careful forethought along the lines suggested

should produce the desired result.

It is going somewhat out of the province here to lay

down detailed programs for various selections. There are

(Continued on Page 22)
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Reflected Beauty

One of the Prottj Spcis in Bortfa Gardens at Cuernavaca.

Picture Jaunts
Into Old lllexico

Baj Qlenn Robert Kershrter

Romantic land of Aztecs

is found full of film beautvj

bu. cinematoqrapher.

Masters in travel seem to develop a sixth sense and
come to know where the best pictures can be found.

Whenever a tragedy in Mexico stood out in bold head-

lines or was told in a cartoon, I wished to go down there

and bring back some of the good things that I thought
must exist; so armed with a Spanish dictionary, I landed

at Nogales, the town that slumbers on the border, where
a barbed wire fence in the middle of a street is the dividing

line between Arizona and Old Mexico.

After all the custom officials were satisfied that the

camera was no machine gun, I passed through the gate

and lined up with 200 Mexicans at the railroad station,

finally starting south. In one seat, besides myself, camera
case, carrying case, tripod, 15,000 feet of negative and a

suitcase, was a mother and three children, the youngest
of whom was under six months; what happened in the

next eight hours, the censors would not allow.

Room On Top
In front of our four coaches were nine box cars loaded

with troops, their families and all earthly possessions, so

much so that the men rode on the car tops.

On arriving at Hermosllla, learned that my destination

was 20 miles inland. It was long after dark before a

machine was secured and when that sunburned native
chauffeur came—well, he had a double-row cartridge belt

with a 15-inch pistol decorating his chest, two rifles leaned
against the seat while his breath smelled of kerosene oil,

and when he finally started it was nothing for him to

change his course through the cactus or bushes while going
full speed; all the time talking in broken English about
Indians killing people in this same place.

Mystery Rider
Just when I was feeling good and uneasy, a Mexican

dashed out of the bush and galloped straight toward us

in the glare of the head lights, and just when I was ready
to grab a gun or simply pass out, both came to a sudden
stop, he dismounted, tied his lariat to the front axle,

remounted, threw a couple half hitches on the saddle horn
and away he went through the dry sand of a river bottom.

Once on solid ground, the rider disappeared as quietly as

he had come.

Finally we came to a great stone wall; a gate opened
and slammed behind us; my luggage was untied and
carried into a dimly lighted room where the driver kicked
a man off a cot and gave it to me; picked up the light;

mumbled something in Spanish and went out, leaving me
in a great state of mind as to where I was. Honestly, I

began to think the papers were right about the acts of

violence and without a doubt you can guess the first time
where I would rather have been.

The Morning
What a new world I awakened in. Beams of sunlight,

like sun arcs, flooded the room. Through an inner arch,

I saw a beautiful patio with flowers, fruit trees, palms,
while here and there purple-flowered vines draped the
walls.

Through this path of beauty a small boy dressed entirely

in white brought me hot water to shave, directed me to the

showers and then to breakfast, where I learned I was at

the famous Hacienda Camou in the center of a 10,000-acre

ranch.

During my stay in Hermosilla we visited the Cruse
(lalvez School, where orphaned children of the revolution

are taught trades. Yale and Harvard graduates teach them
to read and write, the one thing essential in the making
of a new Mexico, because the sad side of it all is that

the majority have to depend on those who can read and
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write—those who can so easily shape the illiterate minds
to fit their own purposes.

From a high hill a grand view is had of the city and
valley. The cultivated fields and orchards give it the

appearance of a huge checker board well set with pretty

haciendas.

Since finding that the Mexican people's straight, solid

walls have beautiful things inside, where everyone is so

polite and courteous, Mexico has been different to me.

Going on down the valley we come to Guymas, a pros-

pering seaport of much beauty, where gorgeous sunsets
can be made from the docks, or from the mountain side

behind the town, using the quaint church and towers and
odd shaped buildings as a foreground, while the natural

curves of the harbor and coast line furnish the composition.

As we journeyed farther south the cactus-covered lands

gradually faded into great fields of sugar cane, tomatoes
and fruits; and I must say the grapefruit are larger and
sweeter than our own.

Mexican Music
Music of some kind exists everywhere. Even when our

train backed into Mazatlan stat : on a military band was
playing, while half the population greeted us, then raced

their horses two miles into the town.

Mazatlan is well located as a seaport, having a splendid

harbor with good protection and with a great deal of

improvements in progress.

The city is built on the north point of the harbor, which
is really two hills with the main part or business section

between them. One end of the streets runs into the inner

harbor, while the others end at the high circular sea wall

called the Olas Altas, where the beautiful dark eyed
senoritas promenade in gorgeous dresses and mantillas of

hand-made lace.

Mazatlan possesses many beautiful things of interest,

one is the drive around the entire city and hills; at one
place we could look down on the inner harbor where many
small craft were at anchor. Close by are islands completely

covered with palms very similar to those which grow in

the South Seas. The church spires and buildings and tall

palms blend into the soft background of mountains.

An old antique tort guards the channel, while a number
of sugar loaf-like rocks grace the entrance; on one is

located the second highest lighthouse in the world.

We came to a place where the road is cut in the solid

rock; where artistically shaped seats, stairways and
dancing glorietas are made of concrete; where many a

night is spent dancing in faint moonlight.

Camera Angles
There are many pretty camera angles on this road with

a continuous change of well composed backgrounds. In

the near future this will become a mecca for tourists going
either by steamer or rail. An automobile road, too, is

under construction.

The trip down Central Mexico from El Paso is far less

interest'ng until you reach Zacatecas, a city built in a

saucer shaped valley. Schools, observatories and fine

homes adorn the hills. Horse-drawn street cars run
through the narrow cobblestone streets which are very
clean. The buildings are of two-story Spanish type of

warm colors.

Mexico City, a place where I wish to go back and spend
at least a month, was founded 596 years ago and destroyed
by Cortez in 1521, but now a city around 850,000, built in

a fertile valley surrounded by mountains, including Popo-
catepl (smoking mountain), 17,782 feet, and Ixtacchuatl

(white woman), 16,060 feet.

We lost no time in going to Sander's, the American drug
store and hangout where we had a good American dinner

as well as conversation that I could understand.

The Plaza de la Constitution is in the very center of

the city. Its h ; story began around 1325. Here are located

the famous Aztec Calendar and sacrificial stone. The great

cathedral, city hall and other government buildings face

this great plaza where the big-hatted poor class mingle

with the well groomed better class, where all street car

lines circle. Parades of nurses pushing their baby car-

riages, horse-drawn vehicles and the little, overloaded

burro all share the same streets.

The magnificent Palace de Opera is one of the most
beautiful works of marble in America, while the stores,

buildings and art shops are the equal of any we possess.

The Portal de Los Mercaderes (Arcade of the Shop Keep-

ers), built in 1524 and consisting of 27 arches, is an inter-

esting piece of work.
One may visit the National Museum for days, still his

time will be too short. The Aztec antiques, picture writing

and historical settings are of great educational value. I

had the thrill of placing my hands on that Calendar stone

of many tons, the sacrificial stone, gods of air and war, the

Tula Monoliths, as well as studying the collection including

the gold and silver carriage of Maxmillian.

The Thieves Market is a treat, but the denizens steal all

you have while you are buying what the other man lost by

the same methods.

Alameda Park is over 1500 feet long and just simply

filled with pretty bronze fountains, statues of marble,

trees, flowers, around which children are always playing.

(Continued on Page 23)
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Garrett Graham, Standard

Executive, Back from Trip

For Filmdom's Centennial

Garrett Graham, advertising manager of the Standard

Film Laboratories and widely known in motion picture and

newspaper circles, has returned to Hollywood from a

month's tour in the South and the East, during which time

he acted in the capacity of special commissioner of the

Monroe Doctrine Centennial, which the motion picture

industry as a whole is sponsoring as an American His-

torical Revue and Motion Picture Exposition to be held in

Los Angeles July 2 to August 4, in celebration of the

century anniversary of the promulgation of the Monroe
Doctrine.

The selection of Graham to represent the industry in

arousing interest on the Atlantic seaboard in the forth-

coming centennial is regarded as a distinct personal honor
as well as an honor for the organization with which he is

permanently affiliated.

Graham stated on his return that undoubtedly thousands
of people from east of the Rockies will be the guests of the

motion picture industry at the giant expos :

tion, as based on
his observations during the Southern Pacific's "Momus
Special" trip from Los Angeles to New York City in behalf

of the centennial. On the trip Graham accompanied Fred
Woodward, Southern Pacific representative, and Ruth
Roland, film star, who bore letters from Mayor Cryer of Los
Angeles to mayors of all way cit

:

es; and was in charge of

the industry's exposition affairs throughout the entire

journey. The special train stopped at virtually every town
between Los Angeles and New Orleans and Miss Roland
made rear platform speeches telling the assembled crowds
of the exposition.

"As an official representative of the city of Los Angeles
and the industry," Graham stated on his return, "Miss
Roland was given a rousing reception everywhere.

"In her addresses she went into detail of every phase of

the centennial, stressing the fact that this would be the
first time that the technical and artistic forces of the entire
motion picture industry would be concentrated on a single
affair. Her explanation that the entire proceedings of the
historical division of the exposition would be filmed—the
revue will present the high lights -in American history
separately from the discovery of the continent on down
through the succeeding years, including such events as
the first English settlement and the signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence—particularly aroused the interest of

the public and school officials who greeted her on the trip.

"I believe," Graham contmued, "that the hundreds of
people whom Miss Roland addressed now have a more
thorough understanding of the technical side of the motion
picture industry, as she explained in detail how the motion
picture workers, whose faces are never seen on the screen,
will co-operate in the affairs of the exposition, wlrch, ac-

cording to present indications, is destined to be the most
brilliant event ever staged in Western America. One thing
is sure—the crowds who gathered to hear Miss Roland had
it made plain to them that the success of the centennial
would result just as much from the efforts of the great
force of 'behind the scene' members of the industry as it

would from the players themselves.

"The message of the industry's exposition was carried
into large and small cities alike At El Paso the whole
town turned out, it seemed, and most of the population of
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Juarez apparently crossed to the American side of the Rio
Grande to welcome the centennial party.

"In many of the smaller towns in Texas and Louisiana

school was dismissed so that the children could meet the

train. At Morgan City, Louisiana, the crowd was so dense
that the engineer had difficulty in getting the train into

the station. Everywhere the people evinced the greatest

interest in the exposition. Surprisingly enough, many of the

subsequent inquiries to the Southern Pacific agents related

to the technical phases of the centennial. There were in-

numerable questions as to the construction, the staging

and the filming of the various events."

On Graham's return to the film capital, officials in charge
of the immed'ate affairs of the centennial expressed their

appreciation to the executives of the Standard Laboratories

for the co-operation which they had rendered the industry's

general cause in granting Graham a leave of absence to

represent the exposition.

The Standard advertising manager's success in conduct-

ing the affairs on the trip !s bringing him many congratu-

lations. His trip is regarded as one of the most successful

ever made in moving picture annals.

William Foster Estate

Settled With Sale

Of Camera

With the sale of the late William Foster's camera equip-

ment, which was regarded as among the most complete in

Hollywood, to G. Mulligan, who, an attache of the Charles
Ray Studios, bought the outfit on Monday, April 30, with
t'cket No. 1352, the settling of the affairs of the charter
member of the American Society of Cinema tographers was
completed.

A committee of members of the American Society of

Cinematographers worked with Mrs. Foster in winding up
the affairs of the late A. S. C. member.

Arrangements made by the society eliminate the possi-

bility of concern on the part of Mrs. Foster, despite her
great loss. The unwritten code of the Society assures that

A S. C. members will work in co-operation with Mrs.
Foster in the future as the organization did with its late

member in the past.

Whitman Joins Edeson

On Fairbanks Staff

Philip H. Whitman, secretary of the American Society

of Cinematographers, has joined the staff of Douglas Fair-

banks as a specialist in "effect" and trick photography.

Whitman will work with Arthur Kdeson, A. S. C, who
is responsible for the filming of Fairbanks' recent great

success, in the filming of the next Fairbanks production

which, it is said, will carry a story of Oriental interest,

especially suitable for the star's abilities.

Whitman is regarded as an authority on trick photog-

raphy. Prior to his present affiliation, Whitman conducted
experimental work at the Universal Studios in Universal

City, Calif., for more than a year.
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Goldwyn Discards Daylight

For Electrical Illumination

Movieland's glass-covered stages are being boarded over

and daylight is being discarded to the limbo of useless

things, along with horse drawn carriages and the kerosene

lamps of our fathers' age, if the action of the Goldwyn
Studios in Culver City, Calif., in depending exclusively on

electric lighting is to be regarded as the criterion. Elec-

trical science has made dayl'ght a luxury, while it has

brought about artistic effects which have made the Amer-
ican film world famous for its beauty, clearness and variety

of unusual effects, Goldwyn officials point out.

Under the direction of Louis F. Kolb, there have been

gathered at the Goldwyn electrical plant some hundred
wonder-workers with light who do not know the meaning
of the word "impossible"— to whom the creation of an

electrical storm or the lighting of a modest cottage is all

in the day's work.

Before a cinematographer can photograph a scene there

must be a hundredfold more light than would be needed
to get the same effect for the human eye.

In other words, if a charming effect could be obtained in

a room with the use of many 10-watt lights, to produce the

same effect on a motion p'cture screen, it would be neces-

sary to replace the 10-watt lights with thousand-watt
globes.

Of course, globes would not do for studio work, and there

have been developed a dozen or so types of high-powered
lamps which give a concentrated light of just the quality

that best suits the needs of the cinematographer

At the Goldwyn plant a quarter of a million dollars is in-

vested in lights and electrical equ ; pment of the latest

designs.

The lights range from modest spot-lights to the costly

"coops," which shed an uncanny green ray.

When the stages are busy, there is enough electric cur-

rent used to light 50,000 60-watt lamps—or enough current
to light a good-sized town of 6000 or 7000 buildings.

The light is brought to the studio on high-power wires,
stepped down to 2000 volts, which furnishes the power
which operates the studio's own motor generator sets.

These sets, which enable light to be brought to any part
of the studio, change the alternating current to direct cur-

rent which is necessary in operat'ng the big lamps, and
give the directors the chance to get any sort of light effects

they wish; and what is most impoitant, to work without
fear of interruption by cloudy days, rain or varying light

conditions.

Why the Sun Loses Out

It is because the modern lighting art has enabled a
director to have just the amount ot light, coming from any
direct'on he wants it, for 24 hours a day if he should hap-
pen to want it that long, that the glass-covered stages are
being boarded up.

Scenes that used to be taken out of doors now are made
inside, or under the shelter of mammoth roofs; and the
old-time electrician, who knew much about wiring and
other mechanical things, has given place to the man who
is a wonder-worker of light.

On big scenes, it is not unusual to see $50,000 worth of

lights being used, and on some the total mounts much
higher.

For instance, in the big scenes made of the interior of
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the circus tent in Rupert Hughes' production "Souls for

Sale," there were $75,000 worth of lights used, with three

portable generating sets whirring outside to provide the

quantity and quality of current needed.

On the outs'de scenes, while some twenty cinematog-
raphers cranked from every possible angle, there were
added to this number of lights, the illumination from a

big "lightning machine" •/hich made flashes at intermittent
intervals—and the blaze from all the 11-acre canvas tent
itself which was burned to add a final thrill in the p

:

cture.

On the ordinary set there are constantly employed from
six to ten specialists. Sometimes these men are forced to

carry out new effects on a moment's notice, and, because
time is one of the most precious things which enter into
the making of a picture, they must work fast, for every
moment they delay is a moment made costly by the high-
salaried stars and the score of other expenses which pile

up with every click of the clock.

At the Goldwyn plant one of the most important develop-
ments has been along lines of portability. Where it was
formerly possible to do a scene only by reproducing the
actual surroundings on one of the company's big stages,
often the original locations now are used, with a generat-
ing motor outside to supply the current.

An indication of the perfection of the electrician's skill

is shown by the fact that in Erich von Stroheim's filming
of the Frank Norris story, "Greed," the marvelous lighting
effects and the splendid realism is due, in no small meas-
ure, to the fact that the actual scenes described in the
story are being used, a feat which only modern lighting
wizards have made possible.

EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY INCLUDED
IN ARTHUR EDESON'S NEW HOME

Arthur Edeson, A. S. C, is building a new ten-room resi-
dence in the Laurel Canyon section of Hollywood. Its
plans call for the construction of darkrooms and experi-
mental laboratories as a part of the house, where Edeson,
during the nights that he is not filming Douglas Fa : rbanks,
intends to conduct experiments in photographic subjects.

Hans Koenekamp, A. S. O, has finished "The Shop,"
starring Larry Semon.

* * *

Henry Sharp and Kenneth MacLean, both A. S. C. mem-
bers, are filming the Ince production starring Dorothy
Davenport.

* * *

Charles Rosher and Paul Perry, both A. S. C. members,
have begun filming of the latest Mary Pickford product'on,
"Rosita," which is being directed by Ernest Lubitsch.

* * *

L. Guy Wilky, A. S. O, is in the midst of the photograph-
ing of "Only 38," a William de Mille production for Para-
mount.

* * *

Homer Scott, A. S. O, has returned to the Mack Sennett
cinematographic staff, after filming a series of successes
with Warner Brothers.

* * *

New members of the Electrical Illummating Engineers'
Society include George Nelson, Hollywood Studios Norman
Society Include George Nelson, Hollywood Studios; Nor-
man Fried, Lo'is Weber Studios; Stanley Bradley, Goldwyn
Studios; Neal Jack, Louis B. Mayer Studios, and Joe Car-

penter, Goldwyn Studios.
* * *

H. J. Aldous, treasurer of the Rothacker Film Manufac-
turing Company, has joined the Rothacker-AUer forces in

Hollywood.

Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new

spiral mount. All sizes in stock
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153 West 23rd Street New York
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And Here's Another

The American Cinematographer

Hollywood, Calif.

Gentlemen

:

The writer was in the office of one of the largest and best known
manufacturers of motion picture apparatus a few days ago, and was told by
their advertising man, who is also well known and very successful, that he

considered the Cinematographer the only real technical periodical dealing

with the motion picture industry; and that he considered the American So-

ciety of Cinematographers a body of highly developed technical men.

We enjoy the Cinematographer very much and our mechanical engin-

eer is always deeply interested in many items contained therein.

Thinking perhaps you would like to know when praise is extended from
men who are considered good critics, I am writing you the remarks of the

advertising man mentioned above.

I would give you his name but am not sure whether he would care to

be quoted as he does not know I am writing this letter.

Very truly yours,

JOHN D. ELMS, President

WIDESCOPE CAMERA & FILM CORP.
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Byrton Steele, A Q So C 09

Startles Qermniaiiniy With
Pictures Made lira Air

The columns of the New York Morning Telegraph carry

the follow :ng story relating to E. Burton Steene, recently

elected a member of the American Society of Cinematog-
raphers. The account reads in part:

Although there are whole flocks of flying photographers
at present out of jobs in Germany, it is a noteworthy fact

that one of the greatest motion picture corporations of

Berlin jumped at the chance to engage E. Burton Steene
to "shoot" a thrilling spectacular production, one phase
of which represents a running battle between '"aces" above
the clouds.

Steene, who is a motion picture director as well as a

photographer, has just returned from abroad after an
absence of seven months, during which he visited nearly

every country in Europe.

"The work I did for the German motion picture people,"

he said, "was merely a side issue after I had performed
the mission that took me to the other side. And I must
say I was somewhat surprised to fall into this engage-
ment. It was qu : te by accident. I was looking them over
leisurely at the Hotel Adlon in Berlin, when I met two
other Americans, through whom I was introduced to the

heads of one of the largest picture producing companies
in that country.

"It seems their regular flying photographer was sick

and they asked me if I would undertake to do a special bit

of work for them. They had, of course, heard of my work
in America, and also in various countries of Europe. So,

you see how small the world really is and how curiously
a fellow may fit into first one thing and then another on
the strength of that, no matter where he may go.

"Well, I agreed to take up the German proposition on
the basis of payment in the equivalent of American gold.

And although the job lasted only two weeks, the money
I made was enough to have supported very well myself
and wife in Germany for a whole year.

"I am not privileged to divulge the story of the new
German film, but it will be a tremendous production and
show some things that are entirely new to motion pic-

tures. In the airship fight you will see one of the planes
shot down and falling in flames. The pilot makes his es-

cape in a parachute. The observer, represented by a
life-like dummy, pitches headlong from the crippled ma-
chine in mid-air. You can imagine the thrhl.

"This scene was taken from an aeroplane flying at a

convenient height above the duelists. It was a war picture
throughout, and I think it was made for German con-
sumption."

"Naturally they would have preferred one of their own
countrymen as photographer, other things being equal,"
said Steene, "but they seemed to have absolutely no preju-

dice aga'.nst me as an American. In fact, I didn't meet
with a single discourteous act during my stay in Germany.

"While the end of the war left a great many German
army aviators idle, they are rapidly finding employment
in the passenger airship service, which now extends to
every city ; n the new republic. You can travel on sched-
ule time between any two points. And if the route doesn't
include the city or town you want to make, the Hamburg-
American Line will give you a special rate. There is

no ceremony about such travel, no tearful apprehensive
good-byes or waving of handkerchiefs. You merely buy
your ticket and get aboard the plane perfunctorily, much
the same as we board a trolley car or d've into the subway.

"My wife and I flew from Dresden to Berlin in an hour
and thirty minutes and the fare was only 350 marks, or
about $1.75 each at the rate of exchange at that time. The
distance would require usually about five hours by train.
The charge between London and Paris is 300 francs, or
$25 each way, for two and a half hours' ride in English or
French machine."

DEBRIE CAMERAS
REGULAR SPEED 1 StOW MOTION

EVENTS
OF THE
WORLD

The take-up in the

Debrie is operated by
friction clutch which is

positive in action both
forward or reverse.

There are no belts to

change or get out of or-

der. Lenses from 1% in.

to 17 in. focus can be
fitted and easily inter-

changed.
Send for Catalogue.

M
OTION PICTUREAPPARATUS CO.

INCOHPORATED

118 West 44th Street
New York City

Opposite Belaaco Theatre
Ownership Management of

Willoughhy, Inc.
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A. S. C, Bysy
With Events In Hectic Europe

In a letter written to the American Society of Cinema-

tographers, John Dored, a member of that organization,

gives an insight into the photographic as well as the

political conditions of Russia and Central Europe which

he is "covering" as a news film representative of a prom-

inent news weekly.

"During the past two months," Dored writes, in part, "I

have been very busy filming news events of great impor-

tance such as the events following the shooting of the

Polish president. Today I am leaving again on a trip to

Germany, Czecho-Slovakia and Poland.

"The political situation in Europe is becoming very

critical. Much trouble is going on in practically every one

of the European countries and that keeps me, as news

correspondent, quite busy."

Dored's exceedingly busy career at present, dashing

from trouble center to trouble center through hectic and

uncertain transportation systems, has interfered with his

finding sufficient time to complete his next contributions

to the American Cinematographer on film conditions in

the countries in which he is working. His stories which

appeared in this publication within the past several months

have evoked wide interest, because of their comprehensive

treatment of the subjects at hand, in motion picture and

other quarters.

Dored's present base of operations is In Riga. Latvia.

He is well known as a dramatic cinematographer.

Quality, of Liqht

(Continued from Page 9)

Two Conditions

The ideal photographic light must, however, meet two

conditions, with respect to its quality. First, it must have

a maximum actinicity, which gives it photographic speed;

and secondly, it must have a visible spectrum which is as

similar as possible to daylight in quality. This latter

requisite is as important as the first. Colors and tone

values are true only when observed under white light.

Daylight is our universal standard of white light. True
color rendering in the studio is now considered essential

to the art designers, the cinematographers and the actors.

Figure 5 shows the remarkable similarity of daylight

and the Sunlight Arc in the visible spectrum. From red
through yellow, green and blue, they are almost identical

and therefore they both give the same perfect white light.

But it will be further noticed that in the violet region the

intensity of daylight starts to fall off, whereas the inten-

sity of the Sunlight Arc is still increasing. In the ultra-

violet the Sunlight Arc reaches its maximum, but the day-

light is still further decreased in intensity.

It is evident, then, that the Sunlight Arc fulfills the two

qualifications, perfect similarity to daylight and maximum
actinic value.

SLOW MOTION
CAMERAS

RENTED WITH OFERATORS
Ultra-speed slow motion cameras,
straight or reverse action, any speed up
to 300 pictures per second.

These slow motion cameras are inval-

uable for miniature work, insuring
realistic, perfection in the finished scenes.

They save the expense of constructing
big sets by faithfully duplicating the
same effects in miniature, thus paying
for themselves many times.

We are equipped to handle your orders
for slow motion cameras with operators
at all times. Phone us for rates and in-

formation.

PHOTOGRAPHERS,
6035 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Holly 4338

BASS— CH I C AGO
Buys, Sells, Exchanges Cameras, Printer*. Lenses.

Complete .stocks.

Cash for Hell .V Howell nn«l I)e Uric equipment.
< :itaI<>K Free.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109-AC North Dearborn, Chicago, III.

M. P. CAMERAS FOR RENT.
Late Model Bell & Howell Still and Graflex cameras

rented by day or week.
Ultra-Speed Slow Motion and Akeley Cameras rented

with operators.
For information call

6035 >fedA^ Phonc

Hollywood Blvd Holly 4338

PHOTOGRAPHERS

CAMERAS FOR SALE

GEORGE MEEHAN, 802 June St., Box, Cor. Waring and
Seward St., Los Angeles. "Debrie." Phone 4.16-405.

FOR RENT—Bell and Howell Camera, fully equipped.
170 shutter, Mitchell Iris and tripod. J. R. Look wood, A.

S. C, 827 S. Glendale ave., Glendale. Phone Glendale 943-J.

|-
jj

/ -
.

, v jr

FOR SALE—Pathe camera, dissolving shutter, 12 maga-
zines. Zeiss lenses, cases, tripods, etc. Make an offer

Address American Society of Cinematographers or Culver

City 529.
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Directors Honor

Philip E* Rosen

Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C, has been elected chairman of

the executive council of the Motion Picture Directors asso-

ciation, according to a current announcement.

At the recent election of the directors' organization.

Rosen was elected to the position of M. P. D. A. secretary,

but because of the press of other duties, declined the honor.

Rosen was chairman of the general committee of the

Directors' Association ball, held recently at the Hotel

Alexandria, Los Angeles. This is said to have been one
of the most successful affairs of its kind ever staged in

motion picture circles and its success is due in no small

measure to the executive ability of Rosen.

SAM LANDERS, A. S. C, BECOMES
CHIEF OF FINIS FOX CAMERA STAFF

Sam Landers, veteran cinematographer, who has to his

credit such successful pictures as "Intolerance." "The
Clansman," "The Sign of the Rose," "The River's End" and
many others, has been made cinematographer-in-chief for

the Finis Fox Productions, which company is now engaged
in the filming of "The Man Between," a powerful dramatic

theme of modern life laid in the quaint old city of Quebec,
under the direction of Einis Fox.

Written by Finis Fox and adapted to the screen by Lois

Zellner, the story is being presented with a notable cast,

including such favorites as Alan Forrest, Edna Murphy,
Vola Vale, Philo McCullough, Fred Malatesta, Kittie Brad-

bury and little Doreen Turner.

The exclusive Silver Shark cafe in Quebec has been
reproduced with attention to every detail for photographic
beauty on one of the enclosed stages at the Fine Arts
studios for scenes in the picture. Considerable time and
expense has been given over to the construction of a mas-
sive snow set that occupies an entire stage at the studio.

It is on this set that some of the most important dramatic
action takes place.

A great amount of praise has been extended Landers by
Finis Fox and other members of his company for the excel-

lent photography he is giving the picture.

Motion Picture ^Theatre Liqhtinq

(Continued from Page 12)

certain descriptive numbers which are particularly sus-

ceptible to color treatment, for example, Wagner's "Ride
of the Valkyries," "S : egfried's Funeral March," "Good
Friday Spell," Tschaikowsky's "Marche Slav," "Overture
1812," Rimsky-Korsakow's "Scheherazade," "Sadko," "Bal-

let Music from M'lade," Rachmaninoff's "Island of the
Dead," Rossini's Overture "William Tell," Von Suppe's
Overtures, and so on.

The numerous themes offer great possibility for chang-

ing colors. Flashes of one color can be superimposed on
another, A shrill, piercing note can be accentuated by a

brilliant, momentarily exposed light. At times, the change
from one color to another will take place gradually, at

n! her parts abruptly.

We can all look hopefully to the future for great ad-

vances in combining the arts of music and light; and such

progress will be particularly beneficial to those motion
picture theatres which maintain large orchestras.

CRECO
Trade Mark

Electric Studio Equipment

We Have a $50,000 Rental

Department

24-HOUR SERVICE

CALL JOE O'DONNELL
Holly 8923 or 596-021

Nite Holly 3742

ARE YOU HAVING
TROUBLE WITH GRAIN

in your super-speed and panchromatic

negative? We are specializing in develop-

ing these stocks, and have perfected a

process which reduces granulation to a

minimum. Try us.

ROY DAVIDGE & CO.,
Film Laboratories,

1511 Cahuenga Ave.

Formerly Harold Bell Wright Laboratories.

PORTABLE POWER PLANT
For Motion Picture Lighting

Operates Independent of City Power Lines
Capacity—800 Amperes

Minerva Pictures Corp. H. M. (Buck) Ewing, Mgr.
1608 N. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Phone 596-719 Night: Holly. 9119

CAMERA INSURANCE
ALL RISK POLICY
J. L. HOLE, Agent

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

414 Merchants National Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Main 305. After C I*. M. f Pico VlWl.
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Picture Jaunts Into Old TTlexico

(Continued from Page 14)

In the shady places are seats, many of which are filled l>y

old ladies doing fine hand lace work, while hoys with high

racks of wooden bird cages strapped to their backs can be

found on the paths selling their birds.

Early Sunday morning we went to the Flower Market on

the Plaza, where great wreaths of beautiful design have

been sold the year 'round since 1881.

The Paseo de la Reforma is a beautiful drive built by

Maxmillian. Empress Charlotte set out the trees that

drape it so artistically. It is well decorated by monuments,

the finest one is "Independence," standing 150 feet high.

It cost $2,000,000.

The Sunday Kermess at L'.ra Park and the continuous

procession of the wealthy on their drives remind one of a

painter's pallet—the costly riding habits, the silver mount-

ed saddles and harness on spirited horses, carriages and
machines filled with Mexican beauties, each outdoing the

other in dress and colors.

Picturing the President

This drive leads to the Castle Chapultepec, the govern-

ment palace of the president, whom I had the pleasure

of meeting and picturing a number of times. It is well

situated ou a hill surrounded by a most beautiful drive,

wonderful gardens and high trees. One tree is 170 feet

high and 46 feet in circumference.
Passed by the soldier guard, we feasted our eyes on the

polished marble floors, rose bushes, statues. On the out-

side walls, under cover, were beautiful paintings. The
bedrooms were filled with the best from artistic hands,

while the inlaid work of the music room is beyond
description.

Always the Yank
I lingered awhile in the cabinet room where the different

portfolios were in place, then became so bold as to s ;

t in

th president's chair and write a letter home.
From a broad promenade we had a grand view of the

city and mountains. To the north side is an artificial lake.

Swans and boating parties enjoy the great fountain where
jets of water continually change in formation. After dark
the lights are changed with each formation making it all

very spectacular.

The side trips are many, one of the prettiest is to Xoch-
milco to the Sunken Gardens, where little girls sold us
bundles of carnations and pansies. We hired a flower-

covered boat and a Mexican boy to push it along. Similar
boats passed us, some bore sightseers, but the majority
were going to market with their garden truck.

The thousands of canals leading through and around the
floating gardens were a treat for the tired traveler, be-

cause the reflections of tall trees keep changing and one
is afraid to blink their eyes for fear of missing some well
composed picture.

On our way back to town we saw many women down
on their hands and knees washing their clothes by pound-
ing them with a stone. At one place about fifty women
were washing at one time in little stall-like places.

We now drove three miles northeast, passing 12 stations
of carved monuments where the pilgrims stop to pray on
their way to the famous Cathol ! c shrine at Guadalope.
The trip is not complete even while climbing the steps

to the old shrine unless you purchase some of the little

round sweet cakes.

The adjacent cemetery is quaint and one pretty shot is

through the iron gates at the domes of the "Church Under
the Hill" at sunset.

Aztec Pyramids
Twenty-four miles further on is the San Juan de Teoti-

hucan, where the famous old pyramids of the Aztec have

Cinematographers

Attention

The Bausch & Lomb Ultra Rapid Anas-

tigmat is the first successfully produced

anastigmat working at the speed of F:2.7.

Also fulfills the requirements for color

photography.

Lenses of higher speed so far on the

market are not anastigmats and do not

cover standard motion picture film with

precision. Some even fail to meet the

rated speed.
Supplied with completely closing dia-

phragm, for "fade-outs."

A lens can be secured on triai through your dealer, or

from us. Write for complete description and prices.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o.
" l " r

Iom don*rocWeSTER^N Y.
"<*~*'°«'

rnp T rp y T7 Q ART BACK-
111 l^HyO GROUNDS

HOLLY 482

JheUltrastigmAT-/l .9

Speed, flatness of field and
critically sharp definition

are features of this perfect

lens for Motion Picture

Cameras. Effects can be

secured with this lens

under conditions which
would yield no results with
lenses of smaller aperture.

Ask ><nir dealer for ,A.

descriptive folder—or [ff^ jJJJI

write us. I IN THE I

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO,
Clinton Ave., South Rochester, N. Y.
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Deen buried under the dust of 20 centuries. Here we
wandered through the excavations and climbed awfully

steep steps to the top of the "Sun" pyramid, which is

203 feet high and 735 feet square at the base.

We saw partially uncovered masonry work that was
classic. The pyramids are built of small stones. About
every four feet one will stick out far enough to step on.

A number of terraces break up the face, where one can
rest after each steep climb.

Down in the Grotto, many feet under the ground, we
had a lunch that subsequently burned us for days, in fact,

1 felt as if I had swallowed a red hot cook stove. After

wandering through the Street of the Dead, where port'ons

of Aztec cement side walls still exist, I returned to the

city with my pockets full of curios thousands of years

old (?).

Handy Boiler

Tre Maris has an elevation of 10,000 feet. From the

summit we had an unobstructed view of the famous vol-

cano, Popocatepel sending up great clouds of steam.

Women l'ned up beside the "engines" and had their five-

gallon cans filled with hot water.

A few miles further on we looked down 7000 feet on the

hills and valleys of the great physical monument, "Cuer-

navaca," where Cortez built a palace that is used at present

as the capitol of Morelos.

We filmed the quaint, Spanish-Moorish houses. The nar-

row streets run in most all directions.

Jose de la Borda, a silver king, spent a lavish hand
making a regular Garden of Eden. Little streams of water
tumble down terraced slopes to a placid lake where the

pink and white boat houses cast beautiful reflections;

among the arcaded walks, hidden among the drooping
branches, was the bathing pool of Empress Charlotte,

where the spray from the fountains glistened in the sun-

shine, wh'le the air was filled with the perfume of rare

fruit and flowers. What a wonderful place to build a love

sequence.

I always wanted to see a real bull fight, so with 29.999

others crowded into the great ring, where we saw Gaona
and Pastor kill three each. The throwing of fruit and
other people's hats was great fun until someone espied

Obregon come in. Then the bugle corps played the same
tune that spoiled my mornings' sleep in Cul'can and
Mazatlan.

When the gold plated warriors had paraded around after

taking time enough to stick six banderillas into each
animal, they entertained us by waving a red cape in front

of the bull's eyes until he was .so mad that the matador
very carelessly walked up and brushed off its eyes, stepped

back, took careful aim, then ran forward, leaning far over

those wicked horns and sent the sword to the vital spot;

then spent the next 10 minutes clearing the arena of old

hats and mash notes while a team of horses dragged out

the poor old carcass.

After riding through beautiful farming country where the

lack of Pulque, the native drink, is easily observed, we
came to Guadalajara, the cleanest city in Mexico, pos-

sessing 14 arcades, 20 plazas, 14 bridges, many theaters.

25 open baths and as many hotels, having an elevation of

5200 feet with an unbeatable climate, where overcoats and
fans are little needed.

This city was founded in 1530 by Captain De Onote. It

possesses a beautiful country club and a golf course.

The streets are broad and well paved. The street car
service is good, while the residential section is filled with
fine mansions of our type and without a doubt possessed
the most beautiful women in the republic.

Lake Chapala, the resort of the wealthy, is but a few
miles away and with all the attractions will become a

greater haven of tourists as soon as the connecting link

of the Southern Pacific Railroad has been finished on the

West Coast.

PUBLIC SALES
\\> have purchased l--,i>oo pair U. S. Army

Ylunson Last Shorx, sizes 5% to 12, which was the
entire surplus stock of one of the largest V, S. gov-
ernment shoe contractors.

This .shoe is guaranteed 100 iter cent .soliil leather,
color <lark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is $11.00. Owing to this

tremendous buy we can offer same to the public
at 92.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or send
money order. If shoes are not as represented we will

cherfully refund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

3 IN. DALLMEYER 1.9 LENS,
$45.00.

Elsewhere at $75.00.. Supply limited.

J. L. LEWIS, 132 West 32nd St., N. Y.

CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY CO.
1438 Beechwood Drive

Holly 819

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR RENT
WIND MACHINES R. (SPEED) HOSTETTER

5% paid on your minimum monthly balance

6^ on term accounts at the

A
G

A. Hollywood
Institution,

/uarantyy
V "I
" //\SSOCia|;iOIl Directly Across from

\^_J JyJL i_ the Library.

6364 Hollywood Blvd.

Cinematographers, we appreciate your
patronage.

POPPLETON'S,
Haberdasher,

Next to Levy's Cafe. Hollywood.
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RELEASES
March 25th, 1923, to ^Ipril 15th, 1923

CTITLE

"The Abysmal Brute"

"The Soul Harvest"

"East Side, West Side"

"Bucking the Barrier"

"Bavu"

"The Madness of Youth"

"The Purple Dawn"

"The Author"

"The Go-Getter"

'Safety Last"

"Masters of Men"

"Enemies of Women"
"The Glimpses of the Moon'

"Modern Marriage"

"Luck"

"The Town Scandal"

"The Broken Violin"

"Beware of the Law"

"Souls for Sale"

"The Little Church Around
the Corner"

"Grumpy"

"Suzanna"

'The Woman of Bronze"

'The Queen of Sin"

"Crashing Thru"

"The Leopardess"

"The Tents of Allah"

"Where Am I?"

"The Covered Wagon"
"While the Pot Boils"

"The Fourth Musketeer"

"Nobody's Bride"

"The Tiger's Claw"

"The Spider and the Rose"

"Lost and Found"

"The 'I rail of the Lonesome
"The Lion's Mouse"

"You Are Guilty"

PHOTOQRAPrlED BVJ

Charles Stumar, member A. S. C.

Lynn Darling

Arthur Martineili

Lucien Andriot

Allen Davey, member A. S. C.

Joseph August

Vernon Walker

Ernest Depew, member A. S. C.

Harold Wenstrom

Walter Lundin, member A. S. C.

Steve Smith, Jr., member A. S. C.

Tra H. Morgan, member A. S. C.

Hal Rosson

Edward Paul

Charles Gilson and Ne-il Sullivan

Victor Milner, member A. S. C.

George Peters

Frank Zukor and Seymour Spiegel

John Mescall

Homer Scott and Ed DuPar, members A. S. C.

L. Guy Wilky, member A. S. C.

Homer Scott, Fred Jackman and Bob Walters,

members A. S. C.

William O'Connell

Gustave Ucicky

Wm. Thornley and Robert DeGrasse

Gilbert Warrenton, member A. S. C.

Abe Fried and Gene O'Donnell

Robert Doran, member A. S. C.

Karl Brown, member A. S. C.

John M. Lamond

Wm. O'Connell

Virgil Miller, member A. S. C.

Faxon M. Dean, member A. S. C.

Glenn MacWilliams and Chas. Richardson

Clyde De Vinna and Glenn Robert Kexshner

Pine"James Howe
Peike Boersman, Mack Y;in Lier and Jan Smit

Edward C. Earle
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Steve Smith, Jr., A. S. C, is finishing photographic work

on Vitagraph's "The Man Next Door," directed by Victor

Schertzinger, with Alice Calhoun, James Morrison, Frank

Sheridan and David Torrance in the cast. Having a direc-

tor who is as musical as is Schertzinger, who, a noted

musician and composer, can draw forth emotions from his

co-workers with any of several instruments, has its advan-

tages, Steve vouches.
* * *

Joseph Dubray, A. S. C, is filming "Blow Your Own
Horn," directed by James W. Home and starring Warner
Baxter at the R.-C. studios. The title of the picture and

the name of the director are not intended to be a coinci-

dence, Dubray asserts.

* * *

George Barnes, A. S. C, is photographing the Cosmo-

politan production which E. Mason Hopper is directing

with Anita Stewart as star.

* * *

With John F. Seitz and Victor Milner, both A. S. C.

members, presiding over the cameras, filming of Rex Ing-

ram's production of "Scaramouche" for Metro is well under

way.

* * *

Ross Fisher, A. S. C, is filming Dallas FitzGerald's pro-

duction of "After the Ball," with Kenneth Harlan, Gaston

Glass, Miriam Cooper and Edna Murphy in the cast.

* * *

King Gray, A. S. C, has joined Trimble-Murfin produc-

tions as chief cinematographer. He will film "The Sign,"

which Jane Murfin will direct, with J. McClosky as assist-

ant director.

* * *

Sol Polito, A. S. C, has finished filming "The Girl of the

Golden West," directed by Edwin Carewe, and is making
preparations for photographing "The Bad Man," which

Carewe will also direct.

* * *

Georges Benoit, A. S. C, has begun the filming of

"Trilby," which James Young is directing as a Richard
Walton Tully production.

* * *

Homer Scott, A. S. C. has returned to the Mack Sennett
studios as supervising cinematographer. His last vehicle

for Warner Brothers was "Wolf Fangs."

* * *

James Van Trees, A. S. C, has joined the Lyn Reynolds
unit of Associated First National to be cinematographer-
in-chief of the Reynolds unit.

* * *

Robert Newhard, A. S. G. is in the midst of the huge
task of bringing Universal's production of "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame" to the screen. This is to be probably
the most elaborate production ever made by Universal and
Bobby's participation in the making thereof, it is very
evident, is not to be underestimated. Those who have
seen samples of the film work to date declare that it is

Newhard's masterpiece.

Fred W. Jackman, A. S. C, has completed his production

of Jack London's "The Call of the Wild" which Hal Roach
will release through Pathe. Those who have previewed
the production declare that it will make film history.

Seven reels in length, it required five months and several

thousand miles of travel to complete. "Buck." a St. Ber-

nard, plays the role of London's "Buck." The cast includes

Walter Long, Jack Mulhall, Melbourne MacDowell and
Frank Butler. Jackman not only directed his production,

hut adapted and wrote the continuity as well. He will

begin work shortly on another feature production. At
present he is engaged in adapting and on the continuity.

* * 4

Floyd Jackman, A. S. C, has finished the photographic
work on "The Call of the Wild."

* * *

H. Lyman Broening, A. S. C, has joined the photo-

graphic corps of the Rockett-Lincoln Film Company which
is producing "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln"

under the direction of Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C. Broening
and Robert Kurrle. A. S. C , are photographing the pro-

duction.

* * *

John Arnold, A. S. C, has returned to Hollywood from
San Francisco, where he filmed "The Fog." While in San
Francisco, John received bountiful attention from the

Frisco press for his participation in the filming of some
three score contest beauties during each day's perform-

ance at Loew's Warfield. Arnold gave the Frisco people

a treat by bringing regular studio lighting equipment to

the stage of the theatre and filming the city's daughters
on the stage in view of packed audiences. The theatre

did record business during the week of Arnold's "engage-

ment." He at present is making preparations for the film-

ing of "Rouged Lips" in which Metro will star Viola Dana.

* * *

Henry Sharp and Kenneth MacLean, both A. S. C. mem-
bers, are completing the filming of "Human Wreckage," a

Thomas Ince production starring Dorothy Davenport.

* * *

The world's record for rapidity in photographing, de-

veloping and exhibit ;ng a motion picture is believed to be

in the joint possession at present of E B. DuPar, a mem-
ber of the American Society of Cinematographers, and the

Standard Film Laboratories.

DuPar filmed patrons as they entered the Warner
Brothers' studio to attend the elaborate ball of the West-
ern Motion Picture Advertisers in Hollywood recently, and

within one hour and forty nrnutes the same patrons were
viewing a motion picture of themselves in the act of en-

tering the studio. As soon as DuPar finished his negative,

he had it rushed to the Standard Film Laboratories, where
experts developed it in the record time. The speed of the

feat was so great that it proved an outstanding feature at

the W. M. P. A. affair, which ranked in brilliance with the

recent Motion Picture Directors' Association ball.
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WHAT THE PUBLIC SEES

A cinematographer's work is judged by what the public sees

on the screen. That's why his interest in a picture and his respon-

sibility for its photographic excellence continue until the release

prints reach the exhibitor. The quality of those prints vitally con-

cerns the man who photographed the picture because they are the

final record of his artistry and professional skill.

Release prints can't be made properly if they are turned out in

quantity lots like so many kegs of nails. The laboratory making
them must understand the delicate photographic effects for which

director and cinematographer have been striving. The same pho-
tographic co-operation that exisited during actual production

must be followed through to the screen to give the public full

value. THE LABORATORY MAKING THE NEGATIVE
SHOULD MAKE THE RELEASE PRINTS.

Some of the West's foremost producers realize this and their

work goes through STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES from

camera to screen. They get better service, the exhibitor gets bet-

ter prints, and the public gets better pictures. What the cinema-

tographer gets from this system is assurance that the public will

see the finished production as he photographed it, with none of

his artistry lost between the camera and the screen.
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Illustrating effect of

different forms of fil-

ters on same seene.

Above, the white iris

effeet used to accentu-

ate particular portion

of scene.

Left, gloomy sky ef-

fect produced by grad-

uated filter. Above,

right, contrast result-

ing rrom application

of irinette filter.

Reckoned in dollars and cents, the introduction of what
is known as the "filter" into motion picture production has
proved one of the biggest boons to the practical side of

the motion picture industry; likewise the filter has served
to greatly enhance the artistic possibilities of the cinema.
The filter, or photo-filter, is the outcome of experiments

made by George H. Sche'be, who is well known in the
motion picture industry in Southern California. Scheibe
has devised various forms of filters which are coming into

wider usage with the passing of each month.
The photographic filter is not to be confused with any

sort of mechanism the purpose of which is the purification

of water; instead the photographic filter may be said to

resemble the lantern slide in size and shape, the standard
dimensions ranging from two inches square to three

inches square with a thickness of probably one-eighth of

an inch, while the composition is of materials known to

Scheibe.

Application Simple
It is seldom that an invention can be appraised in both

practical and artistic terms, but the filter, it seems, falls

into both categories. The application of the filter to the

camera is simple enough; it is placed before the lens and
gives results according to the composition of the particu-

lar filter that is being used.

For Fogs
But the simple insertion of the filter mto the camera

mechanism is very often the direct means of saving the

time and the money involved in traveling varying dis-

tances to special sections to obtain atmospheric effects,

such as the typical London fog or the like. A particular

form of filter has been evolved for fog effects, due to the

fact that such atmosphere is in continual production

demand. The filter in this instance eliminates the neces-

sity of waiting for fogs, if they cannot be sought out by
travel; the desired effects, with the application of the fog

filter, may be photographed when the sun is shining its

brightest. Investigation has revealed that in many ways
the fog filter brings more satisfactory results than are

possible in the filming of a real fog, especially at night.

The difficulty that asserts itself in the shooting of a fog is

that of effective shooting. The most powerful lights do

well if they are able to penetrate the fog without leaving

the straight-cut, searchlight effect that almost universally

cannot be avoided.

To "Bring Up" Figures
Another form of filter, which may be described as a

white iris, is brought into play to accentuate some particu-

lar bit of action or the appearance of a leading player over

(Continued on Page 21)
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Can A School <Teach Cinematography ?
Practical field of produc- TTlaster u?ork comes ipith

Hon is retrieved bu noted John F. Seitz, A.S.C. thorough training within pro-

cinematographer. fession itself.

(The following opinion, like that of Dan Clark, A. S. C. in the June issue of The American Cinematographer, is to be
regarded as that of an authority on cinematography. Mr. Seitz has been chief cinematographer for Rex Ingram on that
director's greatest successes, including "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."—Editor's Note.)

Can the schools that give instruction in cinematography
successfully teach that subject as it is practised today in

the various studios engaged in making our dramatic and
comedy productions; or should they confine their efforts

to equipping the student with sufficient knowledge to take

topical and simple scenic pictures?

To the writer the latter course would seem to be the

safest one for the schools to follow. To such a restricted

field they might achieve some measure of success, although

I do not believe that any school course in cinematography
can be of much practical use until supplemented by consid-

erable experience in the field.

It seems, though, that the schools do not wish to so limit

their activities (perhaps feei ng if they did the courses

would lose much of their appeal to prospective students)

but in reaching out to encompass the whole domain of

cinematography I believe they will fail to realize any prac-

tical success.

Different Branches of Cinematography
For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the

work of the cinematographer in the various branches of the

industry, I will try to give a brief outline of their activities.

This may serve to help answer the question asked at the

beginning of this art :

cle.

Each branch of cinematography is quite distinctive, hav-

ing separate and unrelated problems, and demanding dif-

ferent qualifications on the part of the men.

The News-Reel
We will start with the work of the men engaged in mak-

ing that very essential part of every film program—the

news-reel.

With a fair knowledge of a motion picture camera, and
of photography (this a school may be able to supply), our
news cameraman is prepared to start out in quest of film

news, and having started, he must return with the film

regardless of all obstacles, in other words, he must be a

"Go-Getter" if he is to succeed in this particular field.

Must Be "Go-Getter"
The quality of the film is not of paramount importance,

aside from clearness and definition, but he must get it.

This "Go-Getter" quality does not inhere in every man,
therefore, everyone could not make a good news camera-
man.
The exploits of some of our intrepid news cameramen

would make very interesting reading matter. They are to

be congratulated for the results they obtain under the

most adverse conditions imaginable.

Scenics and Travelogues
The men engaged in the making of our scenic pictures

and travelogues must possess much of this same spirit, as

they also often work under the most trying of conditions,

and as their work requires a better quality of photography,
a more comprehensive knowledge of cinematography is

required.

Since a greater knowledge of the subject of cinematog-
raphy and more actual experience are required for profici-

ency in this new field, it does not seem likely that a man
equipped with only schoolroom experience could set the

world afire by making an amazingly beautiful and charac-
terful scenic or travelogue.

Mastery of our subject is gained only after long expe-

riences in the field, after we have gained the only experi-

ence that is of real value, the kind we acquire through
making nr stakes.
The cinematographer who would be really successful in

this line of endeavor should not only have a thorough
knowledge of the science of cinematography, but must also

possess real depth of feeling and a love of nature.

Analyst of Motion

The work of the cinematographer in the field of comedy
is in some ways the most interesting and intricate of all.

Trick photography or rather trick cinematography plays

an important part in the making of most comedies. The
comedy cinematographer is first of all an analyst of motion,

and is a cinematographer in the truest sense of the word.

Requisites for Comedy Cinematography

The primary concern of the comedy cinematographer be-

ing to obtain or present motion in the most effective way
for his purpose, lighting is to him secondary, and as such

has been simplified and made unobtrusive.

Many novel devices and effects have been created by the

comedy cameraman. Their work is often very difficult and

exacting. Proficiency is gained only by long experience

and specialization. The only school tnat can success-

fully teach this work is the school of the studio.

In many of the action dramas and melodramas, the meth-

ods of the comedy cameraman are often employed to

secure the exaggerated effects of motion that are desired,

but in the branch of the regular drama the problems of

the cinematographer are of an entirely different nature.

The Dramatic Field

The cinematographer in the dramatic field is more of a

photographer and less of a cinematographer than the

comedy cameraman, his action contains less of the physi-

cal and more of the mental, consequently he is less con-

cerned with mot'on and more with lighting and tone.

In the best of the dramatic productions we often see ex-

amples of what is at once the science and art of cinematog-

raphy—the perfect harmony of the photography with the

mood of the story and of the players. This effect, when
obtained, approximates perfection, as we now understand

it. It is manifest that this perfection can only be attained

by men who, through long, patient experience, have gained

that fine sens'tiveness so necessary to produce the exact

tone and quality needed, and this is cinematographic art.

for, after all, art is not a thing, but a quality.

Experience Makes Master Work
A review of the best pictures of recent years from a

cinematographic standpoint has brought one interesting

fact to light, namely that each and every one was made not

by beginners or men of scant experience, but by veterans

of the camera, men who had been tried and not found

wanting.

Of course we all have to begin some time, but no man
who has merely finished a course in cinematography in

some school is a cinematographer. He must supplement
that knowledge by considerable real work in the studio or

in the field, and if he is made of the right material and
not easily discouraged he may succeed in time.
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Speed Of
I Projection

In an article in the Motion Picture

World of February 24, 1923, the Den-

ver Department of Safety requested

to be enlightened "on the maximum
speed at which motion picture film

may be projected?" The article ap-

peared in Mr. F. H. Richardson's de-

partment. Some of Mr. Richardson's

answers to the questions asked I

found very amusing; for instance:

"Q. What is the standard studio

speed?"

"A.
-

[By Mr. Richardson] There is,

and in the very nature of things can

be, no such thing as a 'standard cam-

era speed.' This is for the reason

that light intensity varies enormously,

and especially when out on 'location,'

with an expensive company and an
enormous overhead expense, the cam-
eraman will, under adverse light con-

ditions, use as large a lens opening as

is pract'oable and slow down as much
as he can, in order to obtain sufficient

exposure. Conversely, when the light

is strong the tendency is to speed up.

This is something which will in all

human probability be entirely over-

come."

I have copied the above answer in

its entirety, for I want you all to en-

joy it as much as I did. Mr. Richard-

son further states that "there is, how-
ever, what might be termed an 'aver-

age' camera speed, or perhaps 'ordi-

nary' camera speed would be more
nearly correct. Just what that is is

hard to determine, since different cam-
eramen give different estimates.

"These estimates do not, however,
vary widely and in my opinion what
we may call the ordinary or average
camera speed is about eighty (80)

feet of film per minute. Some esti-

mate at as high as ninety (90) feet,

while others put it as low as seventy."

Mr. Richardson concludes by stating

that "in my judgment eighty feet will

hit pretty close."

Suggests Visit

Really the above answers are so

ridiculous and show such appalling

ignorance that I would suggest that

Mr. Richardson visit some stud : o

where I'm sure that any assistant to

a cameraman would explain to him
that under all conditions of light

slowing down of camera speed would
result in increase in the speed of all

objects acting normally before the

camera and that speeding up of the

camera would result in slowing down
all normally moving objects before the

camera, as long as the projectionist

kept his machine operating at the

Bu, Uictor Milner, A. S. C.

Victor Miluer, A. S. C.

proper speed, i. e., about 65 feet a

minute.

Does Not Recall Instance

tographer, I do not recall a single in-

stance of slowing down on my crank
to obtain sufficient exposure, or speed-
ing up to decrease exposure. Our
lenses are fast enough to get an ex-

posure in almost any light on an ex-

terior, so is the negative stock we use.

In order to enlighten Mr. Richard-
son I should like to say that in strong
sunlight it is^ not necessary to over-

crank to keep from over-exposing, for

the reason that all the cameras used
in studio work have adjustable shut-

ters, and that all lenses have dia-

phragms for regulating exposure, and
that the speed of the crank is not
being used to control exposure.

The average camera speed is two
turns per second, or one foot of film

per second There are approx'mately
16 images per foot, and the above
speed is used invariably, and projec-

tion should be at this speed except in

scenes where the tempo of the action

requires speeding up of the objets, as,

for example, in a fight scene. "Aver-

age" speed in this case would be too

slow. In comedy various speeds are

used from normal to stop motion, in

order to obtain desired effects. Of
course if a projectionist speeds up to

100, where the scene was shot at 60,

in order to get through with the show,

no human eye will be able to stand

the strain of watching objects mov-
ing at that speed. It will ruin every

"Shooting" and pro-

jection facts are

qiuen attention.

effort made by the producer, director
and staff to put their best efforts be-

fore the public.

Likewise when the projection oper-

ator slows down to 40 or so and uses
a rubber band to keep his fire shutter
from dropping, he or the manager
ought to be hung.

Day's Work Projected

I wish further to inform Mr. Rich-
ardson that the day's work in each
and every studio is projected by ex-

perienced operators, on the most mod-
ern projectors, where a speed indi-

cator is used to indicate to the direc-

tor the projection speed, which is set

at about 65 to 72, and if a scene shows
the wrong speed it is retaken.

I had occasion to ask Mr. Rex Ing-

ram for his opinion as to the proper
speed of projection. Mr. Ingram
stated that he is very careful in view-
ing his "rushes" to obtain perfect

speed. He firmly stated that in his

opinion 100 feet per minute would
absolutely ruin any production and
that the project'onist should watch
the tempo of the action of the story.

Mr. Richardson further states that

occasionally there is a scene in which
camera speed is in excess of 84.

"The cameraman who does this,"

Mr. Richardson states, "should be
soundly spanked and sent to bed on
bread and water."

I should be very much interested to

know how Mr. Richardson derives at

what speed the film was shot. 1

should not be a bit surprised if Mr.
Richardson is not accustomed to our
modern methods of fast cutting and
mistakes such cutting for camera
speed!

Fast projection as well as too slow
projection will ruin any film. Partic-

ularly nowadays, when projecting ma-
chines are motor-equipped and race

1000 feet through at an express speed,

there are still a number of managers
who take advantage of high speed to

accommodate the crowds. The fact

that projection speed of this kind will

eventually ruin their business never
enters the'r minds.

I remember running 1000 feet in 12

minutes in the old days of hand crank-

ing at the eight o'clock show, and in

the afternoon I used to project the

same reel so slow that it took Maurice
Costello ages to cross the set. Those
were my manager's orders. I don't

doubt a bit that the above conditions

still exist in some towns, and that the

producers give them little thought.
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From Canada To Florida HHth A Camera
Difficulties aplenty beset

cinematographer in sojourn

in Dominion.

Bu IDalter Qriffin, A.S.C.

Disadvantage in dearth of

equipment and in govern-

ment duties.

In The "Soo"

Walter (•riflin. A. S. C. (left), and David Hartford i riuhl i. ready to .shoot a seene
In the "Soo" rapids.

After one has traveled several thousand nrles in Canada
he must begin to admit a preference for filming motion pic-

tures in a land which is more "versatile" in climate and
locations, such as Southern California is and which, all

weather conditions considered, is proved to be more de-

pendable for camera work.
My recent trip during which I was serving as cinematog-

rapher with David Hartford gave me several weeks in

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, and in St. John, New Bruns-

wick, before we departed for Florida, where we made the

concluding scenes for the second and last production which
we produced during the journey.

Working in the dominion placed us in the same relative

position as we would have been in if we had been produc-

ing a picture in this country some score of years ago, that

is, we were called on to do a great deal of film pioneering
work which was necessitated by virtue of the fact that the

places we visited were not active production centers.

In an enterprise such as we undertook, nardships are the

rule rather than the exception, and difficult working condi-

tions must be regarded as normal lest one be discouraged
before he is fairly started with the making of his pro-

duction.

Uncertain Weather
We found many beautiful locations, but their attractive-

ness was lessened through the uncertain weather which
beset us throughout the trip. But it was our aim to pro-

duce our stores in the original localities, so there was
nothing for us to do but to work as best we could. The
people with whom we came in contact were very obliging
and were always willing to assist us in every way they
could, all of which served to make up for the deficiencies

which confronted us in the way of unrellauie weather and
a dearth of production equipment.
And it was in the matter of equipment that we sorely

felt our absence from the prox'mity of active production
centers. In Sault Ste. Marie especially, we needed more
than the ordinary amount of lighting equipment, since
we were to film as a part of our story, which was histori-

cal in its scope, many interiors in a steel mill that was
several hundred yards long.

Heavy Import Duties
To have brought lighting equipment from the Un'ted

States would have placed us under exceedingly heavy
import duty, which affected us severely enough just to get
our cameras and other absolutely necessary working
paraphernalia into the dominion. So it remained for us

to obtain our lights within the borders of Canada and the

search for them was a task that cannot ue easily forgot-

ten. After scouring every quarter imaginable within the

boundaries of Canada we were able to get 20 Winfield-

Kerners, four 70-amphere spots and six overhead scoops.

Then, to add more fuel to the fire, we were obliged to

assume a $5000 bond to return the equipment within a

certain period to the Ottawa company from which we had

rented it at an enormus fee.

When Mr. Hartford and I arrived at the "Soo," we began
the writing of our scenario and continuity on the scene

of our story. We kept to our hotel room Tor 72 hours and

worked stra'ght through until we finished our under-

taking. This (dose application was due to the state of

weather1—it was raining, and we wanted to be able to

begin shooting when the sun did come out.

(Continued on Page 22)
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"Close-ups" Bij Stephen S. Norton, A. S. C.

Lengthy close-

ups seen as dead-

weight to action.

O n location,

where danger-

ous shooting

angles make
close-ups hard

to obtain.

Scene taken In

California lake

territory
near Bishop

with James
Van Trees, A.

S. C, at camera

The production of motion pictures of today requires many
important factors in the process of construction, and one of

the most important of these is the close-up.

Dramat'c action must make an impression on an audi-

ence or the real value is lost. It is by the use of close-

ups that this is accomplished to a large degree.

Where Close-Up Serves
The expression of an eye, a smile, a word spoken, or

tears, may be lost to an audience if it were not for close-

ups. Their use, however, requires expert judgment in

knowing when and where they are most needed and must
be used. Failure on this point very often means a loss to

the producer after the production is released The pro-

duction may be based upon a wonderful and intensely inter-

esting story, have capable people in the cast, pretty loca-

tions and composition, but without close-up action at all,

its real dramatic value will be lost.

Classification

Close-ups may be classed as medium, large and extreme-
ly large.

The first (Fig. 1) is usually at a distance sufficient only

for two persons. This same distance is often used for

one person when that person requires space within the

camera lines, to move about.

If the action is not tense, and a pleasing photographic
effect is desired, as to composition, background, etc., then
very often this same distance and size of figure is used.

The large close-up (Fig. 2) is. of vital Importance. It is

this s
:ze which will often make a lasting impression on an

audience and many otherwise successful productions would
be valueless without this form.

The extremely large close-up is important when some
small article, such as a watch, ring, small photo, etc., must

(Continued on Page 20)

Figure 1 Figure 2
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The cinematographer must have a great deal of the

nature-lover in his make-up if he is to be a success, espe-

cially when it comes to that one particularly important
part of his calling—selecting locations.

Probably the public does not realize how much the
cinematographer is depended on to make a picture scen-

ically beautiful, for it is he who is a decisive factor in

choosing locations. If he does not love nature, he will

be unable to appreciate the distinction between one loca-

tion and another, and his lack of apprec'ation for the
charm of nature may be the cause of holding pictorial

beauty away from others who would enjoy it.

The most calloused cinematographer to pictorial magnifi-

cence would revel in the locations whicn adjoin Bishop,
California, where the writer has just spent five weeks
filming scenes for "The Huntress," a Lyn-Reynolds produc-
tion for Assoc :ated First National.

A Revelation
The country around" Bishop proved a revelation and we

will have the pleasure of being the first people to bring
it to the moving picture screen on a large scale. Even
though one is working with a highly modernized instru-

ment like the motion picture camera, he catches the
spirt of the pioneer when he stays any length of time in

that mountain and lake section of California which, never-
theless, is thoroughly abreast of the times, as indicated by
the fact that even the smallest camps have electricity

derived from the plentiful water power—all of which
makes it convenient for the cinematographer who wants
to use a portable machine to project his test film.

Our journey into the Bishop territory fell into three
legs, covering a period of five weeks. The first week was

spent about 45 miles from Bishop at Convict Lake, where
we waited for the roads "to open." The snow lingered there

unusually long this spring, the winter having been unusual-

ly severe. The severity was shown, in fact, in tracts of

30 and 40 acres, where the wind had blown over and up-

rooted hundreds of pine trees, some more than 100 years

old with roots 15 feet in diameter. The strength of the

wind was further indicated in the manner in which it bent

two-inch automobile club sign posts over at right angles.

Plenty of Snow
From Convict Lake we desired to move on to Mammoth

Camp, 15 miles distant. We could not wait for the snow

to melt away, so dynamiting crews were set to work to

clear the roads. In some places the snow lay 25 feet deep

After a week we left the cabin behind that we had

built at Convict Lake and forged on to Mammoth Camp,

where we settled down for a stay of three weeks. We were

in a hearty country in more ways than one, for our chief

food— it be !ng near the cow country—was beef all the

time we were there; beef for breakfast, beef for lunch,

beef for dinner.

Lakes Like Mirrors
But we could not think about beef when such natural

beauty stared us in the face for miles about. We were in

the bosom of the lake country. Twin Lakes were .bul

three and one-half miles away. Standing on one moun
tain point, you could see 120 lakes. Pines grew rigtil

down to the edge of the water, which in the early morn

ing was clear and calm as a mirror. We made one scene

of an Ind'an paddling a canoe through the lake, and ex-

cept for the ripple round the bow, the top of the picture

(Continued on Page IS)
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SECOND-HAND LOCATIONS

It is a source of great joy for a cinematographer to go into a coun-

try that is practically virgin in motion picture locations and to film

that country as the background of the production that he may be

shooting. While the sections immediately adjacent to Los Angeles

offer a great variety of scenic backgrounds, a great many locations lying

near the Western metropolis have been photographed so many times

that it has become an act of unoriginality to incorporate them into a

motion picture.

Especially is this true of mountain, Canadian or general Western
scenes. For such a type of story various locations have been worked
and over-worked until the audience in a great many cases has come to

recognize the same location appearing in numerous productions. Nat-

urally if the story has some definite background like Yosemite, it is

no more than logical, in the interest of authenticity, to use Yosemite as

the locale of the production, but if the script does not call for some
particular location around which the story is woven, it is a testimonial

to the enterprise of the producer, the cinematographer and the director

to hunt and find new locations for the picture they are making.

Unlike players, unidentified locations are not welcome to the pub-
lic in more than one production, no more than the same interior scene,

with little alteration except that which comes with the change of the

camera shooting angle, would be in a plural number of photoplays.

The same condition applies in the question of properties. It is a flagrant

breach of good production sense to use the same furniture or properties

in so large a number of productions until the attention of the public

is attracted to the over-employment of the self-same inanimate objects.

With hundreds of productions with an outdoor locale having
been made by Los Angeles film organizations since the industry entered

that city, it is only natural that the most representative locations in the

mountains near the film capital should have been filmed to a cine-

matographic death. Inasmuch as Canadian Northwestern, logging

camp, mining and outdoor pictures in general are perennial in their

popularity, the location situation no doubt will continue to affect those

Los Angeles motion picture companies which strive for originality.

If the trend of the past several months is taken into consideration,

then it is logical to believe that the location frontier will continue to
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shove farther and farther away from Los Angeles. Towns that dared
not dream of their neighboring country as being suitable for motion

picture use will discover that they will become bases of operation for

extensive trips of large production units into the surrounding lands.

From a business standpoint, this evolution of location affairs will mean
more than can be calculated to the towns and hamlets which are the

centers of a scenic country, as a large unit which depends on such

places as supply bases leaves behind it many thousands of dollars in

upkeep and maintenance expenses, which will amount to increased

trade for the local business men.

This situation, which is becoming more and more pronounced, has
its virtues even though it works a burden on the producer who must
bear the transportation and other additional expense involved in long

trips from his studio. If a certain section, that is not a studio gravitating

point as Los Angeles is, is filmed as the background of a production or

a series of productions, then it is reasonable to believe that the people

who live in such a section will harbor the natural curiosity to view the

picture which was made in their land. Of course such exceptional

interest would be provincial in its scope, but on the other hand it has

been more or less of an axiom for a long time that the real profits on

motion pictures are made in the small town or neighborhood exhibi-

tions after the film has left the first-run theatres.

The quest afield for locations does not imply that the status of

Los Angeles and Hollywood as the film capital of the world will be

affected in the slightest, as much as it will mean to the towns that are

destined to become new location centers. Even in outdoor productions

there is a great proportion of scenes which must be filmed within the

studio and after all, Southern California has stood the test as being the

best studio section in the world.

Building programs that mount well into six figures are being car-

ried through by Hollywood organizations which are integral parts of

the production side of the motion picture industry. In all instances,

growing business coupled with a foresight for coming film developments
prompted the expansion which is a healthy sign for motion pictures.

All in all, production is more stable now than it has been probably

for many months and the construction in various quarters should make
for continued stability, if the opinions of the officers of the expanding
concerns, as expressed in the programs they have under way, are to be
considered.
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Uses And Abuses Of Qauze
Improper introduction of

qauze hampers effective"

ness.

The use of gauze in motion pictures has been a subject

of much discussion since it was introduced to the fields of

cinematography. Following are presented the views of

prominent cinematographers on its application:

By Stephen S. Norton, A. S. C.

The soft focus and gauze effects have become important

factors in the motion pictures of today.

There seems to be a great difference of opinion among
the general public as to their use, and due to improper use

by some inexperienced persons they have created disfavor

among many people.

The effect caused by gauze helps to tone down the tempo
of the scene in many cases when applied to interior scenes

of a pathetic nature, but gauze cannot be exclusively de-

pended on for this effect, as the lightings must also be of

the subdued type.

Another pleasing use for the soft focus is in exterior

garden or rural locations where there is an opportunity for

fine composition and soft lighting effects and where the

sequence is of a romantic nature.

When applied to close-ups gauze is very often of great

importance, especially where the star or other member of

the cast are in front of a large group of people and the

action is intended to make a general impression on the

audience. In this case the background is softened or sub-

dued while the star is brougght out in clear contrast.

There are many times when the soft effects prove to

distract rather than to help and one of several instances

is when used in sequences of a melodramatic nature where
the action is tense and fast and where the surroundings
correspond. Usually these scenes are photographed clear

and sharp with lots of snap. To cut in a close-up of soft

focus many times distracts or jars and tends to slow the

action up.

Gauze effects should be used with great care because
they can either greatly improve or prove disastrous to an
otherwise good production.

By George Meehan, A. S. C.

As a general thing, I don't approve of a wide use of

gauze "all over the picture"—that is, to shoot the entire

scene through gauze. There are, of course, scenes which
may very appropriately be shot entirely through gauze,

such as a close-up in which there is not much action.

Also on night scenes when the action gravitates toward
the center of the scene, the use of light gauze, especially

in long shots, will bring up the back lights. Of course, the

use of gauze "all over" the scene may be greatly over-done,

such as shooting a person eating, as I have seen in some
pictures I have viewed.

In the matter of exteriors I find that gauze comes to very

convenient use—that is, if used properly. There is, a

great many times, a bit of hilation around the edges of

the frame. This hilation can be eliminated by using gauze
around such edges. The gauze tends to darken those parts

which otherwise would be too light. But care must be
taken that the gauze is not too heavy or too far out in the

frame. If it is such, the audience is likely to get the im-

pression, a correct one, that the player is passing behind
something when he makes an ex :

t.

Unharmonious use mars

^ general results in finished
v

picture.

By L. Guy Wilky, A. S. C.

Soft focus effects are obtained in motion picture photog-
raphy by many types of soft focus lenses and also many
varieties of mechanical materials. But since the use of

gauze is the subject of this argument, I will confine myself
exclusively to the use of this medium, in its relation and
use in producing these soft focus effects. Gauze is a very
valuable material when used with good judgment and upon
its proper subject under favorable conditions. Some of the

most beautiful effects that have been produced for the

motion picture screen have been made by the aid of guaze.

But, unfortunately, some of the most terrible attempts have
been produced by the aid of the same material.

Proper lighting is a great factor in the success of the

final result, because without proper lighting to begin with,

any attempt at using guaze is a failure.

Gauze is also used for soft edges or vignettes, and is very
satisfactory when properly used, but should be used with

great care, for it can be easily spoiled by carrying the effect

to extremes.

In conclusion, I might say that gauze is a very valuable

material when used in judicious hands, but should be used
sparingly and w : th great care, or the result and effect will

be a failure and appear much too mechanical and entirely

away from the artistic.

By Jackson J. Rose
Gauze, as it was originally used in the hands of experts,

gave very pleasing effects, but as its use became more
general and fell into the hands of inexperienced people,

the results became not so pleasing, inasmuch as the un-

knowing person, not understanding how to use this aid

to cinematography properly, abused it.

The use of gauze is not limited to the single kind of

cloth which is commonly known as "gauze." Instead,

"gauze" to the experienced cinematographer, means any
one of several kinds of cloth, each of which has its par-

t
: cular application. Thus we might have guaze itself for

one kind of effect, chiffon for another, cheesecloth or some
kind of silk for still another. But the inexperienced per-

son, it has been found, hits upon one kind of "gauze,"

which is usually the cloth that is known by that name,

and employs it for everything. This is as disastrous as

if just one method of lighting were used for every scene.

One mistake that even experienced cameramen make
is to place the gauze at the wrong angle in the making of

close-ups. One of the most disagreeable results from such

mis-placing very often comes when the lights hit the eyes

of the character in the close-up, so that it appears that the

player is cross-eyed. The cinematographer who is thor-

oughly familiar with the use of gauze has learned to place

the material before the camera so that the fiber of the

cloth runs in a diagonal direction from the ground, in other

words, so that it is not at right angles to the camera.

Then, to eliminate the possibility of the character appear-

ing "cross-eyed," the cinematographer will ascertain the

exact place on the gauze where the eyes will show through.

Then two spots are cut in the cloth so that the eyes may
be photographed naturally while the rest of the figure

shows up in soft focus.

Gauze is properly and most effectively used with the

maximum opening of the lens. In giving the lens full

opening, you add to the softness for which you are striv-

ing. But if the opening of the lens is kept small you cut

(Continued on Page 20)
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Above: Side view of interior mechanism of Ash-
crnft "automatic spot." Center: Light ready for use.

Van Rossem, Print.

Above: Rear view of interior mecha-
nism, stripped of outer casings.

Tleu? Spotlight
In Hollywood

Developed after three and one-half years of research

work, a new source of concentrated illumination, known as

the Ashcraft "automatic spot," has made its appearance in

Hollywood, where it is being introduced by the Cinema

Sales Company, manufacturers of Creco electric studio

equipment

The lamp is announced as an innovation.

The illumination produced by this light is neither of

the old style light, containing red rays., nor of the newer
blue light produced by chemical means; but approximates
the white to a great degree and is rich in ultra violet.

The light emitting electrode of this lamp is a one-half by
twelve carbon ordinarily used in side arcs and positioned

so as to project the maximum amount of light from the

housing.

The element is a mechanical perfection and is not only

of interest to electrical heads but of great value to the

cinematographer, as improved service is obtained by the

rapidly operating, self-striking mechanism and the light

produced is extremely constant in value, due to the method
used in maintaining a uniform length of arc

Operation

The positive feeding head consists of a tube through
which the electrode passes. This tube is journaled upon a

ball-bearing near the rear end and rotaes at two revolu-

tions per minute. Upon the tube and concentric with it is

a spiral scroll gear meshing with feed rollers, which are
in contact with the electrode. Any motion of the rollers

relative to the scroll gear produces a forward and rotat-

ing motion to the electrode.

Two Revolutions Per Minute

The tube with the rollers journaled upon it with their

axis at right angles to the axis of the tube constantly ro-

tates at two revolutions per minute and at the same time
when the forward feeding occurs, when allowed to rotate
with the gears, no feeding occurs. An adjustable device is

arranged to regulate this amount of feeding to exactly
compensate for consumption of the electrode and there-
fore the crater position can be maintained constant con-
tinually. The negative feed consists of a long feed screw
with a device for quick resetting of the lower electrode.

Neu? form of concen-

trated illumination

for studio use.

This is constantly fed upward to compensate for the con-

sumption of the 13-32 carbon.

It can be seen from the foregoing that a steady motion

is given to the carbons, eliminating any rapid change in

the length of the arc.

The mechanism is mounted in a new type of drum,

which is designed to eliminate condenser breakage and
over heating. After a half-hour run the temperature in the

housing approximates 55 degrees Centigrade.

The housing is extremely light, but the details of

strength in construction have been carefully worked out

so as to stand the unavoidable hard usage the lamp is

subjected to.

NEW STANDARD BUILDING NEARS
COMPLETION

The new administration and office building being erected

by John M. Nickolaus and S. M. Tompkins of Standard
Film Laboratories is nearing completion and is expected

to be ready for occupancy in about two weeks. The new
building is just south of the main laboratories building at

Seward and Romaine streets, Hollywood. It is a part of an
expansion program in which Nickolaus and Tompkins ex-

pect to spend approximately $40,000 to increase the busi-

ness facilities of their big film plant Provision is being

made in the new structure for offices for a number of inde-

pendent producers who wish to make their executive head-

quarters at Standard Film Laboratories.

Built for Expansion
The new administration building is so constructed that

it will permit the addition of two wings extending back
on either side in the rear. One of these wings will be
given over to additional office space as it is needed. In

the other it is planned to install a small preview theater in

the near future. This miniature theater will be available

for producers to have private showings of completed pic-

tures for their friends and business associates.

To Landscape Grounds
Two new film vaults have just been completed for

storage of negatives from which release prints have been
made. A contract is also being let for additional landscape
gardening to beautify the seven-acre tract on which Stand-

ard Film Laboratories are situated.
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Paul Perry, A. S. C, is photographing the First National

production of "Ponjola," which Donald Crisp is directing.

Perry has completed his work on "The Street Singer," on

which, starring Mary Pickford, he worked with Charles

Rosher, A. S. C.
* * *

Charles Rosher, A. S. C, is finishing the camera work on

"The Street Singer." Rosher has filmed M : ss Pickford

through all of her triumphs of the past several years.

Rosher has been lent to Warner Brothers by Miss Pick-

ford to work with the Warner organization until she begins

her next production.
* * *

Georges Benoit, A. S. C, has bought a Mitchell camera.

Benoit has just finished the filming of "Trilby," a Richard

Walton Tully production directed by James Young, and is

enjoying a well-earned rest.

* * *

Allen Davey, Reginald Lyons, Alo'.s Heimerl and Georges

Rizard, all A. S. C. members, journeyed to Bishop, Calif.,

during the first part of last month for the filming of cattle

stampede scenes for "The Eagle's Feather," a Metro pro-

duction that is being directed by Edward Sloman.
* * *

Gilbert Warrenton, A. S. C, is on location in Montreal,

Canada, for the filming of a Cosmopolitan production.

* * *

Robert Newhard, A. S. C, has finished the colossal task

of filming "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which, d : rected

by Wallace Worsley, who is lavish in his praise of New-
hard's artistry, is heralded as Universal's greatest produc-

tion to date.
* * *

Joseph Dubray, A. S. C, is filming "Alimony," which is

being directed by Emile Chautard for F. B. O. release.

* * *

David Abel, A. S. C, is filming the Warner Brothers'

production of "The Gold Diggers."

* * *

James Van Trees, A. S. C, has returned from location

at Bishop, Calif., where scenes were filmed for the Lyn
Reynolds production, "The Huntress," for First National.

* * *

Sam Landers, A. S. C, is shooting "Lord of Thunder-

gate," which Joseph De Grasse is directing for First Na-

tional.
* * *

Ross Fisher, A. S. C, is photographing "The Mail Man,"
an Emory Johnson production.

* * *

Robert Doran, A. S. C, is filming "What Should a Girl

Do?" starring Edna Murphy, at the Hal Roach studios.

* * *

Harry Perry, A. S. C, is in charge of the camera work
on the B. P. Schulberg production of "The Virginian,"

which is being directed by Tom Forman.
* * *

Arthur Edoson and Philip H. Whitman, both A. S. C.

members, are concentrating on the camera work for "The
Thief of Bagdad," the latest Douglas Fairbanks production.

* * *

George Schneiderman, A. S. C, is filming the Fox feature,

"Cameo Kirby," starring John Gilbert.

Charles Van Enger, A. S. C, is shooting "The Master of

Men," a Goldwyn production, directed by Victor Seastrom.
* * *

L. Guy Wilky, A. S. C, is making preparations for the

filming of "Spring Magic," a William de Mille production.
* * *

Karl Brown, A. S. C, is photographing Harry Leon Wil-

son's "Ruggles of Red Gap," which is being directed by
James Cruze.

* * *

Edwin Schallert, dramatic and music editor of the Los
Angeles Times, addressed the A. S. C. open meeting of

May 28th.
* * *

Harry Fowler, A. S. C, has finished the Universal pro-

duction, "The Sky-line of Spruce," starring William Des-

mond.
« * *

Fred Jackman, A. S. C, has returned from an extens've

tour into the wilds of Colorado, where he selected locations

for his next production which he will direct for release

through the Hal Roach organization.

* » *

Reginald Lyons, A. S. C, has finished the filming of the

latest Jimmy Aubrey comedy.
* * *

Rollie Totheroh, A. S. C, has passed the half-year mark
in the filming of Charles Chaplin's production of "Public

Opinion."
» » *

Edward A. Bertram, technical secretary of the Chicago
Rothacker laboratory, has received word of his election to

membership in the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
This action was taken at the Atlantic City convention.
Bertram is entering his sixth year with the Rothacker
organization.

* * *

George Gibson, superintendent of the Chicago Rothacker
laboratory, is now saying "Howdy" to friends on the coast.

He has been transferred to the Rothacker-Aller plant for

a period of several months, in keeping with Watterson R.

Rothacker's policy of an occasional interchange of execu-

tives between the Chicago and Holywood plants. Mrs
Gibson accompanied her husband.

* * *

Dallas Fitz Gerald has sought the privacy of a visitor-

proof cutting room at Standard Film Laboratories to edit

the film of "After the Ball," which he nas just finished

directing for the Renco Film Company. The story is by
James Colewell and in the cast are Gaston Glass, Miriam
Cooper, Edna Murphy, Robert Frazier, Thomas Guise and
Edward Gribbon. Ross Fisher, A. S. C, is responsible for

the camera work on the Fitz Gerald productlou.

* » *

Messrs. Howard Strickling and Frances Perrett of the

Metro press department announce:

Motion picture stars are no longer the only persons in

Hollywood who have medal winning dogs. John Arnold,

who has the oft mentioned distinction of having photo-

graphed every picture in which Viola Dana has been
starred, is carrying about a gold printed ribbon sign : fying

that his police dog, Pal Baron Von Matinhoff, 18 months
old, was the best dog in his class at the Los Angeles Ken-
nel Club's last show. Mr. Arnold is now cinematographing
Miss Dana in "The Social Code."
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Camera Histories of

E* B* Du Par and

John Stumar

E. It. Du Par, A. S. C.

There are pre-

sented this month
the photographic b :

-

ographies of E. B. Du
Par and John Stu-

mar, A. S. C. mem-
bers, who are recog-

nized in the world of

cinematography a s

master camera art-

ists.

E. B. Du Par,
A. S. C.

E. B. Du Par has
a long line of pho-
tographic achieve-
ments to his credit,

though he is still

young and handsome
enough, if he could
ever be induced to

desert the camera,
to be a very roman-
tic leading man.

For two years he
photographed numer-
ous successful Sen-

nett comedies. Then
followed a three-

year affiliation with the Fox studios in Hollywood, where
he demonstrated his versatility in imbuing notable come-

dies and dramas with photographic excellence.

For the past two years Du Par's genius has been radiat-

ing in Warner Brothers' productions, among them being

"Little Heroes of the Street," "From Rags to Riches,"

"The Beautiful and Damned," "The Little Church Around
the Corner," "The Printer's Devil," and "Where the Law
Ends."

John Stuart Stumar, A. S. C.
John Stumar's career as a cinematographer extends back

13 years, during which time he has filmed many of the

most successful productions of all times.

A partial list of the productions that he has photo-

graphed includes "The Forgotten Law," for GrafMetro;

"The Kingdom Within" and "The Dollar Devils" for

Schertzinger - Hod-
kinson; ''Blaze
Away;" "Pardon My
French," starring
Vivian IWartin for

G o 1 d w y n release;
Robert W. Cham-
bers' "Card :gan;"
"The Song of the
Soul," starring Vivi-
an Martin; the fol-

lowing vehicles star-

ring Dorothy Dalton
for Ince-Paramount:
"The Dark Mirror,"
"His Wife's Friend,"
"Black Is White,"
''La Apache,''
"Market of Souls,"
''Other Men's
Wives," "The House-
breakers," ''The
Lady oi t Red
Butte," "Hard Boil-

ed," "Extravagance,"
"Quicksand," "Vive
La France," "The
K a i s e r's Shadow,"
"Tyrant Fear," "The

(Continued on
Page 21)

Highest light, deepest shadow and the

delicately graded halftones intervening-

all are carried through to the screen by
the print on
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the transparent margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
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John Stunuir, A. S. C.

There is but one lens that can give you

an image-quality like that in
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—
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GRAF OPTICAL COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND Indiana.
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The Smoki n „ .

i _~ Dij Dan Clark, J\. S. C.

Snake Dance
Vic tor M ilner's article on the Hopi Snake dance in the

last American Cinematographer brings to my m'nd another
snake dance, similar to that, held by an organization who
call themselves the Smoki People of Prescott, Arizona.

Some hundreds of years ago the Indian tribes of Arizona

were visited by a great drought. No rain fell to enable

them to raise crops. Famine and starvation was mowing
them down by the thousands. Then their chief priest or

medicine man received a message from tiie rain god, who
was supposed to reside in some remote pare of the earth,

telling him that if his people would have rain they must
send him their bravest and most honorable young man as

a sacrifice. Straightaway this priest called all the young
braves together, and from them he selected one who was
the bravest and most honorable.

A hollowed log was then prepared, and this chosen one

was sealed up inside of it and set adrift on a certain

river.

Return of the Brave
After an absence of a few weeks this brave returned

with strange tales of his visit to the underground home of

the rain god, of how the rain god had sent him back to

earth with instructions to his people, that once each year
they should prepare a great feast and dance, and during
that dance the rain secret would be turned loose, which
would produce the needed rain. The feast and dance were
carried out, and rain came. Suffering ceased, and from
that time until the present the feast and dance has been
carried out by the Hopi Indians.

The "Smoki People"
The organization of the Smoki People originated in the

spring of 1921 for the purpose of raising $1000 to apply on

Cinema toq rap her

tells of while man's

snake ceremonu.

a deficit in a fund for publicity on the "Frontier Days,"

which are the first, second, th'rd and fourth days of July,

at which time such sports as horse riding, bucking, bull-

dogging, roping, etc., are indulged in. It was at first sug-

gested that a burlesque of the Hopi Snake Dance be given,

but in the course of preparation, an entirely new idea was
created. With the additional assistance of several very

famous people who have lived among tnese Indians and
have spent much time in studying their customs, they

were successful in presenting a very faithful representa-

tion of the original dance. The success was so great that

immediate demand was made to continue the dance an-

nually and as a result, the dancers formed themselves into

a lodge, known as the Smoki People. It now consists of

45 members, each of whom must be a permanent resident

of Prescott, Arizona, and physically able to endure the

task of dancing and must have passed certa : n initiation

tests. The members are controlled by a council of eight

chiefs, who during the year concentrate on the study of

Indian lore for use in subsequent pageants. The Smoki
emblem is four little dots permanently tattooed on the left

hand.

Once organized, they immediately set themselves to work
at the task of searching into prehistoric Indian records for

the purpose of improving their next pageant, and in the

following year succeeded with a much more faithful pro-

duction, with thousands of dollars worth of costumes and
other accessories and a most unique set reproducing with

utmost fidelity a Hopi dwelling.

On June 8 of the present year, the Smoki not only pro-

duced a very sensational snake dance, but in addition.

(Continued on Page 18)

PHONE HOLLYWOOD 4777
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Hollywood, California
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Standard Official

Back in Hollywood

From Eastern Trip

The advantages of centralization of various phases of

the motion picture industry in Los Angeles are becoming

more and more apparent throughout the East, according

to E. G. Patterson, sales manager of Standard Film Labora-

tories, who has just returned from an extensive tour

through the Middlewest and East on which he met many
prominent exhibitors, distributors and film executives.

Production of motion pictures is almost exclusively con-

fined to Southern California. As the result of his trip,

Patterson believes there is a growing sentiment for

grouping other branches of the industry here and thus ob-

taining much greater efficiency in providing the public with

screen entertainment.

Sees New Distribution Center

"It will undoubtedly be some time before Los Angeles
becomes the distributing center of the film world," Pat-

terson says, "but I think this will come to pass eventually.

Of course, I was more interested in the film laboratory situ-

ation. Our organization has maintained since its incep-

tion that the laboratory developing the negative of a pic-

ture should make the release prints. The responsibility

for the ultimate photographic excellence of a production
should be undivided.

"This contention was against all precedent in the indus-

try. It has taken some time to convince some New York
executives of its soundness. But those producers who
have given this system a trial have found, in almost every
instance, that their pictures are presented to the public

better photographically when the same laboratory car-

ries their work through from camera to screen.

"The laboratory doing the daily work on a production is

in closest sympathy with director and cinematographer
and knows what effects they are striving for on the screen.

The making of a negative is not a haphazard proposition.

It must be done under the constant supervision of the

men creating the picture, so that their ideas, and not those
of the laboratory, will be carried out. It is as important
for the character of the photography to conform to the

tempo of the story, as it is for the musical score to follow

the theme f the picture. Photographic effects on the

screen have as great a subconscious effect on an audience
as appropriate lighting and music in the theater.

Good Prints a Responsibility

"All these things are considered in making the negative.

They should be given just as much consideration in making
the release prints. A cinematographer's responsibility for

the photographic excellence of a production does not end
until the public sees that picture on the screen. For this

reason, the cinematographer's and the director's ideas

should be embodied in every print. It is impossible for a

laboratory 3000 miles away to know the subtle photo-

graphic effects these men have been trying to obtain.

That is why we maintain that the responsibility for good
prints should not be divided between two laboratories.

"By this we mean no reflection whatever on Eastern
laboratories. But we do contend that it would be just as

bad to send the negative of a picture produced in New
York to California to be printed as it is to send negatives
from Hollywood to New York for release prints. In neither

case does the exhibitor get prints that do the photographic
justice to the cinematographer's work.

"Of course the reason for this former division of labora-
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tory work was that there were no laboratories in Southern
California capable of turning out the quantity of prints

necessary in the speedy distribution ot pictures. There
are such institutions here now, however, and I believe it

only a question of time when the majority of producers will

see the many advantages of centralizing their laboratory

work where their pictures are made."
Mr. Patterson has spent nearly two months. In making

a business survey of conditions affecting the motion pic-

ture industry throughout the United States. He repre-

sented John M. Nickolaus and S. M. Tompkins, founders
of Standard Film Laboratories, at the national theater

owners' convention held in Chicago in May, spent several

weeks in New York subsequently, and visited other key
cities. His analyses of business affairs are regarded as

unusually authoritative, as he has been prominently iden-

tified with the motion picture industry in executive capaci-

ties for a number of years. He was business manager at

Universal City when H. O. Davis was the chief executive

there and accompanied Mr. Davis to Triangle Studios at

Culver City when Mr. Davis assumed charge of that pro-

ducing center. Mr. Patterson joined Mr. Nickoleaus' and
Mr. Tompkins' organization last fall and has played an
important part in the phenomenal growth of Standard
Film Laboratories in recent months.

CThe Smoki Snake Dance
(Continued from Page 16)

staged the famed "Katclna Dance," the "Flute Ceremony"
and presented the aboriginal clowns, known as "Mud-
heads" or "Delight-makers." It was photographed for the

first time in its history with the motion picture camera
by three news reels and a production company.
During my recent visit at Prescott, while filming "The

Lone Star Ranger," being desirious myself of securing some
good shots of their proceedings, I was determined to wit-

ness one of their rehearsals for the pageant. However,
my hopes were very much shattered when I found that I

was not able even to gain admittance witnout a very for-

mal invitation, which I succeeded in getting from a couple

of their braves.

I deemed myself very fortunate to be favored with said

personal invitation, but it proved to be most unfortunate.

It seemed that the braves I spoke to were not "brave"
enough. At the physchological moment (when my hair

was standing on ends) the "Big Chief" apparently de-

cided that my presence was not wanted and headed for me
with one of his choice specimens of an enraged rattler.

It did not take me long to decide which exit to take and
"over the top" I went, Mr. Chief meeting with the desired

result and I met with quite the contrary, although I be-

lieve he had absorbed most of the snake's pofson.

The urge to perpetuate the Smoki has grown even far

stronger. A purpose was- evolved to give motive to the

organ'zation which is now working to construct a great

museum of actual Southwestern historic and Indian relics.

An unparalleled collection of ancient Arizona manuscripts
(for which the Smithsonian Institute in "Washington has
bid unsuccessfully) and many tracts of ground in the out-

skirts of Prescott among the pine-clad hills as sites for

the Smoki pageants are in possession of the Smoki people.

But if I should ever be around that part of the country
again while those Smoki braves are getting ready for their

show, I "hopi" they will either have selected a new chief

or a different kind of plaything, or I will have to replenish

my supply of "snaki bite."

A Location Paradise
(Continued from Page 9)

couldn't be distinguished from the bottom, so perfect was
the reflection.

Picture then, the reflection of pines, snow and clouds in

Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new

spiral mount. All sizes in stock

Harold M. Bennett
U. S. Agent

153 West 23rd Street New York
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such water, with perhaps an image of a snow-capped moun-
tain to add its statliness.

We arose at five a. m. and went to Twin Lakes every

morning. Six-horse teams followed our slow-moving auto-

mobiles to pull out the mach'nes whenever they became
stalled—which they invariably did.

We used 60 Piutes—squaws, children, papooses and
bucks— in the scenes, that we made at Twin Lakes and

had the benefit of watching them live in primitive fash-

ion. The company pitched teepees for them and they im-

mediately slipped into an easy-going environment as if

they expected to live there the rest of their lives, instead

of the duration of our visit to M'ammoth Camp. They
proved themselves skilled fishermen, extracting fish with

the crudest of tackle from the waters under the logs right

by the shore.

For our lake scenes, the carpenters built a scow to

which two gasoline motors were attached. The director

and I had the pleasure of being thrown Into the lake in

the frigid cold of one early morning wlien the canoe in

which we were riding overturned from the faulty manipu-
lation of a paddle.

While at Mammoth Camp we rode horseback to a point

known as the "minaret," where we photographed an Indian

at sunset. On our way there from the camps we passed

over snow that was 30 feet deep in places. But our pains

were well rewarded, as in the valley below us, stretching

as far as the eye could reach, was the San Joaquin coun-

try, a sight that will live long in our memories.

Silver Lake
From Mammoth Camp we went to Silver Lake, the depth

at the center of wh'.ch has never been determined. Moun-
tains rise almost straight into the air at the very edge
of the lake, the only entrance to which is by a small creek.

Despite the approach of summer, it was still very cold, so

cold that the film, when being loaded, was brittle enough
to break in the hands.

Panchromatic and Filter Experiments
We did a great deal of experimenting with panchro-

mat ; c stock and filters in an effort to neutralize the con-

trast caused by the white of the snow and the photo-

graphic blackness of the pines. Throughout the five

weeks we kept in constant communication with Los An-
geles. Each day we would send a man back with negative

and the next day he would return with test film.

Deserted Burial Ground
Once when we had started out from Silver Lake in the

direction of Mona Lake, scouting for locations, we went up
one of the wildest of canyons and, to our surprise, discov-

ered a graveyard in the wilderness. It had no fence and
we entered it, finding a strange variety of tomb "stones,"

which, bearing dates of the '60's, were logs, split in half.

On these crude grave marks had been painted names and
inscriptions. What was particularly strange was the fact

that the lettering, preserved by the paint, stood a half-

inch above the pine slab proper, which had been worn
down by the elements during the passing years.

A "Ghost" Town
We pressed on up the canyon and, five miles from its

entrance, came upon an old "ghost" town, a typical '49

settlement which now, the gold rush died away, is totally

deserted. The windows and the doors of the hotel were
blown in and snow was heaped on the floors inside. We
entered the living room and perceiving newspapers pro-

truding from the edges of the carpet, we extracted them
and found that they bore dates of 1886. In one corner of

the room was an elaborate old grand piano, the keys, the
felt and the varnish of which were slowly succumbing to

age. We later learned the legend that Jenny L'nd had
once danced on top of the old grand. The town was that
of Lundy and in its prime had a population of 5000.
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"Close-Ups"
(Continued from Page 8)

be shown in detail. Very often this same article has a

direct bearing on the story, and without this extremely

large close view many dramatic po : nts could not be

exposed to an audience.

May Be Overdone
In the use of the close-up, it can be over-done as well

as slighted, as for example, in a dramat.e sequence where
the action is fast, tense and scenes fellow one another

rapidly, if at such time a close-up is too long, no matter

how attractive it may appear, it will tend to slow up the

act'on and a vital point intended for an audience may be
nearly or entirely lost.

Must Sustain Interest
Audiences of today expect and require photoplays that

hold and keep up their interest. If a production has too

many long close-ups, especially individual ones, it very

often causes that production to appear draggy and slow

and its intended mark is not reached with the audience,

even though there are beautiful settings and locations all

through the production.

Hard to Obtain
There are times during a production when the close-

up is ouite difficult to obtain (Fig. 3). This is especially

so when working on locations and in hazardous places,

as, for example, edge of high cliffs, tops of high buildings,

many water scenes, etc. At such times great r'sk is often

taken by all to secure these thrilling scenes, so that the

storv will appear real and interesting.

Sometimes, however, there are places used which do not

allow even space enough for the camera. At such times,

the camera is placed at the nearest available point of

vantage and long focus lenses are attached. In this way
many wonderful scenes are secured, thanks to the modern
camera and equipment.
When a company goes to a location it Is Imperative that

the most be made out of that location. Often many of the

wonderful effects and scenes !n the modern production,

including close ups. are secured only by hard effort and
risk by all. Not only does the audience, which views the
production after release, get a thrill, but the producing
staff themselves, while making, get one even greater.

If the audience while reviewing some of the recent pro-

ductions made by the most prominent and daring stars

will realize what r :sk was incurred and where the camera
was located, then will they fully appreciate the real thrill

of the scene and what modern picture production means,
especially after viewing some of the most interesting

close-ups taken at these locations.

Uses and Jlbuses of Qauxe
f Continued from Paee 121

out the possibility of softness, but introduce contrast,

wh'cta is exactly what you do not want : n soft focus.

Various colored gauze proves helnful to the cinematog-
rapher in the absence of filters and gives the effects that

are wanted, such as the soften'ng of clouds or the like.

Different colors of gauze are very often used to great ad-

vantage for fog or dim effects. Various meshes are of
great assistance to the expert in obtaining the scales

gradation.
There are so many colors, meshes and kinds of gauze

that it is practically 'mpossible to lav down any one par-

ticular form or combination for application on any one
type of scene. The right use in the rierht place comes
only with a great deal of experiment, which amounts to

experience in its use. It is only bv experiment of this

sort that its proper use can be learned: therefore, the inex
perienced person who trusts to luck for results when he
selects his gauze at random is usually destined to encoun-
ter a great deal of trouble, and gauze will prove a liabil-
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ity to him and his picture rather than an asset which it

becomes in the hands of an expert.

In conclusion, I might say that I am an advocate of the

use of gauze in the proper place by experienced cinema-

tographers, but rather than see it abused by the inexperi-

enced, I would prefer to have it entirely eliminated from

the picture.

Camera Histories
(Continued from Page 15)

Mating of Marcella," "Love Letters," "Love Me," "The
Price Mark" and "Flare-up Sal;" "The Vamp" and "The
Marriage Ring," starring Enid Bennett;" "An Even
Break," starring Olive Thomas for Ince-Triangle; "Moun-
tain Dew," starring Margery Wilson for Ince-Triangle;

"Partners of the Tide," for Eastern Film Corporation;
Frank R. Adams' "The Super Sex," and, not released as
yet, the Goldwyn-Hampton production of Rex Beach's "The
Spoilers," and the Sacramento Pictures Corporation pro-

duction, "Temporary Marriage."
At present Stumar is filming "Wanted, A Home," a six-

reel Universal-Jewel feature, directed by King Baggot
and with a cast including Baby Peggy and Sheldon Lewis.
Stumar has numerous other Universal productions to his

credit.

Ray Renahan of the Technicolor Motion Picture Corpo-

ration is still scouring motion picture quarters for the

tripod head which mysteriously disappeared from the

Metro studios in Hollywood. The tripod head is of no
value except to Renahan.

Andre Barlatier, A. S. C, is photographing the Metro pro-

duction, "Hell to Answer," directed by Harold Shaw.

Filters For Cinematoqrapruj
(Continued from Page 4)

the rest of the scene which is to remain definitely in the

background. This form of filter is really a duplicate of the

principle in the fog filter with the exception that it car-

ries a clear center that measures one-half inch in diameter.

For Night Scenes
It has been found that a filter following a black circular

vignette arrangement greatly facilitates the filming of

night scenes. Contrasting the white ir
!

s filter, which is a

white circular vignette, the night filter is black with a

center of glass, one-half inch in djameter. The glass is

surrounded by graduating tones of yellow. This form of

filter makes possible the shooting of night scenes in the

brightest daylight and is said to particularly lend itself to

close-up work.
Matting and vignetting are also possible in various de-

grees with a type of filter known as the irinette, which
gives pictures within a heart, diamond, oval panel, or the

like, all of which are closed in by black borders.

Sky Filter

To give particular attention to sky work when cloud

effects are to be retained or the "true blue" of the heavens
are to be reproduced correct to shades and tones photo-

graphically, Scheibe has devised a sky filter which
varies from a deep yellow at the top to clear glass at the
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bottom. While providing a wide margin in efforts to get

sky effects, the glass bottom permits clear exposure on
the foreground. By pushing the filter downward until the

heaviest yellow shade is opposite the top of the lens, a

cloudy and dusky sky results.

For Tests

What is known as a monotone filter has proved invalu-

able in tests to determine how the various colors will

come up in film. This filter precludes the necessity of

making an actual photographic test and hence its value is

evident. It is said that the monotone has come into use

among organizations which sell colored materials to

producers.

WhUe most filter usage falls into set divisions, Scheibe

produces various combinations of filters for special work.

The advantage of working with the filter is by no means
confined to the motion picture camera, as its application to

the still camera is equally successful.

In add'tion to the graduated filter, Scheibe is able to

produce filters in any color for use with panchromatic film

and with regular stock.

Recently devised forms include a graduated gelatine, of a

very heavy and non-curling nature, that is said to be adapt-

able for trick and stunt work, as well as gelatines of diffus-

ing screens and fog filters, graduating them so that soft

focus or fog effects can be produced without the cessation

of cranking or resorting to "cuts."

From Canada To Florida UDim A Camera
(Continued from Page .7)

One of our chief concerns in the "Soo" was to get sev-

eral thousand extras for the mob scenes in the production.

Before we went to the Canadian city, officials there as-

sured us that they would have no trouble in producing any

numberof people up to 10,000. They lived up to the prom-

ise, but the fulfillment of the promise netted us nothing in

picture results. We called the mob scenes for a Sunday.

That part of the picture was to be especially virile with the

workmen present in large numbers. T?iey were to be

representative workmen of the mills and factories with

the sweat, as it were, beaded over their collective brow

and with the grime of their toils present in their appear-

ance.

• Sunday-Best Was Bad
But we got no such characterizations. We did get our

10,000 people, but it was Sunday, don't forget, and Sunday

meant Sunday-best clothes; moreover, a motion picture

company was in town and if they were to appear in pic-

tures, nothing short of their best clothes would measure up

to the occasion. So their best clothes they wore—straw
hats, starched collars and shirts, and the most assertive of

neckties, and all this was for our mill-marked and factory-

appearing workingmen.

Naturally, to the disappointment of everyone, we had

to postpone the making of our films. We named Thursday

for the second turn-out, but when Thursday came around

the sun didn't come out, so we advanced our date with the

populace another day. But Friday brought more bad luck

in the way of listless weather, so that, as a result, we had

to make a flying trip to New York to obtain our mob mate-

rial. Anyway, the number of people turning out at the

"Soo" was dwindling, there only being about 900 present

on Thursday, and on Friday, evidently discouraged at the

possibility of our putting them into pictures, all stayed

away with the exception of 50.

To Long Island

Our luck was little better on Long Island. Gavin Young,

assistant to Mr. Hartford, had gone ahead to make arrange-

CRECO
'rade Mark

Electric Studio Equipment

We Develop Film Negative and
Make Daily Print

—

And That's All We Do
You can get the benefit of this highly special-

ised skill.

ROY DAVIDGE & CO.
FILM LABORATORIES
1511 Cahuenga Avenue

Hollywood
Telephone Holly 2366

Motor Accessories
Tires, Vulcanizing

Phone
Holly 4313

MULLER BROS.
"EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO"

6380 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal.

CAMERA INSURANCE
ALL, RISK POLICY
J. L. HOLE, Agent

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.
414 Merchants National Bank Bldg.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Main 305. After 6 P. M., Pico 3202.

WANTED—Stineman Developing Outfit, 100-ft.

Write at once, description and price.

Box 1037, New Haven, Conn.
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Cinematographers

Attention

The Bausch & Lomb Ultra Rapid Anas-
tigmat is the first successfully produced
anastigmat working at the speed of F:2.7.

Also fulfills the requirements for color
photography.

Lenses of higher speed so far on the
market are not anastigmats and do not
cover standard motion picture film with
precision. Some even fail to meet the
rated speed.

Supplied with completely closing dia-

phragm, for "fade-outs."

A lens can be secured on triai through your dealer, or

from us. Write for complete description and prices.

Bausch & [omb OPtical ©•

ments for the people who were to appear in the mob
scenes.. We expected, on our arrival, that it would require

fully four or five days to make all those arrangements.

However, an agreeable surprise was in store for us. Mr.

Young had arranged for something like 1000 people on a

"weather permitting" call, to appear on Long Island at

seven o'clock the morning following our arrival to work
before our cameras..

At seven o'clock with the 1000 people present—thanks to

Mr. Young's effic'ency—the sun gave promise of consis-

tency, but by nine the clouds had come and showers followed

thereafter. From that point on it was a running battle

with the weather throughout the day, shooting scenes in

the moments that the clouds and showers left the sun un-

protected, with the result that the $8000 or so in overhead

was not spent in vain.

We returned to Sault Ste. Marie and completed a stay

of nine weeks there. That nine weeks carried us through
July into September—through what should have been the

cream of the summer weather. But unfortunately sum-
mer-time meant rain-time. Despite the fact that there

were only a few hours each day when the sun wasn't due
to be shining, our actual shooting time was but a fraction

of our total stay there.

Business Calls Director
When our stay at the "Soo" ended, it was necessary for

Mr. Hartford to return to New York on company business.

We were as yet confronted with the task of obtaining the

most exciting scenes of the production, those from which
the picture, "The Rapids," took its name—of a man and
a woman shooting "the rapids" in a canoe. Indians who
had agreed to do the work at the "Soo" had lost their

nerve.

"Rapids" Scenes Necessary
"Griff, go get 'em," Mr. Hartford instructed me, referring

to the scenes which were necessary for the completion of

the production. Those few words comprised his entire

instructions, in fact, he did not limit me on time or money
in our quest for the action of the "rapids." In other words,
I was to get the scenes of the man and the woman shoot-

ing the rapids no matter how long it required or how much
money it took.

We left the "Soo" together, Mr. Hartford going on to

New York and I stopping off in Ottawa. When I arrived
there I had racked my imagination as to how I was going
to get the scenes that were so badly needed, but after all

my speculations and investigations, I must admit that I

was at loss concerning what means I should employ to

complete the mission to which I had been ass :gned.

Log-Roller at Right Time
You can imagine my joy, then, when met I quite by acci-

dent, the champion log-roller of Canada in a hotel in

Ottawa.
Ned Letang was his name, and when he discovered what

I wanted, he volunteered that there was not a rapid in the
world that he or his brother were afraid to shoot; more-
over, he wound up his very sincere boast by offering $100
to anyone who could stay with him on a floating or plung-
ing log for five minutes.

So we went to the Lachine Rapids at Montreal, infamous
for their treachery. Ned was to double for the woman in

shooting them, while his brother was to be the man com-
panion. As we procured a 16-foot canoe on shore, a big
Irish-looking policeman, speak :ng excitedly in French, pro-

tested that we had better conclude our mission hurriedly,
as the city authorities would halt us if they discovered our
intentions. The policeman was very emphatic in inform-
ing us that no white man had ever shot the Lachine Rapids
in a canoe. As far back as memory could reach, he told
us, there had been stories of the tragedies which came with
the unsuccessful attempts of not only white men, but of
Indians who were bred to the forest and the Canadian
streams, to navigate those treacherous waters in a canoe.

q^TnpT T? Q ART BACK-111 L/H/O GROUNDS

7heUltrastigmat~/~[ .Q

Speed, flatness of field and
critically sharp definition

are features of this perfect

lens for Motion Picture
Cameras. Effects can be
secured with this lens

under conditions which
would yield no results with
lenses of smaller aperture.

Ask jour ill- mI it for
descriptive folder—

<

>r flT^ All
write us, I IN THE J

IfNSyGUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.,

Clinton Ave., South Rochester, N. Y.
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PUBLIC SALES
VVe have purchased lll-.ooo pair ( . S, Army

Munson Last Shoes, sixes SVi t<> 12, which was the
entire surplus stock of one of the lartcest IT. S. gov-
ernment shoe contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed 100 per cent solid leather,
color dark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is $0.00. Owing to this

tremendous buy we can offer same to the public
at i)i^.95,

Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or send
money order. If shoes are not as represented we will

cherfully refund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SCHEIBE'S PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALTIES
are now popular from coast to coast, and in

some foreign countries.
If my many varieties do not always fill the bill,

tell me your wants and I will make them on
special order.
Always at your service.

GEO. H. SCHEIBE
1636 Lemoyne St. Los Angeles, Cal.

But the cop made no move to halt us. I rather suspect

that he was a bit curious to see what would happen.
The canoe was but a shell in the rapids. The

Letangs, however, paddled it through the water as straight

as an arrow while I made three or four scenes of the'r

operations. Then came the big scene— in which the canoe
was to overturn. Ned came ashore and asked me where
I wanted the spill staged. I threw a rock, which landed
in a whitecap. The Letangs took to the rapids. The canoe,

with a flip of Ned's paddle, leaped six feet in the air and
turned completely over not Ave feet from where the rock
had hit the water.

The waves closed the Letangs from my sight. When I

did see them, I began to despair for Ned's l'fe. His brother-

was cutting through the waves like a knife, toward where
I stood on shore. Three times, however, Ned started out
in the direction of shore and three times he seemingly was
carried with the stream toward the rocks which were only
150 yards away—not even he could ever come over these
rocks alive. But the fourth time Ned struck out for shore
and followed h :

.s brother through the water. The grace
with which they swam against the waves was nothing
short of marvelous. It was especially a feat for Ned, as

he was encumbered with woman's clothes.

Stakes Life Against $2.50 Hat
When he landed he rushed up to me and began apologiz-

ing. Three times, he said, the waves had washed the lady's

hat, which he wore, off his head and carried it downstream,
and neither time when he replaced it on his head would it

remain until at last the waves swept it from sight. Ned
was very sorrowful about the hat that cost the enormous
sum of $2.50 and offered to repeat the scene, which I re-

fused, since I would not be a party to a man's death for

the best picture in the world.

After that I went to St. John, New Brunswick, where I

rejoined Mr. Hartford and where we were to shoot another
production. The promises of ideal weather did not mate-
rialize, for in four weeks we had probably two good shoot-

ing days. The upshot was that we had to go to Florida to

get our sea material and there, too, the weather and the

working conditions were none too ideal.

Light Is Little Different
When the sun did come out in our stay north of the

United States boundary, the light was not very different

photographically from that of Southern California. But the

unreliability of the weather, coupled with the uncertainty

of working conditions, especially for American companies
whose base of operations is on the other side of the border,

are factors that cannot be ignored.

We were charged 25 per cent of our production cost to

take our negative we made in Florida back into Canada. It

costs three cents a foot to bring developed negative out of

Canada and one cent a foot on developed positive. We
contended with laboratory conditions which were not the

best in having our film developed in Canadian laboratories.

I was charged 40 per cent of the cost of my camera to take
the instrument into Canada originally.

Uncertain working conditions during the ent're trip were
greatly alleviated by the whole-hearted co-operation which
Mr. Hartford, as the director, extended to me as the cine-

matographer and to all the other members of the staff.

Without that quiet, smooth-running cooperation we would
not have been able to master the adverse conditions, as we
did. But Mr. Hartford's association with Irs staff during

these hardships ran true to form, as it had always done dur-

ing the five years I have had the pleasure of working with

him as a cinematographer. During that time I have seen

him pitted against probably every imaginable production

difficulty, but never has he fa'led to co-operate to the ut-

most with me and the other members of his staff. I have,

therefore, formed the personal conviction that there is only

one Dave Hartford and that he represents everything that

a cinematographer could ask of a director.

LOST OR STOLEN from Metro Studio, one large

tripod head. Looks like standard Bell & Howell, only
iarger. Of no value to anyone except owner. Re-

ward for information.

Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
Holly 4471 NATIONAL STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD

CINEMA STUDIO SUPPLY CO.
1438 Beechwood Drive

Holly 819

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR RENT
WIND MACHINES R. (SPEED) HOSTETTER

Cinematographers, we appreciate your
patronage.

POPPLETON'S,
Haberdasher,

Next to Levy's Cafe. Hollywood.

FOR RENT

Two Bell and Howell Cameras, 40, 50, 75 mm.
lenses, Thalhammer iris. Jean Trebaol, Jr., 7042

Stilson Street, Palms, Calif. Telephone 761-243.
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Camera Artist

Stephen S. Norton, A. S. C.

Stephen S. Norton, A. S. C, whose
contributions appear on other pages

of this issue of The American Cine-

matographer, is recognized as one of

the most versatile cinematographers
in the mot'on picture Industry.

He has contributed prominently to

the photographic superiority of recent

important productions, among them
being Charles Ray's "The Courtship

of Miles Standish," for which he was
retained for special work in associa-

tion with Georges R/zard and George
Meehan, both A. S. C. members.
Norton's career embraces the whole

of the cinematographic field, his pro-

ductions including innumerable suc-

cessful features.

Provide New Lens

For Mitchell Camera
The Mitchell Camera Corporation is

having a new 40 mm. P:2.7 lens

manufactured under a special contract

for use on the Mitchell camera, ac-

cording to a current announcement.
First shipments on the new lens are

expected to be made shortly. Dis-

tribution will be in the rotation of the

placing of orders.

The lens will come with full clos-

ing diaphragm and may be mounted
in the regular Mitchell mount.

Norman Walker of the Mission Film
Corporation is emitting the merry
whistled tunes of which the poet,

Wh'.ttier, sang. Walker is supervising
the cutting and titling of "The Bare-
foot Boy" at Standard Film Labora-
tories. David Kirkland directed it

and David Abel, A. S. C, was the cine-

matographer.

400000000
TO LOAN

against completed
motion picture
negatives ~ ~ *
release prints
financed -

COMMERCIAL TRADERS
CINEMA CORP

128 WEST 52"4
ST. NEWYORK

lllllIIIlllll111lllll

C R E C O ORGANIZATION
BUYS FACTORY IN

HOLLYWOOD
Due to increased business activities,

the Cinema Sales Company, manufac-

turers of the Creco line of electric

studio equipment, have purchased a

factory at 923 Cole avenue, located on

a site that adjoins the Metro studios

in Hollywood.

The Creco organization will assume

their new headquarters after July 1st.

The new location Is regarded as one

of the best in Hollywood, as it is

situated in the heart of the studio

district.

H. Sylvester is manager of the elec-

tric studio equipment outfit and Joe

O'Donnell is In charge of the rental

department.
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RELEASES
Maij 20th, 1923, to June 17th, 1923

(TITLE PHOTOQRAPHED M]
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"The Exciters" George Webber

"The Shock" Dwight Warren

"Divorce" Jack MacKenz:e

"Mary of the Movies" George Meehan, member A. S. C, and Vernon Walker

"Youthful Cheaters" Fred Waller, Jr.

"The Last Moment'* Not Credited

"Burning Worlds" William Thornley

"Temptation" King Gray, member A. S. C.

"Snowdrift" George Schneiderman, member A. S. C.

"Double Dealing" Dwight Warren

"Sold at Auction" Robert Doran, member A. S. C.

"Crossed Wires" Ben Kline, member A. S. C.

"The Prodigal Son" Not Credited

"Lovebound" David Abel, member A. S. C.

"Cordelia, the Magnificent" Charles Richardson

"Fools and Riches" Allen Davey, member A. S. C.

"Stepping Fast" Dan Clark, member A. S. C.

"Sixty Cents An Hour" Faxon M. Dean, member A. S. C.

"Boston Blackie" George Schneiderman, member A. S. C.
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ANOTHER NEW LENS!

We are having made for us a 40 millimeter Ultra Rapid Ana-

stigmat F:2.7 lens, on the same formula as the 50 millimeter

Bausch & Lomb now on the market, and are accepting orders for

this lens now, to be delivered as received, and in the order of date

as placed with us.

This lens is made for us under contract and will not be avail-

able elsewhere for a considerable period of time, so if you desire

to have your equipment of lenses up to date, book your order with

us now, and be assured of having your lens in regular turn, and

out of this advance shipment to us.

Made with full closing diaphragm only.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION

6025 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, California





OVER THEIR HEADS

Bill Nye, the late humorist, was once egged and driven from
the stage because his hearers didn't get the point of his jokes. His

humor was over the heads of the rural audience. His subtle wit

and deft touches were wasted upon a crowd expecting slap-stick

comedy. Some cinematographers, attempting delicate photo-

graphic effects with their cameras, have had a similar experience

when the laboratory developing and printing the film has lost the

subtle touches in their work.

The cinematographer must have intelligent co-operation in

the laboratory if his work is to attract favorable notice by reason

of its individual excellence. The laboratory must know the un-

usual effects for which he is striving and how these effects are best

obtained. It must work with him all the time. Our realization of

this has gained many friends for STANDARD FILM LABORA-
TORIES among cinematographers. They are anxious to have

their work reach the screen through STANDARD SERVICE and
STANDARD PRINTS.

/Sfcnjcfard T*riqtp
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<The wAdvent of Color Photography
Affirmative side of question which

u?as argued in negative by Philip

E. Rosen, A.S. C.,in January issue.

Bu, J. A. Ball

Director of photography for Tech-

nicolor speaks in defense of color

for dramatic cinematography.

Our eyes are sensitive in two different ways. First,

they are sensitive to differences in intensity of light, and
second, they are sensitive to differences in hue or co'.or

of light. It is only the second type of eye sensitivity

which is connected with our feelings or emotions. Differ-

ences in intensities of light could never affect our emo-
tions, yet, it is well known that colors do, a green light

giving the feeling of restfulness and coolness, red giving

the impression of unrest and warmth. When we feel in

low spirits, we are said to have "the blues" and a had
taste is well described as a "dark brown taste."

"Color" Music

The suggestion has often been made and may some day
be thoroughly practical to p'ay color music; that is, to

affect an audience emotionally by means of varying col-

ored lights thrown on a screen.

Sense of Color and Feelings

This fact, that our sense of color is connected up with

our feelings, whereas our sense of intensity of light is not,

is related to the fact that sensitivity to light is possessed

by animals very low in the scale of life, while sensitive-

ness to color only appears much higher up in the sca'e

of life and, in fact, on'y reaches its fullest development
in man. Nature makes use of color vision in many im-

portant ways. Amongst birds, the sexes are differentiated

by differences in color and the colors are at their bright-

est during their mating season. Amongst human beings,

the ladies have practically a monopoly on color and
make much use of it to add to their charm.

Photoplay Is Eye-appealing Art

Any art which makes its appeal wholly through the eye

must be severely limited if it has not color at its com-

mand, and especially if this art aims to affect our emo-

tions and to deal often with the attraction between men
and women, the need for color is very great.

The photoplay is such an art. Up until the present,

the only use that the photoplay could make of colors was
an over-all tint or tone and the correct use of these is a

very important matter, as for example, the chill coldness

of the blue used for moonlight scenes and the obvious
suggestiveness of the red tone used for fire scenes. Yet
they are a very feeble step in the direct'on of the use of

color and it only can be said that the photoplay art has
color at its command, when it can use any degree of any
color in any part of the scene.

Natural Color In Pictures

The question as to whether a color process, when per-

fected, should attempt to depict the colors of nature and
thus become natural color photography is a more limited

aspect of the question, but it seems most probable that

is its most broad and logical field. It is a tremendous
step in the direction of realism.

Recent Example
Many years of effort and much money have been ex-

pended in the endeavor to place color at the disposal of

the photoplay art and these efforts have now reached a
thoroughly practical stage. Within the last year, there
has appeared a complete photoplay in color which has
been widely distributed and viewed by thousands of

people and universally acclaimed as the first successful
photoplay in co'or. The process by which the picture
was taken is now availab'e to all producers.

Difference of Opinion on Color
Most people are cordial to the advent of co'or and are

full of suggestions as to how it may be put to use now
that is is available, after years of effort. But there are

some skeptical people who maintain that color is not
wanted. This is to be expected for every innovation
encounters from opposition from skeptics. When motion
pictures were in their infancy the same type of people

said that pictures were and always would be a cheap and
inferior imitation of the stage. Today the photoplay is

recognized as a new and separate art.

Painting and Motion Pictures
The opposition to co'or generally takes the form that

color will detract the attention from the main purpose of

the picture, which is to convey an idea; and the com-
parison is made with the fact that color is out of place on
statuary. This latter fact is admittedly true, but no one

would maintain for a minute that color is out of place in

paintings and surely a painting is much more closely

related to the photoplay art than is sculpture. There are

certain types of art, which are based on other qualities

of vision besides color. Among these are scu'pture and
also etching. On the other hand, some of the most mod-
ern paintings depend on co'or alone for their appeal.

But by far the great majority of works of art use all the

qualities of vision including color.

Exclusion of Detail

Looked at from a somewhat different ang'e, if it is

assumed that the purpose of the photoplay is to "hold a

mirror up to nature," both for the mind and for the eye,

then, obviously, color is not only desirable but necessary.

If it is maintained that the mental appeal is damaged
by the intrusion of too much appeal to the eye, then,

excluding colors, we must exclude a'l other attempts at

realism in pictures such as authentic sets, costumes and

details generally in a scene; a tendency, which is cer-

tainly not evident today in pictures.

But all these arguments for and against are now a waste

of time, particularly if one has not seen a photoplay in

color. Co'or has arrived and is in use and the way to

size it up is not to sit and think about it, but to go and

see it and use it and study it. It opens up new fields for

the creative artist.

"Speed" Hostetter is finding out fast that to be a "sure-

enough" secretary of the Electrical Illuminating Engineers'

Society is getting to be a big job. At their regular

meeting, held at the'.r hall, 1103 El Centro street, July 5,

after all important matters were taken care of, the ques-

tion came up of transforming the hall into one place of

artistic beauty and technical completeness, and Secretary

"Speed" was appointed as a committee of one to do the

dolling up, all agreeing that "Speed's" artistic taste for

beauty was such as to assure all members that at their

next regular meeting they all will be enjoying the "big

chairs" float'ng over the ornamental rugs, and in general

breathing the sighs of "welcome home."

Fred Jackman and Floyd Jackman, both A. S. C. mem-
bers, are in the wilds of Colorado, where they are directing

and photographing, respectively, the latest Jackman pro-

duction for release through the Hal Roach organization.

Jack London's "The Call of the Wild," directed by Fred,

was given its premiere recently.
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Kobcrt Kurrle. A. S. C.

A. S. C. Members Finish
Lincoln Picture

Phil. Rosen, A. S. C.

Bij Robert Kurrle,

A. S. C.

H. Lyman Ilro»»iiiiiK, A. S. C.

Cinematography's import-

ance in making Lincoln

super^feature.

With more than 200,000 feet of film having been exposed,

the life of Lincoln is now recorded in celluloid for all time

to come now that the Rockett-Lincoln Film Company pro-

duction of "The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln" has

been completed after more than four months of active

cinematographic work.

What took four months to film covered the life of Lin-

coln from the time of his birth during a blizzard in a rude
cabin at Hodgenville, Kentucky, until the fatal night in

Ford's Theater, 56 years later. These four months of cine-

matography were preceded by a year of extensive research

work into the life history of Lincoln and to which some
of the greatest minds in America today contributed.

Ray and Al Rockett, the producers, placed the results of

this exhaustive research, which extended into channels

heretofore uncovered, in the hands of Frances Marion for

the writing of the scenario.

Production Responsibility
The finished script involved, together with the research

which it followed, an expenditure whien outranked that

made in the actual shooting of the ord'nary production.

When the Rockett feature was ready to be filmed, then, a

tremendous responsibility awaited those to whom the ac-

tual production and photographing were to be entrusted

—

namely, the director and the cinematographer. For these

latter positions Philip E. Rosen, A. S. C, was chosen as

director, and H. Lyman Broening and the writer, A. S. Q.

members, were selected as the cinematographers.

The filming of the Rockett production presented a com-
plex which might be noted here. To a marked degree it

might be classified as a costume play Inasmuch as the

dress of the ante-bellum period is more or less looked on

today as costuming of a picturesque sort; while, on the

other hand, the keynote of the life of Lincoln was sim-

plicity, the effect of which would have been militated

against if an over-display of elaborate costuming had been

used.

The problem facing the director and the cinematog-

raphers was to keep the production within the bounds of

simplicity and at the same time to bring out the greatness,

the superiority, the grandness, we might say, of Lincoln's

life.

Even in the filming of the White House balls, amid the

glitter and feminine beauty, the note of simplicity, as diffi-

cult as it might seem, had to be preserved. To do all this

called for the most thoughtful and thorough direction aided

by accurate and dependable lighting.

Variety of Lightings

Probably no picture as yet produced has offered itself to

the scope and variety of lightings and other cinematog-

raphic treatments as has the Lincoln venlcle. At the

birth of Lincoln, it was necessary to carry out the effect

of desolation and coldness of the blizzard as contrasted

to the warmth and sunshine of his later years.

The entire production, in fact, was one of contrasts just

as the life of Lincoln was one of contrasts—his tall, gaunt

figure ever looked better suited to the rigors of a back-

woods settlement in which he spent so much of his life

than it did among the dandies" of Washington, New York

and the cities along the Eastern seaboard.

While the figure of Lincoln is one of the best beloved in

the world today, his career was, to a degree, mystifying

insofar as he leaped out of comparative oblivion to national

and international prominence within a period of a couple

years at a time in his life when he himself was ready to

admit that he was a failure. Yet in spite of all his awk-

wardness he was distinguished by a certain quiet dignity,

so those that knew him tell us, that could not help im-

pressing those with whom he came in contact and in find-

ing him a warm place in the hearts of all those with whom
he was acquainted.

Cinematographer's Duty
It was the duty, then, of the cinematographers to handle

the filming of Lincoln in such a way as to bring out his

peculiar characteristics as faithfully as possible. It is one

thing to merely shoot a picture and entirely another to

bring it to the screen atmospherically correct. It was not

a matter of minutes, although rapid decision was necessary

more than once, to figure out the best manner in which to

treat the appearances of Lincoln throughout the picture.

Each scene was given separate analysis, with frequent

conferences being held among Phil Rosen, who practices

the policy of oo-operation with those who are associated

with him in a picture that he is directing, n. Lyman Broen-
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PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL STAFF

Kor<t Gray, Ross Tillery, Monroe Bennett, K. L. White, George Kelley, Carl Covenny, Bert King, Harry Kirby, Paul Cos-
grove, Robert Newhartl, A. S. C; Lyman Broenlng, A. S. C.J Robert Kurrle, A. S. C; Albert Green, Al Davis, Ray Roekett,
president, Rockett-Lincoln Film Co.; Al Roekett, production manuger; Phil Rosen, A. S. C, director of "The Dramatic
Life of Abraham Lincoln"; W. L. McPheeters, Edward Brewer, Guy Lundy, Robert Kurl, Dallis Hope, Charles Huber, Hap
Hognn, Jack Radke and Leo Kilgore.

ing and the writer on the subject of photographic treat-

ment. . %

Billings' Ability
Effective cinematography can go a great way to cover up

indifferent acting, but when the cinematographers have a

subject as able as George Billings to work on, cinematog-

raphy ceases to be a factor that offsets negative acting,

but becomes a power in enhancing histrionic ability such
as will make a man famous in the generat :on that will be

contemporaneous with those of his grand-children. If there

was ever an actor to be the reincarnation of Lincoln, it is

Billings. Not only does the latter possess the same physi-

cal appearance of the martyred president, but his entire

mannerisms and actions, in which he lived throughout the

filming of the production, were those of Lincoln. Not only

was Billings' head in the part that he was playing, but his

heart was in it as well. You can appreciate the surprise

of all of those on the set when it was discovered that

Billings, on disdaining to have the subtitles read to him,

had memorized them all, including the speeches, Lincoln's

delivery of which account for many scenes in the feature.

Make-Up Absent
A departure from the usual practice was the fact that

we had very few of the characters to use make-up. The
reason for this was to conform as closely as possible to

the aforementioned simplicity which the Roekett brothers,

Mr. Rosen, Miss Marion and all those connected with the

making of the production conceded to be of predominating
importance if the film was to become a Lincoln classic. To
have "dressed up" the people, for the most part countryside
folks, who came to hear Lincoln's speeches and to whom
even the simplest forms of cosmetics were unknown as

were matches prior to the time that Lincoln became a

store clerk, would have been a gross misplacing of ele-

gance. It is not to be construed that only those who re-

mained at a distance from the camera in the innumerable
mob scenes went without make-up but even those players
who came within close range of the lens likewise went
without cosmetics.

Maximum Number of Cameras Used
Indicating the progressiveness which has marked their

careers as producers, the Roekett brothers were at all times

in accord with the policy of Phil Rosen to use a maximum
number of cameras on scenes that were in the least im-

portant. While those well founded in motion picture pro-

duction knowledge have always regarded it as essential

that every precaution be taken to film a complete record

from all possible angles of scenes the re-taking of which
would entail duplicate cost, this truism has not been gen-

erally appreciated by producers, although its observance
amounts to nothing more than reasonable economy.

Cinematograpbers in Battle Scenes
Had we used a minimum number of cameras on the bat-

tle scenes which were waged over a period of three days
in this production, we would have put ourselves in the way
of being obliged to repeat important sequences at the cost

of thousands of dollars if any of the metal, which, battle-

like, flew in all directions., had impaired any of the cameras
to the extent of destroying the negative. Fortunately, a
careful selection of cinematographers forestalled any cam-
era "flivvers," but even if we had been 100 per cent suc-

cessful in taking scenes with a minimum number of cam-
eras we should have never obtained the wonderful general

battle results which were made possible through the nega-

tive shots by Robert Newhard, Max Du Pont, Allen Davey,
Reginald Lyons, all A. S. C. members, Mr. Boening and
the writer.

Dangers in Picture Battle
That moving picture battles do have their casualties was

evinced in a score of cases in the three days that the Civil

War conflicts were reproduced for the Lincoln film. That
some of the injuries did not end fatally was extreme good
fortune, indeed. For the sake of realism, a Civil War can-

non, eight feet long, was loaded with blasting powder with-

in a foot of the opening of the muzzle and exploded. That
some of the thousand or more soldiers who were partici-

pating in the battle, not to mention the regular production

staff that was present, were not killed was nothing short

of a miracle. The giant gun flew into as many pieces prob-

ably as there were people in the scene, metal hurtling in

all directions, one piece being picked up 100 yards away.
A gun, placed beside a cannon which was blasted into the

air, was split into two pieces, the barrel bursting through
(Continued on Pago 25j
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11 e id Form In DHD
microscopic Films

For several years experiments have been made along
various lines with macroscopic motion pictures. Different

members of the American Society of Cinematographers
in the course of their regular duties, have made such ex-

periments, among them being Faxon Dean, who, with little

or no equipment, obtained noteworthy results for the

Rockfeller Institute, and Andre Barlatier, who worked on
various microscopic subjects in France 12 years ago.

Until a current announcement was made by Sol Lesser
of the Principal Pictures Corporation, there had been
nothing done to produce, on a large scale of release, micro-

scopic pictures for general public exhibition. By virtue of

a recent announcement that the Principal Pictures Cor-

porat : on has begun the production of a series of micro-

scopic films, Lesser evinces his faith in the perfection of

the method whereby the productions are to be made. In

fact, Lesser's appraisal of the method, which is that of

Louis H. Tolhurst, a young scientist, whose experiments

are announced as having culminated in the solving of all

"problems that have till now blocked the way of pro-

ducers of effect've microscopic motion pictures," com-
mands respect because it will be the finances of his

organization that will be involved in the success or failure

of the venture. Lesser's judgment, at any rate, courts

attention for accuracy from the showman's angle as it

was he who signed Jackie Coogan after the latter's

appearance with ChapPn in "The Kid" and developed,

through his releases, the youngster to individual stardom.

The first two of the Principal Pictures series are already

completed. One exploits the bee and the other the

spider. Following these will be presentations of the mos-

quito, the ant, the fly, the locust and other tiny brothers

—

more or less estranged—of man.

Not Patented
Mr. Tolhurst has not patented either Ms apparatus nor

has attempted to protect his processes in securing these

pictures. Nor will he. They are the result of eight

years of study, experiment and labor. He feels moder-

ately confident that they will not be rediscovered by
anybody else unless equal patience, energy and per-

sistence are brought to bear.

Apoaratus of Own Design
The microscope upon the plane of which the moving

insects are photographed by a cinema camera, is specially

designed and is capable of an infinite number of move-

ments to accommodate the caprice of the most irresistible

bug. All angles and adjustments are possible instantane-

ously. A wealth of smaller apparatus, most of it of very

complicated construction, has been designed by Tolhurst

for the proper and painless manipulation of the tiniest of

insects and for the holding and presentation of the smallest

of microscopic organisms.

All experimentors in the realm of microscopic motion

photography are aware of the lighting pronlem. Tolhurst,

it is announced, has solved it fully. He develops a light

of tremendous brilliance and almost entirely without heat.

Thus the most delicate life can be photographed under the

intense illumination and yet be unaffected by undue heat.

An idea of the delicacy of the apparatus required in

high-powered motion photography, is gained from the fact

that the lens can be brought to focus 100 times within

the thickness of a human hair. This sounds so incredible

that Mr. To'hurst begged the interviewer to "make it

forty" since, in h : s opinion only those with scientific

experience along these lines would believe that within the

thickness of a hair there were 100 possible divisions! The
real'ty of the truth of this statement brings the reader

close to the line of research which has been popularly

exploited as the "Einstein Theory."

Method not patented.

Q| Public to see
scientific films.

1-10,000 of Inch
With this apparatus Mr. Tolhurst is able to focus on the

life that swims in a drop of water that has been held
and compressed between the surfaces of two pieces of
plate glass tightly clamped together. In this microscopic
"trace" of water, microscopic life lives, moves and has its

manifold being and swims about as gold-fish in a crystal

aquarium, AND THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO
PLATES OF GLASS IS, MICROSCOPICALLY, SO GREAT
THAT THE SWIMMING ORGANISMS FARTHEST BACK
FROM THE CAMERA AND THE MISCROSCOPE ARE
OUT OF FOCUS! That's the reason why adjustments of

one 10,000th part of an inch are necessary.

Lateral Movements Baffling
As the animal life which the microscope and its co-oper-

ating camera is to take, moves laterally across the lens,

another baffling problem is encountered. In regular

mot :on pictures it will be observed that the characters
come towards or walk away from the camera. Seldom
do they cross the camera's vision. A man running to or

away from the camera is properly registered. But Mr.
Tolhurst does not deal with actors who take his orders.

He deals with capricious insect life and the direction in

which a spider runs, a fly buzzes or a bee takes its way
cannot very well be determined in advance. Tolhurst has
completely solved this problem, too. To capture and re-

cord this lateral activity—quick as the dart of an arrow

—

requires a speeding up of the camera shutter so that

instead of 16 exposures per second, there may be as many
as 32. As the time duration of each shutter-opening is

diminished, the light entering the camera and registering

on the sensitive film is likewise diminished. If there are

32 exposures per second instead of only 16, each exposure
endures but half the length of time during the more rapid

speed. To compensate for this, Tolhurst has developed
lamp brilliance which he says is the most powerful ever

employed in picture making and done after processes of

his own devising.

Runs 15 Minutes Before Focusing
As an illustrat :on of the extreme sensitiveness of the

apparatus Tolhurst has perfected for the taking of micro-

scopic motion pictures he tells how, in some of his high-

power work he was bewildered because, though his equip-

ment was properly adjusted—or seemed to be—when he

began it would prove at the end of the sequence or scene,

to be faulty; the images became blurred and the film

worthless for nearly a half of its length. He discovered

the cause. The friction and the lights, the temperature of

the room, all affected the delicate mechanism so that, in

the infinitesimal expansion of metal tnat followed, his

microscope would be thrown out of focus. The remedy
was simple. He now runs his apparatus for 15 or 20 min-

utes before he begins his efforts to focus on the tiny

animals he is to photograph.

Another problem was the timely starting of the intricate

apparatus. If, for instance, he wanted to catch the lateral

race of a spider across its web in the undeviating path it

makes when after a fly, he would have to get his motion

picture camera to functioning almost, if not qu'te, in-

stantaneously. Either that or he would have to keep it

running continuously and spinning off its footage of film

until the instant when the insect moved. As it sometimes

takes the better portion of a half day to get the capricious

bug to perform just right, the reader will readily see that

such waste of celluloid would put a prohibitive price on

the picture. By means of an electrically controlled clutch

which can be operated from any place In the laboratory,

(Continued on Page 22)
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Arctic Equipment For The Cinematographer
Hoa> to handle camera List qiuen of wearing

parts and film in belou> Bu, John Dored, A. S. C. apparel that holds
zero lands. out cold.

in the southern part of this island i.s one degree centigrade below zero, which brings
Innumerable hardships for cinematographers who film there. Only vegetation i.s moss,

I think I will not come far from the truth by expressing
the belief that the cinematographers of the world are a
body of men who regard each other as close relatives,

regardless of standings or nationality. The "Camera"
is the binding symbol of our profession ana wherever we
meet on "location" or elsewhere, we meet as brothers.

There is and always will be a certain amount of compe-
tition among us in our work, but if this were not so there

would be no progress.

But what is the reason of this brotherly feeling among
us? Is it not because the cinematographer has thus far

not received full recognition for his extremely responsible

and complicated work from "outsiders" or even from
men within our own profession? Those who are really

capable of giving the cinematographer full credit are in

reality only brother cinematographers.

If we really love our profession, as I know we do, we
must follow and live up to the motto of the American
Society of Cinematographers—"Loyalty, Progress and
Art." This means: "Don't be selfiish; help along your
brother with practical advice whenever he needs it; don't

keep your knowledge to yourself alone, for some day you
will also need information and advice.

Field Is Extensive
The cinematographers.' activities embrace so wide a field

that it is absolutely impossible for one man to know all.

Therefore, in special emergencies, it would be of great
benefit to all if we could give advice and aid each other
to produce better results. I strongly believe that the time

is not very far away when the cinema-going public will

attend only those pictures which will be true in location,

i. e., if the action of the picture is going to take place, for

instance in India, it will really have to be taken in India

and not around the corner of a Long Beach studio.

Believes Attraction Tremendous
I can imagine the tremendous drawing power of motion

pictures when the public will be convinced that it is no

longer being cheated by fake advertising and fake pictures.

The public nowadays is well aware of the fact when a

faked "location" is thrown on the screen. No matter how
clever may be the director and the cinematographer it is

absolutely impossible for them to reproduce true nature,

manners, customs and architecture of various countries of

the world without actually filming on the spot.

This would naturally result in bigger production costs,

but I believe that the returns would be accordingly. Such

pictures would not only have an entertainment value but

would also have a real educational value. And the public

is flocking to this type of picture more and more.

Varied Climates
If my prophecy is realized, the cinematographer must

be prepared to work in all kinds of weather and climates

and this is not at all an easy task. At first it does not

seem so difficult, but when you are suddenly confronted

by unusual conditions, only then will you realize the mis-

take you make by not studying in advance climate condi-

tions under which you are suddenly forced to work.

(Continued on Page 16)
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"Klieg Eojes" %
Whatever may have been the disadvantages of the early

days of motion pictures when the sun was depended on

exclusively for light, the players of the pioneer era were at

least not beset with the affliction known as "klieg eyes,"

which modern artificial lighting equipment has brought

into the realms of picture making.

"Klieg eyes" remain popularly a mystery, there being

innumerable opinions as to its cause and cure. The chief

concern still is to cure the effect rather than to stop the

cause. Herewith are presented expressions on the prac-

tical, every-day side of the problem from people who come

in constant contact with the malady:

By Faxon M. Dean, A. S. C.

I have been observing conditions surrounding cases of

"klieg eyes" since the malady first became known in

moving pictures and it is my personal belief, as the result

of such observation, that the disorder is caused by the

rays of light rather than by carbon dust, as is sometimes

believed.

In this connection I might mention that the most

severe cases of "klieg eyes" have come, in my experience,

when the company was working' outdoors at night. This

would indicate that it is the beams of light which does

the injury for, in working on an exterior, there is little

chance for the carbon dust to become so thick as to injure

the eyes as severely as "klieg eyes" do, since there are no

walls to confine the escape of the dust as is the case with

interiors.

My belief is that the malady is brought about by shock

induced by the sudden strain on the eyes when the lights

are turned on. The contrast is so sudden and great when
the strong lights shoot forth their beams in daylight or

night that the pupils of the eye do not have sufficient

time to "pinch down" to the point where they can best

withstand the dangers of the lights. Even when the eyes

have become accustomed to the lights, it is of course an

act of foolhardiness to look directly at them.

When the eye is caught unawares, as it were, so that the

pupil does not have a chance to "pinch down" to resist the

sudden flow of light, there results a nerve and muscle

strain and "sunburning" of the pupil, as one optician puts

it, that makes the disorder of "klieg eyes." It has been
suggested that lights be turned on gradually, by one

method or other, so as to give the eye the chance to

become accustomed to the change of light, but as estimates

put it that such a procedure would take approximately

one-third off the shooting time, it is regarded as impossible

by production officials.

If carbon dust causes "klieg eyes," I believe that we
would have heard of the disorder when pictures were
first shown instead of after artificial lighting came into

use. In the old days before laws compelled projection

booths to be ventilated, and when the nearest approach
to ventilation was little smoke-stacks attached to the pro-

jection machine, there was nothing heard of any such
trouble even though the cramped projection booths were
invariably filled with carbon dust wh :ch was a great deal

thicker than dust could ordinarily be on a studio set with

three sides and no ceiling; the dust, however, was the

cause of the contraction of tuberculosis in numerous in-

stances.

|B

*^\ Practical side of painful motion

(/ picture malady is discussed.

By Andre Barlatier, A. S. C.

"From discussion comes truth," the French proverb

reads.

"Klieg eyes" have been a serious trouble to the workers
within motion picture production since artificial lighting

came into use, yet no one seems, as yet to have been able

to advance reasons that will satisfy evejryone as to the

cause of this form of suffering, the seriousness of which
can be attested to by those who have fell a victim of it.

The cinematographer, probably better than anyone else,

is able to closely observe the symptoms and the charac-

teristics of the trouble, and from such observations form
his opinion as to its cause and to combat the trouble ac-

cordingly.

The two chief causes of "klieg eyes," as popularly
accepted, are from the carbon dust and from the effects, of

the power of the light rays. In the latter case, it is

believed that the great strength and power of the lights

burn into the eyes, congesting the blood vesesls and
injuring the nerves so that the trouble known as "klies

eyes" results.

It seems that if the affliction were so caused, that the

injury would be permanent since, when the composition
of nerves and muscles of the eye have been burned suf-

ficiently to cause such intense pain as is the case in

"klieg eyes," it is hardly likely that the eyes'ght will go
back to normal as happens in typical cases. In this con-

nection, happenings in French production quarters about
15 years ago when the white carbon, made in Germany,
was being used, might be mentioned. Very little trouble

was being experienced when, in the course of improvement,
it was decided to use an ultra-violet carbon, also made in

Germany. We experienced immediate trouble. The stars

began to suffer with their eyes. The suffering became so

acute and general that some of the players brought suit

against the company, charging that their eyesight was
being injured. A clinic was held with some of the most
famous doctors in France, including Doyen, in attendance,

and cases of the eye trouble—which is now known as

"kl'eg eyes"—were examined. The doctors' conclusions on

the examination were introduced into the testimony of the

trial to the effect that the trouble was only temporary and
that it was an irritation rather than a permanent injury.

What the clinic of French doctors found, seemed sub-

stantiated by the cinematographer's practical findings

within the stud : os. That is, as soon as It was seen that

the ultra-violet carbon was causing the irritation, plain or

ground glass were attached before such lights and the

cases of "klieg eyes" dwindled away. The light was as

strong as it had been before, but the carbon fumes had
been prevented from floating about and finding their way
into the eyes of the players by placing the glass before the

lights, all of which would seem to indicate that it was the

fumes and not the power of the light which was the

mischief maker.
A great many cases in which the sufferers believe them-

selves to be suffering with "klieg eyes" result from nothing

more, in my personal opinion, than weakness of the eyes

and it is only natural that the eye that Is none too strong

should feel the effect of working under strong lights for

several hours just as the same eye undoubtedly would be

affected were it to be exposed to the reflection of strong

sunlight on the water at the beach.

So far as strength and power of light Is concerned, the

high-power spot is a great deal more powerful than the

ordinary carbon light, yet we have never heard the spot

being seriously mentioned as the cause of "klieg eyes."

A majority of the "klieg eyes'" cases today comes, I

(Continued on Page 17)
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^TllC Editors' ComCr —conducted bu Foster Qoss

Advance reports carry the information that a prominent photo-

graphic organization is about to market devices which, it would seem

after thorough consideration from all angles, are destined to throw

open the widest field for motion picture production yet known.

The devices are: First, a home projection machine; and second,

a motion picture camera designed for the use of the layman.

Most important of all, however, is the plan to supplement the

services of the new instruments with a circulating library of motion

picture films, which may be shown at the family fireside as well as in

the theatre.

As wide as is the use of the motion picture today, no one may safely

say that it has attained its ultimate form of dissemination. The theatre,

of course, continues as the principal outlet of the cinema, although the

school and the church are employing films at an increasing rate. There

is, however, one channel that motion pictures have not reached physi-

cally as yet, and that is the home. True enough, the home, through the

various members of the family, forms the nucleus of the average

"movie" audience, but the home itself is not privately exhibiting films.

What will happen when it is possible for the family to view motion

pictures without leaving the fireside? Will it not be possible to bring

the cinema before additional millions, who now rarely, if ever, visit a

picture theatre? Consider the radio for instance. Will there not be

tremendous advantages in having the power of films as widespread as

that of the newspaper, the influence of which is reckoned according to

the percentage of the circulation that goes within the home—not accord-

ing to the "street sales," which are read and cast aside in the street car?

It will be interesting to note what attitude the exhibitor will take

toward home moving pictures. Will he regard them as straight com-

petition to his business, or will he look upon them as cultivating a

greater interest in professional presentation of films, as the phonograph

is conducive to a growing appreciation of good music? WH1 it not be

possible that he will have an expanding audience that will hold a stu-

dent's attention for the professionally made pictures that he shows?
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Even if the mechanical perfection of any lay camera or home

projector is granted—there are those who believe that no scheme of

this kind can be practical unless the him is of the accepted standard

size, and that of the forthcoming instruments is not—the success of the

entire undertaking will still depend to a very great degree on the effi-

ciency and thoroughness of the library circulating system. The aver-

age owner of the home camera and projection outfit, although he may
be may be ever so enthusiastic and industrious in the pursuit of his

avocation, will scarcely be able to produce enough subjects, in the time

that he has to spare, to amuse his family on all occasions. Moreover,

when it comes to subjects that require players and professional facili-

ties, the home projectionist must necessarily look to films that have

been produced by the profession. In fact, there is little doubt that the

greater part of the projection machine's running time, for subjects

other than instructional, will be devoted to professional prints if the

library is able to supply them.

The question as to whether arrangements will be effected whereby

the home may be provided with prints of the same vehicle that is shown

in theatres is an open one. It is in this connection that the attitude of

the exhibitor will be a decisive factor.

At any rate, it is entirely possible that library organizations can

begin production of dramatic, educational, travel and other subjects to

furnish the home with films, and it is not at all improbable that, revolu-

tionary as it might be, the volume of such picture making would out-

rank that of production for theatres.

This much is certain: That a wide use of motion pictures in the

home will mean increased activity for those who are identified with

cinema production.

And not the least of all, the person who knows how difficult it is to

achieve superior photographic results will better appreciate the worth

of the cinematographer, who must maintain consistently beautiful

results to hold his rank.
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RELEASES
June 24th, 1923, to Julxj 8th, 1923

CTITLE

' Alice Adams"

"The Woman
Faces"

"Slippy McGee"

With Four

"Sawdust"

"Daughters of the Rich"

"The Rapids"

"Counterfeit Love"

"The Law of the Lawless"

"The Courtship of Miles
Sandwich"

"The Girl of the Golden West'

"Fog Bound"

"The Man Next Door"

"Garrison's Finish"

"The Little Red Schoolhouse"

"S'.ander the Woman"
"Human Wreckage"

"Peter the Great"

"The Fog"

"The Spoilers"

"The Love Piker"

"The Mysterious Witness"

"Shootin' for Love"

"McGuire of the Mounted"

'The Chase"

"Merry-Go-Round"

PHOTOQRAPHED Bl]

George S. Barnes, member A. S. C.

James Howe

Allen J. Seigler, member A. S. C, and J. C. Hutch-
inson.

Allen Davey, member A. S. C.

Karl Struss

Walter Griffin, member A. S. C, and Oliver Siguard-

son

William Black

George R. Meyer

Robert V. Doran, member A. S. C.

Sol Polito, member A. S. C.

Henry Cronjager, member A. S. C.

W. Steve Smith, Jr., member A. S. C.

Harold Rosson

George Weber
Byron Haskins

Henry Sharp, member A. S. C.

Not Credited

John Arnold, member A. S. C.

John Stumar, member A. S. C. and Dwight Warren

George Barnes, member A. S. C.

Not Credited

Virgil Miller

Ben Kline, member A. S. C.

Not Credited

Charles Kaufman and Wm. Daniels
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Snakes a. s. c.

The articles of Victor Milner and Dan Clark in the last

two issues of The American Cinematographer bring to

mind the fact that snakes, besides offering colorful back-

ground for the Hopi and Smoki snake dances, are very

often important in the cinematographer's calling, especially

in that of the cinematographer who may be shooting

"western" pictures.

Since there is a universal horror of snakes, since the

rattlesnake is generally the most feared of all snakes in

America, and since the West is the principal abode of

the rattler, it is more or less natural that this form of

reptile should find its way into scenarios which deal with

"western" subjects.

Human Fears Snakes
The filming of a snake, of course, is no easy job. First

of all, the cinematographer, like other human bemgs, is

prone to possess an inherent horror of snakes; and even
if his nerve out-balances his horror, snakes are the most
wriggly and elusive of beings to get recorded on celluloid.

Friend of Snakes
I might say right here that I speak as a friend of the

downtrodden snake and because of my friendly feeling to

this form of crawling life, I no doubt have saved myself
many days of worry—thanks to a fondness cultivated in

my childhood days—when I have been called upon to film

sequences in which a snake was a leading "character" or

to work in locations infested with them.
The public, I suppose, usually understands that the

snakes which appear in pictures are fanged. This is done
as a precautionary measure, as a snake without his fangs
is practically harmless. He can bite you, but the bite, un-

less it becomes otherwise infected, is no more injurious

than a pin scratch if any of the poison, which the snake
carries in a sort a sack in his throat, does not get into

the wound. And as the snake depends on the fang, which
he dips into the poison sack before he shoots it at his

intended prey, for his defensive weapon, he is robbed of

mischief when his fangs are removed.

Silk Cloth for Fanging
There is a popular conception that the best way to fang

a snake is to pull out his poison-conveying fangs
with a pair of pliers, but it has been found that the most
effective method is to force the reptile to strike at a piece
of silk cloth, which will entangle the points on the
fishhook-like fangs, so that they may be yanked from the
reptile's jaws. The snake will not strike at the silk unless
it is presented before him in such a manner as to make him
angry; therefore, the person who manipulates the cloth

to arouse the reptile's ire must handle it in such a way that
the snake will be sure to strike at the cloth and not at

the tormentor. The most satisfactory procedure to fol-

low is to tie the cloth on the end of a stick and then to

tease the snake with the cloth after the stick has been
inserted in a cage which safely confines the snake.

After the reptile's fangs have become tied up in the silk,

he must be given time to recover from his anger before
anyone attempts to lay hold of him to fang him. When
he has resumed his serenity, he must be approached very
quietly and slowly from behind, in a way that will not un-

duly excite him, until the person who is to do the fanging
can place his thumb and forefinger on the snake's "n«ck"

—

that is, to firmly take hold of the reptile immediately be-

hind his head so that his jaws are thrown out of place, as
they are when he swallows a rabbit or the like. A snake
held in such a manner has no power to strike him so long
as he is held securely; all the rattler's captor has to do
then is to use his other hand to catch hold of the piece of
silk and jerk out the snake's fangs.

Cinematographer noted for truthful^

ness and sobriety speaks

on snakes.

Rattler for Showmanship
It will be noticed that reference is made to the rattle as a

matter of course. This is for the reason that it has been
found to be a bit of good showmanship to use the rattle-

snake unless the script specifically calls for some other

kind, since, as I have pointed out before, the American pub-

lic usually regards the rattler as the most deadly of all

his brethren, and it is to meet the popular conception,

then, that the rattler, with enough rattles and buttons on
the end of his tail to make him look horribly realistic,

should be used. It is next to impossible to substitute some
harmless variety for the deadly rattler, as any moving
picture of a snake, to get over the suspense which usually

attends such a scene, invariably is shot at close range so

that the audience may be sure that it is looking at a snake.

Hard to Handle
Aside from the fear that they inspire, snakes, are hard

subjects to handle. The cinematographer who sets out to

film as few as one should !ay in a full stock of patience, for hs
will need every bit that he can command. Production of-

ficials who are interested in keeping down overhead will

do well also to have it arranged that there be as few
people, who represent expense that can be avoided as long
as they are absent, on the set as possible during the time
snake scenes are to be shot, as they may wait around a

day or more for the snake to have his countenance cap-

tured in celluloid.

Temperamental Snake
There is one snake in particular that I recall as being

probably the most temperamental that I ever filmed. In

one of the early Thomas H. Ince productions, a snake had
to lead William S. Hart to a cave where Hart would dis-

cover evidence that would exonerate his best friend in

the picture. The reptile was to be pursued by Hart in

anger after the two-gun man, who never missed a 10-cent

piece, at several hundred yards, had failed, for some mys-
terious reason, to kill him in several shots. The particu-

lar bit of action in which the snake refused to behave was
to show Hart shooting at the snake, the bullets hitting the

ground on all sides of the reptile, and, finally, the snake
was to rush out of the picture with Hart in pursuit. In-

stead of the snake running away in an opposite direction

from the camera he persistently headed for the tripod leg.

Maybe he had the idea that the closer he got to the cam-
era, the more apt he was to get a close-up and so was
therefore determined to crawl on the inside of the p

: cture

box so that he would be close enough for his close-up. At
any rate, he had me grinding away and Bill Hart shoot-

ing lead into the earth from early morning until dusk be-

fore he would consent to crawl in any direction other than

that of the camera.

Snake in the Darkroom
That particular snake had somewhat of a history, which

at the time made him well known at Inceville, near Santa
Mon : ca, Calif., where the Thomas Ince studios were located

before the Ince plant was built at Culver City. The film

darkroom at Inceville was dug into the side of a hill and
walled with concrete to make it fireproof. One day some-
one entered the darkroom, reached up on a shelf for a can
of film and instead pulled down a writhing snake. He let

out a yell and ran out of the room, and as a result every-

body who had business in the darkroom regarded himself

as the most unfortunate person in pictures. The snake
was like a graveyard ghost in a negro community. Every-

body who went into the darkroom seemed to have seen
him, but he was ever on the escape. One day I decided to

(Continued on Page 20)
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There's no detail too delicate, no highlight

too brilliant for faithful reproduction on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

It carries through to the screen the entire

range of tones that care in exposing has

secured in the negative.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base—now obtainable in

thousand foot lengths, is identified

throughout its length by the words

"Eastman" "Kodak" stenciled in

black letters in the transparent

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Nickolaus and Tompkins Read Nevu

Oumers of Rolluux>ocl Studios

Hollywood Studios, one of the finest and most com-

pletely equipped motion picture studio properties in South

ern California, has been purchased by a group of Los An-

geles men headed by S. M. Tompkins and John M. Nicko-

laus, founders of Standard Film Laboratories.

This announcement is made by Tompkins and Nicko-

laus following several weeks of negotiations. William Sis-

trom, one of the best known executives of the motion pic-

ture industry, will have charge of the studios under the

new management and will continue to operate them as

rental studios for independent producers of motion pic-

tures.

The purchase of Hollywood Studios by the group repre-

sented by Tompkins and Nickolaus 'involves property val-

ued at more than three-quarters of a million dollars. The

studios are situated on a tract of approximately 12 acres

with an entrance at 6642 Santa Monica boulevard, Holly-

wood. This property is joined in the rear by the seven-

acre tract owned by Standard Film Laboratories. The
laboratories face Seward street, one block south of Santa

Monica boulevard.

Tompkins and Nickolaus announced that the organiza-

tion buying the studios is entirely separate from the

laboratories.

It is planned to combine the available space of both

tracts of land for the construction of large sets for com-

panies producing pictures at these studios. In all, there

will be more than 18 acres located in the industrial heart

of Hollywood. The studio property has a frontage of 712

feet on Santa Monica boulevard and of 387 feet on Seward
street. This does not include three residence lots at the

southwest corner of Seward and Santa Monica boulevard.

With the Seward street property, now owned by Standard

Film Laboratories, this will give a total frontage on this

thoroughfare of 717 feet.

The new management of Hollywood Studios is made
up of men widely known in film circles. Sistrom, who
will be in complete executive charge, supervised construc-

tion of the Universal Studios at Fort Lee, N. J., and for

three years was general manager at Universal City, Calif.

He has also managed the interests of Cosmopolitan Pic-

tures, both in the East and in Southern California.

Hollywood Stud'os were built and owned by a corpora-

tion headed by C. E. Toberman, prominent Hollywood
real estate operator; C. W. Bradford and John Jasper, who
has been in executive charge. Jasper has been prominent-

ly identified with the rnotion picture industry for a num-
ber of years. The studios are considered one of the most
beautiful film plants in Southern California. The buildings

are of cream-colored stucco and the grounds have been
carefully laid out in grass, shrubbery and flowers. R. V.

Morrison, Los Angeles realtor, effected the sale to Tomp-
kins and Nickolaus.

Some of the biggest pictures of recent years in the

independent producing field have been made there, in-

cluding productions with such screen celebrities as Paul-

ine Frederick, Will Rogers and Marshall Neilan. Among
those whose production activities are now centered at

Hollywood Studios are Harold Lloyd, Douglas MacLean,
Irving Cummings, William P. S. Earle and Finis Fox.

Doane Harrison has hidden himself away in the privacy
of an inaccessible cutting room at Standard Film Labora-
tories to put the finishing editorial touches on "Gigi," the
first Dinky Dean production, which was recently com-
pleted under the direction of Albert Austin. The picture
is a six-reel feature and the story is laid in Italy in the
fifteenth century. Harry Thorpe, A. S. C, photographed it.

ANOTHER
SPECIAL DEBRIE OFFER

Debrie High Speed Camera, latest

model, slightly shop worn, with two inch

F 3.5 Krauss lens, two magazines 400 ft.

capacity, two leather cases and new Pre-

cision Ball Bearing Tripod. Outfit listed

at $3000.00.

SPECIAL AT $2000.00

The Debrie High Speed Camera is the

only high speed outfit which is guaranteed

to produce rock steady pictures even

though taken at the rate of 240 pictures

per second.

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS CO., Inc.

Bryant 6635

118 West 44th Street

New York City

There is but one lens that can give you

an image-quality like that in

"The Covered Wagon"

THE
GRAF VARIABLE
ANASTI G MAT

Anastigmat and PERFECT Soft Focus-

adjustably so, to any usable degree

GRAF OPTICAL COMPANY,
SOUTH BEND Indiana.
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PHONE HOLLYWOOD 4777
FOR

EFFICIENCY,

SERVICE and

QUALITY in

LABORATORY WORK
Chester Bennett Film Laboratories, Inc.

6363 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, California

Jlrctic Equipment for the Cinematographer
(Continued from Page 8)

Northern Work
My profession as cinematographer has carried me around

the world, from the extreme north to the tropics. But
most of my .work has been done in the north and thus I

am able to advise, by experience, on what precautions
must be taken by the cinematographer in order to obtain
good results in a climate where the thermometer is regis-

tering as low as 65 degres centigrade below zero.

First of all comes the question as to what camera must
be used. Secondly, comes the question as to how to keep
the raw stock and the camera in good condition. And last,

but not least important is the wearing apparel of the

cinematographer himself.

Before I continue I want to say that my first experience
in 1912 in taking pictures in the extreme cold of the

Arctic proved very disastrous and the whole trip was lost

entirely and solely because I did not have the r : ght type of

a camera.

Oil Freezes
The camera for work in a cold climate must be of a

make which has as little mechanism as possible and sim-

ple in construction, so as to allow the cinematographer
to take it apart easily, so that the parts may be wiped as

frequently as possible. The mechanism must be extremely
simple for the reason that while working in Arctic cold

the camera cannot be oiled, because the oil will freeze

and cranking will be impossible.

Bone Oil or Kerosene
All you can do is to wipe the bearings with a piece of

cloth with a particle of bone oil on it, or, still better, with
kerosene, just enough to prevent the mechanism from rust-

ing. The frequent wiping of the parts is essential be-

cause of the perspiration of the metal parts. When the

camera is brought from the cold into a warm location,

rust would follow quickly.

In the cold, as is known to us, the metallic parts in the

camera contract and this is why the cranking becomes
more and more difficult. If the camera is not of the right

type (if the mechanism is too complicated and clumsy) it

may happen that, in the intense cold, that it will not work
at all, and with the handle being forced, the mechanism
will simply fall to pieces.

Now comes the question, what make of camera is best

suited for this purpose. There are lately so many types

of new cameras on the market that are unknown to me,
that it is a difficult matter to say with certainty such and
such a camera is the best. But the cinematographer who
will have to choose a camera for work in extreme cold

must not forget the above advice and must select a cam-
era with the simplest possible mechan : sm, with few
revolving parts, that may be easily taken apart.

Friction Harmful
The film must travel through the camera with as little

frict
:on as possible. This is very important, otherwise

the negative will be full of static. Padding the camera
outside with a thick felt cover will help a great deal to

prevent the cold from penetrating into the camera. The
lining of the camera case and the carrying box for film

boxes is absolutely necessary, for otherwise our film will

freeze to such a point that it will break like glass in places

where it must make a sharp bend in the camera.

The camera and the raw stock should not be brought

suddenly from an extreme cold to a warm place. The
change from cold to warmth must proceed gradually. It

is preferable, if possible, to leave the film in a tempera-

ture from to 5 degrees centigrade during the entire trip

naturally expect when working and not to bring it into

warm quarters at all.

Must Avoid Frequent Changes
Frequent changes of temperature from extreme cold to

warmth will cause the film to perspire and this results in

the partial destruction of the emulsion and uneveness of

its sensibility.
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Personal Outfit

This will cover the main points of the camera and raw
stock for extreme cold and it remains only to list the cine-

matographer's personal outfit. On my northern trips I

generally wear a long Russian sheepskin coat with

woolen padding on the outside, fur hat with overlapping

ear covers, a good woolen shawl, a double pair of warm
mittens, a pair of hipboots made of felt which you wear
without shoes on the inside and, of course, woolen under-

wear and socks. With such an outfit I was comfortable
enough in even the fiercest cold.

However, I must honestly say, that taking pictures in

extreme cold is incomparably more difficult than operat-

ing in extreme heat. The cinematographer must not only

take special precautions to preserve his camera and film

in usuable condition but also has to encounter quite pain-

ful conditions while taking the pictures. He cannot load

and focus with gloved hands, the intense frost seizes your
hands and makes them numb in a moment, and it is diffi-

cult to get them warm again.

And then the light conditions are very bad indeed, es-

pecially in the winter months. When we also consider

transportation difficulties in the snow and ice of the Far
North, we must come to the conclusion that no doubt all

of these difficulties are the reason why there are so very
few pictures in existence of these regions, as compared to

numerous tropical pictures. If I had the choice of where
I oould work, in the tropics or in the Arctic, I would cer-

tainly prefer the tropics in regard to difficulties, but not

when it comes to interest in Mother Nature. Only up
there in the eternal snows and ice, in the endless white
stretches, in the blizzards and in that dramatic silence,

only there you feel human nullity and the grandness of

nature.

My four northern trips included the Murmansk district,

the western coast line of the White Sea and of the Arctic

ocean, the Island Nova Zemla (New Land), and up to

France Joseph Land, the Kars Sea and Siberia.

I might add that I made all of these trips with only one
assistant and in my several thousand miles of travel in

the Far North I have never accompanied an expedition.

On my trip to France Joseph Land I traveled on a steam-

ship which went there hunting walrus.

"Klieg Eu.es"

(Continued from Page 9)

believe, from carbon dust which escapes from the lamp.

This theory is strengthened by the fact that the eyes feel

"sandy" when in the throes of the irritation.

You may ask how dust can escape when the average
player, believing that "klieg eyes" are caused by the power
of the light, insists that the light be covered in the front

with glass or silk so that its force is lessened. But the

electrician, to eliminate the flickering of the carbon
caused by the lack of ventilation which results when the

front of the lamp is covered, opens the top of the lamp,

thus allowing the dust to escape.

The simplest and most effective way to treat cases of

"klieg eyes" seems to be the dropping of castor oil into

the eyes. When this practice is followed, there results

almost immediate relief. The theory is that the dust

which has settled in the eye adheres to the oil which,
when removed from the eye, takes with it the carbon dust
which has been causing the irritation.

If it were the strength and the power of the light

which caused the trouble, then it seems likely that relief

would not come so quickly with the simple application

of oil, but that, with the nerves and the blood vessels in-

jured, the recovery would be slower. At any rate, it would
seem that the injury would be permanent if the make-up
of the eye would be so affected.

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Whatever your photographic requirements
may be, you will find our stocks most
complete.

MOTION PICTURE
LENSES

You will find your favorite Lens here in

our complete stock, which includes the
following:

B & L Ultra Rapid Anastigmat F 2.7

Dallmeyer Pentac F 2.9

Ultrastigmat F 1.9

Carl Zeiss F 3.5

Goerz Hypar F 3.5

Cooke F 3.5

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
510 S. Broadway, Los Angeles
Telephones: 66911; Main 6920

545 Market Street, San Francisco
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THE BELL & HOWELL MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

A Few Facts
Exclusively embodied the basic

pilot n-eMiT film movement.
Original in design.

Built with the precision of the
finest chronometer.

So durable as to function per-
fectly an indefinite period of
time.

Direct focusing arrangement.
Has the only successful ultra-
speed attachment and a cine-
motor with positive variable
.speed control.

Has many imitator*.

Made and suaranteeil by the pio-
neer and world's largest manu-
facturers of standard cinema-
chinery.

I sed and endorsed by the fore-
most cinematographers in the
industry.

Success insurance.

HOLLYWOOD
CHICAGO NEW YORK

FILMS AND RADIO SEEN
AS NEXT GREAT STEPS IN

PROGRESS OF EDUCATION
Writing in the Los Angeles Times on his 50 years as a

university professor, Dr. Gilbert Ellis Bailey, prominent in

educational circles and instructor of many of the country's

foremost public men, states that visual education " is to

be the next great step" in educational progress. Dr. Bailey

says in part:

"Visual education is to be the next great step in

advance. Agassiz started teaching deduction from ob-

servation, and today instead of spending weary months
of travel in order to see and know how 'the other fellow

lives,' and learn a lesson from it; today the whole world

is flashed before you on the silver screen.

"Even the miner buried in the snows of far-off Alaska

may keep up with the times and hear by radio the best

the world has to offer.

"Radio and the screen are educating the masses in their

own homes, instead of the few far away from home."

During his career as a university professor, Dr. Bailey,

who for the past 15 years has been a member of the

faculty of the University of Southern California, has seen

instruction evolve to its present stage from a very limited

field as "shown by my textbook, which I still keep. It was
'Olmsteads' Natural Philosophy,' written by a Yale pro-

fessor, and covering the whole range of science in 350

small pages. Each page measured only about three by five

inches. It covered (?) mechanics, hydrostatics, machin-

ery, pneumatics, acoustics, music, electricity and optics."

The foreign negative of Mae Murray's new picture, "The
French Doll," made by Tiffany Productions, is under the

editorial shears at Standard Film Laboratories.

SMOKED SPECTACLES STALL
STAHL'S SIGHT; SO SCENES

SEEM SEVERELY SOMBRE
Scene I. Projection room in studio.

John M. *tn hi. director, speaking: "What's the matter
with this photography f It's the darkest I've ever seen.
What's wrong t This is terrible. I never did look at such
black stuff. How did you get It so darkf It's awful."

(Several more reels abused by Stahl)

Scene II. Outside the projection room. Stahl and

Jackson Rose and Ernest Palmer, both A. S. C. members,

leaving projection room.

Stahl: "My God. Oh, excuse me, fellows, I was looking

at that picture with my smoked glasses. Come on, I'll have

to take them off and look at it again."

Scene III. Inside same projection room.

Stahl: "Those glasses are better than I thought they
were when I bought them. They surely make things black.

The photography's fine, now."

Moral: Let no director who is wearing smoked glasses

enter the projection room.

Sol Polito, A. S. C, enlisted the aid of Jackson Rose,

A. S. C, in the filming of important scenes for Edwin

Carewe's production of "The Bad Man," starring Holbrook

Blinn, for First National.

Rose, in company with Wally Fox and Frank Griffin,

assistant directors, and Tom Storey went to Victorville,

Calif., last month to shoot important desert scenes and

were joined four days later by Carewe, Polito and members
of the cast including Enid Bennett, Jack Mulhall, Harry

Meyers and Teddy Sampson for the filming of concluding

scenes on the desert.

Polito shows his good judgment in always calling A. S. C.

members to his aid when in need of coworkers for addi-

tional camera work on his productions.
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John Dored, A S. C.

John Dored, A. S. C, whose latest

contribution appears in this number

of The American Cinematographer, is

maintaining headquarters in Riga,

Latvia, far away in northern Europe.

At present topical events are

claiming most of his attention, but he

enjoys a reputation as a dramatic

cinematographer of the first magni-

tude, having been the camera chief on

many productions made in America,

where he was a pioneer in the cinema

field, as told in his biography which

appeared in the November issue.

Since the close of the war, his work

has carried him to the trouble centers

throughout Europe, so that he has

spent and is spending much of his

time traveling from one border to an-

other. Knowing Europe and Euro-

pean cinema affairs as he does, Dored

is in a position to provide films with

an European background as so many
of the current productions possess,

from any part of the continent.

Various American companies which
have gone to Europe to film scenes on

the original locale have enlisted the

services of Dored as special staff

cinematographer and adviser.

Buck Ewing Occupies

New Plant

H. M. (Buck) Ewing, well known in

motion picture production circles, has
opened the new plant of the Minerva
Pictures Corporation and the Standard
Automotive and Machine Works, of

which he is manager at 1112 Seward

TO LOAN
against Completed

[

MotionPictureNegatives.
|

ReleasePrintsFinanced

.

COMMERCIAL TRADE^8|
CINEMA CORPORATION
128WEST52B£ST.NEWYOW^

street, at the corner of Santa Monica
boulevard, one of the best locations in

Hollywood.

New Liberty Motor

Ewing, whose wind machines and
portable power plants, which, using

gasoline, operate independent of elec-

tricity lines, are in wide use among
the various studios and producers, has

bought another 450 horsepower Lib-

erty motor which, according to pres-

ent plans, will be used in the construc-

tion of another portable plant.

Complete Machine Shop

The new building which Ewing's
organization occupies is built of solid

brick and is fireproof. It contains one
of the most complete and modern ma-
chine and blacksmith shops in the

West, the equipment including lathes,

milling machines, grinders, forge,

welders and brazing machines.
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BUCK EWING
ANNOUNCES

OPENING of NEW QUARTERS

Portable (Gasoline)

Power Plants

Wind Machines
BRING THE
STORM TO
YOUR SET

Our Side Line
General Machine Shop Work
Truck and Automobile Repairing
Frame Straightening
Cylinder Reboring
Blacksmithing
Welding—Brazing

STANDARD AUTOMOTIVE
& MACHINE WORKS

Minerva Pictures Corporation
Telephone 431-529

H. M. (BUCK) EWING, Manager 1112 Seward St., (Cor. Santa Monica Blvd.)

A Cinematoqrapher's Snakes
(Continued from Page 13)

end the uproar, went into the darkroom, plugged up a
couple of holes that had broken in the concrete walls, and
after an hour or so feeling among the film cans, I got the
snake. Somehow or other the news of my mission must
have gotten abroad and when I came out of the darkroom
I found not a few people, from prop boys to studio officials,

grouped about the door expecting, probably, to have seen
me burst out yelling for whisky, the doctor and first aid.

Reptiles on Location
The cinematographer and other members of the company

which goes on location to some Western place that is par-

ticularly wild very often see their share of rattlers. Some-
times the smelling salts are needed for the feminine mem-
bers of the cast, while at others a great deal of side com-
edy is brought to the surface. Such was the case while we
were on location for "Quicksands," near an army fort in

Arizona, where a regiment of negro cavalry of the U. S. A.

was quartered. We were about to shoot some explosion

scenes in which some of the negroes figured when I heard
an ungodly shriek off in the brush and an instant later I

was informed that a pair of rattlers were the cause of the

commotion. I offered to get the snakes as soon as the

scenes were shot, but Jack Conway, the d'rector, no doubt
wanting to see a little sport at my expense probably, sug-

gested that the explosions would scare them away or

frighten them to the point of striking some of our aides.

Too Valuable to Lose
I took a shovel and soon found them, Conway trailing

with me. I approached them carefully and slowly and
pinioned them behind the head with the handle of the

shovel. Conway began pleading with me to get away from
them; he said that he was afraid that they might strike

me, and where would the company be 'way out in the wilds
without a cameraman—it would be lost! But it was such
an easy matter to cut their heads off with the shovel blade
that I did it and gave the buttons and rattlers to a negro
who asked for them. It was not long until the recipient of

the presents was the center of a group of negroes who were
laughing and joking about the capture of the reptiles. I

moved to a position belrnd the holder of the rattles, made
a noise like a rattler about to strike and had my efforts

rewarded with a yell of "Good Gawd A'mighty" from the

negro who, without exaggeration, dived Into the air and
landed on his face more than 10 feet away, after which he
gathered himself up and began running at full speed, as

many of his companions had already done.

Comedy of Snakes
Happenings, far more amusing than tlr's in just my own

experience, strengthen my personal conviction that a great

deal of comedy, replete with laugh-provoking situations,

could be built around the subject of snakes if they were not

so repulsive to the majority of people—thanks, no doubt,

to Adam and Eve and the serpent.

Gives Snake Automobile Ride
But people are afraid of snakes, as indicated by the re-

ception given to a snake I captured during the last two
weeks that I was shooting "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
at Un'versal City. I caught the snake, a harmless gopher,

against the extinction of which there is a penalty in Cali

fornia, and placed it in my coupe, where I allowed it to

remain for a couple of days. For some reason or other no

one would go near the coupe, even though the windows
were tightly closed. Sometimes one or two would venture

near the machine, but when I would extend the snake to

them to allow them to examine it, they would turn away
and proceed in the opposite direction. I'll admit that the

reptile was a trifle long—big enough to have his tail on the
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floor and stick his head! out of the window, when I would

have it open an inch or two as I rode along. After a

couple of days I turned my friend loose at the point where

I had found him and a minute or so later Lon Chaney
called my attention to the fact that a long king snake was
crawling behind me into the grass. It was suggested that

perhaps that it also wanted some free automob'le rides.

That I don't know, but I do know that if I would have had

a ranch I would have taken the gopher snake home, that

I would have given it a bowl of milk on my back porch, that

he would have returned there at the same time every day

thereafter for his milk so regularly that I could have told

the time by his appearance and that there would not have

been a sign of gopher, rat, mouse or rodent on my ranch.

Snakes as Fun Makers
When one gets to know snakes he finds that they are

indeed conducive to innumerable comedy situations. One
time when I was about twelve or thirteen I followed a prac-

tice one Sunday afternoon that was more or less common-
place w'.th me—that of putting two or three of the smaller

of the 210 varied snakes that I owned as a part of my col-

lection for the neighborhood kid circus, putting them under

my cap and allowing them, after they became warm, to

crawl in the blouse above the bill and go to sleep. It so

happened that I didn't have time to remove my pets from

my cap before I went to six o'clock Christian Endeavor
class at Sunday School. In fact, I forgot all about the

snakes being in my cap, so quietly were they sleeping. You
can imagine my embarrassment then, wnen, as per my
custom, I threw my cap under the cha : r with some force

and three snakes darted out. Although I was seated in

the back of the room where I could get a good view of the

good-looking young ladies who always attended that class,

it did not take long for the snakes to move well up toward
the front of the room. Peculiarly, their presence was not

long unknown and in a very few seconds the snakes and
I were the only ones who remained for the Sunday School

lesson.

I remember another occasion when I had spent an after-

noon catching snakes and when, afraid of being spanked
for being late to dinner, I put the cigar box which con-

tained them under the back porch instead of tak ;ng them
to the home of my kid friends, where were housed the

other attractions of our miniature circus. Unfortunately,

some of the kittens which my father kept as pets must
have opened the box during the night, for the next morn-
ing not a snake was left. My father didn't discover their

presence in his flower garden until they annoyed the kit-

tens later in the day, but that night I had reason to know
that my father had learned the secret. He made me scour

the yard for them until my knees became spots on my
anatomy which were also sore. My father, however,
seemed to be the only person able to find those snakes, al-

though it took him several days to do so, but not one of

those days of discovery passed unmarked for me.

Plenty of Room in Crowds
I found that my snake friends proved very convenient

allies at times. One vacation when I first started to work
I was employed by a cement mill near my home town in

Pennsylvania. There were two other mills above us on the

street car line, so that by the time the cars reached our

mill in the evening they were always crowded. One day
I had a scheme for a seat, so I went out into the stone

quarry and p
:cked up something which I showed in the

crowd on the car that night, the result being that I had a

seat and lots of elbow room the rest of the way.

Snake Commandeers Home
After my father died, my mother and I lived at an old-

fashioned boarding house. One spring morning I was too

busy to look for a snake which had gotten away from me,
so I went on to work knowing that it was safely locked in

my room. I had no reason to suspect that Sadie, who did

the boarding house work, would come into my room that

NEMATOGRAPHER Twenty-one

Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new
spiral mount. All sizes in stock

Harold M. Bennett
U. S. Agent

153 West 23rd Street New York

The New Photographic Store

B. B. NICHOLS, Inc.
Eastman Kodaks and
Photographic Supplies

617 SOUTH OLIVE STREET LOS ANGELES
Phone Broadway 2531

Cinematographers, we appreciate your
patronage.

POPPLETON'S,
Haberdasher,

Next to Levy's Cafe. Hollywood.

FOR SALE
Pathe Camera, dissolving shutter, 12 magazines.

Zeiss lenses, cases, tripods, etc. Address American
Society of Cinematographers or Culver City 529.

Price $250.

Camera For Sale

Debrie Camera. 802 June St., Box Cor. Waring and

Seward St., Los Angeles. Phone 436-405.

GEORGE MEEHAN
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Cinematographers

Attention

The Bausch & Lomb Ultra Rapid Anas-
tigmat is the first successfully produced
anastigmat working at the speed of F:2.7.

Also fulfills the requirements for color
photography.

Lenses of higher speed so far on the
market are not anastigmats and do not
cover standard motion picture film with
precision. Some even fail to meet the
rated speed.

Supplied with completely closing dia-

phragm, for "fade-outs."

A lens can he secured on trial through your dealer, or

from us. IVnte for complete description and prices.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical Q-

day as a part of a thorough Pennsylvania Dutch spring

house-cleaning. But when Sadie started to clean out the

closet she had reason for staying away from my room, for

the snake was one of the first objects her broom swept
out, as I discovered when I came home that night and found

everybody who lived at the boarding house sitting out in

the yard, afraid to go indoors. I couldn't see why they
were so alarmed, because snakes had always been more
or less profitable with me, as I never failed to find a ready
sale for them to the older fellows who bought them for

fifty cents or a dollar to take with them to their "girl's"

house to give the young ladies a thrill.

I'll admit also that it might be a bit unpleasant to wake
up in the morning and find a rattler sleeping on your chest,

as was the case with a property boy who, with a friend, was
guarding props on a location several miles from El Paso,

Texas, where we were shooting a Fox picture, with Dick
Stanton directing, several years ago. The young man had
presence of mind enough to lie still and tlvnk the situa-

tion out, and finally threw his blanket off nls chest, yelling

at his brother prop boy, while the frightened rattler es-

caped into the grass. That, however, did not prevent an-

other rattler from going to sleep on the feet of another
prop man who, refusing to lie on the ground, was sleeping

on a cot at the same location several nights later.

A rattler will seldom strike unless angered. He cannot
strike at any great distance unless he is coiled for his

spring. Therefore, the person who wishes to capture him
can do so more or less gracefully by following closely be-

hind him as. he glides along or as he is stretched out

—

just so that he is not coiled—for he cannot strike more than

two-thirds of his own length; care must be taken, however,
that one does not get too near the head, the movement of

which, without the spring, has a couple of inches of

"play."

To make this sound like a typical snaTte yarn I suppose
that I should tell about the t'me I killed and cut open a

snake and four birds flew out, or when I cut open one and
seven frogs jumped out, but the truth is that in either

case, neither the frogs nor the birds moved, even though
they seemed intact, feathers and all, as they had only been
swallowed a few minutes before.

Whenever we have perfect color photography, one of the

most beautiful nature subjects will be the filming of snakes.

No more beautiful coloring can be found any place than in

a live snake. Take, for instance, a black snake with a yel-

low belly, a perfect black back and a yellow ring around his

neck, and, speaking of inlaid colors, just film a diamond-
back rattler or a snake similiarly as beautiful.

Neuj Form In Microscopic Films
(Continued from Page 7)

the entire picture-taking apparatus can be set in motion
with such alacrity that the quickest movement of the livli-

est of insects cannot be so instant as to escape the watch-
fulness of the camera or the recording sens'tive film back
of the winking shutters.

Following the series of insect life pictures, it is probable
that Mr. Tolhurst will offer to the world films revealing
life in its most minute and primitive forms. "Indeed," says
Sol Lesser, "we are just on the threshold of a marvelous
world hitherto known only to savants and scholars, but
soon to be opened up to the public at large. The screen
is about to justify everything that has been said of it as

a medium of instruction and the agency of widespread en-

lightenment and education. I am proud to say that Mr.

Tolhurst has already been given the most enthusiastic en-

dorsement of some of California's most representative sci-

entists and teachers. He has pioneered for eight years

and merits the success that his patience, industry, learning

and ingenuity have won him. We propose to acquaint the

picture-going world with some of the wonders of the cre-

ation that are too small for the human eye to take

notice of."

Hp T rr-y t T? Q ART BACK-111 l^H/O GROUNDS

CAMERA INSURANCE
ALL RISK POLICY

J. L. HOLE, Agent
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE CO.

414 Merchants National Bank Bldg.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Main 305. After 6 P. M., Pico 3202.

WANTED—Stineman Developing Outfit, 100-ft.

Write at once, description and price.

Box 1037, New Haven, Conn.
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Attempt to Escape Cinematographer's Cares
Brings Much Trouble and Little Rest to

Motoring Isaak Waltons.

Bxj Dan Clark, Ji. S. C.
A fishing trip may have many great joys and thrills,

but as with everything e'se in life, it certainly has its

trials and tribulations, as was the case in our particular
instance. However, our grief was not so much with the
fish alone but with our "covered wagon" (mostly covered
with bait and fishing reels and hooks big enough to snag
tuna).

Our daring party consisted of three members (three
being the charm), George Schneiderman, Norman DuVai
and myself. Leaving Hollywood at 9:30 p. m., on Satur-
day night, we arrived at Mojave at 1:30 with a boiling
engine. After taking on water for the engine and our-

selves both, we traveled on until 2:15 when we awakened
to the fact that the battery connection had corroded and
the engine stalled. We immediately set to repairing same,
and with, hearts light again, were on our merry way

—

only to find that, after a short distance, the engine was
boiling again. We stopped and adjusted the valves when
DuVal decided to make a scientific adjustment of the
carburetor which prevented our moving on very rapid, y
thereafter.

Finally we succeeded in arriving at Little Lake after
using much water and wasting considerable time. Here
we had a new battery connection put on, had the valves
and carburetor readjusted by a real mechanic, who neg-
lected to look at the pump. Consequently, our grief was
not ended, for after we had gone some 15 miles farther,
our engine was boiling again and we were out of water.
We stopped to cool the engine and deprived ourselves of
"drinks" in order to empty the canteens into the radiator.
On arriving at Indian Springs, we found our engine dry

again. Just a little more time was spent cooling it and
taking on still more water.
Having spent the night thus, we arrived at Lone Pine,

some 184 miles from Los Angeles, in time for lunch the
following day. Not that we were hungry, of course, but
just the same we indulged in some lunch and proceded
on to Bishop. Thence, after considerable trouble with
the car, we arrived at our destination, some 18 miles
west of Bishop, where we secured a cabin and stopped
for the night. One of the local anglers was good enough
to present us with a midnight supper of trout for an
appetizer.

Later, Schneiderman had a little secret consultation
with said angler, who acquainted him with all the whys
and wherefores of how to catch trout by the millions.
This information, Schneiderman vowed, would enable him
to easily avail himself of the "limit" for all three of us.

He struck out with an excellent trolling rod with h«oks
that looked like anchors and remarked if he could get a
cow for bait, he was all set; that he could then go after
the big ones.

Thus ended a perfect day and night, and we retired,

indulging in much needed rest. Upon arising in the early
hours of the morning, we started with much enthusiasm
to pursue the wily fish.

After whipping the stream some two or three miles, I

succeeded in snagging 11 trout and bemoaning my ill lucft,

I returned to camp expecting to find Schneiderman and
DuVal both with the much desired limit. Imagine my
surprise to find DuVal with but three and Schneiderman
mysteriously absent. After searching the hillsides and
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PUBLIC SALES
We have purchased I2i.,000 pair CI. S. Army

M tinson Last Shoes, sizes r>M> to I-. which was the
entire surplus Stock of one of the largest V . S. gov-
ernment shoe contractors.

This Nhoe is guaranteed 100 per cent solid leather,
color dark tan, bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
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tremendous buy we can offer Name to the public
at

Send correct size. I'ay postman on delivery or Mend
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National Bay State

Shoe Company
296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

the surrounding country, I noticed two men approaching
in the direction of camp and on observing closer, was
able to recognize one as Sehneiderman with a grin on his

face a mile wide and a MIGHTY string of fish in one hand
which consisted of four trout about the size of a man's
linger. Nevertheless, he was happy, for he said he had
discovered the secret of catching trout.

That afternoon we met with similar success. DuVal
was favored with two, I landed 15 and Sehneiderman still

held the record by bringing home one. However, he was
very optimistic and said that this was due to the fact

that he had devoted most of his time to the scientific

study of the art, which would doubt'ess be of great value

to him in the future.

The value didn't prove so very great, as on the next

day, after whipping a different stream for four miles,

without catching a single fish, he returned to camp de-

claring that there were no fish to be found in the streams
and that he was ready to return home. I was lucky
enough to catch the limit and consequently, being satisfied,

was also ready to start home, when, incidentally, trouble

a'so started.

We stopped at Bishop, Big Pine and Lone Pine to take

on water and from there on moved in jerks of about a

mile each to Little Lake, where we had to stop to cool

the engine, not being able to secure water, and having
only two gallons left. The road being mostly down hill

to Red Rock Canyon we were able to make it, but again

were completely out of water when we arrived. Here we
attempted to buy some ice for the fish and also

water for the car and ourselves. The man in charge ap-

parently thought we wanted to buy the place and told

us how much it was per gal'on, whereupon Sehneiderman
forgot he was a gent'eman and just naturally "swiped"
some cans and filled them with water and that was that.

We again were forced to put on more water at a distance

12 or 14 miles on the wrong side of Mojave, which ended
that episode for when we arrived at Mohave, we found

that the pump was on the bum and had been for about

500 or 600 miles previous. While repairs were being

made, we "devoured" the first meal we had had for the

last 15 hours and then made our way to Los Angeles,

arriving at about 6 o'clock on Tuesday evening.

Sehneiderman will now write a most valuable book on

trout fish lore which he so successfully acquired on this

trip.

WRITES FROM LONDON
The American Cinematographer is in receipt of the fol-

lowing letter:

"Queen's House,
"St. James' Court,

"Buckingham Gate,

"London, S. W. 1.

"Dear Sir:

"I believe you may be interested to Know of the very

successful work of an American camera man in London.
Walter Blakely, who has done much good work in America,
has been on this side several years and has achieved a real

distinction for artistic work, marked especially by fineness

of detail. His two most recent pictures are excellent exam
pies of the best in cinematography. In Carlyle Blackwell's

production of "The Beloved Vagabond," Blakely has done
beautiful work, and also in the Astra-National picture, "The
Woman Who Obeys." Both of these pictures will be seen
in America before long. Mr. Blackwell plays the title role

in his production.

"Yours faithfully,

"FELIX ORMAN."

The negative of Fred Niblo's production, "Strangers of

the Night," adapted to the screen from the famous stage
play, "Captain Applejack," is receiving final editorial

touches at Standard Film Laboratories.

SCHEIBE'S PHOTO-FILTER SPECIALTIES
are now popular from coast to coast, and in

some foreign countries.
If my many varieties do not always fill the bill,

tell me your wants and I will make them on
special order.

Always at your service.

GEO. H. SCHEIBE
1636 Lemoyne St. Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR RENT
Two Bell and Howell Cameras, 40, 50, 75 mm.

lenses, Thalhammer iris. Jean Trebaol, Jr., 7042

Stilson Street, Palms, Calif. Telephone 761-243.

MORE THAN A MAGAZINE

—

The American Cinemato-
grapher records, from
month to month, the re-

seal ch and findings of the

best minds in the technic-

al branches of the motion
picture industry. It is a

great instructive as well

as entertaining power.
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It took three umpires to bundle the situation when llu.s-

ter Keaton's indoor team christened the new ball grounds
at Standard Film Laboratories. Hollywood. The lugubrious
comedian plays there every Sunday morning. He is insisting;
here that a hit into the crowd only counts for two bases.
The "crowd"—two, count 'em—is in the background. The
others, left to riclii, are John M. Niekolaus of the labora-
tories organization, and I.ou Anfter, general manager of
Keaton comedies, and Joe Roberts.

ANNOUNCE DATES OF
S. M. P. E. FALL MEETING

The dates for the annual fall convention of the,

Society of Motion Picture Engineers have been of-

ficially set for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday, October 1, 2, 3, and 4. The convention is

to be held at the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Canada.

DAVIDGE TAKES OVER
REALART LABORATORIES

The laboratories at the Realart Studios, 201 North Occi-

dental boulevard, Los Angeles, have been taken over by

Roy Davidge and Company.
Until the removal was made, the Davidge laboratories

were situated at 1511 Cahuenga avenue, Hollywood.

A. S. C. Ttlembers Finish Lincoln Picture
(Continued from Page 6)

the air with sufficient velocity to cut a two-by-four from a

camera parallel 500 yards away. The force can be realized

when it is known that the barrel was twisted into the shape

of a pretzel when it was picked up.

Cameras Exposed
More than 45,000 rounds of ammunition, each cartridge

equalling the cost of a foot of film, were shot, and count-

less pounds of powder were exploded. The cameras were
virtually "on top of" the dynamite explosions at all times,

each of the cinematographers having been baptised with
heaps of falling debris more than once. The hazards
taken by those behind the cameras can only be realized

when the scenes themselves are viewed.

ROTHACKER IN EUROPE
Watterson R. Rothacker sailed for Europe on the Majes-

tic July 14. He spent several days in New York prior to

sailing.

He was accompanied by Charles E. Pain, Sr., attorney
for the Rothacker enterprises and chairman of the board
of directors of the Selznick distributing organization.

The primary purpose of the trip is to make arrangements
for a Rothacker laboratory in England. While abroad
they will survey motion picture conditions in other Euro-
pean countries.

CRECO
Trade Mark

Electric Studio Equipment

Our New Address:

923 COLE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD

Motor Accessories Phone
Tires, Vulcanizing Holly 4313

MULLER BROS.
"EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO"

6380 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal.

FOR SALE
One Debrie Camera with dissolving shutter, etc.;

four different lenses, eight magazine boxes; one tri-

pod with Mitchell base and Debrie tilthead; one sup-

porting arm with bellows, special matt box, etc.,

three carrying cases and several other accessories.

This Very complete outfit is in perfect condition.

It cost me, including all improvements, $2275. I

will sell it for $700 cash.

GEORGES BENOIT

6462 LA MIRADA AVE., HOLLYWOOD. HOLLY 8046

FOR SALE
8x10 Korona View Camera, Goerz Dagor 12-inch

lens, Universal Shutter, 12 Plate Holders. This out-

fit brand new, never used; $130.

H. L. BROENING
1416 Detroit St., Hollywood, Calif. Holly 4468.
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David Abel, A. S. C, has completed filming the Warner
Brothers' production of "The Gold Diggers." and will

shortly begin the camera work on "Lucretia Lombard"
with the same organization.

* * *

John Arnold, A. S. C, is making preparations for the

filming of "In Search of a Thrill," starring Viola Dana, for

Metro.
* * *

William Beckway, A. S. C, has finished photographing
the latest Sherwood McDonald production.

* * *

Joseph Brotherton, A. S. C, has completed the camera
work on "The Best Man Wins," starring William Russel,

for Fox.
* * *

Karl Brown, A. S. C, is still engrossed in photographing
"Ruggles of Red Gap," wh'ch will be a James Cruze pro-

duction for Famous Players-Lasky.
* * *

Francis Corby, A. S. C, has changed his photographic

headquarters from the United Studios to the Fine Arts

Studios, the new base of operations of Hamilton-White
comedies, for which Corby is chief cinematographer.

Robert Newhard, A. S. C, has gone to New York City to
shoot E. Mason Hopper's next production for Cosmopolitan
with Anita Stewart as the star.

* * *

John Se'.tz and Victor Milner, both A. S. C. members,
have completed photographing Rex Ingram's production of
"Scaramouche" for Metro.

* * *

Jacques Jaccard is busily engaged at Standard Film
Laboratories supervising the editing of "The Power of
Darkness," his first production at the new Golden West
Studios. The picture was photographed by John J. Pastor
and Alfred Gosden.

Due to an error in proofreading, "A. S. C." was omitted
from Jackson J. Rose's "by-line" over his opinion on
gauze on page 12 of the June issue. And Jack, being a

good fellow, didn't even mention the omission.

Charles R'chardson has been elected a member of the

American Society of Cinematographers.

Faxon Dean, A. S. C, will film the first Paramount pro-

duction starring Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., to be d'rected by

Joseph Henabery.
* * *

Max Du Pont, A. S. C, will photograph the forthcoming

Douglas MacLean production to be made at the Hollywood
Studios.

* * *

Photography on Douglas Fairbanks' production, "The
Thief of Bagdad," is progressing under the guidance of

Arthur Edeson and Philip Whitman, both A. S. C. members.
* * *

William Fildew, A. S. C, is winding up the filming of

Tod Browning's production of "The Day of Faith" for

Goldwyn.
* * *

Tony Gaudio, A. S. C, is preparing for the photographing

of "Rose of All the World," starring Norma Talmadge.
* * *

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, has completed the filming of

"Long Live the King," starring Jackie Coogan.
* * *

King Gray, A. S. C, is shooting Howard Mitchell's pro-

duct'on of "Forgive and Forget."

* * *

J. R. Lockwood, A. S. C, is visiting Catalina Island, Cali-

fornia, on a vacation trip.

* * *

Walter Lundin, A. S. C, continues his affiliation as chief

of c
:nematography for Harold Lloyd, who has entered

the field as an independent producer.

* * *

Reginald Lyons, A. S. C, has completed the achievement

of adding photographic excellence to the latest Jimmy
Aubrey comedy.

* * *

Herford Tynes Cowling, A. S. C, according to the latest

postcard, is on his "way to Kashmir to find some cool

weather. India is some hot- now," so Cowling is seeking

the mountains. The card came from Delhi. India.

Sam Landers, A. S. C, is in charge of the camera work
on the Associated First National production of "Thunder-
gate," which Joseph De Grasse is directing. Landers is

being assisted by Rube Brice. Perry N. Vekroff, who
adapted the story, is assist'ng De Grasse. The art direc-

tion is in charge of Milton Menasco. The cast which Lan-
ders is filming includes Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer.
Tully Marshall. Virginia Brown Faire, Robert McKim,
Richard Cummings, William E. Dyer, Edwin Booth Tilton

and Tote Du Crow. "Thundergate" is said to be one of

the most pretentious pictures with an Oriental setting to

be filmed.
* * *

The editorial scissors are being appFed assiduously at

Standard Film Laboratories to "The Sign," the Trimble-
Murfin production, recently completed under the direction

of Jane Murfin. King Gray, A. S. C, who photographed the
production, is conspiring with Jack Dennis, well-known
film editor, in the'r private cutting room at the laboratories

to help their talented directress, if that is the right word,
turn out a picture that will rival the popularity of "The
Silent Call," the Trimble-Murfin success that is still being
talked about.

John D. Elms, president of the Widescope Camera and
Film Corporation, is in Los Angeles after a year's absence,

during which he demonstrated the Widescope camera in

Kansas City and in Eastern cities.

Elms lectured on the camera before the fall meeting
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, where it came
in for a general discussion. The Widescope conta'ns two
lenses, one centered above the other, and photographs on

two standard films; projection is done with two machines,

the result being a picture which is double the standard

width.

The Powers projector organization is manufacturing a

special double-headed projector for use in conjunction with

films taken with the Widescope.
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The Mitchell Speedmeter

This speedmeter is magnetically controlled,

can be attached very quickly by means of two

thumb screws, is accurate in its operation, and

is entirely dust proof.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION

6025 Santa Monica Blvd. Los Angeles, California
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Protect Your Creation

Motion Picture audiences know little or nothing about the

laboratory end of the industry. To them the developing of films

is a profound mystery.

Consequently when a defective print is shown on the screen

the audience blames the camera man—not the print.

The camera man should not be condemned on account of a

poor print.

Because Standard Film Laboratories in the developing and

printing of film protect every detail of the cinematographer's crea-

tion, is one reason why so many members of the profession feel a

deep sense of relief when their work is entrusted to us.
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Optimistic Report on
European Prospects

Optimistic reports for the pros-

pects for American companies to

photograph important scenes or
productions on original locations
in Europe are brought to Holly-
wood by Bene Guissart, A. S. C,
who has returned to this country
after spending two and one-half

years in England and on the con-

tinent as the director of cinema-
tography of some of the largest

productions to be made oh the Eu-
ropean side of the Atlantic.

Guissart had opportunity to in-

spect European working condi-

tions and facilities to the utmost
during his lengthy sojourn away
from Hollywood and, after so do-

ing, foresees a bright outlook for

the American organizations which,

from time to time, will find it in

order to use European back-

grounds to suit a particular mo-
tion picture story.

In Position to Judge

Guissart was in a position to

test the European facilities to the

utmost as the productions on
which he was chief cinematograph-
er are proving among the most
successful in the old world. His
initial effort after leaving Los An-
geles some twenty months ago was
"The Bohemian Girl," which, a
Harley Knoles production, was
warmly received by the English
critics.

Following "The Bohemian Girl"

he filmed "Paddy-the-Next-Best-
Thing," which starred Mae Marsh
and was given very successful ex-

hibitions in both this country and
Europe. Guissart has just fin-

ished "Spanish Jade," which, star-

ring Betty Blythe, was made in

Vienna and in Austria.

Filmed "Chu Chin Chow"
Previous to beginning the latter

production, Guissart had complet-

ed the filming of the spectacle

"Chu Chin Chow," which required

five months to film at a cost of

1500,000 with more than 5,000

extras used in the cast. This pro-

duction was made in Berlin, in

which city, since before the war,
Guissart was the only Frenchman
who remained there for so long a
period as five months. "Chu Chin
Chow," as will be remembered, ran

Rene Guissart, A. S. C.

on the legitimate stage in New
York for two years and in London
for five years, after which it

toured in the principal cities

throughout the United States.

Great Responsibility

According to Guissart, "Chu
Chin Chow" is being hailed by the

most conservative European crit-

ics as constituting a cinemato-

graphic masterpiece. It is gen-

erally regarded as having ushered

in a new era in European film

making. Stills of the sets used in

the picture, on being shown to

Hollywood technical and photo-

graphic experts, have elicited un-

reserved expressions of admira-

tion. The extensiveness of these

sets, coupled with the great num-
bers of extras which were fortu-

nately available in Berlin, placed

a weighty responsibility on the

shoulders of Guissart, to whom
the task of recording this magni-

tude in celluloid was entrusted.

Guissart speaks enthusiastically

concerning the possibilities for

American companies to make cos-

tume pictures in Germany, once

economic conditions in that coun-

try have become settled. Accord-

ing to his experience, he found

there a wealth of experienced ma-

terial adapted to the demands of

the costume photoplay.

The English Market
Guissart is of the opinion that

Rene Quissart, A. S. C,,

tells of close observations

during long stay abroad.

a very definite field, which here-

tofore has been virtually over-

looked, awaits American pro-

ducers and distributors in the case

of the English market which, he
says, is always open to American
photoplays which are not of an
inferior nature. In Guissart's es-

timation, any restrain which may
have been felt in the past in cul-

tivating the British field for the

American output has arisen from
the fact that innumerable inferior

or "cast-off" pictures were ship-

ped from this country to be un-

loaded on the English audiences.

Or, when a superior photoplay did

reach the other side, it was not
until it was two years old or older.

In fact, Guissart, just before his

departure from England several

weeks ago, saw, at a "first run"
at a leading London theatre, a

print of "The Yellow Typhoon,"
which he filmed three years ago
in this country.

British Want Early Releases
Guissart mentions the recep-

tions which recent American pro-

ductions, released practically si-

multaneously with the premiers in

the United States, have received

in England as being indicative of

the promise which British exhibi-

tions hold for pictures made in

this country. Douglas Fairbanks'

"Robin Hood," which was photo-

graphed by Arthur Edeson, A. S.

C, is mentioned as having been

particularly successful in English

theaters as is the case with "The
Covered Wagon," which, directed

by James Cruze, was filmed by
Karl Brown and H. L. Broening,

A.S.C. members. When Guissart

left England, Fox's production of

"If Winter Comes," was enjoying

a noteworthy showing in England
which, of course was especially

interested in the vehicle by virtue

of its being based on an English

story.

English Like Comedy Dramas
England, according to Guissart,

has a noticeable leaning for good

comedy dramas. It is very fond

of the comedies of Charlie Chaplin,

and those of Harold Lloyd are as

popular with the Britons as they

are with Americans. In fact, the

(Continued on Page 18)
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Qaudio Inventor of Epochnmaking Device
A. S, C. member paves ivau

to saving of millions in

film production.

Device said to revolutionize

picture making at

night time

A saving of hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars a year by the

elimination of night exterior film-

ing has been made possible for

the film industry as the result of

a process perfected by Gaetano
("Tony") Gaudio, veteran A. S. C.

member.

Prediction that the new inven-

tion will revolutionize night film-

ing was made by Producer Joseph
M. Schenck recently following a
practical test. Guadio, who is

shooting Norma Talmadge's Jos-

eph M. Schenck drama, "Dust of

Desire," used his process during
three days, in which night scenes

of an Algerian village street were
taken during the day.

The saving in electrical current
and in other ways for the three

days, according to Sckenck's pro-

duction records, amounts to $25,-

ooo.
i

t$ttii|

More than the monetary saving,

the producer declared, is the su-

periority in results given by
Gaudio's process. Artificial night
lighting has never given entire sat-

isfaction, says Schenck, who looks

forward to the adoption of the in-

vention by the entire industry.

Based on Years of Experience

While the invention was per-

fected after only five weeks of ex-

periment, it is based on Gaudio's
experience extending over 24 years
of camera work. It can be applied
to any camera, having few attach-

ments. The working principle

rests in the preparation of the raw
film.

"My invention, I believe, is su-

perior to the two former methods
of filming night effects," says

Gaudio. "There have been at-

tempts to get night effects by tint-

ing the positive of films taken dur-

ing the da}', but the tinting of the

sky in positives has failed because
the dissolving of the silver leaves!

a transparency and the sky on
the screen consequently shows up
very light. The actual filming al

night, on the other hand, is noi

satisfactory because artificial il 1

Tony Gaudio, A. S. C.

lumination is not even throughout

a set; and to illuminate a deep

set costs much money.

Special Coloring Solution

"My process is designed to over-

come these defects and to give a

more natural effect, and to save

money. The negative I used on

'Dust of Desire' was put through

a special coloring solution. This

gave silhouettes with both depth

and contour, while previously fig-

ures registered as mere profiles.

"From the financial side may
even be developed to a point where
night interiors can be made under
open stages."

According to the producer, Gau-
dio's night effects are the most
artistic achievement he has ever
seen.

According to John Considine,
general manager for Joseph M.
Schenck, at whose suggestions
Guadio and Ray Binger, his as-

sistant, began their money-saving
experiments some time ago, the

Jnew process gives a black sky, a
light foreground, a clearly defined
|sky line, perfect silhouettes and
stereoscopic relief with high visi-

bility, to figures both in close-ups

ind even until their disappearance

on the sky line.

Moonlight Shadows Strong
In addition, the shadows of fig-

ures walking in the moonlight are

strongly outlined. For overcast

day effects, snow storms, sand
storms and any gradation of light

from twilight to deep night the

new process is ideal. Moonlight
cloud effects are particularly beau-

tiful.

When "Dust of Desire" was be-

gun, Considine pointed out to Pro-

ducer Schenck that about $5,000

a day would be necessary to shoot
the night scenes of the Algerian
drama. This sum would be re-

quired for electricians, electrical

equipment, skids, generators, trac-

tors, etc.

It was pointed out that only
one set-up could be made in a
night and that no real long shots

could be obtained unless all the

electrical equipment in the West
was secured which, of course, was
next to impossible.

Called on Gaudio
Realizing that tinting the film

would not do, inasmuch as by this

method the tinted sky shots would
not match up with the scenes al-

ready made at night under arti-

ficial light, Producer Schenck
called in Gaudio.

The latter, who had been work-

ing for many months to perfect

his process, left Los Angeles for

the desert with a few actors and
tried out his new process. The
results were so amazingly good

that last week Gaudio announced
that he was ready to stake his

reputation—and the A. S. C. mem-
ber HAS a cinematographic repu-

tation.

The trip of more than 400 actors

and technicians to Oxnard where
the trial was made cost Producer

Schenck a small fortune. There
was some trepidation at taking a

chance of losing from .$:>(),000 to

$10,000, in the event that Gaudio's

new process failed but Producer
Schenck gambled with his veteran

cinematographer and both won
out.
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"Fade Out and SIoujIu Fade In"
Ueteran Jl. S. C. member
gives account of first

sojourn beyond .Atlantic.

By Uictor Ttlilner, Jl. S. C.

Third Instalment— Early dis-

covered pictorial beauty of

Egypt and the Holy Land.

Victor Milner, A. S. C. at Port Said in 1913 with his pioneer
camera and African assistant.

My first scenes as a cameraman were made at

Rockaway Beach, N. Y. The weather was terrihle.

A young gale was blowing and, figuratively, the

ocean was doing its best to take its revenge on

Mother Earth for confining it to a certain place.

My assignment was to get some scenes of the moun-

tain-like waves off the Rockaway pier. The spray

was ice cold, so that my fingers became numb and
felt like so many hams as I turned the crank 'round

and 'round. The cold made me very sleepy before

I finished my task, and by the time I boarded the

B. R. T. elevated for New York City, I could hardly

hold my eyes open. Once I had settled into a seat,

I was quite asleep. Dreams ran wild with me and
whisked me to every corner of the globe. Every-

where 1 was photographing and dashing through all

soils of adventures. First I was in the wilds of

Africa,, (hen in the capitals of Europe and so on and
on. When the yell of the conductor awakened me
a1 the City Ball, New York, I was still smacking my
lips after an unfinished glass of champagne which I

left, in my dreams, on one of the little tables on the

Boulevard des Italiens, Paris.

Little did I dream that it would not be long before

my dreams would be consummated, in part, at least.

Early Trans-Atlantic Film Trip
A few months later a gentleman called at Mr.

Schneider's establishment with the request for a

cameraman and equipment to be retained by him
for a tour to Europe and Egypt. This gentleman's

request was actuated by a hobby to introduce, to

this democratic country of ours, the idea of a chain

of co-operative banks and department stores which
were in vogue in Europe. This was one of the first

examples of the system whereby it was made possible

for the wage earner as well as the person of means
to become a part owner in a business and to purchase

that business' products at cost.

Rockaway Scenes Impressive

This gentleman, Mr. Hyle, was shown my shots of

the storm at Rockaway. My ability as a cinemato-

grapher— it was my first picture—so impressed Mr.

Hyle that I was engaged on the spot.

(Continued on Page 20)
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Reveals Indian Tribe's Pictorial Efforts
Interesting discoveries made

bij A. S. C. president

Indications of what was prob-

ably a form of prehistoric Indian
life, little of which is known in

the present age, have been revealed

by James Van Trees, president of

the American Society of Cinema-
tographers, who has just returned

to Hollywood from his ranch in

Ventura County, California, near
which he found the mute rem-

nants of the aboriginal existence.

What impressed Van Trees par-

ticularly was the fact that the

vanished tribes, into whose coun-

try he penetrated, evidently re-

sorted to pictures, and not to

word-of-mouth traditions as nu-

merous of the powerful American
tribes did, to relate and to hand
down to future generations the ac-

counts of important happenings
in the history of the tribe.

Wild Spot Near Metropolis

The country in which Van Trees
investigated what remained of the

"lost" race of people is compara-
tively near Los Angeles, being lo-

cated, as it is, in Ventura Coun-
ty, which adjoins Los Angeles
County in which is located the me-
topolis of Western America. Yet
despite the relative nearness of

the big center of population, the

section into which Van Trees fared

has hardly been trod upon by the

foot of a white man.

It lies high in the mountains,
requiring seven hours of upward
"packing" to be reached from Van
Trees' ranch. It is virtually in-

accessible and only the utmost pa-

tience of man and beast will con-

quer the cliffs and steep inclines

which beset the way. Two com-
panions accompanied Van Trees
while three pack horses made up
the balance of the expedition.

Anticipated Snows

The A. S. C. member broke into

the country just prior to the com-
ing of the high altitude snows
which have since gripped the re-

gion and will remain, many feet

deep, until late spring. As it was,
an abundancy of late summer
trains made camping outdoors
anything but very pleasant for

the exploration outfit.

James Van Trees, A. S. C.

Series of Caves

The A. S. C. member discovered
the remains of the Indian age
in a series of caves which were so

numerous that he did not have suf-

ficient time to explore each of

them. All of the openings to the

caves were very obscure—whether
or not by design on the part of

those who hewed them out of the

side of the mountains, is not
known.

The entrances to most of the

caves were very small. Inside,

the larger of the caves were usu-

ally blackened with smoke, indi-

cating, it is believed, that the In-

dians, for some vital reason, pre-

ferred to be nearly suffocated from
a fire that had little or no outlet

for the smoke rather than pursue
the more convenient method of

cooking outdoors or to throw heat
into the cave by building a fire

at the mouth. This fact, coupled
with the finding of huge stones

half buried in the sand of the

floors, is thought to show that the

tribes which occupied the caves

were constantly on guard against

some fierce enemy—which, prob-

ably, ultimately caused the tribe's

destruction.

Expert Handwork
In this connection, a puzzling

circumstance arises. The Indians

Indians kneu; hou> to tell

stories in "still" pictures

which the first white men found
in Southern California did not pos-

sess the warlike qualities of the
red men of other parts of Amer-
ica. Instead, they were very pas-

sive, submitted more or less eas-

ily to the incoming of the white
man, and soon fell into domestica-
tion in the Spanish missions. The
theory is hazarded then, if the In-

dians—if they were really Indians
—who inhabited the caves in the
California mountains lived several

ages before the tribes which the

Spaniards found in Southern Cali-

fornia.

Expert Handwork
That the inhabitants of the caves

were removed from the shiftless-

ness of savagery is seemingly
proved by the finding of a num-
ber of perfectly worked grass

baskets in some of the caves. So
exact was the workmanship on
these baskets that many of them
held water. Experts in Los An-
geles were impressed with their

perfection, and offers of several

hundred dollars were made for

some of them.
Hieroglyphs

On the walls of the caves, Van
Trees found various crude at-

tempts at picture making, repre-

senting evidently some occurence
in the annals of the tribe. These
were painted on the walls in red
inks or dyes, whatever the source
of the colors might have been.

Some of them presented the out-

lines of men and horses. Others
indicated the sun and the sun's

"rays." Of frequent occurrence

was a design of parallel lines

which appeared to have some set

significance but which none of the

Van Trees outfit could decipher.

The A. S. C. member took a
comprehensive series of stills of

the Indians' attempts at still pic-

tures, but the negatives were de-

stroyed in a heavy rain on one of

the last days of the trip.

When the country is free from
snows and opens up next sum-
mer, Van Trees plans to return,

and with equipment that his first

trip taught him would be needed,

conduct a thorough exploration

into all the caves.
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Jl. S. C. Ball

Makes History

Conceded to be the most brilliant affair ever staged

in motion picture circles, the fourth annual ball of

the American Society of Cinematographers, held in

the ballroom of the new Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles,

Saturday night, October 27, is still the subject of

conversation in film quarters throughout Southern

California.

The A. S. C. function, as had been predicted, went
beyond even its three predecessors in sumptuousness

and was lavishly described in the press following the

ball.

It was a difficult matter to reckon which was the

more brilliant—the personnel of those who attended,

or the surroundings and background of the ballroom

itself.

Vote of Thanks for Seitz

The success of the ball was a public testimonial to

the efforts of the A. S. C. members and the special

ball committee which numbered Philip H. Whitman,
James C. Van Trees and John F. Seitz, chairman.

At the open A. S. C. meeting following the ball, a

vote of thanks was extended to Mr. Seitz, who, as

chairman of the committee, worked day and night

for the success of the undertaking—worked as hard,

in fact, as he does during the filming of a Rex In-

gram feature production, and, this, in a measure,

explains his devotion to his duty.

Attractions

The ball itself was enhanced by a variety of attrac-

tions which were arranged by Messrs. Seitz, Van
Trees and Whitman. These in themselves consti-

tuted a program worth going miles to see, according

to the consensus of opinion following the ball. Miss

Mia Marvin and Mr. Noel Stuart presented their

latest Parisian version of the Argentine tango. Mr.

Eddie Moran, recent star of the Ziegfeld Follies,

brought forth gales of laughter with his eccentric

dances. Mr. Charlie Murray, the "inimitable" (as

he has been known on such occasions since Walter
Anthony bestowed the adjective on him in the later

Keystone days), was indeed masterful as master of

ceremonies. His introduction of the participants

in the various features were acts in themselves and
kept everyone in a joyous mood throughout the eve-

ning.

Foumier's Songs

Two original songs, the words and music of which
were written by Arthur M. Fournier, captivated the

audience with their "catehiness," and, it is confident-

ly predicted by those who should know, bid fair to

become popular wherever modern music is played.

Mr. Fournier's strains were rendered by a special

chorus presented by Grover Frankie with Miss Char-
lotte Vermont and Miss Andree Bayley as the stars

accompanied by the Winter Garden Octette.

The dance music of the evening was played by
Roy Fox and his Club Royale Orchestra Supreme

Biltmore affair conceded most success-

ful euer. Heard ouer radio bu millions.

presented by Art Hickman. The renditions of this

ensemble, it was accorded, were among the most
effective ever heard in the West.

Lighting Effects

Probably the highlight of the entire ball—the one
accomplishment which made it peculiarly typical of

the cinematographer—was the incomparable array
of lighting effects devised by John F. Seitz who, in

their execution, was given the cooperation of the

Electrical Illuminating Engineers' Society which ap-

pointed a special committee embracing Harry D.

Brown, H. M. Ewing and Roy Hostetter for the pur-

pose. Mr. Seitz's lighting effects were atmospheri-

cally perfect. They were as thorough and as pains-

takingly executed as any effect ever arranged by
the most exact cinematographer for the most im-

portant motion picture production. Every person

who attended was a direct "participant" in the

effects as they were so arranged that they played
upon everyone on the ballroom floor.

Help of E. L E. S.

A. S. C. members are particularly enthusiastic

over the invaluable aid which the Electrical Illum-

inating Engineers' Society extended in the matter
of providing equipment for the lighting effects. This
equipment came through the courtesy of the Cinema
Studio Supply Corporation, the Electrical Products
Corporation, Otto K. Oleson, the Theatrical Stage
Lighting Company, and the Warner Brothers Studio.

Futuristic Camera
The mammoth camera model, around which the

surprise act of the evening centered, was designed
by Mr. William Menzies and built by the Pickford-
Fairbanks studio under the supervision of Mr. Wal-
ter Pallman, and Mr. Bert Dawson. This huge "fu-

turistic" and fantastic camera was moved to the ball-

room floor, and, while everyone present was center-

ing his attention on the creation, the camera maga-
zines opened and from them arose a beautiful young
woman who was as fascinating in the song she sang
as she was in her beauty.

The ballroom and foyer decorations, which proved
so attractive, were arranged by Mr. Harold Grieve.

The art posters which so successfully heralded the

approach of the ball were designed and executed by
Mr. Ralph Hammeras, an artist of note in motion
picture quarters.

Broadcasted Over Radio

For the first time in history, a motion picture ball

was "put on the air" when the A. S. C. function waa
broadcasted through the powerful Los Angeles Times
station, "KHJ". According to Mr. John Daggett,
who, as "Uncle John" handled the microphone
through which the happenings of the ball were re-

layed to the broadcasting station, more than two
million of people "listened in" on the proceedings

(Continued on Page 23)
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HI. P. D. A. to Stage

Fifth Annual Ball ^ Q

The great vogue which the costume play has at-

tained in Picture Land during the current year is

in a great measure responsible for the decision made

by the Motion Picture Directors' Association to make

its Fifth Annual Ball a costume affair.

Always a gala event, but this year unusually so,

this big party, looked forward to by practically

every one connected with the Film Industry, will

occur on Thanksgiving Eve, November 28, in the

grand Ballroom of the Biltmore Hotel, but recently

opened.

Plans are under way to make this Ball the largest

and most spectacular of all the Costume Dances

ever held in the history of Los Angeles. The fact that

most of the Directors who are members of the Direc-

tors' Association are at present scattered among the

various studios is of great importance, in that this

will insure a magnificent attendance of all the lead-

ing lights in the industry arrayed in fancy dress.

Grand Pagent

As the banner attraction, and in view of the fact

of the deluge of Costume Plays, that have been or

are in the making, the Committee has arranged for

a Grand Pageant to be staged during the grand

march.

Niblo in Charge

That this pageant will attain the summit of pic-

turesque beauty is positive, inasmuch as Fred Niblo,

President of the Association, and one of the best

known directors in the world, will be in charge.

Among the directors who will be represented by

their respective contributions are, Cecil B. DeMille,

Wallace Worsley, William Beaudine, Jack Ford,

Fred Niblo, Phil Rosen, Sidney Franklin, Rex In-

gram and James Hogan.

Special decorations will enrich the already splen-

did beauty of the foyer and ballroom.

An elaborate supper will be served in the foyer.

Novelties

In the ballroom itself will be located two of the

city's largest and finest orchestras, which will

supply music for the costumed dancers. At times

during the progress of the dance, internationally

known feature dancers will appear. An effort is be-

ing made to secure the services of two or three of

our best known stars, who formerly specialized in

Terpsichore. Other novelties, which the committee

is not at liberty to divulge at this writing, will be

added surprises.

"Guessing Contest"

Through the courtesy of many of our best known
leading players, and the studios by which they are

employed, the Committee on Publicity, headed by

James Hogan, has been enabled to assemble two full

Preualence of costume plaus in-

fluences character of directors'

L. Sarqertt a}jair _ to be coslume bau.

reels of picture, wherein these leading players appear
disguised. With the assistance of the theaters

throughout the city, a Guessing Contest will be con-

ducted on certain nights each week, and at a given
moment during the progress of the ball a beautiful

silver cup, properly engraved, will be presented to

the person in attendance who has guessed the iden-

tity of the largest number of stars in the picture.

Prizes for Costumes

Handsome prizes will likewise be awarded to the
lady wearing the most beautiful costume of the eve-

ning, and to the gentleman who wears the most
grotesque.

George L. Sargent is chairman of the committee,
which includes : James Hogan, Joseph DeGrasse,
Wally Van, William Beaudine, Edward Laemmle,
Phil Rosen, Harry Franklin, William Duncan, Doug-
las Gerrard, William Seiter and William P. S. Earl.

Tickets and invitations may be secured from any
member of the Directors' Association, or by writing
direct to the offices of the Association, 1925 N. Wil-
cox avenue, Hollywood.

PETER MOLE, JR. HEADS NEW
CRECO, INC. DEPARTMENT

Peter Mole Jr., has joined the staff of Creco, Inc.,

at 923 Cole avenue, Hollywood, as electrical engineer
in charge of the Creco high intensity equipment de-

partment.

For the past several years, following his gradua-
tion from a leading Eastern technical college, Mole
has been affiliated with the General Electric Com-
pany in important posts at its plant at Schnectady,
N. Y. Deciding to become connected with the pro-

duction end of motion pictures. Mole came to Los
Angeles six months ago and a short time later be-

came identified with the Goldwyn studios where he
familiarized himself with the high intensity situa-

tion as applied to film making.

It is the purpose of the new Creco department, of

which Mole is the head, to work in cooperation with
motion picture producers in matters of high inten-

sity illumination and a standing invitation is ex-

t"iided to the industry to consult with the new de-

partment. The name of the firm with which Mole is

connected was recently changed from the Cinema
Sales Company to Creco, Incorporated.

The next regular meeting of the Electrical Illum-

inating Engineers Society will be held Thursday
night, November 8th, at the Society's hall, 1103 El

Centro street, Hollywood.
Mr. Frank P. Arrousez will deliver a scientific

generator lecture.
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^The Editors
1

Corner conducted bij Foster Qoss

The American Cinematographer as well as A. S. C. members are, from
time to time, in receipt of communications from men in various parts of the

country with the laudable and commendable ambition of wanting to become
master cinematographers. These men, in almost every instance, left no
doubt as to their earnest desire to start on the lowest rung of the ladder and
to take their chances, among those about them, to achieve success.

Each of these letters have been personally answered to those who sent

them, giving specific replies to all inquiries.

In looking back over these letters it appears that it might be fair to those

readers of the American Cinematographer, who at this time may be contem-

plating coming to Southern California with the intention of launching on the

career as cinematographer, to treat somewhat on the cinematographic situa-

tion as it exists in motion picture quarters today.

For some time past it has been an unfortunate, but true fact that there

have been more candidates than there were cinematographers' jobs ; and these

candidates have, in many instances, been men of wide experience and recog-

nized ability so that the fact that they were out of work was not a reflection on

their personal ability. The fact was, and is, simply that the demand for posi-

tions did and does exceed the supply.

This condition is made more acute than ever at the present time by virtue

of the virtual cessation of activities for two months or more among some of;

the larger studios. This means that men who are not under contract with

such production organizations will be in the field for such jobs as exist, while

production managers, as a matter of business, will be seeking to farm out, dur-

ing the lull, the members of their staff that are under contract. Positions for

cinematographers, therefore, will become scarcer han ever.

In view of these facts, the American Cinematographer seriously believes

that until prevailing conditions are bettered, it is a very hazardous time for

any one to come to the center of motion picture profession for the purpose of

beginning the calling of the cinematographer, no matter what the job aimed

for—assistant, second or first cinematographer. The man who does come

here under present conditions will find that he is necessarily thrown into com-

petition with people who, being experienced in studio production, will natur-

ally have the "call" on any job that may present itself. It may be considered

here that the over-supply does not confine itself to first cinematographers
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alone but extends to second men and assistants, particularly the latter—and,

it is the assistant's job in which the newcomer usually intends to begin. For

every first man who is out of work, it follows that there is correspondingly an

assistant out of work.

Entry into the motion picture profession is by no means so easy as too

optimistic reports would seem to indicate. For some reason that has never

been explained thoroughly, unless it is the usually inflated accounts of high,

salaries, motion picture production is fascinating enough to attract people,

who hope to engage therein, from every point of the globe to the film capital.

In the absence of people who have been in the industry long enough to gain-

very essential experience, the number of the aspirants themselves for cinema'

connections furnishes spirited competition for jobs.

Sometimes many months pass before the candidate, if his aspirations are

not diverted into some more stable channel, is able to establish an affiliation.

If, during such time, he does not have a reserve of funds to depend on but has

to subsist on what he earns, his affairs, as may be seen, may become very

grave.

In passing, it might be mentioned that this is a very inopportune time to

establish motion picture trade schools or schools of motion picture photogra-

phy, the announced purposes of which are to train their pupils in the art of

cinematography to meet a "big demand for cameramen." Aside from the

question that many of the most prominent cinematographers assert that there

has never been a system worked out whereby cinematographers can be made
in schools, it is very unfair for the man who has "graduated" from a motion

picture photography course to find a marked scarcity of positions wherein ha

may make known any talents that he may possess. It might be contended that

every profession is over-run, but after all, the motion picture profession insofar

as production is concerned, is, unlike that of medicine and others, somewhat
limited.

However, this publication would not be so unwise as to go on record that,

for the sake of evolution of things, new blood in any calling is not necessary

from time to time. After all, success depends largely on the individual; but,

too, opportunities do not always present themselves for a man to succeed in

the calling in which he believes he will succeed.

There is a difference between service and servility.

The industrious person is not morbid.
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Some Fundamental Cinematographic Knowledge
Cinematographer must know more

than hou> to turn crank,

A man must know more than
how to wear golf knickers in or-

der to be a cinematographer the
Metro press department reports
in an interview with John Arnold,
A. S. C.

Arnold, who has done the cam-
era work on every starring pic-

ture in which Viola Dana has ap-

peared and who now is photo-
graphing Miss Dana in her first

special Metro production, "Reve-
lation," which George D. Baker
is directing, advances facts and
figures regarding the cinematog-
rapher's art that are surprising
to the layman.

"Most people are under the im-
pression that a cameraman's du-
ties are limited to turning the
crank a certain number of times
a minute and wearing his cap
backwards," he says. "A theater-

goer seldom notices the photogra-
phy of a picture unless it is no-

ticeably bad. As a matter of fact,

photagraphy is one of the most
important factors in the construc-
tion of a good picture.

Director and Cameraman

"The director and the cinema-
tographer must work together as
a team in order to get the best
results. The wise director always
tells his camerman what leffect

he is trying to secure. If the at-

mosphere of a scene is drab and
dreary, less light is used. If it

is a comedy scene more light is

used, affording contrast and mak-
ing the players stand out. For
intense dramatic action the light

is centered on the players. Dra-
matic action is cranked faster

than normal, making the action
slower and more tense when pro-

jected on the screen. The reverse
is usually the case in comedy.

"There is no set rule for the
speed to be used in cranking. It

varies and decision in this mat-
ter rests with the camerman.

Must Know Composition

"A cameraman must know com-
position. This is just as import-
ant in motion pictures as in still

John Arnold, A. S. C.

photography or in painting. It's

one of the things that a person
feels when looking at a picture

without knowing just what it is.

Matching Film

"Matching the film from day to

day is another task. In taking ex-

terior scenes the light may be
bright one day and dull the next.

If the action on the second day
is a continuation of that photo-

graphed on the first, it is up to

the camerman to make the film

match.
"Light has a psychological ef-

fect on people. On a bright day
actors usually have more life and
spirit than in dull weather when
unconsciously they are apt to be
less animated. The cameraman
can help balance these conditions

by the speed of his cranking.

Reason for Tests

"Nearly every actor and actress

requires different lighting in order

to appear at his or her best. It's

up to the camerman to watch the

makeup of everyone and see that

they harmonize, one with the oth-

er. That is why tests are nearly

always made of the principals in

a picture before the first scene is

filmed."

"The taking of tests is just one

of the innumerable wavs in which

cTeamiuork alvfaus essential, espec-

ially unth director.

the efficient cinematographer can
save thousands of dollars for the

company with which he is affili-

ated. If he should make a failure

in determining just what way is

best to light a set so that a cer-

tain star may appear in that set

to best advantage or so that the

star may appear unattractive in-

stead of beautiful as she really is,

a great deal of mischief may be
wrought—so much in fact that it

might be necessary to retake im-

portant sequences if the star is

not to lose a proportion of her ad-

mirers when the improper cine-

matography reaches the screen.

In the matter of make-up also,

tests are invaluable. The properly

made test will show the sort of

make-up a player should use. In

the past a lot of players have gone
through a number of pictures

with their appearance being such

that is distinctly unnatural—all

because they wore faulty make-up.

"Had they undergone the prop-

er cinematographic test before

they began their parts, they

would not have found themselves

in such a situation.

Proper Lighting

"I may repeat that the cinema-

tographer's calling is by no means
confined to turning the crank. The
matter of proper lighting alone

requires years to learn. What
would even the most ordinary pic-

ture amount to if it were not

lighted properly. And yet thou-

sands of people do not even know
that lights are used in a set, or

that, when shooting in exteriors,

the figures are carefully arranged

so that they appear in the natural

light to best advantage.

"Camermen must know the ex-

act amount of illumination pro-

vided by the various lights used in

motion picture photography, they

must know screen tempo, the pho-

tographic value of colors and a

hundred other things."

The foregoing interview, which

was sent out nationally to news-

papers by the Metro press depart-

ment, should be of particular in-

terest to those who are primarily

interested in cinematography.
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A. S. C. Exodus

To Europe

Philip H. Whitman, A. S. C.

The lands beyond the Atlantic
evidently are holding strong at-

tractions for A. S. C. members—
so strong, in fact, that if all of
the A. S. C. members who are dne
to be in Europe, Africa and Asia
during the coming months could
come together at any one time,
there would be enough to hold an
A. S. C. meeting.

Already departed or scheduled
to leave on journeys beyond the
Atlantic are the following A. S. C.
members: John Boyle, Bene

John Dored, A. S. C.

John F. Seitz, A. S. C.

Guissart, Robert Kurrle, John F.

Seitz and Philip H. Whitman.
Previously in Europe

Stationed in Europe is John
Dored, A. S. C, who has made his

headquarters at Riga, Latvia, for

the past several years ; Bert Cann,
A. S. C, is also in Europe at the
present. Somwhere in Asia at

the present time—if it has been
possible to adhere to travel sched-

ule—is Herford Tynes Cowling,
A. S. C, who once more his pho-

tographing his way around the

world.

Boyle on Ben Hur
John Boyle left a fortnight ago

for Italy where he will photograph
the Goldwyn production of "Ben
Hur." Boyle, one of the newer
A. S. C. members, is a veteran
cinematographer and just several

months ago, returned from an ex-

tensive trip in the South Sea
Islands, where with William Al-

der as director, he filmed a scries

of pictures on native life that is

being currently released under the

title, "The Isle of Vanished Men."
Preparations for Boyle's journey
to Italy so occupied his time that

he was unable to compile his pho-

S. C. TUembers to photograph

outstanding feature productions

on trans Atlantic locations.

Robert Kurrle, A. S. C.

tographic biography or have a por-

trait made of himself for publica-

tion in these pages.

Whitman with Seitz

John F. Seitz, accompanied by
Philip H. Whitman, will leave

shortly for Cairo, where the next
Rex Ingram production, "The
Arab," will be filmed. His con-

tract expiring, Whitman leaves

the Douglas Fairbanks organiza-

tion where he has been doing spe-

cial cinematographic work on
"The Thief of Bagdad," and will

(Continued on Page 19)

Herford Tynes Cowling, A. S. C.
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

Carries through to the screen, tone for tone

from highest light to deepest shadow, every

gradation that skillful photography has se-

cured in the negative.

Look for this positive identification in

the transparent film margin—"Eastman"
and "Kodak" in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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FOX CORPORATION SEEKS |
FILMS FROM FREE-LANCES I

HIM

When Fox Film Corporation added an educational

division to its already big production activities more
than a year ago, it made the confident prediction that

it intended to make "two blades grow where one

grew before" in this new field. One of the best proofs

that it is fulfilling this promise comes this week in

an announcement from Fox stating that liberal

prices will be paid for all sorts of unique, thrilling,

picturesque and humorous short film subjects sub-

mitted and accepted, and that come under the head
of Educational Entertainments.

Unusual Short Subjects Wanted

Since organizing its Educational Entertainments
division a little more than a year ago, Fox Film Cor-

poration has been combing four points of the com-
pass in filming high class and unusual short reel

subjects for theaters and other outlets for this type

of picture. Fox cameramen have been detailed to all

parts of the world to make these pictui'es.

Now, with this new department enlarged and fully

manned, Fox anticipates a growing demand and is

making ready to meet it by seeking outside its own
production activities for suitable educational pic-

tures.

Free-lance Depended On

Motion picture cameras besides the company's own
are busy in all parts of the world filming material
available for this particular type of picture. It is

to those free-lance cameramen and others, who are
recording the adventures and eccentricities of met
and women, the appeal of animals, the lure of the
outdoors, the charm of little children, the romance of

industry and the drama of the sea, desert and jungle,

that Fox Film Corporation wishes to reach with this

offer.

First Class Condition

Subjects may be submitted in negative form and
should range in length from GOO to 000 feet after

editing and titling. Only film of which original nega-

tive in first class condition is available will be con-

sidered. Mr. Harry McDonald, well known in

American motion picture circles for experienced
judgment of entertainment values, is manager of the

Educational Entertainments division of Fox, and to

him must all submitted subjects be shipped, in care

of Educational Division, Fox Film Corporation, 800
Tenth Avenue, New York City. Mr. McDonald states

that acceptance or rejection will be immediate after

viewing films submitted.

Save a life

for Christmas
WHILE you are giving, give

health. There are thousands
of sufferers from tuberculosis, for-

gotten by all the world except the
Tuberculosis Association. It needs
your support to carry on its life-

saving work. You help when you
buy Christmas Seals—the Liberty
Bonds in the war upon consump-
tion.

Buy Christmas Seals! Buy as

many as you can. The Great
White Plague can be stamped out
entirely. Christmas Seals are sav-
ing many lives. Buy Christmas
Seals, and save a life for Christmas.

Stamp out

Tuberculosis

with

Christmas

Seals

THE
NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

The Cinema Studio Supply Company has changed
its firm name to the Cinema Studios Supply Corpora-

tion, according to an announcement from Hoy
(Speed) Hostetter, general manager of the organi-

zation. ; r:
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Stumar's Photoqraphij
Praised bxj Critic

Charles Stumar, A. S. C.

Praise for the cinematographic ability of Charles
Stumar, A. S. C, is given unreservedly by the Los
Angeles Times in its criticism of Hobart Henley's
Universal production of "A Lady of Quality," which,
photographed by Mr. Stumar, will be, according to
the Los Angeles newspaper, "one of the surprises of
the season."

The pictorial phases of the production, which has
a costume background in the period of Queen Anne,
is stressed throughout by the Times review and
Stumar is justly accredited with the photographic
excellence of the production.

Mr. Henley, Mr. Stumar's director, is likewise com-
mended for the excellence of his direction of "A Lady
of Quality." To quote the review

:

" 'A Lady of Quality' will be one of the surprises
of the season. I doubt if the officials of Universal
realize the value of the film. Certain it is that 'The
Hunchback of Notre Dame' has been considered the
'big' Universal picture of the year. ... I believe
'A Lady of Quality' will far exceed 'The Hunchback'
in popularity and profits. I know that if I had my
pick I'd far rather have the credit for directing 'A
Lady of Quality,' and looking at the two films com-
mercially I'd rather own it than to own 'The Hunch-
back.' But then, these surprises are part of the 'pic-

ture game.' Even 'The Miracle Man' was looked
upon as a probable 'flop' before it was released, and
the success of 'The Covered Wagon' far exceeds the
hopes of those who made and financed it. The plot
and flavor of the novel have been retained by Mr.
lien ley, and the changes made are unimportant.

"Further: The best direction and acting in the
world avail little, though, if the photography is in

poor hands. Charles Stumar photographed 'A Lady
of Qualily' and his work with the camera was so

(Continued on Page 17)

A Few of Our Guaranteed Bargains

Debrie Camera, wood case, with
two sets masks, special focus-

ing device, 1%", 2" and 3"

Krauss Tessar lenses, eight

magazines, two cases, sun-
shade, rewinder and Preci-

sion Ball Bearing Tripod,
like new, list at $1000. (t» OTA
Special at «P OJU

Debrie High Speed Camera, capa-
ble of producing 240 pic-

tures per second with two-
inch Krauss Tessar F3.5 and
2" Dallmeyer F1.9 lenses,

two cases, two 400-foot
magazines, and Precision

Ball Bearing Tripod, list at

$3075. Special at 1950

Two-Hundred Foot Moy Camera
with High Speed attach-

ment, capable of four times
normal, 1%" and 2" Goerz
Hyper lenses, two cases,

four magazines, perfect

condition

Four Hundred Foot Old Model
Universal Camera with two-
inch Bausch & Lomb Tessar
Lens, six magazines, two
fibre cases, good condition..

Brand New Chronik Camera,
complete with two-inch
Goerz Hyper lens, six maga-
zines, two leather cases

Moy Printer with special releasing

pressure plate, take up, light,

changing device and light

box, direct current motor,
perfect working order

275

250

600

275

Our Second Hand Specials Are Sold Subject

to Inspection and Money Refunded Within

Ten Days If Not Satisfactory

Motion Picture Apparatus Co., Inc.

118 West 44th Street, New York

Telephone Bryant 6635
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THE TECHNICAL
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND

MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY

The Technical Photographic and Microscopical So-

ciety is an organization of industrial and technical

photographers, in which workers in photomicro-

graphic and photographic laboratories connected

with the many industries which employ photography

and micrography in the solution of technical and
commercial problems can put their experiences to-

gether for the benefit of all.

The objects of the Society are to stimulate re-

search and investigation in the chemistry and
physics of technical photography and microscopy, in

eluding engineering, optics and mathematics, as re

lated to processes and productions in which photo-

graphy is used as an adjunct or tool of industry.

It is hoped to accomplish through appropriate

committees the standardization of microtechnical

and photomicrographic methods inside the different

spheres of their use and of photographic and optical

equipment and material, as well as to establish a
standard of education for the technical photographer
and microscopist.

Among the projected activities of the Society is

the compilation of a photomicrographic encyclopedia
in which could be illustrated the micro-physical

characteristics and distinguishing features of raw
materials and the finished products of the various

industries which maintain photographic laboratories.

As an extension of its field of activity the Society

may undertake an educational campaign whereby
the general public will be taught how to make com-
mercial and industrial use of technical photography
and micrography in their varied applications.

The membership of the Technical Photographic
and Microscopical Society is composed of individuals
and corporations. All persons interested in techni-

cal or industrial photography or microscopy in any
of their varied uses are eligible to membership. Cor-
porate membership is open to all companies interest-

ed in the industrial applications of photomicro-
graphy and photography and allied sciences.

The annual dues are $5 for active members and
$25 for corporate members. Membership application
blanks may be obtained from the Secretary-Treas-
urer, Dr. Alfred B. Hitchins, care of Ansco Com-
pany, Binghamton, N. Y.

(Continued from Page 16)

fine that it enhances the perfection of the production.

"Some smart person once said that a critic who
could not find excuse for a blighting sentence or two
in any review was not worth his salt. This, then,

is the day upon which 1 use only pepper, for the only
faults I could find with 'A Lady of Quality' when I

saw it were those which would automatically be cor-

rected while it was being cut from 11,000 to 9,000
feet."

Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new
spiral mount. All sizes in stock

HAROLD M. BENNETT
U. S. Agent

153 West 23rd Street New York ^

i
K

The New Photographic Store

B. B. NICHOLS, Inc.

Eastman Kodaks and

Photographic Supplies

617 SOUTH OLIVE STREET LOS ANGELES
Phone Broadway 2531
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Cinema Studios Supply Corp. i
1438 Beachwood Drive

Holly 0819

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR RENT
WIND MACHINES R* (SPEED) HOSTETTER !

Illl

ram iiin;::;;;;:;;:;i;!!!ii[.::;;;; Limit:: »,;;miiii;m: imiimimaimmni,, ,.;;;;B:i;:ia jimiiiimiiiiini,

"Walter J. van Rossem
6049 Hollywood 51vd.

Phone Holly 725

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY,
Slill Developing and Prinlin|T

[l^HoNLellComcras-FOR. RENT— Still L
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A GALAXY OF BELL & HOWELL CAMERAS
nMiiiiiiiinM

Reginald Barker, the well known director says: "It is interesting that out of twenty
cameras used.T shooting the forest fire scenes in "Hearts Aflame," nineteen were Bell

& Howell's. We have yet to experience other than complete satisfaction in the use of

our numerous Bell & Howell's, and need less to say we always use them when we have
anything big at stake."

This tribute to the dependability of the Bell & Howell Camera is in no small

measure due to the PILOT REGISTER MOVEMENT which it exclusively embodies.

Optimistic Report On
European Prospects

(Continued from Page 4)

A. S. C. member avers that the

London moving picture fans vir-

tually clamor to view the Lloyd
productions.

Indicating the huge outlet

which awaits moving pictures of

the right sort in England, Guis-

sart mentions the fact that, after

;i two weeks' exhibition at a first-

run house, "Chu Chin Chow," on
wh icli lie did the camera work for

Graham Wilcox productions, was
released to 350 theaters in and
around London. The tirst run was
given at the Marble Arch Pavilion

which en joys the patronage of the

royally. The rental price for the

two weeks at that house for "Chu
Chin Chow" was $8,000—which
shows, Guissart says, that the

English are willing to pay renin-

aetal ive rentals.

No 111 Feeling

Guissart could find no trace of

serious prejudice among the Brit-

ish exhibitors against American
productions. If there was any
prejudice, it was because of the

inability of the English showmen
to get pictures other than those

which were a number of years

old—pictures which the audiences

knew were old when they viewed
them.

Guissart believes that the right

kind of American films can make
back their cost price through Eng-
lish exhibitions. "The Bohemian
Girl," which he photographed,
grossed more than $400,000, ac-

cording to authentic figures to

which he had access.

Boom in Theatre Building

As for the demand for moving
pictures in the tight little isle,

Guissart points out that there is

an unprecedented boom of theater

construction in progress at the

present time.

After lie had finished "Chu Chin
Chow" in Berlin, Guissart went to

Vienna where he filmed "Spanish

Jade." The treatment which the
Vienesse accorded the cinemato-
graphic outfit was that of extreme
courtesy and willingness to coop-
erate. Max Linder is building a
big studio near Vienna.

Tyrol Mountains

Guissart cites the Tyrol moun-
tains as being virgin location ma-
terial for American film concerns
—a country which offers scenic

wonders which are scarcely imag-
inable for photographic possibili-

ties. The whole of Europe, Guis-

sart avers, is rich in location mat-
ter for the cinematographer who
knows how to use the locations

and who is able to cope with the

foreign conditions.

Guissart speaks highly of a la-

boratory in London known as the

Olympic, which, he says, is able

to meet the standards which the

American cinematographer sets

for his Avork. The head of the

laboratory is an American and the

plant is operated on American

(Continued on Page 19)
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TELEPHONE 432-667
|

j

For

I EFFICIENCY,
j

I
SERVICE and

\

I
QUALITY in

j

! LABORATORY WORK I

( Chester Bennett Film Laboratories, Inc.
j

6363 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, California
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(Continued from Page 18)

principles, with American equip-

ment, throughout.

While working at the E. F. A.

studio in Berlin, Guissart had oc-

casion, in lighting the large sets

for "Chu Chin Chow," to use a new
form of Weinert army searchlight.

The lens on the light was ten feet

in diameter while the light itself

was mounted on a cannon chassis.

A newspaper could be read three

miles away by the rays from the

searchlight.

On his return to Hollywood,
Guissart issued a challenge for the

golf championship in the motion
picture industry. The A. S. C.

member learned the game during
the cloudy days in England. And
it is also said that Guissart be-

came lost on the day he arrived

in Hollywood—so numerous Were
the houses and improvements on

the sites that had been empty lots

when he left.

Guissart had not been in Holly-

wood a week, where he planned to

remain for an extensive vacation,

when he was persuaded to return

to Europe as the result of an at-

tractive offer made him by J.

Parker Read to proceed to France

to photograph "The Recoil" which,

based on the Rex Beach story,

Read will produce with T. Hays
Hunter as the director. For the

first time, the interior of the Casi-

no at Monte Carlo will be filmed.

The photography will be under

Guissart's direction and was made
possible through special permis-

sion granted to the Read company.

Guissart is considered as being

especially adapted—aside from his

ability as a cinematographer—to

film the environs of the great Eu-

ropean resort as he is thoroughly

familiar with the continental at-

mosphere.

A. S. C. Exodus to Europe
(Continued from Page 13)

be succeeded by Kenneth Mac-
Lean, A. S. C. MacLean is al-

ready actively at work on the Fair-

banks picture in co-operation with
Arthur Edeson, A. S. C.

Kurrle with Carewe

Robert Kurrle is scheduled to

sail shortly, with Algiers and
northern Africa as his destination,

as cinematographer with the Ed-
win Carewe company, which is to

make a feature production for the

First National. The Carewe com-
pany will be one of the largest

ever to travel to trans-Atlantic

locations.

Rene Guissart had scarcely been

in Hollywood a week after a long

stay in Europe when an exceed-

ingly attractive offer induced him
to go to Monte Carlo to film a J.

Parker Read production.

It is estimated that equipment,

amounting into the six figures in

value, will be taken abroad in the

aggregate by the A. S. C. members.
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"Fade Out and Slowly Fade In"

(Continued from Page 6)

We sailed on the Hamburg-American liner

'"Moltke" for Naples. My camera was a Schneider

professional model, having "side-by-side" magazines.

My assistant was a negro, a native of the east coast

of Africa and Mr. Hyle's valet.

The camera sympathized with my excitement

which ran at the highest. The instrument "buckled"

as I made the first shot as the "Moltke" passed the

Statue of Liberty.

Arrival at Naples

When we arrived at the beautiful harbor of Naples
it was enveloped in a haze. Mt. Vesuvius, the strang-

est sentinel of the bay of Naples, sending up thin

curls of smoke, was defiant in its glory as we slowly

picked our way among the schools of small rowboats
manned by Italians, all of whom were shouting to

ais in a friendly chorus.

We spent a few weeks in and around Naples,

photographing Pompeii, the buried city, and the blue

grottos of the Island of Capri, obtaining interesting

views everywhere, particularly of the life of the

poorer classes.

On to Egypt

Our next move was to Egypt. We left Naples for

Port Said on a P. & O. liner, arriving a few days

later.

Here Mr. Hyle was in> his seventh heaven. Port

Said, situated at the entrance of the Suez Canal,

offered unusual possibilities for his proposed lecture,

particularPy in the Mohammedan quarter where mis-

ery, ignorance and filth worked hand in hand.

Feast for Flies

I could never reconcile myself to the sight of the
natives allowing flies to cluster around their eyes
and on their faces, making no attempt to kill them.
A Mohammedan, as we all know, believes in reincar-
nation, and the killing of insects, according to his

belief, is sacrilegious.

The natives are champion beggars. They are
taught the art from childhood. "Backshees" is a
word that will ring in the ears of the traveler in that
country from morning until night.

We next proceeded to Jerusalem. We sailed from
Port Said on a small coastwise steamer in the after-

noon of one day. There were many wealthy Moham-
medans on board with their retinue of wives who
Tiept the lower part of their faces covered. Mr. Hyle
advised that I confine the use of my eyes to looking
through the "finder," and remarked that the Moham-
medans are rather sensitive to being "sized up," es-

pecially when their women are the object of the gaz-
ing. But remember that I was 20 years of age.

Musical Soup
Dinner time on board that night was quite amus-

ing. The soup sounded particularly good and could

be heard above even the sound of the engine, now
the Mohammedans do love a musical accompaniment
with their soups.

The port of entry of Jerusalem is Jaffa. There
being no harbor there, we climbed down the ladder
on the side of the ship and clamored into a huge

Ml IIIIIIIlK

Ultra Rapid

Anastigmat

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
j

ROCHESTER, N. Y

New York Chicago Washington
'

San Francisco Portland
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TITLES ART BACK-

GROUNDS
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FOR RENT

z u:

I Two Bell and Howell Cameras, 40, 50, 75 mm.
m lenses, Thalhammer iris. Jean Trebaol, Jr., 7042 8
m Stilson Street, Palms, Calif. Telephone 761-243.
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Camera For Sale

H Debrie Camera. 802 June St., Box Cor. Waring and {j

Seward St., Los Angeles. Phone 436-405.

GEORGE MEEHAN
liiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii
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rowboat in which I "set up" and filmed some views
of Jaffa from the Mediterranean. The trip from
that town to Jerusalem requires about four hours,

I believe, on a narrow gauge railroad. The train

was made up of first, second and third class coaches
which were as old as King David. The monotony of

the trip was broken by frequent stops along the route

and a few arguments between the conductor and the

engineer because the latter started the train before

the conductor blew the third blast on the whistle.

The arrival in Jerusalem made a lasting impres-

sion on me. Many of the landmarks were familiar

to me in story since childhood. Entering through
the Jaffa gate unfolded an unusual panorama of the

city. The caravans of camels winding down the

narrow streets, the gilded domes of the mosques,
picturesque humanity crowding the streets—all were
very fascinating. I was a very tired young man as

I went to bed in the hotel located opposite King
David's temple. It seemed that I had been asleep

scarcely a minute when I wakened with a start. My
hair stood up on my head. It was the middle of the

night. But the cause of my alarm was only the bray-

ing of the donkeys parked along the dried-up moat
under King David's wall.

The mosque of Omar built over Solomon's temple,

the Garden of Gethesmane outside the old wall, Mt.
Olive, the wailing wall of the Jews, all were objects

of wonderful pictorial interest.

Turkish Gold
We next visited Bethlehem and the Church of the

Holy Nativity. The Turks were then the rulers of

Palestine and we had to do quite a lot of "palm
greasing'' to be able to take moving pictures, but the
power of gold—which had lost none of its effective-

ness down through the ages—turned many a Turk's
back to our operations.

Program in Three Tongues
They even had one movie theater in Jerusalem.

The program sheet was wonderful enough to put in

a museum. It was printed in Hebrew, Arabic and
Egyptian. It was the size of a single page of a
modern newspaper. Max Linder, the famous French
comedian, was then the hero of the screen for them.
The music consisted of three pieces and reminded
one of what must have been the music of King Tut's
days.

"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
From Palestine we sailed for London where they

were whistling "Alexander's Ragtime Band" on our
arrival. I immediately made arrangements with
Barker's to develop my negative. The developing
was done on wooden racks laid flat in large porce-
lain trays which were mechanically rocked.
We photographed in the slums, and the conditions

that we found there were beyond description.
Imagine children following one for blocks in order
to pick up cherry pits which one spits out. The
"pubs" were doing a land office business. Many a
Saturday night I saw a mother enter a "pub" with
a child in arms and get as drunk as a lord. Leaving
that district for the Strand used to be a relief to me,
and leaving London for New York was a happy event
in my trip.— (To Be Continued)
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CINEMATOGRAPHERS

The new 150 Amp. G. E. Studio Lamp is

now here in Hollywood ready for 1
your approval

Call Joe O'Donnell for Demonstration

Another Creco Product

CRECO, Inc.

| 923 COLE AVENUE

| Holly. 8923; 433-930 Night Phone 433-935 1

7heUltrastigmat-/^[ Q
Speed, flatness of field and
critically sharp definition
are features of this perfect
lens for Motion Picture
Cameras| Effects can be
secured with this lens under
conditions which would yield

no results with lenses of

smaller aperture.

Ask your dealer for
descriptive folder — or
write us.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.,
Clinton Ave., South Rochester, N. Y.
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| Motor Accessories Phone B
fj Tires, Vulcanizing Holly 4313 B

| MULLER BROS.
"EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO"

jj 6380 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, Cal. §

FOR RENT
Two Bell & Howell Cameras, completely equipped,

40-50-75 mm. lenses, I 70-degree shutters. J. R. Lock-
wood 235 Vi N. Brand Blvd., Glendale. Phone Glen-
dale 1529 or Drexel 4275, care Crandall and Stevens.

strain
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New Focusing Device For

B. 8C H. Cameras

"Close-Up" of New Focusing Device

One of the first Bell & Howell Cameras to embody
the new improved type direct focusing device recent-

ly arrived in this territory, and an examination of

the instrument reveals some interesting facts con-

cerning the latest development.

The new arrangement permits of focusing directly

on the subject through the film at the photograph-
ing aperture, and eliminates all need for shifting the

camera when highly critical focusing is not particu-

larly desired. With this direct focusing system con-

venient observation of the field to be photographed
may be had at any time, and it is claimed that the
method employed averts considerable loss of time
and film that accompanies less practical methods of
direct focusing.

The image is reflected at right angles by a clear

glass prism mounted in the camera shuttle move-
ment and register leaf mechanism and a special mag-
nifier which attaches to the camera door, clearly,

distinctly, and uniformly enlarges every portion of

the field.'

A metal curtain or shutter situated between the
film and the prism prevents entrance of light rays
from the rear during operation, and to allow obser-

vation of the image, may be raised by exerting slight

pressure on a small lever projecting through the
camera door.

In order to obtain an accurate and unobstructed
view of the field to be photographed, it is obviously
necessary that the camera shutter be open and the
film seated properly against the aperture in perfect

registration. This is accomplished in a moment by

Mr,

The American Cinematographer is in receipt of the above
"freak" photo from R. H. Slinger, photographer for the Oliver
Plow Works, South Bend, Ind. Mr. Slinger explains the picture
thus:

"You will note the man on the tractor seat appears to have
a transparent body. I made two negatives of this and both gave
the same result.

"At first I was quite bewildered as to how it happened and
the only solution I can offer is that my diaphragm shutter did
not close perfectly tight, leaving a very small opening. The
man was not on the tractor when the dark slide was withdrawn
from the plate holder and as I waited for him to take his posi-
tion on the seat a first exposure was made."

The American Cinematographer will be glad to publish photo-
graphic "freaks" that have not been retouched or "doctored"
in any way.

means of an automatic device which locks the

mechanism instantly, and so that the relative posi-

tions of the film and the camera shutter are as in

the midst of an exposure during operation.

Unlike the ordinary focusing attachments, this

system is almost entirely internal, and is operated
with the greatest possible celerity and satisfaction.

Officials of the Bell & Howell Company state that

any of the several hundred of their cameras now on
the market may readily be adapted for the new
method of direct focusing.
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I If you do not file the American Cinematographer pass your copy on to someone who §

1 will like to read it. 1
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Ji. S. C. Ball makes History

(Continued from Page 8)

of the A. S. C. function. Already innumerable let-

ters have come in from points near Los Angeles com-
mending the excellence of the program which came
thus over the air to thousands and thousands of

family firesides, to the cowpuncher on the desert

and to men snow-bound high in the mountains. The
broadcasting of this ball was an innovation for
<fKHJ" w hich, in the past, has only broadcasted the

regularly arranged and announced programs. In

view of the wide area over which messages from
"KHJ" have been received in the past, it is believed

that happenings at the A. S. C. ball came to the ears

of people in the four corners of the earth—in Cuba,
Alaska, New Zealand, along the Atlantic seaboard,

Australia, China, Japan, Hawaii and the Phillipines.

A. C. members, far from Los Angeles "on loca-

tion" and unable to be present, later reported that

they heard, over the radio, everything that tran-

spired.

What the A. S. C. Ball Did

For many, pointed out "Uncle John" who knows
radioland from Bangor to Tia Juana, the night of

the A. S. C. ball was supreme in the lives of the

"listeners in," for the reason that these people, hun-

dreds of miles away from the motion picture capital

and with scarcely a possibility of ever visiting Los
Angeles to meet their favorite cinema stars, were
able to hear those stars talk by virtue of the broad-

casting arrangements at the cinematographers' func-

tion. This, as was announced by "Uncle John" over

the radio, was, according to his mind, a particularly

dramatic thing. . Modern invention permitted the

man in Australia to see, on the screen, the move-
ments of the person thousands of miles away, and,

by virtue of the radio, was able to hear that person
when he or she, still thousands of miles away, spoke

into the microphone. Among the prominent film

people who gave talks over the radio were Norma
Talmadge, Jack Coogan, Sr., Charlie Murray, "Sun-
shine Mary" Anderson, and Mary Carr.

Great credit is due to Philip H. Whitman, who,
with John Seitz and James Van Trees, made the

radio arrangements with "Uncle John."

Mllll

Henry Sharp, A. S. C, has finished the filming of

the Thomas H. Ince production of "Annie Christie,"

directed by John Griffith Wray.
* * #

Don Short, A. S. C, is photographing "The Beast,"

starring John Gilbert for Fox.
* * #

Steve Smith, A. S. C, is filming "A Tale of Red
Roses" for Vitagraph.

* # #

Charles Van Enger, A. S. C, is photographing
"The Marriage Circle," which Ernest Lubitsch is

directing for Warner Bros.
* * #

Robert Newhard, A. S. C, has returned from loca-

tion in the bad lands of Arizona where he filmed im-

portant scenes for Jack Dillon's latest First Nation-

al production, "Sundown."

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Whatever your photographic requirements

may be, you will find our stocks most complete.

MOTION PICTURE
LENSES

You will find your favorite Lens here in our

complete stock, which includes the following:

B & L Ultra Rapid Anastigmat F 2.7

Dallmeyer Pentac F 2.9

Ultrastigmat F 1.9

Carl Zeiss F 3.5

Goerz Hypar F 3.5

Cooke F 3.

5

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

510 S. Broadway, Los Angeles

Telephone 870-746

H 545 Market Street San Francisco jj
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f
ROY DAVIDGE & CO.

{

FILM LABORATORIES
(Formerly Harold Bell Wright Laboratories)

NOW LOCATED AT

| 201 N. OCCIDENTAL BLVD.
|

REALART STUDIO

PHONE DREXEL 6622

Kill

Kill
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BASS
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CHICAGO
Buys, Sells, Exchanges Cameras, Printers, Lenses

Complete Stocks

Cash for Bell &. Howell and De Brie equipment
Catalog Free

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109-AC North Dearborn, Chicago, 111.
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Andre Barlalier, A. S. C, has finished an engage-

ment with II. C. Weaver Productions. Travers Vale

directed.
* # *

Ned Van Buren lias been chosen a member of the

American Society of Cinematographers.
* * #

H. Lyman Broening, A. S. O, lias returned from

Nashville, Tenn., where he was on location as a

cinematographer <>n Allan Holubar's production of

"The Human Mill" for Metro.

* * •

Victor Milner, A. S. C, is engrossed in the (ask of

filming Fred Niblo's production of "Thy Name Is

Woman."
* » *

Fred Jackman, A. S. C, is making preparations

for another success as a director. Jackman has just

finished directing "Rex, King of the Wild Horses."

* * it-

David Abel, A. S. C, is still busy with the filming

of "Beau Brummel" for Warner Bros.
* * »

William Beckway, A. S. C, has returned from a

trip to the mountains where the first snow of the

season greeted him.
* * *

Georges Benoit, A. S. C, has finished the filming

of "The Vital Question," starring Andree Lafayette.

« * »

Norbert Brodin, A. S. C, has completed the camera
work on "Black Oxen," Frank Lloyd's first produc-

tion under his own banner for First National.

* * »

Karl Brown, A. S. C, is finishing the photograph-

ing of "North of 36," James Craze's latest produc-

tion for Paramount.
* * *

Dan Clark, A. S. C, has returned from location

for the filming of the latest Tom Mix production.

» * *
Francis Corby, A. S. C, is adding photographic

superiority to Jack White's comedies.
' '» # »

Herford Tynes Cowling, A. S. C, presumably is

penetrating the wilds of Asia on his latest trip

around the world, as no word has been received from
him for some time.

* * *

Robert Doran, A. S. C, is filming the latest Will
Rogers comedy a I the Hal Roach studios.

» * •

Knsx Fisher, A. S. C, has returned from location
for the shooting of H. .1. Brown's production of
"North of Nevada," starring Fred Thomson.

Stephen S. Norton, A. S. C, is photographing the
Thomas H. I nee production, "The Street of Painted
Women," directed by Bruce Mitchell with James
Kirkwood, Lila Lee, Wallace Beery and Matt Moore
in the cast. A large part of the action of this pro-

duction transpires on boats, so Steve had many set-

ups on the bounding main. Numerous of the scenes
were taken in and about San Francisco.

* *

Arthur Edeson is still in the midst of the filming

of Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad." Ken-
neth MacLean, A. S. C, will become associated with
Edeson with the departure of Philip H. AVhitman,
A. S. ('., with John F. Seitz, A. S. ('., for Africa and
Europe for the filming of the latest Rex Ingram
production.

* * *

Sam Landers, A. S. C, and Perry Evans, A. S. C,
have finished the filming of Joseph De Grasse's lat-

est production for First National.
» * »

William Fildew, A. S. C, has completed the filming

of Irving Cummings' production of "My Mammy
Rose."

* * *

Joseph Dubray, A. S. C, is filming "Jack of Dia-

monds" for R-C.
» * *

Tony Gaudio, A. S. C, has begun the filming of

"Secrets," starring Norma Talmadge.
» » *

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, will soon begin the photo-

graphing of "A Boy of Flanders," starring Jackie

Coogan.
» »

King Gray, A. S. C, is filming "Discontented Hus-

bands" directed by Howard Mitchell.
* * *

Floyd Jackman, A. S. C, has completed the filming

of Fred Jackman's production of "Rex, King of the

Wild Horses."
* » *

Walter Lundin, A. S. C, is shooting "The Girl Ex
pert," starring Harold Lloyd.

* * »

Reggie Lyons, A. S. C, miraculously escaped death
recently when a street car crashed into his new racer.

Reggie was thrown twenty-five feet through the air,

but was up in an instant after he "landed" examin-
ing what damage had been done to his pet car.

» * »

Following the open meeting of October 29, Charles
Posher, A. S. C, made the sad discovery that his ne\i

Packard Eight had been stolen from the place where
he left it on Hollywood Boulevard while he attended
the meeting. To date the automobile has not been
recovered.
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Seen to Hold Its FaultsSupervision
"Supervision" often

applies in name only,

critic points out.

L. B. Fowler, eminently fair motion picture editor
of the Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News—a daily,

which, published by Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., is liv-

ing up to the ideals it set for itself at its inception—

-

gave expression recently to a condition which too

long has existed unchallenged in the motion picture

industry.

Mr. Fowler questioned the wisdom of the practice

of virtually discrediting a director, by inserting in

the initial footage of the picture he has made, some
such legend as "directed" or "produced under the

supervision of Mr. Blank," which Mr. Blank is

usually the person who has employed the director or
perhaps some scenario writer who has risen to prom-
inence.

Able Directors
The condition upon which Mr. Fowler touched in

his valuable columns is one which has done injustice

to many an able director without adding appreciably
to the reputations of the producer or the scenario
writer who have condoned the absurdity of the use
of their respective names as having "supervised" the
work of the director in the production in question.,

Director or Not a Director?
To the thoughtful person, but little consideration

is required to reveal the absurdity of the "supervis-

ing" fallacy. A director either directs a picture or

he doesn't direct it. If he doesn't direct it, he isn't

a director.

So why call him a director if he isn't a director?

If he is merely a creature whose chief business is

to take orders then why not give him a name that
is befitting to his humble station? If the chief object

is the supervision of the "direction" then why should
it be necessary to retain a man who is rich in the

experience of the cinema art to "direct" a picture?
Why not merely put in some one who thoroughly
understands how to take orders, and who, in turn,

knows how to give them—whether it be a script girl

or a good foreman?

All of the foregoing may seem a Ittle far-fetched,

yet it is no more far-fetched than is the practice of

the producer or the successful writer in assuming
the credit of having supervised the direction when it

was the director who did the directing.

Producer's Credit
The producer deserves all the credit that is due

him as a producer. The writer deserves all the credit

that is due him as a writer—in fact, it is only re-

cently that the writer generally has come into the
prominence that his importance warrants.

If the producer is also the director, he should also

have credit as the director. If the author is also (he

director, he should also have credit as the director.

Manipulation of

credit brings no benefit.

Works injustice.

But if neither is the director, if neither has little

or nothing to do with the direction either actually

or from a supervisory standpoint, they have no more
claim to the credit that accrues from the direction

than has the property boy.

He Who Pays Salaries

And neither does the fact that the producer is pay-
ing the director's salary alter circumstances. Every-
thing in tin's world cannot be bought for money, and
this should, if it is not, be one of them.

If a man is a creative power, as a good director

—a director good enough for the producer to repose
confidence in-—must be, then the world is entitled to
know that he is that power.

Moreover, it cannot be denied that a director to be
a good director must be a creative artist. The most
effective script, if it is placed in the hands of the

wrong man becomes drab and flat on the screen. On
the other hand, an able director, who understands
dramatic values, takes an ordinary script and inter-

prets it so that its action holds the audience from
start to finish. There is a world of difference be-

tween the director of the latter sort and the director

who takes the excellent script with the sole purpose
of stepping the cast through the action as prescribed

to the letter by the script.

It is a sad fact, however, that many an able direc-

tor has had his name thrown on the screen under
the stigma of the "supervision" panel or title, the

result being that, according to all appearances, he

is in the same class as the director—if he can be

called a director—whose ability is confined to telling

his players how many steps they should take across

the set before they should "register" a smile, etc.

Practice Dubious

Fundamentally, the idea of "supervision" has been
questionable. It is predicated on inexcusable per-

sonal vanity or on the desire to use to advantage a
name that is believed to have more than ordinary
publicity value. The policy has never assumed clear-

cut lines except in a minimum of instances which
have resulted in failure.

The man who believes that he has the right to be

accredited with every accomplishment made in pic-

tures produced under his banner simply becaiise he

was originally a good enough promoter to be the man
who is paying the present salaries, after all, is a

man who is a deadweight in the industry.

The person to whose established name the credit

of another's achievement is annexed is another kind

of a poor sportsman—the theory being to keep great

those who are great at the expense of those who
have it in them to be great in their own names.
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RELEASES
September 16th, to October 28th, 1923

TITLE

"The Knock on the Door"

"The Call of the Wild"

"Thundering Dawn"

"The Eagle's Feather"

"A Wife's Romance"
"Cyclone Jones"

"Danger Ahead"
"The Love Trap"

"Shattered Reputations"

"The Six Fifty"

"Desire"

"Zaza"

"Six Days"

"The Social Code"

"The Clean-Up"

"Times Have Changed"
"Dulcy"

"The Gold Diggers"

"Potash and Perlmutter"

"Ruggles of Red Gap"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame'
"The Lone Star Ranger"
"The Eternal Struggle"

"The French Doll"

"Red Lights"

"The Fighting Blade"

"Cameo Kirby"

"Forgive and Forget"

"Lights Out"

"Pioneer Trails"

"The Acquittal"

"Unseeing Eyes"

"On the Banks of the Wabash"
"The Darling of New York"

"Richard the Lion Hearted"

"Big Dan"
"Held to Answer"
"The Ramlin' Kid"

"Going Up"
"The Spanish Dancer"

"Scaramouche"
"The Valley of Lost Souls"

"Gold Madness"

"The Man Who Won"
"Shifting Sands"

"Haldane of the Secret Service"

"The Meanest Man In the World"

"The Bright Lights of Broadway"

PHOTOGRAPHED BY

Philip Tannura.

Floyd Jackman, member A. S. C. Directed by Fred

Jackman, member A. S. C.

Charles Richardson, member A. S. C. Lewis

Physioc and Elmer Ellsworth.

George Rizard, member A. S. C.

Charles Richardson, member A. S. C.

Marcel Le Picard, member A. S. C.

Reggie Lyons, member A. S. C.

Not Credited.

Not Credited.

Ben Kline.

George S. Barnes, member A. S. C.

Hal Rosson.

John Mescall.

John Arnold, member A. S. C.

Richard Fryer.

Joseph Brotherton, member A. S. C.

Norbert Brodin, member A. S. C.

David Abel, member A. S. C.

Rudolph Bergquist.

Karl Brown, member A. S. C.

Robert Newhard, member A. S. C.

Dan Clark, member A. S. C.

Percy Hilburn.

Oliver Marsh.

Rudolph Bergquist.

George Folsey.

George Schneiderman, member A. S. C.

King Gray, member A. S. C.

Billy Marshall, member A. S. C.

Steve Smith Jr., member A. S. C.

Sylvano Balboni.

Al Siegler and J. La Mond.

Nicholas Muracas.

John Stumar, member A. S. C.

Joseph Walker.

Joe August.

George Rizard, member A. S. C.

Virgil Miller.

Ross Fisher, member A. S. C.

James Howe.
John F. Seitz, Victor Milner, members A. S. C.

Frank Purugini.

Not Credited.

Joe August.

Walter Blakeley and S. Balboni.

Directed by Fred L. Granville, member A.S.C.

Not Credited.

Arthur Martinelli.

Not Credited.
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HOW TO LOCATE MEMBERS OF THE

American

Society of Cinematographers
Phone Holly 4404.

OFFICERS

James C. Van Trees
John F. Seitz

< Jharles Van Enger
Victor Milner
Frank B. Good
Philip H. Whitman

President
First Vice President

Second Vice President

Third Vice President

Treasurer
Secretary

Gaetano Gaudio
Victor Milner
Robert Kurrle
James Van Trees
Arthur Edeson

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Frank B. Good
Fred W. Jackman
Jackson J. Rose

( !harles Stumar
Homer A. Scott

Paul Perry
Charles Van Enger
John F. Seitz

Philip II. Whitman
L. Guy Wilkv

Abel. David—with Warner Brothers.
Arnold, John—with Viola Dana, Metro Studio.
Barlatier, Andre

—

Hai in s. Oeorge S.—with Cosmopolitan, New York.
Beckway. Wm.

—

Benoit, Georges

—

Broening, H. Lyman—with Allen Holubar, Metro Studio.
Boyle, John W.—with Charles Brabin, Europe.
Brodin. Norbert F.—Frank Lloyd Prods., First National,

United Studios.
Brotherton, Joseph

—

Brown, Karl—with James Cruze, Lasky Studio.
Cann, Bert—Europe.
Clark, Dan—with Fox.
Corby, Francis—with Hamilton-White, Fine Arts Studios.
Cowling, Herford T.—Travel Pictures, Asia.
Cronjager, Henry—with Lasky Studio, New York.
Dean. Faxon M.—with Joe Henabery, Lasky Studio.
Depew, Ernest S.—with Al St. John. Fox Sunshine.
Doran, Robert S.—with Roach Studio.
Dored, John—Scenic, Russia. Pathe.
Dubray, Joseph A.—with R-C Studio.
DuPar, E. B.—with Warner Brothers.
Du Pont, Max B.—with Douglas MacLean. R.
Edeson, Arthur—with Douglas Fairbanks,

Pickford Studio.
Evans, Perry

—

Fildew, William—with Irving Cummings, Universal.
Fisher. Ross G.—with A. J. Brown Prods., Russell Studio.
Gaudio, Tony G.—with Norma Talmadge, Joseph Schenck

Productions, United Studio
Gilks. A. L.—with Sam Wood. La:
Good, Frank B.—with Jackie Ooog
Granville. Fred L.—directing. British Ir

London.
Gray. King—Wilnat Studios.
Orifiin. Walter L.

—

Cuissart, Rene—with J. Parker Read, Monte Carlo.
Alois G.—
Floyd—with Fred Jackman, Roach

ed W.—directing. Roach Studio.

C. Studios.
Fairbanks-

Studio.
Metro Studio.
;rnational Corp..

Heimerl
Jackm
.la. -Lin
Ko(

Studio.

Lyons, Reginald E.

—

MacLean, Kenneth G.—with Douglas Fairbanks.
Marshall, William—with Benny Zeidman Prods.,

cipal Studio.

Meehan, George—with Jack White Corp., Fine
Studio.

Milner, Victor—with Fred Niblo, Clune's Studio.
Morgan. Ira H.—Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan,

York.
Newhard, Robert S.

—

Norton, Stephen S.—with Bruce Mitchell Prods.,
Studio.

Overbaugh, Roy F.—New York City.
Palmer, Ernest S.

—

LePicard, Marcel—New York.
Perry, Harry—with Preferred Prods., Mayer Studio
Perry, Paul P.—with Ince Studio.
Polito, Sol—with John Stahl, Mayer Studio.
Richardson, Charles—With Garson Studios.
Ries, Park, J.

—

Rizard. Georges

—

Rose, Jackson—With King Bageott, Unii
Rosen. Philip E.—Directing Life of Al

Rockett-I incoln Productions, Mayer
Rosher. Charles—With Mary Pickford,

banks Studio.
Schneiderman, George—Fox Studio.
Scott, Homer

—

Seitz, John F.—With Rex Ingram, Metro Studio.
Sharp, Henrv—With Ince Studio.
Short, Don—With Fox Studio.
Smith, Steve, Jr.—With Vitagraph Studio.
Steene. E. Burton—New York.
Stumar. John—With Wm. Seiter. Warner Bros
Stumar. Charles—With Universal,
Van Buren. Ned—In New York.
Van Enger, Charles—With Ernest Lubitsch,

Bros. Studio.
Van Trees, James

—

Totheroh, Rollie H.—With Charlie Chaplin.

Prin-

Arts

New

I nee

srsal Studio,
•aham Lincoln,
Studio.
Pickford-Fair-

Wawier

\v,
mp. Hans F.—with Larry Semon.

Kull. Edward—with Universal.
Kurrle. Robert—Edwin Carewe, Europe.
Landers, Sam—with First National, United Studio.
Lockwood. J. R.

—

Lundin, Walter—with Harold Lloyd Prods., Hollywood
Studios.

Edison, Thomas A.—Honorai
Paley, William "Daddy"—Honorary Member.
Webb. Arthur C.—Attorney.

Meetings of the American Society of Cinematographers are held every Monday evening in their rooms, suite 326,
Markham Building. On the first and the third Monday of each month the open meeting is held; and on the second and
the fourth, the meeting of the Board of Governors.

Chaplin

liter, R. W.—With Mack Sennet Productions, Sennetl
Studio.

Warrenton, Gilbert—With First National United Studios.
Whitman, Philip H.—With Douglas Fairbanks, Fair-

banks- Pickford Studio.
Wilky. L. Guy—With William De Mille. Lasky Studio.
Member.
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Illustrating tripod base

Note the rugged construction.

Reinforced wood.

Only one place to tighten both legs.

Uniform tension on both sides.

Solid bolt clear through to both sides.

Taper hearings to permit quick adjustment for wear.

Just a few more exclusive MITCHELL points.

. I sh the man who owns one.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION

6025 Santa Monica Boulevard Los
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Protect Your Art

The amateur gazing at a painting may not like it but cannot

tell why.

He blames the artist where as it may be the lighting or the wa}'

the painting is hung.

So the public frequently condemns the wonderful photography

of a motion picture, whereas the fault may lie with the quality of

the Release Prints.

It is important then that the Cinematographer use every pos-

sible precaution to see that his art is protected and faithfully

placed before the public.

This is one reason why many artists of the camera are glad to

see the developing and printing of their work entrusted to

Standard Film Laboratories.

They are sure that in even the slightest detail both the negative

and the release prints will do full justice to their photography.

Sfancfarcffi/m IraboFafories

f£jl°"
e

J Sowart/andPomainoS&poU

^3qq HollywoodCali/brnia
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American Cinematographers Superior Artists

Ttoteddirector praises initiatiue
Bij Ernst Lubitsch Cinematographers' word is

of American camera geniuses final u?ith foremost companies

Ernst Lubitsch, left, and Charles R.osher, A. S. C In a consul-
tation during the filming of Mary Pickford's "Rosita"

It has been my privilege to have been associated

with two of the finest cinematographers during my
first year in Hollywood : Charles Kosher, who photo-

graphed "Rosita," my production for Mary Pickford,

and Charles Van Enger, who has just completed "The
Marriage Circle," my first production for Warner
Brothers. The work these splendid cinematographers

did in those two pictures has confirmed the idea

which I and many other foreign directors had formed
of American cinematography.

Rank of American Cinematographers

In Berlin it had almost become a slogan : American
Photography—everybody knew what it stood for—it

meant brilliance in technique, sublety in workman-
ship, feeling and atmosphere in lighting. We, in

Berlin, had the idea that to be a cinematographer in

America meant to be an inventor—a man who is al-

ways on the lookout for novel discoveries.

Expectations Confirmed

I found everything confirmed when I came to Cali-

fornia. Generally speaking, the conditions in the

American motion picture industry are very similar

to those in the German motion picture industry, even

the smallest detail I found duplicated in this coun-

try. You haven't any less trouble here than they

have in Germany. The selection of a good cast is

just as difficult here as it is in Berlin, and good
stories are scarce everywhere ; studio is studio after

all—and film is film, whether on this or the other

side of the ocean.

In Class by Themselves

But the American cinematographers are in a class

by themselves. I do not want to appear ungrateful to

my former German co-workers. My photographers
over there were just as conscientious and neat in

their work as the American cinematographers. But
their whole position in the industry is quite different

from the one of their colleagues here.

,

-

harles Van Enger, A. S. C, left, and Lubitsch at a moment of
relaxation, off-stage during the making of "The Marriage Circle"

Cinematographer Decisive Power
In this country, the cinematographer time and

again speaks the decisive word. The architect may
propose the most beautiful scene—unless the cine-

matographer is certain that he can light the set ac-

cording to his wishes, the architect's splendid project
collapses. The final question is always, "what does
the cinematographer say to this?" and his answer
settles the matter.

"Splendid Artists"

And what splendid artists there are among the
American cinematographers. It seems to me that
they take care and train their camera as a dog fancier

would his pets. Every cinematographer has his par-

ticular technique—his peculiar tricks, and these are

secrets that he guards carefully. One has a peculiar

iris which darkens the picture in a mysterious man-
ner—one has a certain way of his own to silhouette

his pictures—the third one is a master of peculiar

photographic tricks, etc. This desire to be able to do
something that no one else can do, is significant of

the whole profession.

Initiative

When the day's shooting is done, the cinematog-

rapher goes to the laboratory and experiments—he

tries out what he can do with his camera—he, him-

self, will invent some technical novelty—he will tell

the director the next day: "See, what I can do with
my camera," or: "Do you want that certain effect?

I can give it to you, my camera can do it !" This

most sportsmanlike ambition of the cinematog-

rapher is the main spring of his progress and success.

Achieves Incredible

The devotion to his art is not confined to his cam-

era. The whole studio with its lighting equipment
serves as a playground for the cinematographer's in-

ventive imagination. Light is the color with which
(Continued on Page 18)
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Art and
... btj William Ttlarshall A. S. C.

Commercialism

It remains for me to again
thresh out the old hackneyed sub-

ject: of art as connected with
cinematography. There are a
great many producers who affirm

that cinematography is not an art,

and the photographer therefore

not an artist, but a mechanic just

like the electrician and carpenter,

and therefore not entitled to the

salary he receives.

It maybe is true that every oper-

ator possessing a camera is not
an artist. But to say that pho-

tography, in its function of pic-

ture producing, is not an art, is

to make light of the whole indus-

try.

Where There Is Art

There is no art, it is true, in

taking motion pictures in a hap-

hazard way, but when scenes are
carefully studied, and lighted to

get a certain effect, there is cer-

tainly art, if the subject is handled
with intelligence and taste.

Thorough Study

The first requisite of a cinema-

tographer is to perceive and visu-

alize the scene he is taking, and he
must thoroughly understand the

limitations' of his art.

It does not afford him the wide
scope of a palette of an artist, he
cannot to the same extent impress
his character upon his work, but
he can go much deeper into his

subject if he studies his subject

thoroughly.

The Technical

His difficulties are many. The
first are technical, which he will

have to surmount with lots of

study, carefully compounded
chemicals and correct exposures.

Little Precedent

The second are fundamental
laws and principles of art, which
cannot be studied from the old

masters, or from books devoted

to the subject.

Deceptions

The gravest difficulties which he

will have to overcome, and one in

which he can least profit by out-

side help, will be the realization

of the fact that he is producing a

monochrome rendering of a col-

ored subject. He must train his

mind to disassociate color from

his subject and see its mono-
chrome value. Unless he can sur-

mount this difficulty he will be de-

ceived by the beauty of the view,

which will appear entirely unin-

teresting when rendered in mono-
chrome by the process which does

not even give to each color its true

value.

Matter of Monochrome

This question of truly render-

ing scenes in monochrome is very

important, and enters very deeply

into the artistic side of photog-

raphy. Anyone who has not the

trained hand of an artist, and
makes scenes with a motion pic-

ture camera, must possess an edu-

cated eye as well as natural artis-

tic perception, if he would pro-

duce real pictures. It is not

enough to be able to life his cam-
era, plant it down in some partic-

ular place and turn the crank,

apart from the fact that he must
make choice of subject and select

the fittest point of view. If he has
not studied the lighting of his pic-

ture, and uses the light that he

may have at hand as the most suit-

able for the subject, he has not
gone far on the art side of his pro-

fession.

Inherent Perception

Many persons enjoy the inher-

ent perception of the picturesque

and will hit upon the best point

of view by natural instinct; in

others it requires years of study.

Composition "Feeling"

The feeling for composition is a
gradual acquisition; it cannot be

learned all at once; to some even,

it may be forever a sealed book.

The artist germ must be in the

mind; if it is not there, it is hope-

less to try and cultivate it.

A very lit tle study will convince

the photographer that notwith-
standing the depravation of color,

all nature's manifold moods are

Why cinematography

as practiced by the

thorough artist is an art

at the command of the cinema

artist, and, I may say, in a way
that neither pencil nor brush can

emulate.

Intimacy of Touch

Handicapped though he is in

respect that the rich color with

which nature dazzles the eye and
entrances the sense is withheld

from him, and that all the varied

enchantments she produces have

to be produced in monochrome, yet

the photographer, in spite of dis-

advantages, has a range within

his grasp and an intimacy of touch

that almost compensates him for

the lack of the prismatic colors.

The color may come in the fu-

ture; meanwhile it is for the wise

worker not to quarrel with his

tools.

Greater Perfection Wished

While the glorious sun shines

the cinematographer is happy to

produce the best he can within the

limitations of his art. He sees a

glorious bit of nature before him,

a beautiful sunset with a riot of

color, shoots it with a feeling

which only a lover of nature can
understand, and sees it projected
in monochrome. No matter how
exquisite it is—alas ! when he com-
pares it in his mind's eye with
the scene at the time of cranking,
it surely makes him pensive.

Works Onward

No doubt those limitations are
at times very provoking. Every
cinematographer has felt them.

But that does not stop the cam-

era artist; it only goads him on

to bigger efforts. Who knows but

some day the really worthwhile

producer will encourage the men
that have made photography what

it is today, give them the recogni-

tion they so richly deserve, and

at least not insult them by calling

them mechanics?
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Conoperation Between Cinematoqraprter and Laboratory

Close working alliance be- "Pattern" rules produce on-
, , r , Bu James Uan Trees, A. S. C. i j» • * uttpeen tu?o jactors necessary ^ lu, canned cinematography.

The cinematographer, in his effort to attain picto-

rial beauty, has many difficulties to contend with
that are under his own control. But no matter how
thoroughly and successfully he is able to cope with
such difficulties, there are innumerable other things

beyond his control that can make or break his

efforts.

One of the most important of such factors, which
ordinarily are not immediately under his control ;is

a part of his job, is the laboratory. The man respon-

sible for the photography of a picture must give and
have the same co-operation from the laboratory that

he must give and have from his director. If the case

is that he doesn't have this co-operation or that he

doesn't give it, the time and effort put into trying to

beautify a production or to create something atmos-
pheric for that production is worse than wasted.

One Interpretation Necessary

Co-operation is just as necessary between the cine

matographer and the laboratory as it is between
the director and the scenario writer. If the latter

pair do not have the same thought behind certain

action, the whole effect of such action is lost. Simil-

arly, if the cinematographer is working for a light

and shade effect, and if the laboratory man does not
know that that is the sort of effect desired, but
handles the film in a manner that will produce the

effect that he thinks is wanted, the result is a con-

glomeration of pictures which, in most cases, must be
re-taken, or allowed to pass on as something that
will "get by." But such motion pictures are bene
ficial to no one, and least of all to the cinematog-
rapher or the laboratory.

Must Come From Both Sides

As to the accomplishing of the very much needed
co-operation, it cannot successfully come from one
side. Both sides must work to a common end—-a com-
pleted picture that photographically will enhance
the value of a masterpiece, boost a fair story, or carry
a poor one. The last may sound rather like stretch-

ing a point, but it is not remote at all, for in more
than one instance a poor dramatic story has ''got

over" solely on its artistic beauty brought out by the
camera and the man behind the camera—with co-

operat ion.
Two Classes

Laboratories fall generally into two classes: First,

the studio laboratory, owned and operated by the
studio; and second, the independent laboratory whose
business depends on ability to satisfy customers.

"Patterned" Cinematography

With some studio laboratories the co-operation idea

is this: Photography, idea, developer, developing
time, etc., must follow set rules of policy. If the cin-

ematographer desires best results and says as much,
he is told to follow the policy rules. If he is indiff-

erent to the results that he gets, he is likewise ex-

pected to follow the policy rules. This pattern idea

is O. K., if we have reached ihe point where we don't

care to have individuality in our photography or in

our pictures; or, perhaps, if pictures have reached

perfection so that we have to quit trying to improve
the cinematographic end of film making. Otherw ise,

we will turn out truly "canned" motion pictures.

Point Out Mistakes

On the other side of the fence are the independent

laboratories. Their idea of cooperation is sometimes
carried to the other extreme when they take the blame
for somel hing of which they are not the fault through
the mistaken idea that they are helping the cinemat-

ographer who may be really to blame. The cinema-

tographer should be informed of his mistake so that

he may avoid similar ones in the future.

Difference

Generally speaking, the distinguishing character-

istics between the studio laboratory and the inde-

pendent laboratory may be said to be simply this:

The former says "come to me" and the latter says "we
will meet you half w ay and more."

Arbitrary Conditions Ruinous

The studio laboratory needs to pay more attention

to the individual and give the cinematographer a

chance to put his individuality into his pictures—so

that the cinematographer may be helped to keep his

productions out of the rut into which they will drift

if he is forced to operate for any length of time under
the arbitrary laboratory conditions. The cinematog-

rapher must work at all times with the idea of meet-

ing his laboratory half way, not demanding unneces-

sarily that the work be done according to his notion

when ihe same results can be obtained in other and
more convenient ways for the laboratory. There
must be co-operation on both sides. First and fore-

most comes co-operation between director and cine-

matographer, but second and close second there must
be co-operation between the cinematographer and the

laboratory.
» » *

Messrs. Howard Strickling and Frances Perrett

of the Metro press department announce

:

Georges Rizard, A. S. C., chief cameraman for

"The Livng Past," the screen adaptaton of William

J. Locke's story, "The Tale of Triona," which ITarold

Shaw is directing for Metro, is a skilled pianist.

Whenever there is a piano on the set he takes advan-

tage of the opportunity to display his marked ability.
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Films Own Shadow as Plane Falls
Intrepid second cam- Diuersitvj of calling

eraman grinds aipau. Bij Dan Clark, A. S. C.
reflected in schedule

ris death looms belou?

Pilot Grace (left), Norman De Vol, and Ben Southland, mechanic, (right) with wreck of plane whose
shadow De Vol, sticking to his camera, filmed as the machine plunged earthward.

In the air, on land and under the sea—the fore-

going may sound like the title for a novel, but such
is not the case. It is only the route over which I

have filmed scenes for recent pictures ; a route which
has furnished some real thrills and also has given
me some very interesting and valuable experience,

some of which I will endeavor to describe and some
which I could never describe here or hereafter.

In a recent production it was necessary to get some
shots from the air, hence the air route.

We experienced considerable difficulty photo-
graphing in the mountainous districts from the air,

owing to the presence of a dense haze which prevails

at this time of the year, but with the use of aerial

filters, we were able to penetrate the haze very sat-

isfactory.

One of the shots from the air was a cabin set

located at an elevation of about 2000 feet above sea
level, in a mountainous country, where a forced land-
ing was supposed to be made. The set was built

accordingly and the camera loaded on the plane
about fifteen miles away from where it was neces-
sary to take off, on account of there being no field

near the set for a hop-off.

DeVol at Camera

I might here state that in this scene I was not at
the camera, but instead, Norman De Vol, one of my
associates, was doing his stuff. The hop-off was
made O. K. and, after sailing around in the air for
an hour or so, the necessary scene was filmed, at the
finish of which the plane was at an elevation of 1000
feet.

At this point the thrill began. On account of the

terrific strain the plane had undergone in reaching
that elevation, a breaker point was burned out and
the motor stopped. Then, as if by the irony of fate,

the plane crashed 1000 feet to the earth in almost
the identical spot where it was supposed to have
crashed to earth in the picture—and with it crashed
De Vol and Dick Grace, the pilot.

Sticks to Camera
You can imagine the feelings of the two men in the

machine as they plunged downward. Grace is au-

thority for the statement that when he told De Vol
that they were going to plunge, De Vol, as cool as
the proverbial cucumber, merely announced, "Let
'er fall !" and continued grinding his camera crank.

Filming Own Death
Turning a crank while in the air is enough to test

the steadiness of the most seasoned cinematographer,
but just think of the coolnes and courage of a man
who could turn on his plunging shadow and thai of

the plane while he and his comrade were hurtling
to what any reasonable man would have believed
certain death.

Imagine keeping cool enough to hold a camera in
focus and to grind, not too fast and not too slow,
but at the regular number of turns per minute while
from one fraction of a second to another you were
not even leaning in the same position.

Imagine seeing your shadow growing larger and
larger on the ground while you rushed through the
air to an inevitable crash; imagine yourself keeping
that shadow within the eye of the camera, oblivious
to your fate, striving only to get a celluloid record
of what without doubt would be your death—to get
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SPECIFICATIONS
Outside dimension, 3x4x7 feet.
Ports, 16x16 Inches of glass showlnq.
Weight of bell without ballast, 1600

pounds.
Depth In water with ballast and with-

out water In control tank, 5 ft., 6
In.

Control tank full destroys buoyancy
completely allowing bell to sink.

Water pumped out of control tank al-
lows bell to rise to surface, this
being done at will of operator by
means of electric motor.

Working pressure of air in bell at any
depth is atmospheric.

Glass kept clear Inside by electric fan.

Connection through by telephone.

Displacement in water 2830 pounds.
Safe working depth, 30 ft.

Glass, 1 p in. plate, in soft rubber
bushings.

Side Elevation.
Front View of Bell

the record not because you wanted your death de-

scent described in films, but because you wanted to

stick to your post, stick to your job, even until the

last minute of your worldly existence.

Imagine those things, which no words can accu-

rately relate, and you may easily realize the grim
determination and the courage of De Vol and his

pilot.

Miracle

By a miracle, though the plane was wrecked when
it hit the earth, neither De Vol nor Grace were so

much as injured even in a minor way. But to them
it was all in a day's work.

Film Proves Courage
The remarkable part of it all was that the film

which De Vol ground out in their headlong plunge

developed perfectly and bears silent witness to his

courage, as a forthcoming Fox production will prove.

On Land
The thrills and experiences a cinematographer

has on land are many and varied, such as photo-

graphing from the tops of runaway stage coaches,

speeding automobiles, on perilous cliffs, on tops of

trains, under trains, suspended from the sides of all

kinds of moving vehicles and every other conceivable

place a human being could hang or be tied to, some-

limes wishing he were tied and sometimes wishing

he had not been tied, and sometimes wishing he had
wings; battling with the violet rays, clouds, fog,

sunlight, and all kinds of artificial lights from a

match to a sun arc, and with exposures, speeds, fil-

lers, gauze and numberless other devices, but all the

1 [me Incusing the eye through the finder on a certain

bit of action necessary to the picture.

These are the experiences that most all cinema-

tographers have had, each of which is a story by
itself and should be dealt with separately, but any-

one who has been associated with Tom Mix in the

making of pictures will bear me out in the statement

that lie furnishes enough thrills per square minute
to last one a lifetime, and still they come, such as

leaping a gap with a racing car, skidding around
sharp turns, smashing through buildings, jumping

into moving trains on horseback, crashing through
brick walls in an aeroplane, and riding through ex-

plosions, falling over cliffs, changing from horse to

aeroplane and dropping from aeroplane to earth,

bull-dogging steers and riding bucking horses. The
experiences and difficulties in this kind of photog-
raphy are a book in themselves and too many to

enumerate.
Under Sea

Submarine work is a very interesting field for

photography. It also has its thrills. In a recent
production it was necessary to film some under-
water scenes, and as all the regular apparatus
around the country for this kind of work was busy,
it was decided that we would build an apparatus of

our own. Therefore, after comparing data, Mr. Mix
designed, and Ben Southland, our mechanic, built

a tank as illustrated. The scenes called for the

working of horses, and as there appeared to be no
available tank around the country large enough for

this work, it was decided to take our apparatus to

Catalina and use the ocean for our tank on account
of the clear condition of the water there.

"Foggy Water"
One of the most interesting facts which I discov-

ered while filming these scenes was that when the

atmosphere is foggy that the ocean water not only
appears to be foggy, but is actually so, and clears

much more slowly than the air. For instance, in

some cases where a fog would clear at 11 o'clock

A. M., the water would remain foggy until about
12 :30 or 1 o'clock.

Under Water Changes
Another interesting point is that the conditions

under water change almost instantly, which condi-

tion I attribute to the ground swells- or tides. In
this particular case, at times, the water would be

perfectly clear and almost instantly would change
to a milky condition, through which it was impos-

sible to penetrate with light. This condition would
leave almost as suddenly as it appeared, leaving the

water again clear-. Another difficulty encountered
(Continued on Page 19)
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"Fade Out and
Slou>h] Fade In

1

On returning to New York from
London, the continent and Africa,

I found it very difficult to settle

down to ordinary routine work,
particularly that of the labora-

tory. The "lab" became too confin-

ing. The "great outdoors," which
I had so enjoyed in months of

travel, changed my perspective of

the duties that had to be per-

formed indoors.

While there is scarcely a pro-

duction of any consequence today
that does not call for more than
one cinematographer, things were
a bit different in 1912. There was
hardly ever more than one man
at the camera, and he was sup-

posed to do all that the assistant,

the second and an extra first cine-

matographer are supposed to do
in the aggregate. He lugged his

own equipment around, he loaded
his own magazines, he ran his own
errands. Despite the cosmopoli-
tan aspect of his varied duties, the
mystery of his calling was usually
highly respected by those with
whom he was affiliated, even if it

was sometimes the case, then as
now, that the producer, for salary
reasons, sought to impress him
that his profession was necessa-
rily that of a nonentity.

"Do They Really Move?"
The cameraman, however, who

could get his photographs to reg-

ister clearly on the screen was not
to be completely sneered at. The
chief object then — in the days
when the people were still asking
"Do they really move?"—was to
get the pictures on the screen.

Little or no attention was paid to
lighting, composition or correct-
ness in detail on the set. Just so
that you made a clear motion pic-

ture without too many blurs or
flickers. Indeed, the matter of ar-

tificial lighting as it is done today
was remote from the cameraman's
mind, for the lighting of a set

then was a fixed proposition.
Lighting arrangements consisted
usually of a series of Aristo lamps
resembling arcs used in lighting
small town streets. They were
protected by cylinder-shaped glass
and were suspended from above
in rows of six usually, sometimes
more and sometimes less.

Sets were built to conform willi

the rows of lights—underneath

Bxj Uictor Kiilner, A. S. C.
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them, as the overhead trolley was
unknown. The floor lights were
banks of "coops" and a few
"Wohls" which weighed a ton
apiece. The sets were painted,

even to the kitchen stove and the

steaming kettle. The doors were
canvas and whenever a little

breeze blew through the stage the

set walls, kitchen stove, pictures

and doors swayed with the breeze.

It was not until later years that

the ability to light a set correctly

became just as an essential part

of the cinematographer's business
as fundamental knowledge of mo-
tion photography.
No Cameraman, No Pictures

Though lowly his position was
in the pioneer days, the camera-
man at least was not taken as a
matter of fact. It was very de-

cidedly present in every one's con-

sciousness that there had to be a
cameraman or there would be no
pictures; and the producer who
invested his spare money or haz-

arded his all in the making of a
production spent many anxious
moments wondering whether the

camera box was really capturing
the actions of the players, whose
salaries were eating up his good
money. Thanks to the cinematog-
rapher's advancement and the pro-

gress of the manufacturers and
the laboratories within the motion
picture industry, this uncertainty
is spared the producer of today.

Brave was the person from the

legitimate stage who dared to flirt

with films in those days. But the

spirit of the adventurer—and it

was, to a great degree, just such
a spii'it—the impelling force which
lured most of the cameramen to

the cinema likewise reached out

to the stalwarts of the stage. So
it was that my first director on a

"dramatic" picture was Edgar
Lewis. The assignment amounted
to padding a one-reeler into a two-
reeler, and the location was Fort
Lee, New Jersey.

Fourth installment

—

Primitiue lighting

arrangements cited

Shot Longfellow Classic
The next job to which I was

assigned by the "old man," as Mr.
Schneider was affectionately
known to us, was the shooting of
Longfellow's "Hiawatha," as pre-
sented as an outdoor affair by
Frank E. Moore, with a troupe of
Seneca Indians, over a circuit
that extended through a number
of Eastern cities.

As soon as Mr. Moore had closed
with Mr. Schneider, I was dis-

patched to Baltimore, where the
presentation was being staged in
one of the city parks, for the pur-
pose of determining whether it

was practical to film the story.
Well, fools rush in where angels
fear to tread, so we decided to
shoot "Hiawatha."

Annex Director

When Mr. Moore returned to
New York to proceed with the
production, we realized that per-
haps a director might be of some
assistance, even though Mr. Moore
had the presentation more or less

perfected as an outdoor presenta-
tion. I was asked whether I knew
a director. Yes, I knew one

—

but I didn't tell them that I knew
only one—and Edgar Lewis di-

rected "Hiawatha" as one of the
first five reelers ever made.
We made the summer sequences

in the vicinity of Buffalo, on the
Seneca Indian reservation, and
returned to New York City later
for the winter scenes.

My outfit, as before, was com-
posed of a Schneider amateur
model, equipped with 200-foot
magazines, non-reversible move-
ment, and a crystal view finder.

I had to shoot the visioning of
the famine of death visiting the
wigwams on a separate negative
and double print it. It was my
first attempt at a double, and be-

ginner's luck was with me, but my
second effort was disastrous. The
scene was the last in the picture—Hiawatha, standing in his ca-

noe, slowly drifts toward the set

ting sun with the visionary face
of Minehaha appearing before
him. I effected the vision all

right, with the exception of a
small detail. I shot .Minehaha a

little too close to the camera and
(Continued on Page 26)
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MORE RELEASE PRINTS

Over-working release prints until they are chewed, tatttered and torn

may be a form of economy but it assuredly is not good business. Least of all

is it good business for the producer or distributor, in whose pockets this petty

economy is supposed to keep money.

Recently there have appeared protests from exhibitors in various parts

of the country against the mutilated prints which have been handed them to

exhibit in their theatres. Exhibitors have maintained, and justly so, that they

pay healthy sums for rental, and that, because it is their own money that they

pay out, they are at least entitled to a print that does not have to be repeat-

edly patched and cemented together by their projectionists.

Whether or not the exhibitors' protests will have any effect remains to

be seen, but it is to be noted that one producer has announced that something

like five hundred prints will be made of each of the features that he releases.

In many cases, it is said, there are no more prints made of a production

than there were made of similar features several years ago, despite the fact

that a current vehicle may enjoy many times the circulation of the earlier

photoplays. As a whole, the average distributor, or producer who distributes,

apparently holds no intention of increasing the number of his release prints

believing no doubt, that as long as he has been able to progress with a mini-

mum number of copies of his pictures there is no reason why he should in-

crease that number. Where the matter has been considered in some instances

it has been quite erroneously stated that photographic quality would become

impaired essentially if too many prints were issued of the same subject. But

leave that to the efficient modern laboratory and the 'steenth print will be

just as effective as the first one.

The exhibitor is not the only element that suffers in making the print

out-live a reasonable age. It is no pleasure to the theatre projectionist to be

obliged to repair and repair again the prints which his exhibitor hands him

to run. Nor is it by any means a pleasant sensation to have a print go bad

in the middle of an interesting sequence and have to stop for adjustments
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while the audience waxes impatient below—blaming the house for having

such a "rotten operator." And surely such happenings do not tend to boost

the exhibitor's "good will" and business. Occurences of this sort are less

frequent among the theatres in the larger cities where fresh prints are given

their initial screenings; but among the smaller houses in the smaller towns or

among the neighborhood stands, where the prints are hauled in in the last

stages of their life, the situation is severely felt.

The distributors' exchanges, to the despair of its attaches, hear the story

time and again of worn-out prints; but the extreme to which the exchange

official may ordinarily go is to sympathize with the exhibitor, or be bold

enough to send a letter about the complaints to his main office probably

knowing while he writes the letter that its message will not be heeded.

Aside from the exhibitors and those who are on the actual consuming

end of the picture game, those who produce photoplays are very materially

affected by the inadequacy of prints. It does not enhance the characteriza-

tion the actor is portraying and over which the director may have worked

ever so conscientiously, to have that characterization crudely intruded upon

by a print misbehaving. But of all of those involved in the production of a

film, the laboratory which made the release print which goes wrong and the

cinematographer who shot the original negative suffer most.

The laboratory may have spent time and money, much of both, to build

up exhibitor confidence in his prints; what happens, though, if the print is

not able to withstand the weakness of age in the house of an exhibitor who is

not careful as to where he places the blame for the senility, quite naturally

blaming the laboratory because it made the print. Laboratories cannot make

prints of iron.

The cinematographer, too, suffers his share especially if the print figures

in a mishap before an audience which is at least interested in the photography

or who is responsible for it. The aged print, even if it does not "slip up,"

surely cannot lend support to as true a representation of the cinematographer's

pictorial efforts as could the print that is still enjoying a natural existence.

More prints will do much good and no harm.
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Problems in Motion Picture Laboratories
Invaluable formulae given for >

f
From transactions, the Society

splicing of motion picture film of Motion Picture Engineers

Synopsis—The treatment of this subject is general

rather than specific: the prevailing idea being to focus

attention upon certain types of problems which bear some

relation to the more important phases of motion picture

Considering- the delicate nature of the product,

the number of separate operations and the enormous
amount of film finished in motion picture process-

ing laboratories, it is not surprising to find an appar-

ently endless variety of difficulties incident to the

work.
The manufacturers of raw material and of sen-

sitized photographic products get their most valu-

able experience and indications for progressive im-

provement from the men and women who do the

practical work, and happily the tendency to rec-

ognize this value has, of recent times, become very
real. This liberal attitude, together with a dominant
spirit of progressiveness, is responsible for the high
degree of excellence attained by American manufac-
turers of sensitized photographic material.

Experimentally we are enabled to accomplish
much in clearing the atmosphere of uncertainties.

But, many accomplishments are possible experiment-
ally which fail in practice, so, in the last analysis,

we receive our impulse for research and development
from them that use the product, discover its weak-
ness and its strength, register complaints and ex-

press approval.

The efforts of technical bodies such as this should,
in our opinion, be directed in larger measure toward
the man who typifies this class, and when we say
man we include women as well, for woman has now
only the equal rights with man, whereas previously
she had more.

To be of value we believe it best to address him
in the language of the layman ; to invoke his appre-
hension and appreciation ; to subordinate our desire

for technical expression of a high order, so grateful

to the scientific mind, and speak to him in terms
of mutual understanding. * * *

The problems of processing laboratories are in-

deed many and varied. It seems when about all

conceivable troubles have been experienced, in fact,

after they have recurred as if in obedience to some
periodic law, a fresh crop of heretofore unknown and
unsuspected genesis appear.
A host of troubles are conveniently classified un-

der the characteristic title of dirt. Included are all

types of blemish. White spots, black spots and spots
which, for variety of color, put to shame the whole
range of the visible spectrum. Spots of any sort
need only to be present in sufficient number to be
classified as dirt.

Dirt, then, for the most part can be and is usually
avoided, yet only at the expense of constant vigi-

lance. Let up on the vigilance and lo! the dirt is

with us again.

There are several varieties of dirt, each of which

film processing. Examples are given from experiences in
actual practice and chosen, for their value as indicating
the means whereby related problems may be solved. Con-
siderable space is devoted to a consideration of temperature
and humidity and the principles of their relations explained.

may be identified by certain characteristics. Pos-
sibly these are best indicated by example, but first
let it be stated that dirt in the film as received from
the manufacturers is an extremely rare occurrence.
It is therefore safe to start with the premise that
practically all of it is collected in the finishing labo-
ratories.

Most of the stock now comes to the finisher al-

ready perforated, but there are laboratories that
still prefer to do their own perforating. It is sur-
prising how much dirt can be collected from the per-
forating machines. The problem includes frequent
removal of accumulated perforation dust and scat-
tered chips as well as periodic inspection of dies
and suction cleaners.

These procedures are often neglected. Perfora-
tions may appear faultless to the unaided eye and
yet be profuse propagators of dirt, the first evidence
of which may be a storm of white spots upon the
examining screen and possibly a ruined negative,
as will appear later.

It is advisable to know at all times that the^oer-
forators are functioning properly. The best aid is
a simple microscope without substage or condenser,
such as the Bausch and Lomb A, or if a small extra
outlay is of no consequence, then the FS No. 1, which
has the additional convenience of a fine adjustment.
The 16 mm. objective with a 5x ocular or eyepiece

will give ample magnification, including about y2
the perforation in the field and the whole aria of
the significant blemishes or spots.

This instrument will serve admirably for the fre-

quent examination of the work. The microscope
will be found useful in countless other ways and
every laboratory should include one in its equip-

ment. There is a fascination in the use of a micro-
scope and its influence psychologically is such as
to insure its being used, whereas a hand glass suffi-

cient for most purposes would not possess the same
attraction.

Poorly cut perforations will show under this low
magnification particles of film loosely attached with-

in the perforations. These are detached by the claws
of step printers or blown about in continuous print-

ers. In either case the particles may find their way
between the negative and positive, resulting in

innumerable white spots of irregular size and shape,
including some hair lines more or less curved.
Under certain conditions of temperature and humid-
ity these particles may adhere to the negative, be-

coming embedded in the gelatin and forever after

the white spots will prevail.

(Continued on Page 20)
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Planned to Protect Film Interests

December, 1923

Movement
Discrimination in public office

to be opposed in the future

A movement, one of whose chief

purposes will be to seek to pre-

vent discrimination against the
people of the motion picture in-

dustry by public officers in the

city of Los Angeles, is under way
in the capital of film production
following the closing by police of

the seventh annual ball of the Mo-
tion Picture Directors Associa-

tion at midnight Thanksgiving
eve, at the Hotel Biltmore, Los
Angeles.

The pith of the movement, ac-

cording to present plans, will be

to create a voting power among
those units of the motion picture

industry as represented in Los
Angeles to cast their ballots for

those candidates who, through
either their own acts in public

office or through those of their po-

litical appointees, will not perpe-

trate actions which discriminate
against those who gain their live-

lihood from the making of motion
pictures.

While motion picture people are
announced as being prominent in

the movement it will not be con-

fined to motion picture interests

but is planned to embrace civic

and business organizations which
have legitimate functioning in
public office at heart.

Those who have enunciated the
principles of the movement make
it plain that the undertaking has
not been brought about because of
the unfortunate happening at the
directors' ball. On the contrary,
the movement is the culmination
of past events which reached the
last straw when the police were
ordered to the ballroom floor

while the directors' ball was in
progress. Sentiment crystalized
following the bringing in of the
police, and plans for the move-
ment were born.

Officials of the Motion Picture
Directors Association were em-
phatic in their statements that
there was no intent on the part
of their organization to violate any
laws which have for their purpose
the cessation of dancing at mid-
night, even if they enter into the
provinces of private affairs, if

Los Angeles newspapers de-

voted columns to stoi-ies which
denunciated the situation, of

which police interference in the

Motion Picture Director Associa-

tion ball is declared to be indi-

cative. Following in part is a
representative story ichich ap-

peared in the Los Angeles Re-
cord:

"Shall Mayor Oyer's police com-
mission tell people when to go
home?
"Shall Doc Montgomery, dance

dictator of the police commission,
decide who can dance and who
can't dance?
"Shall the music stop at mid-

night for the motion picture direct-
ors' friends, while members of an-
other organization are permitted
to dance until 1 o'clock?
"Just what are Mayor Cryer's

police commissioners trying to do
and why? * * *

"Then came the request of the
Motion Picture Directors to hold
their annual benefit ball to help
destitute actors.
"The polics commission held up

the permit for 'investigation'

—

whatever that Is. People turned
back their tickets.
"Finally the directors were per-

mitted to hold their ball at the
Biltmore. But the police commis-
sion stopped the dance at mid-
night. Policemen were sent to en-
force the order. Everybody went
home. The movie directors say
they lost $3500. Members of an-
other organization were permitted
to keep on dancing.

such laws are written on the

books; but the directors' associa-

tion protested against the dis-

crimination which evidently was
shown against their organization

by virtue of the fact that a ball of

a fraternal body, of which Mayor
Cryer of Los Angeles is a promi-

nent member, was allowed to pro-

gress after midnight on the same
night that the directors' function

was brought to an abrupt end by
the appearance of police. The
fact is cited that at the opening of

the Hotel Biltmore there were in-

numerable policemen present to

handle the entrance and exit of

the crowds while dancing con-

tinued until four o'clock in the

morning without protest on the

part of the police.

The happening at the directors'

ball is termed as an "outrage" by
prominent Los Angeles citizens

who, not connected with the mo-
tion picture industry, expressed
their viewpoints to Los Angeles

Interference in M. P. D. A.

affair resented by public

newspapers which devoted col-

umns to the "fiasco" as it was
termed.

As a direct result of the police

invasion of the directors' ball, the

function resulted in a loss of $3,-

500 where early indications point-

ed to large profit for the directors

fund which is used for philan-

thropic work among the needy
in the motion picture profession.

Los Angeles requires the grant-

ing of a permit for the giving of a

function such as the directors

held. The directors' association

duly applied for the permit but,

with a newly appointed police

commission in the saddle, the per-

mit was withheld until a few days
before the ball, thus creating an
air of uncertainty as to whether
or not the ball would be held.

This state of affairs caused in-

numerable people to return their

ball tickets and, in addition, inter-

fered with the sale of tickets to

others who had planned to at-

tend. Meanwhile, the Association

was placed in a position where,

with hundreds of dollars tied up
in elaborate preparations, they

did not know whether to advance
or call a halt.

In many quarters, it was unre-

servedly stated that the entire

"fiasco" at the Hotel Biltmore
was a "grandstand play" on the

part of the new police commission
which, believed to be taking ad-

vantage of unfortunate and usu-

ally false publicity concerning
the motion picture industry for

some time past, endeavored to

make an "example" of the direct-

ors' ball, thus elevating them-
selves to a pedastal of public

favor. The fact that police com-
missioner Birnbaum was present

in the Biltmore ballroom to direct

the "raid" is cited as proof of this

theory. Mr, Birnbaum's fellow ap-

pointee on the police commission
is Doctor Montgomery, a profes-

sional reformer.
While the injection of the city's

police power into the director^'

private affairs involves largely a

question of personal liberty, the
(Continued on Page 26)
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Insist on prints on—

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

— and all the quality that was secured in

the negative will be seen on the screen.

This means the kind of photographic repro-

duction that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted base, is available in thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Choice Monologue On English Set

Reported By Returned Director |

Report made by Harold Shaw of the remarks of a |
cameraman in England before taking a scene for [
Mr. Shaw, who is directing in Hollywood after sev- j
eral years across the waters. The artists are natu- J
rally inspired to do their best by this eloquence, as 1
it is delivered, according to Mr. Shaw, in a tone j
of voice which is least of all like the tones of the H
nightingale.

"Bring me the camera . . . bring in the lights ! 1
Let me see your positions, please ... go through the

jj

action . . . just a minute! Priest, don't cover up j
Mr. Hume's face ... in fact, stay in the back! Mr. j
er-er-Goldsmith, you know how far you can't go . . . |
Hold it! . . . Don't nobody make no motions ... §
Give me the focusing card . . . right up against Miss

jj

Brook's face . . . Hold it there . . . Take it away! |
Take 'em off ! . . . Wait a minute! Who pushed my 1
camera? Put on the lights . . . bring me the focus- jj

ing card again . . . all right . . . Mr. Shaw . . . what's j
the action? Wait a minute! Get out of my way,

jj

Mr. Shaw! How can I see what's going on? Well
jj

... I didn't know you were all ready ! . . . All right,
jj

give me a light rehearsal . . . wait a minute ! . . . all J
ready . . . give me a number ! . . . Wait a minute ... 1
Mr. O'Neils, let me see your hands up, now put J
them down, put them up again, now get down on §
the carpet . . . Hold it there ... all right! . . . Give 1
me the number! . . . What, you gave it to me? Are

jj

you sure? All ready! Put on all the lights! ... 1
Wait a minute, take off those diffusers, bring me a
floor spot! ... All r-r-r-ready! STOP! The lights j
are flittering ! Go ahead now ! WT

ait a minute ! 1
Is that the action ? . . . O my God ! They're out of

my picture . . . give me the chalk . . . mark the foot |
positions . . . Leslie, did you notice me the last

§|

scene? . . . come here . . . stand on my camera . . . O
my God, I'm getting halations from the walls ... 1
STOP! Who closed my iris? . . . Eric, give me the §
number once more! . . . What! I'm vibrating? ... g
BREWSTER, the hammer and the nails . . . make J
me steady the floor . . . O my God! Look at the 1
fog in this set! Who's smoking? . . . O my God ...

jj

look at the butterflv in the set! Kill it! ... Is it I
dead? . . . Wait until the dust settles! ELEC- |
TRICIAN, lower up that spot ! . . . What's the mat- |
ter? Can't you understand me? . . . Bring me some- J
thing to sit on while they change the carbons ...

jj

Where's Willie Davis? . . . Look at the furniture |
. . . it's lousy ! . . . Brewster, telephone me home to jj

Mamie, my daughter, I will be late coming home; 1
it takes too long to rehearse the people . . . Sam, j
did you hear Jake Hutchinson broke the records j
again? . . . What do you mean I'm slow? . . . I've §
been waiting for you an hour ... I never hold you 1
up . . . Put them on . . . Wait a minute . . . Take jj

them off and bring me the sunlight arc . . . Now, jj

what is it? Fall into your positions . . . O my God,
Miss Fumes, look at your makeup ! Well, we'll take
a chance . . . Oh, boy! some lightning! Well, what

jj

are we waiting for? READY . . . WAIT A MIN- f
UTE . . . STOP . . . HOLD ON . . . Load up the j
magazine ... I ran out of film!" „

t(Derry _i-
Cbnstituis-t-

You and your support

— both are needed
' I

SHE battle against tubercu-

losis is your battle. The or-

ganized fight against consumption

protects you, and makes your com-

munity a cleaner, more healthful

place to live in.

You support the war upon tuber-

culosis when you buy Christmas

Seals. The life-saving campaign

of the Tuberculosis Association is

largely financed by the sale of

these seals. Protect yourself and

help others Buy Christmas Seals.

Stamp out

Tuberculosis

with

Christmas

Seals

THE
NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TUBERCULOSIS

ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
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Announcing the greatest achievement

in

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
"THE NEW DEBRIE INTERVIEW"

For Newsmen and General Outdoor

Work

made by

ANDRE DEBRIE OF PARIS

| It has the same movement and construction as the Standard Professional Debrie.

Body of five-ply walnut, finly finished and guaranteed to withstand any cli matic conditions.

Direct focusing tube

Quick lens changing device

Focusing and Diaphragm rods oper-

ated from rear of camera.

Film Reverse

Film punch

Direct View Finder with removable
masks

Set of inside masks
Four hundred foot regular Debrie

Magazines
Two-inch F 3.5 Russel Stylor Anastig-

mat lens

Weight, fourteen pounds

Outfit Comes Complete With Two Magazines and Carrying Case at the

Astonishing Low Price of

I $400.00
|

Motion Picture Apparatus Co., Inc.

118 West 44th Street, New York City

Ownership Management of Willoughby, Inc.
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Lighting Organization Opens

Branch In San Francisco

Creco, Inc., lias opened a branch of its organization

at 363 Valencia street, San Francisco, where a com-

plete line of illuminating equipment will be stocked

for rental to motion picture companies working in

central California and adjacent territory.

The equipment includes spots, gas sets, M. G. sets,

sun arcs, wind machines, side arcs and scoops.

MacCormac is Manager

It is calculated that the new branch, of which

G. E. MacCormac is manager, will prove a boon to

film companies which use Creco service and which

go to central California away from their usual base

of operations inasmuch as, according to a Creco
announcement, arrangements have been effected

whereby the visiting companies, on proper notifica-

tion, may have their equipment awaiting them at

their arrival.

Hollywood Not To Lose

Whitman Due to New Plans

Due to a last-minute change of plans, Fkilip H.

Whitman, A. S. C, did not depart for Africa and

Europe as associate first cinematographer with John

F. Seitz, A. S. C, on Rex Ingram's production of

"The Arab," to be filmed principally in northern

Africa.

Whitman had virtually completed plans for his de-

parture when word was received at the Metro studios

from Ingram, who, with his wife, Alice Terry, has

been abroad some time, that a close-up survey of the

north African locations, designed to be used for

"The Arab," established the fact that their possibili-

ties did not warrant their being covered by more than

one first cinematogropher insofar as the forthcom-

ing Ingram production is concerned. The material,

therefore, will be filmed by Mr. Seitz, Mr. Ingram's
regular cinematographer. Mr. Seitz left Los An-
geles, Saturday, November 17th.
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Ned Van Buren Chosen

For A. S. C. Membership

Ned Van Buren has been elected a member of the

American Society of Cinematographers, according to

an announcement by the Board of Governors.

Besides being a master cinematographer, Van
Buren has had wide experience in laboratory affairs,

his actual photographic experience covering a period

of 2l> years.

Some of the screen's most successful productions

have been photographed by Van Buren. He filmed a

great number of Famous Players-Lasky productions,

starring Pauline Frederick, including the following:

"The Woman in the Case;" "Ashes of Embers;" "Her
Better Self;" "Double Crossed;" "Sappho;" "Madam
Jealousy;" "Mrs. Dane's Defense;" "Nanette of the

Wilds;" "The Love That Lives;" "The Slave Mar-

ket;" "The Hungry Heart;" "La Tosca ;" "The Res-

urrection;" "Fedora." Among the other produc-

tions that he filmed for Paramount were "Out of the

Drifts," starring Marguerite Clark; "Saints and
Sinners," starring Peggy Hyland, and "Susie Snow-
Hakes," starring Ann Pennington.

For De Luxe productions, he photographed the fol-

lowing pictures starring Doris Kenyon : "Wild
Honey;" "Twilight" and "The Band Box."

He filmed Madge Kennedy in "The Service Star,"

"Friend Husband" and "Kingdom of Youth," all

Goldwyn productions.

Among the other vehicles Van Buren has shot are

:

"Sin That Was His,," starring William Faversham
for Selznick; "Cardigan," starring Buster Collier;

"The Broadway Saint," with Montague Love; "The
Young Painter" and "Youth" with Mary Astor;

"Clansmen of the North," starring Richard Travers

;

"The Headless Horsemen," starring Will Rogers;
"The Old Fool," starring Lloyd Hughes; and "When
a Man's a Man," starring John Bowers for Principal

Pictures.

In addition, Van Buren shot something like 60

productions with the old Edison company and about
12 with Universal, all of which he states are too

numerous to mention.

Keep in touch with the technical

and production progress of the mo-

tion picture industry. Enter your

subscription and those of your

friends for the American Cinema-
tographer.

The American Cinematographer

—

Herewith find $3.00 to pay for one years, subscrip-
tion to The American Cinematographer, subscription

to begin with the issue of .192

Name

Address

Cinematograph Lenses F3.5 in the new
spiral mount. All sizes in stock

HAROLD M. BENNETT
U. S. Agent

153 West 23rd Street New York

Kllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The New Photographic Store

B. B. NICHOLS, Inc.

Eastman Kodaks and

Photographic Supplies

617 SOUTH OLIVE STREET LOS ANGELES
Phone Broadway 2531

X

Hutter & Harlow, 1112 Pacific-Southwest Bldg.
Phone 653-450—Long Beach

|§
6 Short One-Reel Comedies

15 Thousand Feet of Stock Shots
5 Two-Reelers That Will Sell Out Right. Negative and |

Print g
1 Complete Bell & Howell Tripod

]llllll!!!lllll!lll!l!!IIIIIIIUIIill!lllllll!lll!!!!MI!M

"Walter. 1 van Rossem
6049 Hollywood Blvd.

Phone Holly 725

Commercial Photography
Still Developing and PrintinqT

& Hcroell Cameras—FOR. RENT— Still

it
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1 INSIST on the PILOT REGISTER MOVEMENT The

C1NEM0T0R
|

For FIELD and STUDIO
|

An electrically operated motor j|

drive for camera positive speed m
regulation.

Greatly ASSISTS the cine- j|

matographer by allowing him H
added time for other important B
details.

ENHANCES the photographic j
value of a negative because of its B
absolutely uniform and vibration- H
less operation and remote con- g
trol possibilities.

In use by leading producers a
everywhere.

Three cinemotor-driven B. &
H. cameras now filming Gold- J
wyn's "BEN HUR."

Hollywood
Bell & Howell Camera with Cinemotor attached Chicago New York =

American Cinematographers Superior Artists

(Continued from Page 4)

he paints his picture. He wants to have sure com-
mand over it just as the painter has over the color on
his pallette, and he has learned to achieve the almost
incredible. He plays with the light—he takes away
its harshness—he breaks it of its bad habits—he
forces the light to exclude rays that he cannot use for

his emulsion—he's a real artist.

American Lighting Different

The American technique of lighting is different

from the system used abroad. It is far more elabo-

rate and thanks to the superiority of American tech-,

nical equipment, surpasses anything I have seen be-

fore. I don't yet know how many different lights the

American cinematographer has at his disposal. We
in Berlin were very proud of our few spot lights and
had no idea of the variety of spots you Americans
have, from the "baby spots" for small surfaces to

those large, powerful fountains of light, the giant

spots. There is something for each contingency and
each imaginable situation.

As a result of the constant endeavor on the part of

the cinematographer to improve upon his technique
and to develop his art, cinematography in America
is getting into the habit of having fashions of its

own. Just as some day the whole world wears
pointed shoes, and tomorrow discards them, thus sur-

llllllllllllllllllllllllll!lll!l!llll!l!!llllllllllllllli!llllllli

denly it becomes fashionable for cinematography to

be quite delicate and soft to such a degree that

there are hardly any contrasts, and then, a few weeks
later, quite the opposite might be the fashion. Today
it is fashionable to dissolve one picture into an-

other—tomorrow this is considered inartistic.

The American cinematographer is able to get the

best posible results from his photography and to suit

his every whim, because the chemical process that

follows the photographing is under his immediate
supervision. He watches each phase, strengthening
here and weakening there, to get the exact results he
had in mind when he photographed the scene.

War Years Cause Gap
Are the German cinematographers fh the same

class as the Americans? I shall answer: "Yes, as

far as their ability goes—but they haven't had the

time nor technical equipment to develop their art to

so high a degree. The years of the war were an
entire loss to German cinematography, and even dur-

ing the years following the war there was the handi-

cap of money stringency and economic stress.

American Achievements Admired

Fortunately there is no hostility in the film indus-

try. German cinematographers without envy ac-

knowledge the high achievements of their American
colleagues, and, if I may judge from my own personal

experience, America welcomes us from across the sea

with open arms and a rare cordiality, a spirit muchly
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conducive to the higher development of the cinemat-

ographic art, which with its universal appeal to the

peoples of all the countries of the world, is the most
international of all the arts.

Films Own Shadow as Plane Falls

(Continued from Page 8)

was objects being intensely magnified by the water.

This condition was somewhat overcome by lens ma-
nipulation.

As to thrills under the water, just picture being

locked up in a tank, the largest opening to the out-

side world being a 6-inch pipe suspended from the

top of the tank to the air for the purpose of ventila-

tion and a piece of i/2-inch glass separating you
from tons and tons of water, and having the living

feet of distressed horses pounding a tatoo on said

glass through which you are photographing their

hoofs.

Anyone who has not experienced this has missed a
very interesting and educational field of endeavor,
and since the sea is comparatively a virgin terri-

tory, photographically speaking, it is my belief that

the future will reveal, through the medium of the

camera, many mysteries from the depths that hereto-

fore no man has seen.

ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL SEEKS

FILMS ON TEDDY'S LIFE

The American Cinematographer is in receipt of
the following letter which, addressed by the Roose-
velt Memorial Association, to all those who may be
interested, is self-explanatory:
"Dear Sir:

"If you have any motion pictures of Theodore
Roosevelt or public events of his time, including
presidential inaugurations and national political
conventions, the Roosevelt Memorial Association
would greatly appreciate a gift of this negative.

"If you cannot afford to present it to the Roosevelt
Film Library, send us a short description of the
negative, state the footage and if you will name a
price low enough, we will be glad to buy it.

"The enclosed reprints explain our object in col-

lecting all the existing Roosevelt film. Please pass
on this information to others in your territory who
may have negative that we are seeking.

"Hoping heartily for your co operation and for
any suggestions which you may care to offer,

"Very truly yours,

"HERMANN HAGEDON,

"Director."
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Problems In Ttlotion Picture Laboratories i1111 ilia MUX

(Continued from Page 12)

We may invite trouble for the manufacturers of

sensitized perforated film if a qualifying statement
is not included here.

Some film dust is bound to adhere to the best per-

forations as well as to the edges of the strip, most
of which will do little damage. It is copious quanti-

ties incident to poorly set or dull punches or ineffi-

cient cleaners which cause the greater trouble.

The fact that some film dust is to be found in the

best perforations puts another responsibility upon
the finishers, whether or not they do their own per-

forating. Even this small quantity of dust will

cause trouble if permitted to accumulate. Each tiny

crevice or angle of the printing machines requires

frequent inspection and cleaning if the best work
is to be accomplished and waste avoided.

Before leaving this phase of the subject we wish
to inquire into the adaptability of the cleaner

brushes. There are three types—the stationary

brush, the brushless and the rotary brush type. The
first is practically obsolete. Of the three types ex-

perience seems to indicate the rotary brush type as

the best when in good repair. There are two prin-

cipal precautions, first, to avoid undue moisture in

the vicinity of the machines, and second, to renew the

brushes before they become too short.

The consequence of neglect of the first precau-

tion is adherence of moist perforation dust to the

brushes and of the second, light scratches or abra-

sions from the whisk of the sharp bristle ends
against the emulsion. These marks may show in

lightly printed portions of the picture as fine dark
lines lengthwise with the film.

Finally the separate units of the rotary brush
cleaners may be adapted for cleaning negatives after

each printing on the rewind operation with highly

gratifying results. A small suction fan driven with

a '/4 to y2 H. P. high speed motor will provide suc-

tion for several cleaners and drive the cleaner

brushes at the same time.

In addition to dirt as we understand it, there are

many kinds of spots and markings. Static and fric-

tion markings are well known and their source quite

readily detected. It is not so generally known how-

ever that too rapid and vigorous tightening of the

film on the racks before development will, under fav-

orable atmospheric conditions, result in static at the

top and bottom turns where the film base comes in

contact with the racks. The delicate flashes are

visible if the work rooms are not too brightly lighted

and the trouble is identified by the appearance of

a faint dark blur across the picture, often mistaken

for an abrasion mark. In some instances these

static marks will appear quite equally spaced being

separated by Hie height of Hie developing rack. This

illustrates one type of defeel w here identification is

assisled by noting the frequency or spacing of the

blemish. However, the eft'eel described is seldom
uniformly spaced due to the variation of its occur-

rence. The mark is prominenl only in light pictures
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FOR RENT
Two Bell and Howell Cameras, 40, 50, 75 mm.

lenses, Thalhammer iris. Jean Trebaol, Jr., 7042
Stilson Street, Palms, Calif. Telephone 761-243.

llll!llllllllllllllll!!ll!llli;illllll!IIIW

Ulllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Camera For Sale

Debrie Camera. 802 June St., Box Cor. Waring and

Seward St., Los Angeles. Phone 436-405.

GEORGE MEEHAN
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and the vigosc of the operator may vary in tightening

the film on the development rack.

There are many unusual problems, some resisting

discovery for an aggravatingly long period. We
will recite two typical cases.

Some perfectly round spots appeared in the posi-

tive print. They followed in a straight line along

the strip with separation approximately three inch

centers; but this separation was not constant, vary-

ing from three to three and one half inches. The
opacity of the spots also varied arbitrarily. The
search was continued for several days without suc-

cess, the sanity of the entire establishment being

threatened in the meantime. How simple it proved

to be after all.

As finally discovered, a small friction roller over

which the unexposed film passed had on some pre-

vious occasion become loosened or broken. The me-
chanic knowing little and perhaps thinking less of

sensitive photographic material used his own judg-

ment, replacing the old flanged roller with a solid

one into the face of which he drilled and tapped for

a set screw. The mechanic is to be credited with
countersinking the set screw but eventually it loos-

ened projecting a little above the face of the roller

with the consequence that at each revolution a pres-

sure mark was made at regular intervals, except for

the creep of the slightly loosened roller.

The second case was even more perplexing, yet

ridiculously simple when finally discovered.

Brownish spots, like splashes, appeared in the

positive. Drippings from overhead pipes, careless-

ness about the tanks, about the racks, all were sus-

pected and acquitted, suspected and acquitted again
and then again. The spots were all sizes, all shapes
and appeared at all points of the compass. They
bad respect for neither size, place nor distance.

They followed the irresponsible law of chance. Dili-

gently the search continued with negative results.

But there is always an eagle'eye, or eventually be-

comes so in desperation. This is what is found.
The room in which the racks were being loaded was

fitted with a slatted door. In this room worked a lad

who was addicted to chewing tobacco. He aimed
between the slats but missed frequently. The tobac-

co being an abused plant copiously saturated with
gastric juices and not at all interested in photog-
raphy, splashed indiscriminately over the film as it

was being racked for development. In the orange
light these blown spots were apparently invisible

or nearly so, remaining therefore undetected until

the picture was examined in while light.

Many troubles may be classified under these two
types.

It is as essential to warn against wrong classifi-

cation as to indicate the correct one. Most trouble
Classified as brittle stock may be traced to three
principal causes. Injured perforations, splices out
of line and for the most part, faulty manipulation.
There is practically no brittle nitro cellulose stock
made in these days. The brittleuess, if there is any
a1 all, is in the condition of the gelatin after pro-

cessing. Dye baths, tinting and toning solutions,
conditions as to time and temperature of drying, all

will affect the flexibility of gelatin. Brittleuess is

practically controlable in tin 1 processing laboratory.
(Continued on Page 23)
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I SCHEIBE'S PHOTO- FILTER SPECIALTIES

g Are now popular from coast to coast, and in some
foreign countries.

U If my many varieties do not always fill the bill, tell

I me your wants and I will make them on special order.
m Always at your service.

GEO. H. SCHEIBE
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FOR RENT
Two Bell & Howell Cameras, completely equipped,

1 40-50-75 mm. lenses, 1 70-degree shutters. J. R. Lock-

1 wood 235 |/2 N. Brand Blvd., Glendale. Phone Glen-

B dale 1529 or Drexel 4275, care Crandall and Stevens.

x \:::,;;z „ «
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Hlotoi>drvi?eTi Cameras

Qiuert Practical Usaqe

A practical application of the electrical cine-

motor for field work has been accomplished by Gold-
wyn Pictures Corp., with the collaboration of the
manufacturers, it has been announced.

The use of the camera cinemotor which requires

110-volt current for operation has become almost uni-

versal in the studio since its development several

years ago, but,, because no suitable means had been
devised to provide electric current of the necessary
small range of fluctuation in the field where regular

line voltage was not available, the electrically driven

motion picture camera has been heretofore restricted

to studio production.

Generator Operated by Automobile

A generator, of selected design, which operates off

any automobile and incorporates means for stabiliz-

ing the required voltage, makes for efficient perform-

ance of the cinemotor in the field where its advan-
tages involving remote control, greater camera turn-

ing steadiness and time allowance to the cinema-
tographer for other important details, can be utilized

equally as well as in the studio.

John W. Boyle, A. S. C, cinematographer of the

Goldwyn Company now filming "Ben Hur" abroad,

conferred with the Bell & Howell factory at Chicago
prior to his departure, relative to the camera equip-

ment for this picture, which consists of three cine-

motor driven Bell & Howells.

How "Unseeing Eyes" Was Made

Thanks to the development of camera engineering

and precision mechanics, the motor driven camera
played an important part in the filming of Cosmo-
politan's "Unseeing Eyes," which is just being re-

leased, according to reports received by the Bell &
Howell organization. Had it not been for the per-

fection of this branch of the camera science, much of

the effectiveness of the production would have had to

be foregone.

Not only is "Unseeing Eyes" one of the most thrill-

ing photoplays ever made, but it is also one of the

most pictorially beautiful films of all time. In bring-

ing Arthur Stringer's story to the screen, the Cos-

mopolitan corporation actually filmed the greater

part of it in the heart of the picturesque Canadian
Rockies, where the author located his pulsating ro-

mance of love and adventure.

In making scenes in the Canadian wilderness, the

"Unseeing Eyes" company achieved several new and
distinct records in photoplay making. For the first

time in filming of a Northwest story, aeroplanes

play a predominant part. Many of the most thrilling

scenes were made around Castle Rock in the Colum-

bia Valley between the Selkirk Range and the Cana-

dian Rockies. These huge planes were utilized and

Two big current productions

call on electricity to propel

cameras for important work

they soared more than 10,000 feet above sea level.
In filming the spectacular aerial scenes, the company
had three gigantic Curtiss planes. Charles Sherman
"Casey" Jones, chief test pilot of the Curtiss Com-
pany, was the supervising pilot of the expedition.
Captain William G. Sharpe, who served as flier with
the British army in Mesopotamia during the War, was
the licensed Canadian pilot.

Not only did the players soar more than 10,000
feet above sea level, but they made "close-ups" at that
altitude. These "close-ups" were made through the
medium of a motor driven Bell Howell camera mount-
ed on the struts of the aeroplane. The camera was
operated by the actors from the cockpit by turning
a switch, and worked perfectly at the high altitude.
Scene charts were also employed, the actors strap-
ping the charts to their knees by clamps and bands.
The action and titles of the scenes taken by the self-

operating, motor-driven camera were heavily typed
and easily read by a glance at the knee. When the
right altitude and proper background appeared, the
actors moved the switch and proceeded to go through
the action and speak the lines as appeared on the
chart.

New Weekly To Recognize

Photography In Short Reels

With recognition of the cinematographer who
shoots comedies and other short subjects as one of
its purposes, "Tullar's Weekly," edited by Harry
Tullar, has made its debut in Hollywood.
The new publication is devoted exclusively to short

subjects in the motion picture field, containing re-

views of such subjects and news matter on those who
make them.

Appreciation of the merits of the cinematographer
on short subjects is especially gratifying, as this

camera artist—and the field possesses many of them
—has found himself in the back-ground in the past,

due, no doubt, to the fact that the short subject has
been considered to be secondary to the feature in

interest. Nevertheless, the well filmed short subject

requires artistry and ability on the part of the cine-

matographer, and his work should be recognized for

what it is worth.

gllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilH

FOR SALE |

H Pathe No. 1110, completely equipped with six maga- j|

zines, tripod, tilt head, mats and vignettes of H
every description. Guaranteed in perfect shape, j

|§ 40, 50 and 85 mm. lenses. Bargain.

JAMES C. VAN TREES
American Society of Cinematographers
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(Continued from Page 21)

The best insurance against brittleness is the final

glycerine hath after processing. This question

merits careful consideration. It should he faced

right-mindedly by every one responsible for the

finished product. It is such ;i simple matter to dis-

miss a problem by shirting- the responsibility, Often

it is a costly convenience, nay, a luxury few can

afford. Except in self evident cases it is a safe rule

to investigate al borne thoroughly before fixing the

responsibility elsewhere. A rush of alibis is like a

sand storm; it blinds the eyes and befogs reason

and judgment.

During the winter months film calls for more

careful handling especially negatives which may be

stored in cold vaults; in any event film is more

brittle when cold and before running on any ma-

chine should be allowed to acquire warmth through-

out.

As a warning, lest some enterprising inventive

genius be tempted, let us say that film should never

be artificially warmed or confined for that purpose

in a closed box or oven. Inevitably there will be an

explosion.

A few paragraphs from the note book of a friend

will apply generally to the foregoing.

Celluloid stock will cut grooves in metal very

quickly. A deep groove so cut in the parallellogram

of a step printer caused frequent breaks of the film.

The mechanic thought the groove a part of the guide

construction and spent much time and material in

search and experiment. The first impulse was to

proclaim the stock brittle.

A negative reel was wound end for end and
spliced in that manner. One of the splices caught

in the aperture of a continuous printer slitting the

negative for a considerable length before discovered.

A normal splice may behave similarly if carelessly

made and an injured negative perforation may be

caught in the aperture with the same consequence,

Continuous use will cut grooves in the claws of

step printers which if neglected will injure the per-

forations. An extreme case of such neglect resulted

in a broken claw. Several thousand feet of printed

positive was in process when the trouble developed

on the examining screen. The consequence is un-

steady pictures.

Quite recently we had our attention called to a

defect which consisted of rather broad streaks about
the center of the pictures. These streaks were dark
w ilh adjacent lighter streaks and persisted through
several thousand feet of film. Examination of the

surface showed no marks or abrasions and therefore

could not be due to any rubbing action. We decided
1 hey were drying si reaks.

Investigation proved that the work had been hur-

ried and that the racks of washed film were slacked
far ahead of the drum winders. The water had
drained from the film to such an extent Ilia I when
it was finally passed through I lie chamois cleaner
just previous to winding upon the drying drums, the

film had streaks with relatively less water adjacent
io areas with relatively more water. As a conse-

quence the lilm dried unevenly, resulting in streaks
of varying opacity. It looked like a considerable

MATOGRAPHER Twenty-three
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imp I

Ross Fisher's Mitchell in a ticklish position. The A. S. C. member shot this photograph while
the director focused on the bottom of a canyon, 3000 feet below, during the filming of a

recent production.

loss but if the theory of drying streaks was correct

then rewetting should remove them, and so it

proved. The film was rewound on racks, soaked

for fifteen minutes in clear cool water and at once

wound on the drying drums. No evidence of the

original defect could be observed on the examining

screen. Obviously film should be wound upon the

drying drums while still thoroughly wet and not

allowed to stand out of water for any length of time.

In another instance some amber tinted film had
two green lines running diagonally with the length

of the strip. The lines were fairly sharp and about

three eighths of an inch apart. They started at the

left and across the pictures to the right. Their total

length measured 27 inches and appeared at fairly

uniform intervals of 94 inches. For a few moments
there seemed another puzzle. The solution proved

simple enough.

The lines as we have seen were diagonally traced

along the film—the film is wound diagonally on the

developing racks. The separation of the lines cor-

responded roughly to the separation of the racked

film, also, the spacing of the defect was equal to

one turn on the rack—clearly these racks had some-

thing to do with the case. Furthermore the lines

were green. Blue and amber will make green and
as both these colors were stacked with their slightly

curled edges touching the amber prints, resulting

in the green diagonal lines.

We might continue such citations indefinitely.

In practice, processing laboratories acquire indi-

vidual methods and formulae and in so doing fre-

quently arrive at effects quite at variance with ex-

pectations. This is of course due to lack of under-

standing with respect to chemical reactions and
physical laws. Nevertheless, by the process of trial

and error they do acquire satisfactory methods
which are well enough until something happens. A
simple example is indicated in the following experi-

ence.

The film on the drying racks presented an unusual
appearance when wet. The surface had a satin

sheen instead of the usual gloss. In the bright light

of the drying room the surface radiated delicate

prismatic colors as from a detraction grating. Na-
turally we recognize this to be an ordinary case of

reticulation but the reason for it was not at once
apparent.

The developing tanks were provided with brass

steam pipes for heating and for cooling the solu-

tions, ice was used. The developer had just been
strengthened and at the same time some granular
"hypo" added to the fixing bath. There is a prevail-

ing notion that the hand can feel temperatures bet-

ter than a thermometer can indicate and so when
finally the temperatures were checked up, the de-

veloping solution was found to register 73F. while
the fixing bath was 63F. The developing bath was
strongly alkaline with caustic soda and well bromid-
ed. The consequence of this combination was first

to soften the gelatin excessively while the astrin-

gent action of the cold fixing bath resulted in the re-

ticulation observed.

(To Be Continued)
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RELEASES
October 29th, to llouember 18th, 1923

TITLE PHOTOGRAPHED BY

'The Common Law"

'The Temple of Venus"

'Long Live the King"

'Men in the Raw"

'The Way Men Love"

'The Country Kid"

'Woman Proof"

'Blow Your Own Horn''

'In Search of a Thrili"

'A Million to Burn"

'His Children's Children'*

'Ponjola"

'Pleasure Mad"

'The Eternal City"

'Let's Go"

'The Love Pirate"

'David Copperfield"

'April Showers"

'White Tiger"

'The Virginian"

'Under the Red Robe"

'Flaming Youth"

'Our Hospitality"

'The Leavenworth Case"

'The Barefoot Boy"

'The Way of a Man"

'Modern Matrimony"

'The Dancer of the Nile"

Jules Cronjager.

Joe August

Frank Good, member A. S. C. and Robert
Martin

Harry Fowler and Ray Ramsey

Ray June

E. B. DuPar, member A. S. C.

Ernest Haller

Joseph Dubray, member A. S. C.

John Arnold, member A. S. C.

John Stumar, member A. S. C.

Alfred Gilks, member A. S. C.

Paul Perry, member A. S. C.

Alvin Wyckoff and Norbert Brodin, mem-
ber A. S. C.

Arthur C. Miller

W. E. Shephard

Jack Fuqua

Not Credited

Harry Perry, member A. S. C.

Wm. Fildew, member A. S. C.

Harry Perry, member A. S. C.

Harold Wenstrom and Gilbert Warrenton,.
member A. S. C.

James C. Van Trees, member A. S. C.

Elgin Lessly and Gordan Jennings

Not Credited.

David Abel, member A. S. C.

Verne Walker

Jules Cronjager

Jules Cronjager

Kunmnni!!!!! ix
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George Meehan, A. S: C, is shooting a two-reel

comedy special for Jack While Productions.
* * #

Dan Clark, A. S. C, is filming "Ladies to Board,"

the latest Fox production, starring Tom Mix. Jack
Blystone is directing.

* »

George Schneiderman, A. S. C, is making numer-

ous trips to various points in the Wes1 for the pur-

pose of scouting locations for a forthcoming Fox
special production.

* » #

L. Guy Wilky, A. S. ('.. will leave shortly lor New
York City, following the completion of the latest

Joseph Henabery production for Paramount, on
which he worked in conjunction with Faxon Dean,
A. S. C.

* * *

Reggie Lyons, A. S. G, is again asserting his

versatility with his racing car and as a cineinatog-

rapher in a racing picture that is being filmed in

Hollywood.
* * *

Frank B. Good, A. S. C, has begun cinematog-

raphy on "A Boy of Flanders," Jackie Coogan's
latest production. *-*'*

Charles Van Enger, A. S. C. has finished the

filming of "The Marriage Circle," which Ernst Lu-

bitsch directed as his first production for Warner
Bros.

* # *

John Boyle, A. S. C, writes from Paris, through
which he passed on his way to Italy to film "Ben
Hur," that "The French legation of the A. S. C.

have 'some town'."
* * *

Charles Kichardson, A. S. C, is recovering from a
severe attack of pneumonia.

Sol Polito, A. S. ('., w ill he chief ci nenia t Ogra pher

on John Francis Dillon's production of "Lilies of

the Field" for First National. The casl includes

Corinne Griffith, Conway Tearle, Charlie .Murray,

Alma Bennett and other stars.
* * »

Homer Scott, A. S. C, bagged the limit during a
recent duck hunting trip with James Van Trees, A.

s. c, and Fred Jackman, A. S. C.
* # #

Jackson J. Rose, A. S. C, has completed the photo-

graphing of the latest King Baggott production and
is filming "Innocent," Perley I'oore Sheehan's first

production for Universal.
* * #

A Long Beach, Calif., company will soon release

the original production of "St. Elmo,'' it is an-

nounced.
» * #

Norbert Brodin, A. S. C, is making preparations

for the filming of "The Sea Hawk," Frank Lloyd's

second production for First National. "The Sea
Hawk" will be filmed mostly on the sea in five spe-

cially built ships, which represent an investment of

|250,0()0, so Norbert is getting his sea legs ready.

* # * * #

William Marshall, A. S. C, has joined Carlos

productions as chief cinematographer.

* * #

Victor Milner, A. S. ('., is still engrossed in the

task- of filming Fred Niblo's production of "Thy
Name Is Woman."

* * #

Robert Newhard, A. S. C, is receiving congratu-

lations on the superiority of his work in "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," which was given its Los Ange-

les premiere recently.

Mouement Planned

to Protect Film Interests

(Continued from Page 13)

movement to muster the film vote

is not exclusively confined to such
an issue. It is planned to cover a
wider field in that it will seek to

forestall unjustified discrimina-

tion against the industry as such,

having in the aggregate, through
its regular business organizations

and its representatives who are

home-owners and taxpayers in

Los Angeles, millions of dollars

permanently invested in that city.

Stress is laid on the fact that the

industry, if the movement mater-

ializes as contemplated, does not

expect to be the recipient of class

favor, but expect only that consid-

eration of personal and property

rights which is an integral part of

the American scheme of govern-

ment. The closing of the direct-

ors' affair by the police, however,

while another affair sponsored by
an organization of which the

mayor of the city is an active

member danced on, is viewed in

the light that one body was dis-

criminated against while another
element was shown the favor of

the authorities.

"Fade Out and
SIoujIu Fade In"

(Continued from Page 9)

the vision appeared behind Hia-

watha.
My job did not end with the

completion of shooting—oh, no!

I had to develop 10,000 feet of

negative on revolving drums, pick

out the N. G.'s, make a print, and
tone and tint the same. We re-

ceived a cent a foot extra for

tones. In addition, I had to shoot

the titles, and wound up by pro-

jecting the finished picture. Yes,

Ave were versatile.
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HOW TO LOCATE MEMBERS OF THE

Society

American

of Cinematographers
Phone Holly 4404

OFFICERS

James C. Van Trees

John F. Seitz .

( Jharles Van Enger
Victor Milner
Frank B. Good
Philip H. Whitman

President

First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Third Vice-President

Treasurer
Secretary

Gaetano Gaudio
Victor Milner
Walter Griffin

James Van Trees
Reginald Lyons

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Frank B. Good
Fred W. Jackman
Jackson J. Rose

( !harles Stumar
Homer A. Scott

Paul Perry
Charles Van Enger
George Schneiderman

I 'hi lip H. Whitman
L. Guy Wilky

Prin

-

Arts

New

Ince

Abel, David—with Warner Brothers.

Arnold, John—with Viola Dana, Metro Studio.

Barlatier, Andre

—

Barnes, George S.—with Cosmopolitan, New York.
Beckway. Wm.

—

Benoit, Georges—Belasco Prod., United Studios.
Broening, H. Lyman

—

Boyle, John W.—with Charles Brabin, Europe.
Brodin, Norbert F.—Frank Lloyd Prods., First National,

United Studios.
Brotherton, Joseph

—

Brown, Karl—with James Cruze, Lasky Studio.
Cann, Bert—Europe.
Clark, Dan—with Fox.
Corby, Francis—with Hamilton-White, Fine Arts Studios.
Cowling, Herford T.—Travel Pictures, Asia.
Cronjager, Henry—with Lasky Studio, New York.
Dean, Faxon M.—with Joe Henabery, Lasky Studio.
Doran, Robert S.—with Roach Studio.
Dored, John—Scenic, Russia. Pathe.
Dubray, Joseph A.—with R-C Studio.
DuPar. E. B.—with Warner Brothers.
Du Pont, Max B.—with Douglas MacLean, R. C. Studios.
Edeson, Arthur—with Douglas Fairbanks, Fairbanks-

Pickford Studio.
Evans, Perry

—

Fildew, William—with Irving Cummings, Universal.
Fisher, Ross G.—with A. J. Brown Prods., Russell Studio.
Gaudio, Tony G.—with Norma Talmadge, Joseph Schenck

Productions, United Studio.
Gilks, A. L.—with Sam Wood. Lasky Studio.
Good, Frank B.—with Jackie Coogan. Metro Studio.
Granville, Fred L.—directing, British International Corp..

London.
Gray, King—Wilnat Studios.
Griffin, Walter L.—
Guissart, Rene—with J. Parker Read, Monte Carlo.
Heimerl, Alois G.

—

Jackman, Floyd—with Fred Jackman. Roach Studio.
Jackman, Fred W.—directing, Roach Studio.
Koenekamp, Hans F.—with Larry Semon.
Kull. Edward—with Universal.
Kurrle, Robert—Edwin Carewe, Europe.
Landers, Sam—with First National, United Studio.
Lockwood. J. R.

—

Lundin, Walter—with Harold Lloyd Prods., Hollywood
Studios.

Edison, Thomas A.—Honorary Member.
Paley, William "Daddy"— Honorary Member.
Webb, Arthur C.—Attorney.

Meetings of the American Society of Cinematographers are held every Monday evening in their rooms, suite 325,
Markham Building. On the first and the third Monday of each month the open meeting is held; and on the second and
the fourth, the meeting of the Board of Governors.

Lyons, Reginald E.

—

MacLean, Kenneth G.—with Douglas Fairbanks.
Marshall, William—with Benny Zeidman Prods.,

cipal Studio.

Meehan, George—with Jack White Corp., Fine
Studio.

Milner. Victor—with Fred Niblo, Clune's Studio.
Morgan. Ira H.—Marion Davies—Cosmopolitan,

York.
Newhard, Robert S.

—

Norton, Stephen S.—with Bruce Mitchell Prods.,
Studio.

Overbaugh, Roy F.—New York City.
Palmer, Ernest S.

—

LePicard, Marcel—New York.
Perry, Harry—with Preferred Prods., Mayer Studio.
Perry, Paul P.—with Ince Studio.
Polito, Sol—with John Francis Dillon, United Studios.
Richardson, Charles—With Garson Studios.
Ries, Park, J.—
Rizard, Georges

—

Rose, Jackson—With King Baggott, Universal Studio.
Rosher, Charles—With Mary Pickford, Pickford-Fair-

banks Studio.
Schneiderman, George—Fox Studio.
Scott, Homer

—

Seitz, John F.—With Rex Ingram, Europe.
Sharp, Henrv—With Ince Studio.
Short, Don—With Fox Studio.
Smith. Steve, Jr.—With Vitagraph Studio.
Steene, E. Burton—New York.
Stumar, John—With Wm. Seiter. Warner Bros.
Stumar, Charles—With Universal.
Thorpe. Harrv

—

Totheroh, Rollie H.—With Charlie
Studio.

Van Buren, Ned—In New York.
Van longer, Charles—With Ernest

Urns. Studio.
Van Trees, James

—

Walter, R. W.—With Ma.-k S el I'roductions. Sennetl
Studio.

Warrenton, Gilbert—With First National. United Studios.
Whitman, Philip H.—With Douglas Fairbanks. Fair-

banks-Pickford Studio..
Wilky. L. Guy—With William I>e Mille. Liskv Studio.

Chaplin. Chaplin

Lubitsch, Warner

LOYALTY PROGRESS ART
iiiiiniiw
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OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
315 Central Bank Building

Gentlemen

:

We have received your latest Mitchell camera, which
— recently purchased, and after making several tests we find same

very satisfactory and far above any other camera to which we have

yet applied our stereoscopic principle.

I have recently returned from Hew York City, where I

interviewed the officials of several cf the largest releasing
companies and discussed the matter of stereoscopic motion pictures,
and find that they are very much interested in this subject and
very anxious indeed to see some of the tests made by our

attachment

.

We are now planning to put our attachment on your camera

and will very scon take some tests of our Northern California scenery,
which we feel positive will prove that we are the ones to bring out

the third dimension by the use of the ordinary film and without any
adjustments or changes in the present-day projecting machine.

While in New York City we made arrangments to close contracts
for a series of pictures and we are now completing financial arrangements
to begin the production of a series of western cowboy pictures featuring
Ranger Bill Miller,who is, as you know, one of the original rangers of

the State of Texas

.

V.'e feel that in the work which we are doing your camera will
prove very satisfactory and that in the very near future we shall difcusi

with you the use of our attachment On your camera in case any of the

other producers wish to make use of sacE in their work.

Mrtcholl Camera Corporation,
6025 Santa Monica Boulevard,
Hollywood. California.

Yours -;ery truly,

STEREOSCOPIC PRODUCTIONS, INC,

Secretary-Treasure!

ATTENTION MR. GEO. A. MITCHELL

October Twenty-seventh,
Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-three.
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